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.AFTER EMERSON, WHAT? OR, THE CONSEQUENCES
OF CONCORD THEISM.
PnELUDE.-THE INDIAN QUESTION,

CALL tho roll of the names associated with this building-John Adams,
Snmuel Adams, John Hancock, Joseph Wnrren, James Otis, George Whitefield, George WMhington. I venture to say that there is not one of these
historic souls that docs not sympathize with this Indian chieftain ; for his
demand is precisely what them was, that a labourer should be allowed
to dispose of the results of his own work. One hundred and fonr years ago
this house was packed to suffocation, and the steps of this platform were
covered by British military office1'8, who threatened death to any speaker
who shonld celebrate the patriotism of those who did not like the Boston massacre.
An orntor named Joseph Warren entered by the window behind me. Doring his
address at this spot a British officer, seated on the steps at the side of the pulpit,
held up some pistol-bullets in his open palm, to intimidate the young man ; but
Warren dropped upon them a white handkerchief, and the occasion passed without
his assassination, and, indeed, by the breadth of a hair, without tumult. The
bullet that killed Warren lies in yonder case. I beg leave to set in contrast two
sentences, one from Warren's oration on that occasion, and another from the speech
of an Indian maiden, who is on my left-an educated representative of her
people. "Every man," said Warren before that hushed house, "has a right to
enjoy what is acquired by hia own labour. It is evident that the property in thie
country has been acquired by our own labour. It is, therefore, the duty of the
people of Great Britain to produce some compact in which we have explicitly
given up to them a right to dispose of our persons and property. Until this is
done, every attempt of them, or of those whom they have deputed to act for them,
to give or grant any part of our property, is directly repugnant to every principle
of reason and natural justice."* You know that these are the principles on which
our fathers fought the Revolution. This is an excellent statement of the great
doctrine that there should be no taxation withont representation. The basis of
the philosophy of our fathers in the Revolution was simply the proposition that
every man has a right to enjoy what is acquired by his own labour. V aloe had
been added to the lands of Massachusetts by the toil of the colonists. Kiug
George undertook to tax Massachusetts, and our fathers stood upon this ba11is of
natnral right, and refused to pay a penny, becanse they had not been consulted as
to the tax. I wish to begin my defence of the plundered Indians by some incontrovertible proposition, and I commence exactly where Joseph Warren did, by the.
usertion of the natural right of every man to dispose of the fruits of his own
labour. I open a recent newspaper of this city, and tum to a report of a speech ·
• Warren's Oration in the Old South Church, Boeton, March 5th, 1775.
VOL. V.-PART XIV,
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AFTER EMERSON, WHAT1
by the lady on my left, and she says: "An Indian d,oes not want to cultivate a
piece of land, fence it in, build him a house, fornish and stock his f1mn, and, just
as he is ready to enjoy the fruits of it, to have it taken from him, and he and hill
family sent to a southern clime to die. Do you wonder that the Indian feels outraged by such treatment md revolts, although the act end in death to himself?"•
I affirm that Joseph Warren and that Indian maiden and this Indian chieftain
lock hands in their fundamental principles. In the name of all the revolutionary
fathers whose voices have been heard on this spot, I jn1tify the Ponca Indians in
their complaint against the robberies effected by a viperous Indian ring, which
whispers more lies into the public preBB to-day than the voice of appeal can
whisper troths into the same channel.
On the banks of the Mi,.,ouri, June 26th, ae I lately Cl'Ol!Bed the continent, it
was my fortune to meet this lady, and bear from her a full statement of the
wrongs of the Ponca Indiana. Yon have all heard that pitiful story; but, in view
of some to whom printed words may go, pardon me if I Hy that the acconnt she
read to me, dictated by White Eagle, of the Ponca tribe of Indians, was in many
paasages as touching as the historic speech of Logan. It contained the history
of the treaties by which the United States guaranteed to the Ponca Indians a
reservation of land in Southern Dakota ; of the faithfulneSB with which these
treaties have been observed by the peaceful Ponca tribe ; of the gradual accnmula·
tion of property in horses and cattle, and buildings, and farming utensils ; of the
cupidity and unacrupnlonsness of the white men in the Indian ring, who desired
to dispoBBeSB the Poncas of their property ; of the intrigues of these plunderers,
and of their success in obtaining an order from W ashingtou for the removal of
the Poncas to the Indian Territory ; of .the death there of some two hundred of
the tribe from malarial fever ; and of the theft by the Indian ring of the personal
property of the tribe to the amount of 200,000 dollars.
Onr soldiers blush to execute the commands they receive from the Indian CommiSBioner at Washington. General Crook t says that, as the law is now interpreted, the army cannot seize and recover Indian property even when found in
the hands of well known thieves.
You have been told from Washington that the land given to the Poncas in the
Indian Territory is a desirable habitation. Remember that the Poucas are a
northern tribe. I lift up before you the map of the Indian reservations in this
country, and some of yon can see that the tribes are scattered all the way from
the latitude of Northern Montana to that of Mexico. The Poncas belong on the
isotherm of cool Milwaukee; they have been forced down to the isotherm of
broiling Santa Fe. Even Carl Schurz himself, whom I revere in general, but
whom I think wrong on this Indian question, admits that the plan of the last
administration of the United States to gather all the Indians il1to this Indian
Territory was undoubtedly a good one so far as the southern Indians were concerned, but undoubtedly a very poorly judged one as to the Northern Indians.
Whoever looks on the map will see that tribes accustomed to these mountainous
regions cannot be forced down to the line of Arkansas and Nortl1em Mississippi
and New Mexico without terrible trials, in undergoing the process of acclimatization.
Yon ought, I must say, to listen to the rifle, the soond of which has reached
Boston this morning, for it speaks the abhorrence of the Poncns of their present
• Speech of MiBB Bright Eyes, at a reception in Horticultural Hall, Boston.
t See hil remarkable letter in the New York Tribune, Oct 14th.
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OR, THE CONSEQUENCES OF CONCORD THEISM.
position in the Indian Territory. I cannot force myself at once to tell you what
the news is to-day; but this chieftain on my right-a man of great strength of
character-started on foot from the Indian Territory after he had seen the land.
He took a portion of his band with him, preferring to die on the graves of his •
Jtindred to dying far o:ff in the land of the stranger. A son of this chieftain ht.d
implored his father with his dying breath to take him back and bury him among
his fathers. .And the strong man marched, bearing the corpse through the morn·
ings and the noons, the twilights and midnights, till he reached the vicinity of
the agency where the child was to be buried. There, in our land, there under the
direction of your officers, some of them performing their duties with the supervision of Christian overseers, chosen largely through the instrumentality o~ the
-Church-there this man, under such anspices and in snch a place, wu arrested,
.and the Indian ring secured an order that he shonld be sent back.
The Christian sentiment of Omaha was aroused. It is my fortune to have in
·Omaha a friend, of whom I speak with :Crankne&11, because I know that he will
pardon me for doing se, modest man as he is, and will be glad, on the whole,
that I, from a ten years' acqnaintance, authorize you to trust him as the treasurer
·Of the fuuda for the support of the appeal now making on behalf of the Indian
· tribes. The Rev. A. F. Sherrill, of Omaha, was a room-mate of mine at Andover
Theological Seminary. He is an Englishman by birth, one of God's noblemen,
and is deeply in sympathy with this Indian cause. I have known him ten years,
and he has been ten years at the front, in Omaha. He introduced me to that
noble philanthropist on my left here, Mr. Tibbles, &n editor of the Omaha H1JTald,
.and one of the coadjutors of John Brown, who lies buried among the Adirondacks
jn my native county. It was this philanthropist who went to the lawyers of
Omaha, and among them found two men noble enough to undertake the defence
-Of this chieftain without pay. They were Messrs. Poppleton and Webster, leading lawyers of the State, and the case was brought before Judge Dundy, who
·decided that, under the Fourteenth Amendment of the Constitution of the United
·States, the Indian is a person entitled to the protection which the conrls give to
any other person not a citizen. He set this chieftain at liberty. When Judge
Dandy's court was told that the Indian is not a person, and cannot come into
court, the reply was : " A Mongolian can come into my court. Any one who is
a responsible human being can come into my court. God never made a man so
humble that he cannot come into my court." And Judge Dnndy received this
chieftain as a human being, who, although n.ot a citizen, is covered by the great
shield of American law from his plnnderera.
Of course, this decision, if supported by the Supreme Court of the United
States, is likely to be of great importance in delivering the Indians from their
p!underera and in potting a stop to Indian wara. Here you have, at last, in your
projects of reform, got hold of the central vine. Yon have been attending to the
tendrils here nnd there ; but you have not sh1'ken the whole growth of this Indian
poisonous ivy, because yon have not seized it by the roots. We are indebted to
the sagacity of this soldier of John Brown here; we are indebted to the practical
.head of this editor, and I ma.y almost call him a lawyer. He is a philanthropist.
Weare indebted ro him for pointing ont this centre spot of poison. He took the
-flue by the trunk and has shaken it to the last tendril, by insisting on this distinc>tion between person and citizen. Pardon me, my friends, if I trouble yon with
·the language of the first clause of t.he famous Fonrteeuth Amendment : "All persons bom or naturalized in the United States and subject to the juris-Oiction thereof, are citizens of. the United States and of the atate wherein. they
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AFTER EMERSON, WHATt
reside. No state &hall make or enforce any Jaw which shall abridge the privileges
or immunities of any citizen of the United States. Nor shall any state deprive
any person of life, liberty, or property without due proceu of law ; nor deny any
person within its jurisdiction the equal protection of the laws."
I beg yon to notice that there is here made, by the language of the Constitution
itself-the supreme law of the land-a moat emphatic distinction between citizen
and person. The Fourteenth Amendment to the United States Constitution hns
just been interpreted by Judges Field and Sawyer, in California, as invnlidating
,·; the "cue-cutting act," which the anti-Chineee party had Je,·ied against the
Chinese. This amendment declares who are citizens of the United States, and it
snysthat no state shall make a Jaw to abridge their privileges or immunities. It,
then, as Judge Field has said, drops the distinctive term" citizen," and declares that
"no state shall deprive any peraon of life, liberty, or property without the due
process of Jaw, nor deny to any person the equal protection of the laws." Since
the adoption of the Fourteenth Amendment Congress has legislated for the purpose of executing its provisions. Re-enacting laws passed in 1870, the Re·
vised Statutes of the United States now declare-and I wish to call exact attention to this language-" that all persona within the jurisdiction of the United
States shall have the same right in every state and territory to make and enforce.
contrac1s, to sue, be parties, give evidence, and to the full and equal benefit of
all the laws and proceedings for the security of persons and property as enjoyed
by white citizens, and shall be subject to like punishments, pains, penalties, taxes,
licences, and exactions of every kind, and to no other." That is section 1977 of
the Revised Statutes, pa.ased since the Fourteenth Amendment was adopted.
My friends, this is a legal point of great importance ; and, although the matter
is a little dry, although it is hard to secure popular attention to this distinction
between citizen and person, I think I do not venture too much by bringing before
this audience, and through yon before any who may read what is said here, the
decision of these three judges, by whom the distinction is pushed to the front as
one of the most important incnlcationa of the Constitution it.self. Charles Sumner
held thnt the Fourteenth Amendment secures to Indians the protection of the
Federal courts.
Everybody knows or ought t.o know tl1.at the lands of the Poncas were granted
to them in Southem Dakota, in exactly the same form of words by which
the lands of the Union Pacific Railway, mnning from Omaha to Ogden, have
been granted to the corporation owning that ircn construction. And it has been
very pertinently asked whether, if a :Part of this land granted to the Union Pacific
Railway had been by some mistnke of haste at Washington ceded afterwards to an
Indian tribe, say to the Sioux, there would not have been a very swift rectification of the mistake by the courts. But here is the evidence. I find that Carl
Schurz, honourable man that he is, publishes a long dispatch-he has done this
within three months-in which he says the lands of the Poncaa were granted, by
mistake, to the Sioux, and thnt in the treaty with the Sioux the land was recognized as belonging to the latter tribe, and that this treaty is the supreme law of
the land. The question is whether the courts would decide in that way. The
que11tion is whether the President and Senate, taken alone, can make a treaty
that is binding where there is plain conatitntional authority against the treaty.
If the Union Pacific Railway were in court, and a treaty should be brought forward of which it could only be said that there WllB a mistake made tonceming it.
how soon the matter would bo rectified I But this is exactly the position of the
:Ponc1111. The Deparl.ment at Washington, down even to Commissioner Bayt
~
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OR, THE CONSEQUENCES OF CONCORD THEISM.
himself, who has no great fl)ndness for the positions represented by my philan~
thropic friend on my left, has admitted that it was a mistake that the treaty with
the Sioux included the lands solemnly, guaranteed to the Ponca& What the
Poncas ask is that they be allowed to go iato the court and test this question by
a writ of ejectment. That writ of ejectment is to be taken out, and will be
brought before, probably Judge Dundy at first, and then, perhaps, before some of
the United St.ates justices above him in the Circuit Court, and BO carried to the
full bench at Washington.
Money for that purpose is needed, and I am glad to be public solicitor for a
-cause including the interests of 275,000 of the aborigines, whose numbers are far
less likely to dwindle than to double within the next century. What is claimed
is that we have made treaties with the Indians, and that to make a treaty a man
must be a person. Indian chiefM have made treaties in the name of their tribes.
What is a person ? Any human being who can do a legal act is a person. To
·make a treaty is a legal act, and chiefs in the Indian tribes have made treaties
which have already been so recognised by the Government that it is too late to
say that these chiefs are not persons.
We wish to decide two questions: Is the chief who represents a tribe a person?
I know that the chiefs represent their tribes, and that lndiaus in tribal relations
do not own land in severalty. But again and again Indiana have left their reservations and given up their tribal property, and gone out in rags and taken up
land. The question is whether they, when they have no tribal relations, are
persons in such a sense that in the Federal courts they can be sued and sue in the
language of the Revised Statutes. Is the chief at the head of his tribe a person
in the legal sense 1' And next, is a single Indian, without any tribal connection,
a person in such a sense that nuder the United States law be can be held to his
duty or obtain justice when he is wronged 1' These two inquiries, we think, will
be answered affirmatively; and if they are, everybody sees what an immense advantage will be ge.ined in the cause of the amelioration of the condition of the
Indians. 'rhe American Constitutional distinction between person and citizen,
under national law, and the rights which the Constitution guarantees to all persons,
however bumble, are the lthuriel spear by which the Indian ring squatting like a
to&d at the ear of careless officials in Washington, as Satan squatted at the ear of
Eve, must be pierced through all its hideous disguises, and made to appear what it
is, a coloRSal conspirator and fiend. By this same distinction between citizen ancl
peratm, the more difficult part of both the Indian and the Chinese questions may
not improbably be carried far towards solution.
I look into the faces of this Indian maiden and of this chieftain, and I hardly
dare to bring to them the pain of announcing that the brother of Standing Bear
has been shot like a dog for asserting the rights Joseph Warren maintained on
this platform. We are told the Poncas are satisfied in the Indian Territory.
They are so satisfied that they die to leave it. This brother was an elected chief,
a younger man than he who sits before you. But when the Cheyennes offered to
give horses to the Poncas in place of those that had died, the Poncas were, of
course, anxious to visit the Cheyennes. They conld not obtain permission to do
110. A few of them, led by the brother of this chieftain, went away without per·
mission; and in course of the difficulty which followed he was shot.
I had hoped that Standing Bear would addrel!B you in this house. Whether
he will consent to do so I cannot now tell; and we, perhaps, ought not to ask him
t.o speak. If auy of you remain to shake hands with him I am sure you will offer
him sympath7 in his bereavement. But he is here to-day, and will be elsewhere
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AFTER EMERSON, WHAT I
in the state and nation, to represent simply the proposition that a labourer has a.
right to the fruits of his own toil, and that a person, however humble, is protected
by the laws of the United States.
It will be little creditable to the civilization of patriotism, to say nothing of theCluistianity of our opolent cities, if the four or five thousand dollars needed for
the purpose of testing the case of Standing Bear before the Supreme Court cannot
be swiftly secured. It has been proved by actual trial that the young woman wh<>
read to me White Eagle's letter needs only to look upon a Boston or a Chicag<>
assembly, or upon a Beacon Street parlour gathering, to awaken enthusiasm for
tb.e caose of her oppressed people. As soon as she left me, she went to the market
at Omaha and sold her pony to help on the suit in support of the rights of Standing Bear and of the not vanishing numbers of American Indians whom he represents. She affirms that, if because she is an Indian she bas no ngbts which the
Jaw will protect, and if she and her brothers and sisters are to be subject to the
orders of Indian inspectors, and removed to the fever jungles of the South, or to
any other place that caprice and cupidity may suggest, she, rather than live in the
constant fear of such a fate, will go to Canada and claim the protection of theBritish Government.
Many of the Indian chiefs on the Plains are men of great natural ability. They
know as well as anyone that the game on which they subsisted has gone, never t<>
return, They are anxious to learn the process of agriculture. They wish to send
their children to school, They not unfrequently ask for Christian missionaries.
Bnt nearly every time a tribe has attamptcd to raise stock and to improve land
. they have been removed from their possessions by some Indian inspector, and
robbed of all they had, or of the best part of it. If they refuse to go the soldiers
are sent to force them ; and thus our Indian wars originate. Cicero, in his oration
against Verres, used no denunciations too scathing to be merited by the plunderers
who have fleeced the Indian tribes in a manner as ghastly and infamoos as that which
hiiitory, in the case of the Roman proconsuls, holds np in perpetual crucifixion.
You ask what is the trouble? Money. There are seventy-four Indian agencies
in the United States. There are ten or more officers in each of the agencies.
Here are seven or eight hundred of the people's offices which are within the gift
of certain powers, who, of conrse, are very much moved bJ the chance of gain.
I am not here to recite all the hideous proceedings of the Indian ring. This
chieftain is a man. If you prick him he will bleed. If I had the typical Indian
agent here, I should not say he is a man. He is an animal. If yon prick him he
will not bleed I The Indian agent has been pricked and again and again lacerated by public discussion. There is nothing thnt will harm him bnt the smiting
of a thunderbolt through and through-his purse!-till at last this infamous
system is exploded by the indignation of a Christian people.
Lyman Beecher'11 clock from Bowd~in Street church hangs yonder on the wall,
and it tells me to pause ; bnt if Lyman Beecher were here he would tell me to
proceed. I offer these resolutions, which I believe have the approval of all who
are on the platform, and I 11Sk yon to pass them, in order that this andicnr.e mny
help to swell a little the indignation with which the proceedings of nnscrupnlou
men in the Indian ring, which have seemed to receive too much conntenance from
Washington, 11hould be met by America. Only on one other occasion have I
asked this audience to pass resolntions; and that wns when the Sabbath was in
danger at the American Centennial Exhibition. I move the adoption of the following r880lutions, as the sense of this Boston meeting, including many ministers.
teachers, ud other educated men :-
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1. R.esol11e.tl, That Congress ahonld p1188 a law nuder which patents may be
iaaued to Indians for lands, making the homesteads of Indiana inalienable for
life, and free from taxation for n period of years long enough to permit them to
become civilized and fairly acquainted with their responsibilities, before they can
freely dispose of their property.
That resolution, if yon please, does not call for immediate citizenship for
Indians ; for I fear, as Carl Schurz has said, that in many CllSeS snch rapid transition to the state of self-protection would end in idleness and vagrancy, or
expose the weaker Indian to the danger of being plundered, as he has been again
and again when thns gifted with a patent of bis own. Several co11ncils in the
States where Indian reservations are numerous have petitbned Congress to grant
patents, and make them inalienable for a certain term of years, in order that the
owners may not be cheated out of them by land·sharks, lumbermen, minel'll, or
unscmpnlons agents.
2. R.esolued, That the laws relating to Indian affairs should be so revised and
enlarged that the Indian may become amenable to civil laws, and that patents of
land in severalty may be issued to them.
Yon cannot protect a title unless it exists. I believe the Poncas are the only
tribe in the United States that have a good deed, without any reversionary clause
of which evil men can take advantage. It is said that railways are run through
the Indian Territory, and lands now granted to corporations to be occupied when
the Indian title is extinct. We are soon to run six railways through the land of
the Sioux. There will be trouble there under the old deeds. What this resolution calls for is that there should be, by Congressional action, such a change in
our Jaws that deeds without any reversionary clause may be given to the Indians
who deserve them. Of conl'lle, the right of inheritance should be secured to
Indians by public law, and the demoralizing system of giving rations to able·
bodied but idle men abolished as soon as practicable.
3. Resolved, That the questions raised by the recent decision of Judge Dundy,
in Nebraska, that the Indian is a person, though not a citizen, and that the
Fourteenth Amendment of the Constitution gives to any person under the jurisdiction of the United States the protection of our laws, shon!U be precisely determined by a decision of the Supreme Court.
4. R.esolved, That if the Indian be recognized as a person, amenab~e to civil
laws, o. great step has been taken towards the destruction of the infamous Indian
rin11;s which have plundered the tribes, and, therefore, towards the prevention of
Indian wars, with all their expenditures of treasure and blood.
5. Resolved, That, to obtain such a decision, we believe it desirable to press
the appeal of the Ponca Indians, as represented by Standing Bear, their chief,
and to secure the decision of a case by a full bench at Washington.
6. R.esolved, That we recommend to the confidence and philanthropy of the
public the committee already appointed in Boston and Omaha, and represented
by the Rev. A. F. Sherrill, in the latter city, and by his Honour, the Mayor in
Boston, to take in hand the collection of funds for the expense of this appeal.
After these resolutions had been adopted unanimously, Mr. Cook continued :
Joseph Warren is not the only ghost who has sympathy with this chieftain and
with this Indian maiden. John Eliot seems to be pacing to and fro on Nonantnm
hill yonder; and were Warren and Eliot here in the flesh, I think they would
give right hands to this maiden and to this chieftain, and at the same moment
their left hands to us all, to draw us into their own advocacy of American historic
principles, and into that work of aggressive evangelization of which Eliot's name
is a synonym. Where is the American Chnrch, that the whole New England
zone does not flame with indignation at the wrongs of the Indian tribes? Boston
tiames. Omaha flames. The two ends of the zone are bright. Nay, the 'Ne•
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AFTER Elt!ERSON, WHATI
Englancl zone extends to the Pacific. Oregon fiames ; for her bishops and
preachers years ago passed resolutions almost identical with those in which you
have just embodied your demands. In the name of the brightest zone of
American civilization, I give Joseph Warren's right hand to this chieftain. I
ask him to shake hands with me in his name, as I express the sympathy of this
audience [shaking hands with Standing Bear] ; and I give my right hand to
this young maiden, and to this philanthropist I give my right hand, and we unite
with Warren and with Eliot, and with our fathers, whose memory lingers in this
house, in prayer that this appeal to the Supreme Court may succeed.
THE LECTURE,

A little while ago we were not iu the world, and a little while
hence we shall be here no longer. This is arithmetic. This is the
clock. Demosthenes advises that every public speech should begin
by an incontrovertible propositicm, and surely it is scientifically incontrovertible that we are to go hence soon. De Tocqueville says
that you will in vain try to make any man religious who has no
thought of dying. The arithmetical certainty that we are going
hence is, therefore, not merely an arithmetical, but a religious truth
as well. My purpose is to imagine myself in solitude before Almighty
God, and, with no guidance but the culture of this world, to seek
for peace. The ambition of intellectual men hBS been, in past ages,
to acquire power, or wealth, or social position. The serene secret
truth about the deepest intellectual life of our age is that it wants
peace, and the loftiest human ambition inside the circles of culture
I suppose to be fastened to-day on the question : How can a man
attain harmonization with his entire environment and obtain peace
face to face with reality 1 The characteristic of our age is a passion
for scientific research. We love to stand face to face, not with
guesses, but with certainties, and this especially in the supreme
.moments of speculation, and of life and death.
Here is a house filled with historical presences, and I could easily
imagine myself in high company, were I alone in this temple and
completely shut away from man, as in the closet of devotion. Let
me imagine myself alone with the fathers who were gathered to their
fathers, as you and I are sure to be gathered to ours. It is no gueBB,
it is an arithmetical certainty that we, too, are sojourners, and that
on earth there is no abiding. I am alone, and shall not here be
disturbed by the sneers of any superficial culture. I know that very
few men begin to lahour for themselves until they are twenty-five
years of age. There are very few who continue such labour after
the seventieth year. Now, between the twenty-fifth and seventieth
year of my life I shall have forty-five years. Suppose I throw away
.8
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in each year fifty-two days for Sundays, thirteen for vacation, illness,
and other interruptions. I have three hundred days left in each of
the forty-five years-that is, 13,500 days, before I, in all human
probability, shall be gathered to the fathers. If I have strength to
labour ten hours of each day, I have, in the whole mature part of
my life, only 135,000 working hours.
Onward storms my strong-limbed race,
Pause for me is nigh ;
Long on earth will men have place,
Not mach longer I.
Thousand summerR kiss the lea,
Only one the sheaf;
Thousand springs may deck the tree,
Only one the leaf ;
One, but one, and that one brief.

We go hence, and in our solitude we perceive another certaintythat we wish to go hence in peace. I stand here alone in my soliloquy with the spirits about me. My purpose now is to look abroad
upon the present attitude of culture, and to see what I must believe
as to the conditions of my peace beyond the vail.
.AB a whirling waterspout on the sea drops a portion of itself now
and then into the great deep, and draws up another portion into the
clouds, so philosophy in our age appears to be dividing itself between
theists and anti-theists ; between those who yet believe in a personal
God and those who drop down into materialism and pessimism and
intellectual despair. Here, for instance, is pantheism, which a few
years ago in Germany was like the waterspout, surrounded with
vapour. We knew not whether there was any spout at all there;
nor whether there was anything firm in the cloud.' ·The vapour has
cleared away, and philosophy of the right Hegelian wing bas lifted
itself out of the clutches of mere airy speculations. There is a system of thought now in Germany called concrete theism ; and there
is another system, called pessimism, which bas dropped down into
pure materialism. The doctrine of Schopenhauer and of Hartmann
is that this is the worst of all worlds ; or, if it is not the worst, then
it is so bad that it would have been better if it bad never been
created, and that the supreme aspiration of the human race must be
for extinction. This, literally, is the outcome of Malthusianism and
materialism, whose principles naturally run into pessimism, and end
·at last in the name of culture and absolute despair. That is the
lower part of the waterspout which has fallen; and here is the upper
part-concrete theism. Why, of late that upper waterspout has
hung over Concord, and sent down healing drops upon what were
once pantheistic sands. We h'.1.V!I reas:m to revere Concord as ~
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teacher of theism, and even of Christian theism, if we may take as.
correct the representations of the principal lecturer at the Concord
School of Philosophy.
What I wish to insist on is that all over the world culture is dividing itself into a higher and a lower school. Even this low waterspout, sucked up by the turmoil of hurricanes of speculation in our
time-this muddy column, called free religion and liberalism-is
separating itself, thank God ! from libertinism. You have at Cincinnati, for instance, a convention of liberal leagues calling for theabolition of all American law against the transmission of infamous.
matter through the mails. You have here in Boston an infidel paper
running red, crooked thunderbolts through the record of that convention at Cincinnati. You have a small minority of the infidel
leagues of the United States lashing the vast majority for their barbarism, for their libertinism, as distinct from liberalism. Even with
these mud-columne, we see that the characteristic division of our age
is taking place between the upper and the lower range of thought :
the lower, where there is a denial of all personality in God and of
immortality in man; and the higher region, where immortality is
certainly a. hope and the personality of God a firm belief. That mudcolumn, dropping down an Ingersoll into the depths, and lifting up
an Abbot, stained water though it be, to the top. I will speak of it
with reverence, although it be stained, even while sucked into the
clouds. Fasten your attention on these divided spouts, as characteristic of our time. The whirlwind passes over the great deep, and
men are taking sides either with the nether or the upper powers.
Mr. Emerson came before us at first as the representative of the
Hegelian vapours. I shall not venture too much in asserting that his
early literary career was under the influence of pantheism.
I. "This deep power in which we exist, and whose beautitude is
all accessible to us, is not only self-sufficing and perfect every hour,
but the act of seeing and the thing seen, the seer and the spectacle~
the subject and the object, are one."
2. "The larger experience of man discovers the identical nature
appearing through them all. Persons themselves acquaint us with
the impersonal. In all conversation between two persons, tacit
reference is made, as to a third party, to a common nature. That third
party, or common nature, is not social; it is impersonal, it is God."
3. "Of the universal mind each individual is one more incai·uation.
All its properties consist in him."
4.
" I am owner of the sphere,
Of the seven stars and solar year,
Of Cresar's hand and Plato's brain,
Ot Lord Christ's heart and Shakespeare's strain."
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This is the pantheism of Mr. Emerson's e!lrlier essays, nor did hefail to derive from it dangerous inferences in morals.
5. "No law can be sacred to me," says our author, "but that of
my own nature. If I am the devil's child, I will live from the devil.
Good and bad are names very readily transferable to this or that.
The only right is what is after my constitution, the only wrong, what
is against it. A man is to carry himself, in the presence of all
opposition, as if everything were titular and ephemeral but he."
6. "One man thinks justice consists in paying debts, and has ne>measure in his abhorrence of another who is very remiss in this and
makes the creditor wait tediously. But that second man has his:
own way of looking at things."
7. " I hear some reader say : You have arrived at a fine Pyrrhonism,
at au equivalence and indifferency of all actions, and would fain
teach us that our crimes may be lively stones, out of which we shall
construct the temple of the true God I I am not careful to justify
myself."
That is the position in which the upper half of this waterspout
atood some years ago; but to-day it is surely worth noting as a.
sign of the times, and to me, in my solitude, gazing on this hurricane,
it is a fact worthy of study, that Mr. Emerson proclaims himself now
to be a theist; and, although I do not call him exactly a Christian
theist, I do believe him to be a theist of the most unapologetic and
audacious kind. It is hardly ten years ago, however, since the,
learned and eloquent author of "Half Truths and The Truth,,.
taught at Andover that Mr. Emerson is a pantheist.
"A writer who declares that persons are 'poor empirical preten-sions,' ripples on the ocean of real being; who says that subject and
object, the seer and the thing seen, are one; who affirms that the·
personal brings us to the impersonal, which is God, or the sole reality
-this writer must be set down as a pantheist, or language may mean
just the opposite of what it plainly asserts, and Hegel himself was.
not a Hegelian, nor Spinoza a Spinozist."
This language was just at the time. The scene to-day has changed,.
and the change is worth noting. Mr. Emerson's life-long neighbour,
Mr. Alcott, before an audience at Andover, not many evenings since,
called him, in my hearing, not only a theist, but a Christian theist;
and not only a Christian theist, but in the full sense of the words, a
Christian theist. At any rate, the Concord School of Philosophy
wishes to be considered theistic in the full Christian sense ; and that
is a circumstance worth attention. God be thanked that I havelived to see Christian theism, or what calls itself such at Concord,.
shake hands with Orthodox theology at Andover and elsewhere l
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Here is Mr. Emerson's greatly changed present language : •
1. "A new Socrates, or Zeno, or Swedenborg, or Pascal, or a new
-crop of geniuses like those of the Elizabethan age, may be born in
this age, and, with happy heart and a bias for theism, bring asceticism,
duty, and magnanimity into vogue again."
2. "I confess our later generation appears ungirt, frivolous, compared with the religious of the last or Calvinistic age. There was in
the last century a serious habitual reference to the spiritual world,
running through diaries, letters, and conversation-yes, and into wills
and legal instruments also, compared with which our liberation looks
a little foppish and dapper."
3. " A sleep comes over the great functions of man. Enthusiasm
,goes out. In its stead a low prudence seeks to hold society staunch ;
but its arms are too short-cordage and machinery never supply the
·peace oflife."
·
4. "Luther would cut his hand oft' sooner than write these against
the pope if he suspected that he was bringing on with all his might
the pale negation8 of Boston Unitarianism."
5. "You say, 'Cut away; my tree is Ygdrasil-the tree of life.'
He interrupts for the moment your peaceful trust in the Divine
Providence. Let him know lJy your security that your conviction is
-clear and sufficient, and ifhe were Paul himself, you also are here, and
with your Creator.''
6. "Virtue is the adopting of the universal mind by the individual
will. Character is the habit of this obedience, and religion is the
.accompanying emotion, the emotion of reverence which the presence
of the universal mind ever excites in the individual.''
7. "'Tis a sort of proverbial dying speech of scholars-at least it is
attributed to many-that which Anthony Wood reports of Nathaniel
Carpenter, an Oxford Fellow. ' It did repent him,' he said, 'that
he had formerly so much courted the maid instead of the mistress '
{meaning philosophy and mathematics) 'to the neglect of divinity.'
'l'his, in the language of our time, would be ethics."
That does not sound like the roaring of the earlier half of the
history of this crystalline liquid pillar with vapour around it.
Most emphatically at this hour, Concord, which once taught pantheism at the lips of Mr. Alcott, asserts theism. Channing said in
1841 of the School of Transcendentalists in this city, that very few of
them were consciously pantheists; but that he had heard pantheism
from Mr. Alcott, who, as the nation knows, now teaches theism.
There has come 11pon Eastern Massachusetts such a change, that today, if I am to be serious in my solitude, if I am not to take the side
-of superficiality and coarseness, if I am to be abreast of the loftiest

* North .American Revilllll, May and Jone, 1878, essay on "The Sovereignty of
EthicS."
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thought in the tumult of our speculative age, I must believe in two
things-that I shall go hence as o. personality, and that on the otherside of the grave I shall meet God as a !>flrBOnn.lity.
Can I walk with Him in peace unless I love what He loves o.ud
hate what He hates 1 We desire certainty. My passion, I hope, is a.
love of reality. And I am beginning here and now, far off and wita
propositions that I hope are incontrovertible, a justification of my
belief that without similarity of feeling with God, I can have no peace
in His presence ; and also of my conviction that without some screen
to shut off from my conscience and the sight of God my record in the
black past, I cannot be harmonized with that record. Slowly I wish
to lead you on from point to point of absolute certainty, till we see
whether Tennyson was right in his " Palace of Art," in representing
culture as leadiug to despair. I shall assume from this point that we
agree with the higher and not with the lower schools of discuBBion;.
and that we take as ours this loftier range of thought which aBBerts
theism and has immortality as o. hope. Assuming God and immortality, what can culture do to give us peace 1 This is a. purely scientific question, and to the answer to it we shall listen in the future.
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OUTGROWN RELIGIOUS DOUBTS .AND P.A.NIOS; OR,
REOENT TRIUJIPHS OF THEISM.
PRELUDE.-HOPES AND FEARS IN AMERICAN POLITICS,

B:s:NJAKI1' FUNKLIN, the tallow-chandler's son, who was born on the opposite
..Ode of yonder street, eatnrated onr Revolutionary era with tho doctrine that the.
;poor man's all is as dear to him as the rich man's all to him ; and the inference
from this propoaition wa!, that the poor man needed the vote as much as the rich,
.and perhaps more, becan11e the vote was bis chief means of securing himself from
.assault, which the rich man might euily repel by other mcam than so.ffrage. Sound
ideas as to finance, the purity of elcctiou1, and the yet pestilent doctrine of State
rights, have recently been honoured and hallowed in elections from Maine to California by a tornado of popular approval. Even reactionary critics are inclined to
"indorse Frauldin'sextreme doctrine as to suffrage, although Mr. Phillips tell~ us thnl
Boston does not believe in democracy, and that New England is shy to this day of
the posit.ions of Franklin in this respect. An aroused and independent suffmgE:,
has always wrought justice in the United States; a torpid, nncxercised suffrage
has been the paradise of political tricksters from the beginning of oar national
history. Our first century of political experience proves, not that our saffrage
needs to be narrowed, except by the reading teat, of which may Providence speed
the adoption ; but tho.t the number of our elections, the extent of our political
machinery, the power of political managers as a profeBSional class, need to be
:restricted. The term system, the spoils system, are phrases that mean very nearly
the same thing in our swiftly recurring elections, and they ho.ve broo&ht into
·existence a class of professional politics} managers and merely party men, whose
.power is a menace to our crowded and bnzardous future.
My topic is Hopes and Fears after the late Elections, bot as I have many fears
let me emphasize strongly my hopes.
We begin to see that the census of 1880 will be the final reply to the rebe!
heresies of the Southern States. Goldwin Smith bas told ns tho.t if Canada. bad
belonged to the American Union in 1860, we should have bad no civil war, for
the suffrage of the North would have decish·ely outweighed that of the South.
But after the census of 1880, and the redistribution of places in Congress according to the new count, it is altogether probable that any Confederate statesman
now there will be in a minority, and a Confederate statesman in a minority is a
very different political creature from a Confederate statesman in the m11jority.
Look at this map of the constitutional population of the country, and sec bow
heavily the North is already weighted [referring to Walker's Statistical Atlas of
the United States, open on the platform]. Examine this other map of the illitemcy
<Of the country, anti notice that the North is not heavily weighted with darltncM
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in contrast with the Gnlf. Look at the shadows on the Chesapeake, on the Savannah, on the lower part of the Mississippi, and along the Gnlf cout of Texu.
Compare these with this zone of free llChools and omnipresentnewspapen, stret.ching from Philadelphia and the northern border of Maine straight away towards
the sunset. When yon add the constitutional population that ho.s been accumulated since the oenBUB of 1870, to the fact of the superior illumination of the North,
_yon may well see that Providence is in a conspiracy to give success to intelligence.
There is a conspiracy for the success of Northern ideas in this Union, and the
pmies to that conspiracy are the free schools and the multiplication table, and
the census, and the Constitution of the United States.
The interests of the Southern States themselves will not he adequately protected,
I think, except nuder the stem prevalence of Northern principles. I am not now
.auailing the Sonthem popnlation, bnt simply certain Confederate politicians, who
have learned nothing, and who will he utterly nnteachable except by the census,
Only the census will bring the South to its senses. Why, not long ago I was
.at Topeka, in Kansu, and saw freedmen flocking oat of bondage. If American
-citizens were living in Germany, or France, or England, and were so treated that
by thousands they should take fiight to secure their property and their lives, the
American flag wonld very soon have its honour vindicated abroad by the power of
the American Executive; but American citizens under our fi•g along the Gulf
are so treated that they fly to Kansas for safety in property and life. An Ameri~ citizen, under the American fiag, is safer to.day in Afghanistan than he is m
the South, if he is a freedman, and undertakes to vote an unpopular political
-ticket.
In the facts of our present condition, there is much to justify the large nnconfel!8ed anxieties of those who are the most thoughtful as to the future of the
-nation; but I am here to emphasize for a moment the gladness of the hour. We
are lifting our feet from the further side of the last deep morass ou the river bank
-Of our civil confilct. I sometimes think of the civil war as a stream of blood mnning through morasses. The beginning of the reedy marsh we reached in the
:sear 1851, when we passed the Fugitive Slave Bill. We walked painfully across
the oozy acres of the Kansas struggle, on the left bank of the river, and in 1861
our feet plunged into the bloody cnrrent. On Gettysburg we first folt the firm
land nuder our feet on the opposite side, and at Richmond we took our feet out
of the scarlet stream. And then came those morasses of hard times brooded over
by their fogs of inflation, and communism, and socialism, and many of our heaviest
walkers in politics seemed themselves to he sinking in the Serbonian bog. But,
on the first day of the cnrrent year we felt firm land under our feet in the matter
of resumption. And now, thank God I we begin to feel land thnt is a part of the
clean bank we ahall reach in the census of 1880. I sec in that date the other aide
of the morass. For thirty years we have been passing through either the river or
the treacherons, pestilential, oozy acres. .From 1851 to 1881 is a stretch of thirty
years, over which the bloody current of the civil war cast out either its own swirling
eddies, or else the morasses produced at the edge of the stream. We are nearly
through. Take courage, for the land of 1880 is in sight ; and we have put down
slavery, we have pnt down rebellion, we have put down inflation, we have put down
hard times, we have put down demagogism enlisted on the side of inflation, and
we have done all this under free popular suffrage.
Demagogism, however, will he alive after all the demagogues who are now alive
are dead; Butlerism will not die with Bctler, and the defenders of false systems.
in finance will not die with the Ohio idea. It was my fortune, in Gov. Foster'&
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own town in Ohio, not long aince, to lecture on the question, "DG"ll Death Encl
All?" and on leaving the hall in the middle of the aftemoon, when the 11treeta were
alive with martial mneic and a great proceaeion, a ahrewd man tumed to me, and
eaid, " We wish you wonld 1peali: thil evening in the public aquare, and take for
your subject thil question, 'Does Death End All-with &he Rag Baby?'" We
may well aalt whether death ends all with demagogilm in Muaachnsetts, for onr
manufacturing popnlations, which have been wheedled into the support of falae
theories, are growing very rapidly, and we need to be taught in the fntnre the duty
of benevolence towards thil clus, the dnty of jnltice on the part of the dominant
political party towards all working-men, the dnty of large sympathy with the working c181!8 everywhere, if we are to contend against the clamour of demagogues who
defend heresies of a socialistic and a commnnist1c 01der.
But, now, if these things are the hopes, what are the fears ? My native State
has been ground nnder the wheels of what is called the "political machine." I
am glad enough, personally, that the resnlt hu been what it is, and yet the resnlt
WBll reached at an immense cost. Here is Fisher Ames (pointing to his portrait.
on the wall), who feared that the power of the politicians wonld ruin therepnblic.
What if we bring Benjamin, the tallow chandler's son, and Fisher Ames to thil platform, and confront them by the senator from New York and by another Benjamin
from MBBsachnsetts. Here is the contrast of the earlier portion of our political
history and of the later,-the power of the manager of the political machine over
against the power of the statesman, the power of the demagogue over against the.
power of a trne friend of the people.
The certainty is, that in the election in New York the administration itself:
suffered not a little humiliation.
You remember that the present Executive at Washington came into office
promising to carry throngn schemes of Civil Service Reform. Yon remember his.
famous order in which he directed that no govemment official should be taxed for
campaign purposes. Yon remember how the present Govemor-elect of New
York was di11missed from the Custom Honse in disgrace. Yon remember how
sternly the senator who nominated this man to be the next govemor of New York
opposed the Administration's ide!l8 of Civil Service Reform. Yon remember howin a hundred ways that strennons party man threw contempt npon the cause which
ostensibly lay clOBe to the heart of the present Administration. And yet, what
has happened ? Why, the great Secretary of the Treasury, than whom there has.
not been in history a statesman more worthy of honour for his financial victories,
ha11 been made to take a low place at the side of the triumphant chariot of the
party man, the senator of New York. He has been obliged to take the platform
side by side with Mr. Dutcher, the appraiser, and go about swallowing his own
record on Civil Service Reform. There is a letter in existence of the Secretary
of the Treasury, authorising the Apprai11er Dutcher to leave his post of public
dnty and to call on the Government officials under him for contributions to maintain the campaign in New York 8tate.
Mr. Evarts himself was regarded with secret pity in New York city as obliged
to take a humiliating position, for be came there to defend the candidate who had
been nominated in defiance of the wishes and pledges of the administration-that
is, in defiance of the whole scheme of Civil Service Reform. I am not one of
those who wonld counsel unnecessary revolt to yonng men in politics; I do not
know that I should have voted, had I been in New York State, with that wing of
the Republican party who endeavoured to di.feat the nomination dictated by the.
MD&tor from New York; but the certainty is, that &he clamour which has been
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:raised in favour of political machinery and indo!'led by eome men high in the
pulpit, and by many men high in the press,-the clamour that has been raised to
put down the protest of editors of the soberer and more far-seeing type, like Mr.
Curtis, and of all who consistently defend Civil Service Reform-this clamour
and these men, I hold, are not cheerful omens as to ourfuture, when we anticipate
the temptations which the spoils system, as aided by the term system, will inevit•
ably bring into the politics of what is soon to be the richest nation on the earth.
In our last New York election we have mnch to humiliate ourselves for, in the
disgrace we have cast upon onr professed opposition to a corrupt civil service, and
in the contempt we have thrown upon our professed adherence to principles t.hU
would purify the field of politics from the activity of merely party men.
There are many persons who are clamouring in the circles of scholarship-I
will not say clamouring, bnt whispering in private so loudly that inside the circles
of culture the noise sounds like a cl..moor-for the abolition of the term system
in this country. Here is Mr. Stickn~y, the author of the book called" The Troe
Republic," who wants only the President and a legislative assembly and a jndi·
ciary elected by the people. He would have the President appoint his Cabinet,
and every Cabinet officer appoint his subordinates : he would have every officer of
the Government removable by his superior, bot only for bad conduct ; he would
allow each one to keep bis place daring good conduct ; and he would take all
power of making appointments from Congress, bot would have the President
remo¥able by a two-thirds vote of its memhera for bad conduct.
Thia is very extreme diecUSBion. I am not justifying Stickney's ideas, but I
tell young men, I tell middle-aged men, who are friends of the political machine,
and against anything like independent voting, that there is a storm brewing
against political machinery, against party men as distinguished from statesmen,
against any politics that consists merely of the advocacy of the interests of one
political organization as distinguiahed from the interests of the people at
large. Scholars are demanding, as I find in many centres of the country, an
abolition of the spoils system, but the spoils 1ystem depends on the term
system. The best thought of the country is, I think, willing that the spoila.
system should be abolished by the abolition of the term system, in two
fields at least, the Civil Service and the Judiciary. The Civil Service
abonld not be governed by the term system now, as it was not in the
time of our fathel'll; the Judiciary ahonld not be governed by the term
system exclusively, although in twenty-two States it now is 10 governed. We
have bad terrific experience of the power of frequent elections to bring into existence a professional class of political managel'll and an immense use of political
machinery against which the people are absolutely powerless. A great class of
the best people in New York State were ridden over, rough shod, by the political.
managers of that commonwealth in the last election.
I know that Mr. Beecher tellll DB, in Plymouth Church, that young men mnst
not protest against the machine nnleSB they are very young. Well, l will bear
the imputation of being young in this respect, for I believe that the demand that
the spoils system in politics shall not take the people'• oflicea to pay merely party men
for their services to party, and to keep anch men in fat places, is the protest of the
soundest heads in the republic, the protest of the best hearts among young men,
the protest of the sternest patriotism we have, and better than all, the protest
of the first fifty yeal'll of our political history, and of our fathers. Here is the
1pot for protest to be lifted np, in the name of those who have gone before us in
ibis very hall. The time bas arrived for the atern demand that party men shall
VOL. V.-PilT XIV.
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not take the place of statesmen, and that the people'• offices shall not be given
sway to reward merely panisan 11ervicea.
It ia a topic on which we are likely to hear mnch,-the interference of political
machinery with the people's righta-and I would not place myself on extreme
ground without emphasizing what everybody knows, that there must be parties in
free politics, and that a party government is neceuary with our institutions.
But the independent Toter, the bolting voter, is to be encouraged also, as well as
the party man. The ltatesman is to be encouraged ; and if he revolt, if under any
aet of temptations party men undertake to make slaves of statesmen, the time hall
become seriona, Mr. Buchanan once sent an officer of his Cabinet into North
Carolina to inflame rebellion, and told him that he hoped he would have snccea&.
In Clingman'& speeches yon will read the detailed statement of the way in which
Mr. Thompson was sent into North Carolina to solicit the legislature to pus a
Tote to secede from the Union. Yon say I am a88&iling Mr. Buchanan because
he is not of my po'itical party. President Lincoln, I suppose, did not care to
appoint as Secretary of War the first man who occupied that position under his
administration. There was a bargain, as all men understand who know the inside
of politics, that a certain person from Pennsylvania should be put in the place,
which he occupied for a few months, until his corruption caused him to be dropped;
and Lincoln, a man honest to the last fibre, and utterly incapable of seeking his
own interests in opposition to th<J88 of the people, did seek the interests of his
party, and for a few months humiliated the nation by keeping in his Cabinet a
man whose whole career there was open to stem criticism and ended in his
disgrace. You have in office now, at Washington, a man whom I believe to be
,at heart as pure u Lincoln ; but yet I cannot say that the pledges of the present
Executive concerning Civil Se"ice Reform have been carried oat. Party pressure
has been brought to bear, this immense extent of patronage belonging to party
hall exerted its sorcery upon the present Executive, and we have seen two members
<>f the Cabinet go down to the metropolitan city on our Atlantic seaboard and
intercede with the people for the election of a determined enemy of the Civil
Service Reform. There were many reasons for thus interceding with the people ;
but the administration, elected on the bold proclamation of its purpose to carry
forward Civil Service Reform, hu been brought under such pressure that this
humiliation easily occurs. We are so used to seeing the President manipulated
by party men, that we do not reflect sufficiently on the dangers that may arrive
in the future, when our parties become more concentrated in great cities than
they now are, and lesa open to reform through the protest of the independent
voter and of the pulpit and of the higher press.
In view of the humiliations of the last elections, let us wear our triumphs
meekly. We are out of the morass, but on those highlands which begin with the
census of 1880: who knows what perils may gather? The extent of our political
machinery, the size of the spoils open to party greed and fraud, these are to be
-0nr great danger in the future. The British constitution is a b'TOwth. &>me
men in (',ongre88 hope to repeal all the amendments we have added to
our Constitution since the war. Our Constitution is a growth; and although
Gladstone calls it, just as it stood when our fathers gave it to us, the
noblest work man ever produced in politics at one stroke, it is better now than it
wu; and who knows but that on thi1 high bank which we soon should reach,
we may have opportunity to enter a new period of constitutional growth, anfl at
last to bring ourselves out of the perils of these swiftly recurring elections, and
of this imme1184! party machinery, and of the Qiud and greed that underlie
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our political management. I think tlie time has coine for a bold, frank
attack on the spoils system in our politics, even if we have to say a word
against the term system which makes these elections 80 frequent. The time
has come when bold speculation about other amendments to the C'.onstitution
is in order, and when we may well call on the fathers to bring us back to
their own ideals, and inspire us with enthusiasm for growth in O'll" fundamental
iaw until it shall fit us as the British Constitution fits England, changed here
.and there as exigencies require, but growing with the necessities of American
society to be as graceful as the Roman toga was about the form of Cicero or
of Cresar, flowing about us and not pinching us. It has done the latter in
New York. It has done the latter in the political intimidations, frauds, and
murders in many tracts of the Southern States. It will do this again and
,ggain, until we insist on the growth of the Constitution. We are choked by
political machinery. The political costumes which should be a free wardrobe,
are 80 cnt by professional fashion-mongers in politics as to keep us from breathin~
deeply. You think I nm taking too deep a breath now in justifying the young
men of New York city who opposed a party management of the campaign. You
think I am speaking too loudly, and that I ought to tie the constricting necklace
·of party management about my throat. Not I to-day. And never yon and never
I, in this house.
TUB LECT&'RB.

Ix spite of a conspiracy of silence on the part of the organs of
-extreme views as to evolution, it is known to many, and should be
known to all, that materialism has lately received in England what
i>ught to be a fatal blow at the hands of tho British Association.
Years ago in this lectureship, when my effort was to introduce new
subjects into natural theology, protoplasm was forced to the front.
All current discussion keeps it there. Acting as an observer of the
signs of the times, I must emphasize President Allman's assertion
that protoplasm cannot account for thought. He thinks it may be
the physical basis of life, but is quite sure that it cannot be the
psychical basis of consciousness. Read his elaborate address on
" Protoplasm and Life,''* and you will find that the British Association has shaken itself clear of all complicity with the materialistic
positions in theology to which Huxley and Tyndall have endeavoured
to commit it by their own addresses.
There has been a determined effort in this country to commit the
American Association for the Advancement of Science to positions
.: . essentially materialistic. Attempts here in that direction will have
the fate of the attempts of the same sort in England and in Germany.
The world of scholarship is a unit, and to-day the doctrine, the
accredited scientific inculcation, of the most advanced minds, is that,
. while what is called germinal matter may be the physical basis of life,
• ·See" Popular Science Monthly" for October, 18i9.
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it is not at all and, 80 far aa science can perceive, cannot ever b&
placed by philosophy in the position of the psychical bMis of thought,
choice, and emotion. Here we have this large admission, and on
account of this advanced position of our great authorities I am taking
for granted what I ha'fe 80 long been proving in this lectureship, that
the soul which thinks and chooses and feels is not matter ; that, as
life existed before organization, it may exist after; that it is no more
wonderful that the organic principle which has made this body
should make another, than that it already has made our present wardrobe of flesh ; and, indeed, that it is less wonderful that we should
live again than that we should live at all. So thoroughly have these
positions permeated the sober, earnest thought of New England, that
last summer, in the Concord School of Philosophy, no opportunity to.
peep or mutter was given to a materialist. A very narrow platform,
you say. Well, Concord built it. Very sectarian philosophy, you
think. Well, Concord has had a reputation for liberalism, and she ia.
not sufficiently liberal to-day to admit to the list of her teachers any
man who is materialistic enough to deny the immortality of the soul
or the personality of God.
In October, 1875, from the platform of the Boston Monday Lecture-ship, while the accents of Professor Huxley's authoritative voice in
his lectures at New York, on" Evolution," were yet intimidating the
ears of Americans, it was my fortune to expose as a blunder his theory
that the bottoms of the deep seas are covered by a sheet of living
slime, from which has been derived all the life on the planet.*
Hackel has attempted to defend Bathybius, the name Hll:lley gave to.
this sheet of gelatinous matter; but he has not made a convert or
Professor Huxley. The latter seconded a vote of thanks to Professor
Allman at the close of his address before the British Association, and
in the following remarkable language defined his present position as
to this abandoned final defence of Hiickel's materialistic views of the
origin of life. " The president, in the early po.rt of his address," said
Professor Huxley, "alluded to a certain thing -I hardly know whether I
ought to call it thing or not-of which he geve you the name Bathybius,
and he stated, with perfect justice, that I had brought that thing into
notice ; at any rate, indeed, I christened it, and I am, in a certain
· sense, its earliest friend. For some time after that interesting
Bathybius was launched into the world a number of admirable persons
took the little thing by the hand and made very much of it. And so
things went on, and I thought my young friend Bathybius would
turn out a credit to me. But, I am sorry to say, as time has gone
• "Bo1ton Jrlowby Lectures," Vol. I., pp. 1-0.
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<>n, he has not altogether verified the promise of his youth. In the
fil'!st place, as the president told yon, he could not be found when hi) 1
was wanted; and, in the second place, when he was found, all aorta
<>f things were said about him. Indeed, I regret to be obliged to tell ·
_you that some persona of severe minds went ao far as to say that he
was nothing but a gelatinous precipitate of slime, which had carried
down organic matter. If that is so, I am very sorry for it, for, who·
~ver else may have joined in this error, I am undoubtedly primarily
responsible for it. I rest in the moat entire and complete confidence
that, if this should happen to be a blunder of mine, some day or
-other it will be carefully exposed by somebody ! "•
Taking the Concord platform and that of Virohow and of the
British ABBociation for the Advancement of Science as representative
·of culture, and as standing in such a position that they who cannot
-come upon it deserve no serious answer, pardon me if now, in my
'80liloquy, I endeavour to reinstate in your confidence the argument
from design, pulverized as some of you think it is, outgrown as many
<>f you have been accustomed so haughtily to call it. I must approach
this difficult topio with illustrations that will carry every one with
me, and I hope not to use technical terms; but it is absolutely essential
that I should sink one distinction in your minds so deeply that it
cannot be uprooted-namely, that between the wkna of forces and
the direction of forces, between the activity of forces and the correlation of forces, ao that they conspire to produce a given result.
The Scotch philoeopher, Beattie, once went into his garden and
drew in the soft earth the letters C. W. B. He sowed these furrows
with garden cre1111ea, smoothed the earth, and went away. These
were the initials of his little boy, who had never been taught anything oonceming God, although he had learned to read. " Ten days
later," says Beattie, " the child came rnnning to me in amazement,
and said: 'My name has grown in the garden.' Well, what if it
baa t" said the philosopher. "That is nothing," and turned away.
But the child took his father by the hand, led him to the gardenplat, and said : " What made those letters t" "I see very well," the
father replied, "that the initials of your name have grown up here in
the garden. That is an accident," and he turned a.way again. The
child followed him, took him by the hand, brought him be.ck to the
spot, and said, very earnestly : " Some one must have planted the
aeeda to make the letters." " Do you really believe those letters
4:annot have been produced by chance t" said the father. "I believe
:iomebody planted them," said the son, who probably did not know
• "Popalar Science Monthly," October, 1879, p. 8U.
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wbat chance meant. "Very well," said the father, "look at your
hands and your feet; consider your eyes and all your members. Are
they not skilfully arranged 1 How did your hand get its shape 7"
The boy replied : "Somebody must have made my hands for me."
"Who is that some one 1" said the father. "I do not know,'' said
the child. "Do you feel certain that somebody planted those seeds,.
and sure that some one made your hands 1" "Yes," said the boy,.
with great earnestneBB. And then the father communicated to the
child the name of the great Being by whom all things are made, and
the boy never forgot the leBBon nor the circumstanceR which led to it.
Now I bring the materialist, or any one who d.oubts the validity of
the argument from design to prove the existence of a God possessing
intelligence, to this garden-plat. I say : "Will you explain for me
the letters C. W. B. 1" The materialist replies: "I will do so, and
can do so very easily, for the ietters are explained by the powers in.
the seeds." "Let us hear your explanation in detail," I reply. "Very
well," the materialist goes on to say, "there is a garden cress making
· the head of the letter C. Is not that garden cress accounted for by
the seed from which it grows 1" "Yes," I reply. " Here is a cress.
making the neck of the C. Is not that accounted for by the seed from
which it sprang1" "Yes,'' I say. And so he goes on through the.
fifty garden cresses that make up the letter. He accounts for each
one of the cresses and then infers that he has accounted for the letter.
I stop him, and say that to account for each one of those garden.
cresses is not at all to account for the arrangement of the creSBes intothe shape of the C. Why did they not arrange themselves as a W or
a B, or iu any other form, or in no form at all 1 You account for each
one of the garden cresses, and think you have accounted for the letter.
No, you have not ; for there is a. great distinction between the powers
of these seeds to produce garden creBSes and that power which collocated the seeds into the shape of the letter. Here is the distinction.
between the edatence of the forces of matter and the direction of those
forces.
Theists are ready to grant that wond3rful powers have been given.
to atoms of matter, and that the molecular constitution of these substances which we touch and call inert is marvellous beyond all comment; but the question is whether any such powers have been given
to atoms as to account for the direction of the forces that inhere in
the atoms, and such a direction that, although these forces are active
at ten thousand times ten billion discrete points, they all work together to .a common end. The garden cresses account for each part
of the letter, but do not account for the shape of the letter. Whoever
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1

will look sharply at this illustration will· see that the parts, if you .
take them without this idea of collocation, are not the whole, even if,
they are added together. He who take1 up these garden cresses and
holds them in his hand has not the whole letter C in his hand.
Goethe said that he who holds in his palm the parts of a watch has
not the whole watch, because he ha.a not the form in which
the parts must be put together in order to produce a mechanism
to keep time.
President Allman, indeed, uses language that is philosophically
careless. He says that "irritability has its seat in protoplasm, and,
is the prime mover of every phenomenon of life."• Objection may
justly be taken to the word "prime" in this proposition. Mere
irritability will never develop protoplasm into a rose, nor provide for,
man the finest of the wheat. In the problem of the origin of life
there is a silent factor which Prof. Allman does not expressly recognize. The central question is :-What accounts for the variety of
form in organisms t Not irritability alone, without the co-ordinating.
power called life. The claims of morphology cannot be satisfied.
without this immaterial principle, which Aristotle called the oause
of form in organisms.
Kepler, the astronomer, was one day called by his wife from his
atudy of the natural forces, to dinner, and a salad was laid on the
table. " Dost thou think," said he to his spouse, " that, if leaves of
lettuce and drops of oil and vinegar and fragments of hard-boiled
eg~ had been in circulation from eternity in chaos, that chance
could have assembled them to-day to forw a salad¥ " " Not as good
a one as this," said his wife, "nor as well seasoned." t
Abbe Galliani, in Paris, once met a company of atheists in a Baron
d'Holbach's parlour. "Now suppose, gentlemen," said he, "that the
one among you who is most fully convinced that the world is the
effect of chance "-I am reading you historic language-" is playing
with three dice. I do not say in a gambling-house, but in the
best house in Paris. His antagonist throws sixes, once, twice, three.
four times-in a word, constantly. My friend Diderot will say,
without a moment's doubt, that the dice are loaded. I am in a bad
house. Because of ten or a dozen throws of the dice, you believe
firmly that this is in consequence of trickery and combination, and.
well-planned combination ; but, seeing in this universe so prodigious
a number of combinations, a thousand times more complicated and.
complicated more usefully, you do not suspect that the dice of Nature
. • "Popular Science Monthly," October, 1879, p. 7•5.
Fondateur1 de l'Astronomie modeme."

t Bertrand, "Dea
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are loaded also, and that there is above them a great rogue, who

takes pleasure in catching you atheists in your superficiality."O
These familiar concrete examples emphasize the distinction made
prominent by Chalmers, and after him by Mill, between the laws of
matter and the collocations of matter. "We can imagine all the
present and e:r.iating laws of matter to be in full operation,'' said
Chalmers,+" and yet, just for want of a right local disposition of
parts, the universe might be that wild, undigested medley of things
in which no trace or character of a designing architect was at all
discernible." Mr. Mill saya i that "collocations, as well as laws, are
necessary to the operation of Nature," and he does not overlook the
profound truth that "the laws of Nature do not account for their own
origin."
A slovenly observation of facts, and a lack of rigour in applying to
the e:r.planation of facts the principle that ·every change must have
an adequate cause, are the most ordinary sources of scepticism as to
the existence of design in Nature. A specialist may be lynx-eyed
and yet wall-eyed.
I take in my hand a book, and you say that the book is made by
the laws of grammar. I say it is made according to the lam of
grammar. You say the book of the universe is made by the laws of
Nature. Carpenter replies that you must never affirm that the
universe is governed by law ; but that what you ought to say is,
that it is governed according to law. This book is not made by law ;
it is made according to the laws of printing and grammar. I may
have this type, and nothing but a chaotic mass of ink-spots upon
the page. The collocation of them is the thing to be accounted for.
The cutting of the face of the type is, indeed, wonderful, and that
must be accounted for when we look sharply into the last analysis
of things. Those atoms of which so much is said have the appearance, as Max Miiller affirms, of manufactured articles. The question
is, if they have all these marvellous powers which some materialists
attribute to them, where they obtained them.
When I was crossing the Rocky Mountains, it was my fortune to
find some moss agates, and the beautiful ferns inside, or the structures resembling ferns, were enswathed by the crystalline stone.
Teach me haughtily the atomic theory, if you please ; tell me that
the ultimate particles of matter have power, I care not how marvellous : I reply that, according to physical science, these different
particles never have touched each other. They are enswathed by a

i

• Janet, " Final Ca1U1e1," Book ll., chap. 1.

t "Natural Theology," n. 11.

u Logic:," llL 12-16.
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force that accounts for their harmoniously co-ordinated motions,
and which in all organisms must have acted to produce the adaptation of part to part. As the c1-ystalline stone enswathes the
mysterious growths in the moss agate, so a co-ordinating power
-enswathes all atoms and all worlds, and the universe is but a moss
.agate in the crystalline stone of God's omnipresent intelligence.
You say Concord theism runs into anthropomorphism-that is,
that I tench that God is like man. Well, anthropomorphism is
better than what I call hylomorphism-that is, the doctrine that
God is like matter; and pantheism, when it makes all force only an
outcome of certain powers inhering in the original atoms, is reducing
our idea of what is highest in the uni verse to the level of matter and
its forces, and is properly enough called, not anthropomorphic, indeed, but hylomorphic, which is a great deal more vile.
Is there in the universe intention not my own 1 Every one
answers: "Yes; in other human beings." But precisely the same
argument which proves to me that a human being other than myself
has had an intention in any given work, proves that a Supreme
Intelligence bas had an intention in what is called Nature. It is
inconsistent with sound doctrine for me to deny that other human
beings have intentions. It is, for the same renRon, inconsistent
with sound doctrine for me to deny that the Supreme Intelligence
has intentions, or that Nature has final as well as efficient cause.
I. Let cause mean all that is neceBBnry to explain an effect.
2. In a statue of Hercules we shall have, therefore, according to
Aristotle's distinctions between causes, first, a material cause in the
marble ; an efficient cause in the chisel of the sculptor; a formal cause
in the shape of the statue ; and a final cause in its destination to be
set up to adorn a temple.
Here are the famous distinctions between material, efficient,
formal, and final causes ; and it is necessary that these definitions
should be put before the public at large; if we are to come before it
with anything like full statements of the freshest investigation of
the proofs that God is a person. You must distinguish between the
marble of the statue, the chisel that makes the statue, the shape of
the statue, and the destination of the statue. All these circumstances are causes ; but they are not causes in the same sense.
3. All these c~uses may co-exist. Neither in man's work uor in
Nature does the operation of efficient causes shut out that of final
causes.
4. The fullest proof that the course of Nature is governed by
efficient causes would be no disproof that it is also governed by final
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causes. To prove that a statue is made by a chisel is no disproof·
that it was made in order to represent Hercules and to be set up in
a temple.
5. It is the absurd claim of many physicists who have not studied
philosophy that efficient and final causes exclude each other; but
the better educated of physicists make no such claim.
Huxley says: "The teleological and mechanical views of Nature
are not necessarily mutually exclusive. The teleologists can alway&
defy the evolutionist to disprove that the primordial molecular
arrangement was not intended to evolve the phenomena of th&
universe."
It is vory important to insist upon the fact that material, efficient,.
formal, and final causes may co-exist. To prove that a fact of Nature
is governed by an efficient cause is no disproof that it is alsogoverned by a final cause. Nevertheless, we have hundreds of welleducated men, who think that if they have proof that the universe
has been thrown into its present form by the action of the forces we
call gravitation, chemical affinity, and the like, there is no proof
that there is any design in the universe. If there is an efficient
cause for any given effect, then they think there is no necessity for
a final cause. That is like asserting that, because this statue or
Hercules has been chiselled by a piece of steel, the efficient cause
of the statue cannot have co-existed with an intention 011 the
part of the maker to set up the work to adorn a temple. The
great point to be insisted on in answering anti-theistic theories is
that the material, the efficient, the formal, and the final causes of
the universe may co-exist and do not come into collision at all.
6. Without here raising the question whether the theory of
evolution is true or false, it is evident that it concerns only a ques-.
tion of process, or answers the question How, and not the question Why.
7. But the question How does not exclude the question Whg, and
so the theory of evolution does not render final causes either
impossible or useless.
8. Combinations of repeated and multiplex phenomena-such tha'
they converge to one effect-exist in countlees numbers in Nature.
; 9. Convergence of phenomena in repeated and multiplex cases is
.' itself a phenomenon and requires a cause.
10. When a certain coincidence of phenomena is remarked constantly, it is not enough to explain each phenomenon by referring it
to its antecedent. It is necessary to give a precise reason for tho.
coincidence itself.*'
• l::iee Janet," EinBl Call888," Book I., chapter I, aod .Book IL chapter I.
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This is the proposition on which Janet founds his recent book on
"Final Causes," a volume that I recommend to the attentive study
of every one who thinks the argument of design is abandoned by
scholars. It has been re-stated within ten years in such a form that
I suppose materialism does not hope to undermine the new shape
that it has. John Stuart Mill affirmed over and over that whoever
would prove the personality of God should adhere to the argument
from design. I am not a.shamed to place Janet's work on" Final
Causes "-a book I have read through of late in the railway trainsside by side with any production of the anti-theistic school ; an<i
when the volumes a.re weighed in the balances of a nice logic, I
believe the result will be that atheism will go up as far the lighter in
the logical scale.
11. Certain combinations-as, for example, of the parts of the eyeare intelligible only on the supposition that millions of forces havecombined so as to produce sight.
12. There is here a strange accord of the past with the future.
13. It is a fact of observation that t!iis accord of the past with th&
future exists in Nature in cases innumerable.
14. It is to be false to the principle of causality to leave unexplained
thM accord of the past with the future.
15. As a cause must include all that is necessary to explain an
effect, the convergence of causes must itself be explained in harmony
with the principle that involution and evolution, under natural law~
are an eternal equation.
16. But the strange accord of the past with the future in th&
growth of the eye will be fortuitous, or without adequate cause, if it
is not granted that the combination of parts has taken place under
control of a tendency that from the first has in view the sight, which
springs up only u.t the last. The combination of millions of forces
so as to produce sight is intelligible only on the principle that they
have been combined in order to produce sight. "When the question
is about an organic evolution which is in the future," says Claude
Bernard, " we no longer comprehend the property of matter at long
range. The egg is to become something; but how conceive that
, matter should have, as a property, to include operations of mechanism.
which do not yet existi" John Stuart Mill, in a well-known passagoofhis essay on "Theism," admits that the argument just stated concerning the eye is in strict accordance with the principles of inductive logic.
17. This reasoning does not start from the hypothesis that sight
is an end, nor that the eye is an adaptation of means to an end; for
either of these pre-suppositions would involve a vicious circle.
27
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18. The reasoning starts from effects, and from the observation
that they are possible only because a certain strange accord exists
between the past and the future, and this in the action of millions of
forces.
19. The observation of facts, therefore, gives us as a criterion of
final cause the agreement of the present and past with the future,
.and the determination of the former by the foresight of the latter.
20. The demonstrated accord of the past and the future in the
growth of the eye, and the innumerable similar examples, transforms
the effects into ends, the causes into means, and the combination of
the two into an adjustment of means to ends, or design.
21. Omnipresent design can proceed only from an omnipresent,
personal intelligence.
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FELLOWSHIP WITH GOD IN N.ATURE.
TUB PRBLUDE.-ROMANISTS AND

THE COMMON SCHOOLS.

Is it safe to allow the Pope to govern primary schools in a free nation ? Ask
Spain. Ask Mexico. Ask the limping republics of Sonth America. Ask
Lower Can&da, where I have myself been threatened with personal violence on
the public highway for courteously asserting that I did not believe a priest could
raise the dead. Ask the provinces of Southern Italy. Ask Ireland and her
hedge schools. Ask Gladstone, as he bends oter the work of writing the learned
pages of his pamphlet on Vatir.anism, and summons all history to testify that the
education, to say nothing of the liberty of a people, is not safe nnder exclusively
Romish auspices. Ask Prince Bism1uck. At his fireside, in his pnlnce at Varzin,
he has a costly tapestry representing King Henry IV., in smock and barefoot,
kneeling three days in the snow at the door of the palace of Pope Hildebrand,
imploring absolution in vain, until his humiliation had been so protracted as to
become what the Roman pontiff thought to be the proper symbol of the lowness
of the civil power when set up oYcr against the ecclesia.stical. Ask Sicily and
Sardinia whether it is safo to allow Jesuit control of popular education to run
through many generations? Ask Pope Clement XIV., who in 1773 did his
utmost to abolish the Jesuit order. Ask the long line of statesmen and rulers
who expelled the Jesuits in 1507 from Venice, in 1708 from Holland, in 1764'
from France, in 1767 from Spain, in 1820 from Russia, in 1829 from England,
in 1872 from Germany, in 1873 from Italy. Ask the States of the Church
under the shadow of St. Peter's, where at the time when Victor Emmanuel took
po~session of Romo only five per ceY\t. of the population could read and write.
What is the reply ?
1. It is a stern historical truth that the Romish priests, when they have had
:their own way, never yet gave, in their parochial primary school~, instruction enough to fit a population for the duties and responsibilities of a free
government.
Romish parochial schools, as tested by five centuries of their history, make ne>
adequate provision for that public intelligence which is necessary to the perm:menc&
of republican institutions. Here is the fundamental indictment which history
brings agninst.-exclusi vely Romish parochial schools for any people,whether underrepublican, monarchical or mixed institutions. The result has been to plunge the
masses or the population into prolonged childhood, when the Hornish ecclesiastical
power hos been set up over the civil. I might cite here documents to show what
the theory of the Romish hierarchy is as to education. I might quote the SJllabus
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-of the Pope, of which all the clamour of ecclesiastics in every part of the world
is only an echo. But I prefer higher evideuce than official documents. I open
the pages of the continents. I point to the spot where Romanism has had undisturbed power for centuries, and in the darkness which gathers upon them I find
the proper warning for any republic which, like ours, has in it 6,000,000 or
8,000,000 of Romanists, over whom a foreign hierarchy asserts power. " 'Vhat
have you done ? " I say to this hierarchy. I am not assailing the laity of the
Romish Church; for I have great sympathy with their efforts to escape from the
clutches of that historic power which has eclipsed the sun itself in the human soul,
and the sun of modern civilization in so many fair portions of the globe. But I
eay to this hierarchy that they must stand before the bar of public opinion, and be
judged by the outcome of their prolonged enJeavoum in Canada, in. Mexico, in
Ireland, in the States of the Church. A most careful statistician told me at
Rome that when Victor Emmanuel took possession of the Seven Hills, the darkness of the population of the States of the Church in the matter of illiteracy was
greater than the darkness of the population of Spain.
2. What Romanism has done abroad it wishes to do in the United States.
Incredible as it may appear, the assertions of Roman ecclesiastics to the effect
that all authority in matters of education should be derived from the Pope, are
not loose and idle phrases. They mean something in Spain ; they mean something in Mexico. It is very hard for us to believe that they are anything more
.than the toothleH bark of a dragon not invited as yet to our shores, and pushed
away from the continent by the sharp weapons of all our patriotic and religious and
educational a&Bociations. But this power is a unit in all the zones. It has but
<>ne head and one heart, and when the Papal Syllabus speaks every Roman
ecclesiastic on the planet is bound to echo the doctrine of the Vatican.
3. What is the educational theory of the Romish Church on both sides of the
'Se&?

(1.) That the Romisb Church mnst take care of the children of Romish priests
-parents I mean. (A silent pause followed this slip, and then an outburst of
:applause, twice repeated.) Bachelors are, indeed, dangerous men in the world. If
celibate priests who clamour concerning the education of children were at the
lleads of families themselves, there would naturally be more sympathy on the
part of the hierarchy, when it is honest, with the claim of parents that they be
allowed the right of private judgment as to perhaps the most important thing
.that can concern the future of their children. Edmund Burke once said of an
opponent in Parliament," He hRS no child ; " and so I, taking the hint from
your acuteness, nm glad to emphasize the searching inculcation of history that
.the rights of children are safe only in the bands of thOllC who have families.
(2.) It is the European and also the American Romish theory that parochial
schools should be established for every parish, and that when they are established
parents have no right to send their children to other schools.
(3.) That, no matter how inferior the Romish parochial schools may be to
their rivals, Roman parents have no right of private judgment as to which they
·
.shall patronize.
( 4~) That Romish parents who refnse to send their children to Romish schools,
.and send them to the public schools, may be denied the sacraments-su~h as the
rite of baptism, of marriage, and of burial according to the Romish forms.
Pardon me if I pause here to emphasize the terrific power of the confessional
in the Roinish Chui:ch over women, and over men of little education, brought np
-jrom their youth to believe that the Romish is the only infallible church, md
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'that out of it there is no salvation for the soul. There is a custom among the
robbers of Italy requiring that when a new confederate is brought into a gang
-of thieves be shall load a pistol, bold it before a crucifix, and fire it at the figure
of our Lord. It is supposed that whoever has the audacity to do that will not
he11itate to take the life of child, spouse, or parent. Now, when education and a
deep religious temperament, and much intercourse with ecclesi&11tics and none at
-all with their critics, fill a woman's soul with that beautiful fhime of Catholic
devotion which we revere llO much in many Catholic works*-when a woman
:with a heart like that of the author of that famous volume is asked to send her
'Child to the parochial school, or else incnr the anathemas of the priest whom she
regards as the representative of a power at Rome really standing in God's place
<>n earth, we find the woman's Roni tested as that of the Italian thief is tested by
the requisition to fire at the crucifix. Rather than do that, woman's heart will
·often flame np here in the United States and defend even a narrow Vatican
hierarchy ; and I shall not think le88 of the Romish laity if va~t masses of them,
with their past education, stand by the extreme doctrines of their priest.I!. Those
'Who have just been imported to our shores are under the control of the hierarchy.
Yon are asking that all women shall have a vote on matters of education; and,
for one, I endorse your earnestness in that particular, and am glad that Massachu·
11etts has given to all women the right to vote on questions concerning education.
But here are the multitudes of Sisters in the Romish Church. They are under
the control of the hierarchy, and the question is whether we can safely widen
female suffrage as long as the broadening of it in Roman Catholic female circles
means little more than the enlargement of the power of the foreign priesthood.
I think I am not altogether wild in standing on Edmund Burke's doctrine that
wisdom can be attained only by experience in these large, novel matters, and
that we cannot very accurately theorize in advance concerning the results of so
radical a change as female suffrage. I am ready to try the experiment of
'Woman's suffrage 118 to education and temperance. God speed all enterprises that
week for freedom to any woman to express herself as to the education of her
children and the protection of her home ; bot I expect 110me difficulties that we
do not now foresee, and one of them may burst out of the confessional. One of
them may come up from the very depths of woman's soul, and show us how,
under what she thinks a divine sanction, she can vote unflinchingly for the divine
rights of the hierarchy.
(5.) It is a part of the doctrine of Rome, on both sides of the sea, that social
ostracism may be inflicted on those who do not patronize the parochial schools
and do patronize the public ones.
(6.) That the customers of such offenders may be advised, under penalty of
-church censure, not to patronize them in business.
· (7.) That it is unjust for Romanists to be taxed for the support of public
·
schools when they send no children to them.
(8.) That Romanists should have their pro rata part of the public school fond.
(9.) That the toleration of schools not under the control of the Romish Church
is a sin on the part of civil government.
(10.) That it is a deadly error to deny that the Catholic religion should be the
only religion of the state, to the exclusion of all other modes of worship.
That deadly error is recited here in the Syllabus of the Pope, a. copy of which
I hold in my band. Abundance of evidence on that point can be had by any one
• " The Imitation of Chriat" is a Catholic book reall by all Protestants.
.
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who will look at the excellent volume called, "The Papacy and the Civil Power,"
by SecretBl'J Thompson, a member of the Cabinet at Washington.
(11.) That it is also a deadly error to hold that, in cue of conflicting labotween the two powers, the civil law ,ought to prevail.
That is exactly the language of the Syllabua which condemned modem error1only a few years ago ; and its results, of course.
(12.) That the final authority as to the methods of education belongs, not to.
the people of any town, state, or nation, nor to their elected repreaentati ve1 in
Parliament or Congress, but fundamentally and exclusively to the Pope of Rome..
There is the head of this glittering reptile. Some of us, who do not follow uptho chain of the characteristic Romiah propositions until they really embrace the
whole thought of the hierarchy, are amused at the rattle which forms the harml~
portion of the viper. But when we trace up link after link, through tho records
of history, and the outcome of succe11ive Romiah institutions in country after
country, we arrive at laat at these final propositions, which constitute the very
head of the rattle-snake-the doctrine that the Romish Church, where she has
power, on either aide of the sea, must not tolerate other forms of worship or
education than her own. I hold before me the famous SyllabDB of Pope Pins
IX., and I read to you out of it a list of errors of civil society.
It is an error to hold that " in the case of conflicting laws between the tw<>
powers the ci vii law ought to prevail." •
It is an error to hold that "the system of instructing youth, which consists in
11eparating them from the Catholic faith and the power of the Church, and in
teaching exclusively or, at least, primarily the knowledge of natural things and
the earthly ends of social life alone, may be approved by Catholics." t
It is an error to hold that "in the present day it is no longer expedient that
the Catholic religion shall be held as the only religion in the State, to th&
exclusion of all other modes of worship.''
It is an error to hold that "it has been wisely provided by laws in some
countries called Catholic that persona not Catholica who come to them should be
allowed to enjoy the exercises of their own worship."
There is the head of the viper, and here in this historic edifice these extremeat
propositions of the Papal Syllabua (dropping the copy of the document upon the
platform and placing a foot upon it) desene no place except under the heel of
American legislation.
What will be the mischiefs of allowing the practical adoption of the principles
of the Papal Syllabus by the six or eight milliom of the Romish population in
the United States?
1. In teaching the necesaity of the subjection of the civil to the ecclesiastical
power, the Romish inculcatiom undermine the fundamental principles of repulr
lican institutions-that is, pf local self·rnle b7 the vote of the people, after
intelligent discussion.
2, They interfere with cbil law when social and buaineaa ostracism results
from them.
In 1875, in tbe city of Holyoke, in the Connecticut Valley, a number of
Romanists from the parish of Father Dufreane went to hear Father Chiniquy, a
converted Romanist, give hia reaaom for his change of views. These parishioners
• Syllabus of lSH, Propoaition 42.
t Proposition 48.
i Propoaition
78. See Pastoral Letter of .Archbishop Spalding in Thompson on "The Papacy
and tlie Civil Power," pp. 781°735.
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of Father Dufresne were publicly and repeat.edly called upon to confe11, and one
of them, named Joseph Parker, did not confess, and the priest adviled his
parishioners not to patronize his livery stable. Wberefer the news has been
heard, every patriotic heart in America has rejoiced that, after a foll investiga·
tion of the case, Judge Bacon gave to the livery stable keeper, whose business
was injured by the interference of this priest, damages to the amount of between
3,000 dollars and •,ooo dollars. Judge Bacon has declared that there is no
church in the United States which can interfere with the bDllineu even of its
excommunicat.ed members, and through the non-patronage of it.s own members,
without coming into collision with American civil law.
Our bill of rights in Massachnsett., thank God I is above the canon law of the
Vatican I Tho Connecticut does not run into the Tiber, although one would
think that the Mystic and the Charles do, if we may take as authority the stat.ements of a bellicose priest across the bridgea yonder. Everybody knowa that C'.am·
bridgeport does not represent Boston. I Fhall make myself exceedingly unpopular ;
but, haring often walked from Boston to Cambridge, I have ascertained that,
although Cambridge itself is only three miles from Boston, and although Cambridgeport lies betw.ien Cambridge and Boston, the latter place ia at leut a
thol18&1ld miles from Boston.
A Roman priest there, under the shadow of Banker Hill, with his faee turned
toward the seven hills of Rome, gets inspiration in 1879 to face all American
Protestant aentiment, and to glory in the opposition that the more intelligent of
his parishioners have brought to bear on his llCbeme of forcing Romish parents
to patronir.e his parochial school, now containing some 1,200 pupils. We have
all read, of late-thanks to the skill of certain swift fingers now at work on the
report.era' table below me-the audacions speech of this ecclesiastic, and his
claim, not yet contradicted, that he is supported by his ecclesift8tical superiors.
Thia part of hia attack on the American common llCbool system is the one important portion of what he aid to the public. I find no evidence whatever that
his coune is disappro¥ed by the official organ of Romanism in this city; for not
only are the facts carefully kept away from the public by this sheet, but a whole
column is taken up by a document I have previously cited here, and in which the
Bomiah propositions concerning the management of our educational institn·
tions are defended with a mixture of earneatne11 and adroitne11. At bottom
that document bases itself on the Papal Syllabns, and"deaenes no other place
than that which you gave to the Syllabus itaelf. I am willing to admit many of
its propositions; bot they are so skilfully interwoven with the Syllabus that;
whoever loob deeply into the heart of that official paper, written by the Very
Reverend William Byrne, vicar-general of the Archdiocese of Boston, will find
it only the echo of the Syllabns, and, at the last analysis, a juatification of this
aud11cions priest at Cambridgeport.
I nm quite aware that there are different parties among American ecclesiastics,
an•I that those born on our soil or who have long been here are not as extreme
in 1heir defence of Vaticanism as many who have just croesed the Atlantic.
'J ''"'" are, I think, four Romiah parties in this country-the parents, who, born
on American soil, have learned American fuhions as to the education of their
.. hildren; and next the extreme prieats, who defend Vaticanism without tolerat j, •n ; then a set of priests who are a passive middle party and who go with the
11 rong element in all discnssion ; and then, lastly, there ia a set of really intelligP11t and almost American priests, who try to found parochial achools modelled
after ;he best plan ofour own achools,the upperprimari•and middle iD1titutioua
VOL. V,-P.6.BT XIV,
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in the edacational field. What I want to do is to sow dissension between that
violent foreign portion of the priesthood representing extreme Vaticanism and
the large moderate party supported by the more thoughtful American Romanists.
Let the lower portion of the priesthood-that is, the sensible, conservative men
in the ranks of the Roman hierarchy-join hands with these persecuted parents
and bring about a protest on American soil against the incalcations of the
-extreme party in the hierarchy.
I know that behind the extreme party stands the Syllabas. I know that
Jesnitism is loyal to Vaticanism. Loyal to it I The ruler of it, let us say.
Baltimore weighs to-day in this discussion more than the whole scholarship of
the land ; and Baltimore is weighty only because the hand of the higher portion
-of the hierarchy presses it down upon the consciences of the Catholic laity, and
because above that hand stands the power on the Tiber. The weight of the Pope
is on the palm of that extreme hierarchy, and that palm is on the heart strings
·Of the Catholic millions, now one in six of our population. Above the Pope
.himself, pressing him down to-day, as it has for a hundred years, is that omnipresent, nnscrupalons power called Jesnitism, the fruits of which are seen in
every country that it has manipulated for fifty or a hundred years.
The stern outlines of Mr. Gladstone's picture* of the conflict of Romish
principles with the duty of civil allegiance begin to be illuminated by Americml
experience.
"Absolute obedience," he wrote in 187i,." it is boldly declared, is due to the
Pope, at the peril of salvation, not alone in faith, in morals, but in all things
,which concern the discipline and government of the Church. Thus are swept
.into the Papal net whole multitudes of facts, whole aystems of government, pre.-vailing, though in different degrees, in every country of the world. Even in the
.United States, where the severance between church and state is supposed to be
.complete, a long catalogue might be drawn of subjects belonging to the domain
.and competency of the state, but alao undeniably affecting the government of the
Church ; such aa, by way of example, marriage, burial, education, prison
discipline, blasphemy, poor-relief, incorporation, mortmain, religious endowments,
vows of celibacy and obedience. In Europe the circle is far wider ; the points of
contact and of interlacing almost innumerable. But in all matters respecting
which any pope may think proper to declare that they concern either faith, or
morals, or the government or discipline of the Church he claims, with the
approval of a council undoubtedly mcumenical in the Roman sense, the absolute
obedience, at the peril of·salvation, of every member of his communion."
8. Parochial schoola provide no adequate safeguard against ignorance in the
Romish population.
' 4. They tend to make the United States what Spain, Mexico, Italy, Ireland,
and other exclusively Catholic countries are in respect to popular intelligence.
, 5. They may result· in a division of the school fond and in the founding of
~tate sectarian institutions.
6. The formation of state sectarian schools would convert the appliances of
~dncation into the means of proselytizing, intensify religions clannishness, and give
all education, both secular and religious, a sectarian bias from the first. Such
~ectarian schools are to be resisted, because they woald give no sufficient assurpce of a good education in the common branches of study for all the childl'en of
the state. The division of the public. fonds among the numberless sects of the
•"The Vatican Decrees," p. 48
\.
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-country would destroy the efficiency of the school system and include many of
the historic evils of the connection of church and state.
Finally, let me ask what are the remedies for Romish aggression on the
.American sptem of public schools P
I. We must adhere to the present constitution of Massacbusett.s, and refllll6 to
divide the school fund among sectarian educational institutions.
2. We must execute the civil law against priests who attack the llOciaJ. reput&·
tion of the businea of Romanists who do not submit to the priestly demand for a
monopoly of the teaching of Romish children.
We must give Judge Bacon's decision such support that it may become the law
of the country from Plymouth Rock to the Golden Gate.
S. Wo must teach in the common schools, in an unsectc.rian way, the broad,
undisputed principles of morals and religion as to which good men agree, and
thus stop the mouths of those who say that the American common school may be
j nstly called g¢Ie11.
•. We must urge intelligent Roman la}'meo to withdraw from the support of
the educational positions of a foreign priesthood.
It is said, concerning this ecclesiastic who bu attracted public attention at
Cambridgeport, that he was a chaplain in the war, and was mnch opposed to
.gambling among the soldiers whom he bad in charge. I do not blame him for
his earnestness on that point, but bis methods of carrying out his ideas were certainly peculiar. He burst, one day, into a tent where 011icer1 and soldiers were
engaged in a game, and where the stakes happened to be 9 dols. 75 c. He
.seized them, pot the.m in bis breast, and, according to the anecdote which I read
in a public print, and for the accuracy of which I am not responsible, lie
-exclaimed :-" There are the stakes, and there they will stay I " A few weeks
later·& contribution was taken for the chaplain. He was told the amount of it,
and then 9 dole. 75 c. were abstracted by a certain officer who was to deliver the
amount to him. The priest counted the money, and turned sharply upon the
officer and said : "Where i1 the 9 dols. 75 c. ? " The officer put bis hand solemnly
jn bis breast and said: "There are the stakes, and there they will stay I " Let
Romish laymen refuse their financial snpport to extreme Vaticanism, and it will
be found that the power that governs the purse will ·ultimately govern the
.school
In the sixteenth century most of the Romanists in England were marshalled
.against the Armada. lo the seventeenth, in despite of the Papal chair, they sat
in the House of Lords under the oath of alleJiance. •
5. We must Jabour for the reformation of the Roman hierarchy itself, as to
its educational pretensions, by causing their overwhelming defeat on the bulwark
of the American system of free, unsectarian public schools.
6. We are to experiment with great reluctance and caution in the line of
1
I European customs, recommended to us sl!btly now from many quarters, in the
'Dame of Belgium and Holland, as to combine liternry and moral and separate
·1 religious instruction in the same schools.
•,
There was an bonr when the question of most political and religious consequence in the Old World was whether Prn88ia, a Protestant kingdom, should be
allowed to grow strong in the heart of Catholic Europe. All the Romish powers
were leagued against Frederick the Great, and in a ring of fire he defended the
cause of Protestantism, then in its youth on that continent. In the same great

l

•Gladstone," The Vatican Decree&."
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historic period, the supreme question on this continent wu whether the Mi88iesippi
Valley, and, indeed, all North America should be 111ttled under Protestant or
Bomiah auapicea. A French al'lllAmeut of forty ships of war, under the Due
D'Anville,set sail in 1746 from Nova Scotia to effect the de11trnction of the Prot.eetant colonies of New England. Our fathers, feeling that their only safety was
in God, appointed a day of futiog and prayer in all their churches. Thomas
Prince, a putor of a church, gathered under this roof, stood up on this very spot
and olfered petitioua to the Almighty that Bia providence might fight against
absolution, ignorance, and all kinds of political and ecclesiastical tyranny. As.
the prayer 1t'BI being offered, there arose a powerfol wind, although the day ontil
then, had been perfectly clear and calm. The shutters of this house, so history
BAy&, were shaken by a mighty seaward movement of the atmosphere, and the
petitioner, pauaing in hill prayer, looked around upon the audience with a countenance of hops, and again commenced, and with great devotional ardour supplicated providence to cause that wind to fruatrate the object of our enemies and
save the country from conquest.
A tempest followed in which the greater part of the French fleet was wrecked
on the cost of Nova Scotia. The Doc D'Anville and hia second in command
committed suicide. Only a feeble remnant of the expedition 1Urvived. The
enterprise wu abandoned and never resumed. • Whether thia was, as President Dwight thooght, a direct answer to prayer, I cannot ondertake to affirm.
But this I do BBY: that when Vaticanism is a terror to armed and coltored Germany, and to England, with her solidified institutions ; and when in thill country
there ia a foreign priesthood fighting for the supremacy of Vaticanism, the tim&
has come for the old prayer of our fathers to be lifted up again, and for
poblic sentiment to shake once more the land and the sea in the defence of
Protcst:mtism.
.

TBB LBCTURB.

EHa:asoN, whose eyes will soon behold the unseen holy, looks out
upon this low earth and sings :
"Ever fresh the broad creation,
A divine improvisation.
From the heart of God proceeds,
A single will, a million deeds.
Silent rushes the swift Lord
Through ruined systems still restored.
Broad-sowing, bleak and void to bliss,
Plants with worlds the wilderness."
He teaches that magnetism is of more importance than the needles,
and that the wind is to be adored rather than the various 1Eolian
harps ofhum~n individualities through which the Divine Spirit passes.
"I am for the magnetism, and not for the needles," is his exclamation ; "for the wind, and not for the harps." Communion with God
• See President Dwight's "Theology," Vol. V. p. 41; also" The History of
the Old South Church in Boston," by Rev. B. B. Wisner, pastor of the Church,
1830, p. 30.
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in N a.ture is supposed to be the fascination of Pantheism. The history
of that system of thought in its applica.tions to literature shows what
deep echoes its doctrines awaken in the hearts even of those who have
learned but a little of the glory of thp unseen, as visible through the
seen. Carlyle's open secret is that God is omnipresent in Nature.
Richter's most glorious passages, Mrs. Browning's and Tennyson's, all
turn on fellowship with God in Nature. We are fascinated with
modern literature chiefly because there shines through it the glorious
light of the Sun behind the sun ; the rising doctrine of God's immanence in natural law.
It is possible to hold that doctrine of divine immanency in a
pantheistic form or a theistic ; but I am not now to pause to show the
dangers of the doctrine of the di vine immanency, unless you match it,
as Richter did, as Tennyson and Carlyle do, as Kant did, with the
doctrine of the divine transcendency. God is in all natural lo.w, and
yet He is more tha.n natural law; He is omnipresent in all the forces
of His creation, and yet He is more than the creation. Assert the
divine immanency as much as you please, teach idealistic theism, i£
you care to do so - although I cannot defend that doctrine-and you
will find at last that the charm of pantheism is not in pantheism, but
in the doctrine of the divine omnipresence ; not in the idea that God
is all and that what we call Nature is all God, but in the idea of
the divine indwelling in the forces of Nature by which we are beset
from life to death and in this world and in the next. It ha.cl been my
purpose to lead to-day to Niagara and the Yosemite, and to the heights
-0f Lebanon, and to the Parthenon at midnight ; but I must throw
away illustration, in order to emphasize principles.
. I. Communion with God in Nature must be the communion with
the highest in Nature.
2. The highest in me is conscience.
3. The highest in history is Christ.
4. The power which governs the universe does bring forth results
like these, and I cannot have fellowship with Him unleBB I have
fellowship with them.
. 5. Mere poetic communion with Nature is not full fellowship with
God. The open secret, the mere literature of the doctrine of the
divine immanency as power and beauty in Nature, is swallowed up
in the deeper secret of ethics, or the immanency of GOd aa the power
not ourselves that works for righteousness in Nature.
6. The whole, not a part, is the demand of theism. The entire
putoome of God in Nature we must take into fellowship, or we have
no fellowship with the God who is behind the outcome.
37 .
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Adopting this principle, and standing here in my sulitude and
listening to the best modern thought, to what results must I come i.
1. One of the laws of Nature is the ascent of life.
From matter in the clod up to the human brain, the manifestation
of .life has been liftod through various grades of organization. If
anything is certain from mere observation of past geological history,
it is that life has a law by which it ascends from lower to higher
forms. This has been the history of geological ages thus far, and
when I open Prof. Dana himself-cool, cautious critic as he is-I
find him closing his inquiries as to man by the question whether a
species higher than man may not yet arrive on the planet.
Prof: Dana, Hugh Miller, all reverent geologists teach us that in
each geological age there was a premonition of a higher age to come,
and that long before man appeared certain parts of animals preceding
him predicted his perfect frame. The gradual heightening of the
capacity of instinct predicted reason and human choice and emotion•
.Thus in every geological age there has been a promise of something
higher ; and here in my solitude I dare raise the question, audacious.
as you think it, whether man is really the summit of creation.
8. Another law of Nature is the non·recurrence of the reign of
.once outgrown lower forms of life.
9. Another is the individualization of life in higher and higher
'forms.
. We do not find in past geological ages that multitudes of organiza:tions have been created with powers vastly differing from those or
their ancestors; but that some individual, differentiated by a happy
environment, if you choose to employ scientific language, has been
the commencement of a new era. With superior endowments given
him, under the law of the survival of the fittest-in which I believe
in certain of its applications, yet not in its materialistic sense-this
individual becomes the founder of a new era of life. It has been the
law of Nature through immemorial geological ages to produce higher
and higher works, through the individualization of life in higher and
higher forms. That law, which has been exhibited through so many
past ages, has it been entirely abandoned in the present management
of the world '
10. Under this law of the ascent of life, and the other law of the
individualization of life in higher forms, conscience in man w
appeared.
11. Under these two laws of the a.scent of life and the individualizaiion of life in higher and higher forms, not only has conscience in.
man appeared; but the Christ in history has also appeared.
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12. The human nature of Christ may, therefore, so far forth as i~
is human, be considered the outcome of the law of the ascent of life,
and of the individualization of life in higher and higher forms.
13. T/1.e lncarnativn ia the culminati<m of the Creation.
That thought i11 not altogether familiar to American theology, but
I think it entirely harmonious with the Holy Scriptures. It.is certainly very familiar to German theology, and I believe the time baa
come for emphasizing the great truth which throws into rapture men
like Domer and his associates in Berlin, men like Kahnis and hia
associates at Leipsic, the central, the scientific, and Biblical idea.
that the Incarnation, under the law of the ascent of life, and the
individualization of higher and higher forms of spiritual existence, i&
the culmination of the Creation. •
Hugh Miller, in a passage of great eloquence and suggestiveness,
brings to the front in geology itself the thought which many German
scholars place in foreground of theology : "In the history of the earth which we inhabit, molluscs, fishes,
reptiles, mammals, had each in succession their periods of vast
duration; and then the human period began-the period of a fellowworker with God, created in God's own image. What is to be the
next advance i Is there to be merely a repetition of the past i an
introduction a second time of man made in the image of God i No.
The geologist in those tables of stone which form his records finds no
e.i:ample of dynasties once pasaed awau agai•i returning. There has
been no repetition of the dynasty of the fish, of the reptile, of the
mammal The dynasty of the future is to have glorified man for its
inhabitant; but it is to be the dynasty-" the kingdom "-not or
glorified man made in the image of God, but of God Himself in the
form of man. In the doctrine of the two conjoined natures, lrnmnn
and divine, nud in the further doctrine that the terminal dynasty is
to be peculiady the dynasty of Him in whom the natures are united,
we find that required progression beyond which progress cannot go.
We find the point of elevation never to be exceeded meetly coincident
with the final period never to be terminated ; the infinite in height
harmoniously associated with the eternal in duration. Creation and
the Creator . meet at one point and in one Person.
The long
ascending line from dead matter to man has been a progress God·
ward-not an asymptctical progress, but destined from the beginning
to furnish o. point of union ; and occupying that point as true God
and true man, as Creator and created, we recognise the adorable
Monarch of all the future I "
. Christ iii the real type of man, and God's work in creation was not
done until that type was produced. " He was the first-born among
many brethren." He was the commencement of a new order of thos9

* See Dorner, ·' The Person of Christ," last volwne ; a1ao Newman Smyth, "Old
Faithll iu a New Light:'
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in whom God dwells. I am not a11Serting at all the doctrine of
humanitarianism. I am emphMizing only that one side of the
doctrine of the Incarnation which shows how the man in Christ came
into existence under the law oftheascent oflife and the individualiza.
tion of life. God was in Him and He was God ; and yet there is a
sense in which He was the first-born among many brethren. As a man
He was bom under that very Nature with which you profess to Wl&h
communion.
Poetry indeed I There is more in Nature than is dreamed of in
our philosophy. Our sweet singers, our mellow, copious essayists,
our Matthew Arnolds, even our Emersons are not sufficiently in
earnest, I thiuk, to penetrate to those serene central depths of the
Nature with which they purpose to have fellowship. You and I
here with the fathers, you and I face to face with scientific research
in all ages, you and I here on our knees before God, know that when
we seek fellowship with Nature we r.mst have fellowship with the
higher outcomes of it-that is, with conscieuce at its best, and with
the Christ who, whatever else you think of Him, is assuredly the
highest in history.
To my sweet, surprising friends, who think liberalism is little
more than good literature, and that good literature must be good
liberalism, I would that a stern use of the scientific method might
eommunicate earnestness ready to go to the depths of modern
philosophy and find in Nature its highest outcomes, and ask communion with this. Until you are in that attitude you are not loyal
to the scientific method and not abreast of modem thought.
14. With this ascending movement of Nature I must keep step, if
I nm to have fellowship with God in Nature.
This poor phrase, almost the cant of literature-fellowship with
God in Nature, poetic aspiration-has, when fathomed, a signification
which blanches the cheeks.
15. By some definitions Nature includes "all that is."•
16. If it includes all that is, it includes what science calls the
nature of things.
17. In the very nature of things I cannot have peace with oon•
acience, the highest outcome or development in man, nor with the
Ch1ist, the highest outcome or development in history, until I love
what they love and hate what they hate.
18. The nature of things is revealed by the highest in Naturethat iR, by conscience and by the Christ and the law of the ucent ot
life.
• l'rof. Huxley's "Hume."
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19. In the very nature of things, I cannot have peace in a universe
managed as it ought to be until I am free from the love of what
ought not to be.
The weightiest word in the uniYerse, except God's own name, is
this single syllable ought, and the weight of the latt.er comes frow
the pre1:1encc in it of the former.
20. In the nature of things, I cannot be o.t pea.co until I am free
from both the love of sin and the guilt of sin.
21. In the nature of things, therefore, fellowship with God in
Nature cannot be attained by the human soul until it is free from
the love of sin and the guilt of sin.
22. The soul, neither here nor hereafter, can escape from the besetting omnipresence of the laws of the nature of things.
23. Fellowship with God must be fellowship with the uneseapable
nature of things, for IT IB HE.
Fellowship with God in Nature! When shall we understand the
fulness of this phrase i The mere liberalistic poetic interpretation
of Nature 1 how lightly it touches the mere surface of this depth.
The desert will blossom as the rose if only the central principle,
<iommunion with Nature, be taken iu earnest; ifonly fellowship with
God in nature be regarded with intellectual seriousness and pushed
out to its moral consequences. I am appealing to men who care
nothing for my positions; but I co.re for some of theirs, and I ask
what their principles lead to when contemplated face to face, not
with Niagara or the Yosemite, not with Lebanon or the Acropolis,
but with Death and the unseen, into which all men haste, or with
that hill yonder at Jerusalem, on which the Lord's prayer was taught,
or that other height, loftiest in human history, whatever elee you
say of it, where the prayer was offered: "Father, forgive them, for
they know not what they do," and where the mysterious statement
was made, outcome of the nature of things, "It is finished." The
highest we must commune with, or we have no communion with
God, but only surface touches of Him, which may be rebellious, after
all Thomas Carlyle seems to penetrate to the inner heart of poetry
by penetrating to the heart of ethics. "The everlasting yea "-that
only is peace, is the teaching of "Sartor Reaartus." But how much
does this yea, when fully fathomed, mean I Tho only adequate or
scientific answer is in the Scriptural words, "In Him was yen.." The
only sun-ender which gives peace is an Eternal Yea to the law of the
•cent of life, with its outcome, the conscience and the Christ.
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TIIE ASCENT OF LIFE; OR, THE INOJ.RNATJON THE
CULJlINATION OF THE CREATION-.M..A.N A'l' HIS
CLIJIAX.
THE PRELUDE.-A DISCUSSION OJ' TBB NBGRO

Exonua.

A DEl'ENCE of the freedman'• right to lene the South muet not be construed D
a denial of his right to stay there in peace. Frederick Douglass opposes the
Negro exodus, and his controlling reason for doing so is that he fears public sentimeut will accept this emigration as a 1ubstitute for the execution of the
Fourteenth and Fifteeuth Amendments to the Constitution. The Negro race in
general is not represented by Mr. Douglass's opinions on this point ; and, indeed,
the great orator and reformer is somewhat unpopular with the freedmen refugees.
on account of his position concerning the exodas. William Lloyd Garrison
earnestly fa'rnured the movement; and in this he agreed with the freedmen themselves and with the governors and a hundred philanthropic cities and the emphatic
Christian sentiment of the Northern State11. I think the disgust at Mr. DonglllSi's
opinions is not justifiable, and that his opinions themselves are also not to be
j nstified ; for I hold,
1. That the Southern question will not be solved until the constitutional
provisions guaranteeing equal rights are peacefully executed in every state of the
Union.
2. That the Negro exodus is in no sense to be accepted as a substitute for thO'
falfilment of the national obligations by which the Government is held and firmly
bound to protect every American citizen, of whatever colour, upon any and every
part of the American domain.
3. That the Fourteenth and Fifteenth Amendments to tho Constitution of the
United States are not executed in large tracts of the Southern States, and that so
far forth Congress fails to guarantee in portions of the South a republican form
of government.
4. That to this failure we owe the dropping out of political existence of 400,000
vote3 in the eleven late rabel states-not merely their transference from one party
to another, but their failure to appear at all in the records of elections ; and on·
account of this failure we have had the seating in Congress of a body ;,f Confede·
/ rate politicians, who are supported by the majority in the Honse, and wh08e'
avowed purpose is the repeal of the Fourteenth and Fifteenth Amendments.
5. That no political party or administration deserves support which does not.
execute the Constitution, and especially the amendments which embody the chief
results of tho war.
So many of the propositioDB which I defend concerning the Negro exodus as f
ha.ve now pat before yon have a merely negative character; b11t it is very
cssential to discass this question, both negatively and alfirmt\tivcly, unless yon
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would fall into an utterly unbalanced and mischievons view of the whole complex theme. I find many philanthropic meetings, some of which have been held
in Boston, failing to emphasize the dnty of our political parties concerning these
constitutional amendment&, and, in their eagerness to befriend the refugees from
the South, forgetting the extraordinary carelessness of the North, and the blister·
ing politico.I shame of the poor execution of these great enactments. We seem
yet to be living under the impre8Sion th&t we have no right to interfere for tho
protection of frecdmerr or any others whose civil rights arc trampled on in tho
late rebel domain. A Boston meoting in Faneuil HAil, last April, cited plaintive
words from President Hayes: "I do care for the poor coloured men of tho Son th.
Under the new r6gime, Northern men cannot live there and will leave. I do pitythe poor black men. The result will be that Southern Democrats will come into
i>ower, and theu the coloured man's fate will be worse than when he was in
slavery, with a hnmane master to look after his interests." Has this complaining
Executive used all his power to protect the constitutional privileges of the freedmen? A very serions portion of the nation thinks he has not. State rights d<>
not bar out Congress from the work of protecting tho civil rights of the freedmen.
The best criticism of the inertness of Congress in that great business is a recitation of the langnage of the Fifteenth Amendment : "The right of citizens of the
United States to vote, shall not be denied or abridged by the United States, Ol'
by any state, on account of race, colonr, or previous condition of servitude. The
Congress slmll hove power to enforce this article by appropriate legislation."
How is it that this great lightning-bolt of the Constitution has been an'OSted while
in mid-air, nnd rendered harmless?
When I turn to the notorious fncts of current political history, I find that in
1872 there were cast in a fnir election in the eleven rebel states 759,000 Republican and 650,000 Democratic votes. The election of 1872 wns a snblime
spectacle. A million and a quarter of voters in a territory that had never known
freedom politically came to the polla and expressed themselveg with entire liberty.
The result was a great reinforcement of the doctrines of the North in the war.
The country h08 been growing in the seven years that have passed since that
remnrkable election; but in recent elections we find each a falling off of the
nnmber of votes that it is a statemenc of General Garfield, for instance, of Ohi1>
(he has made it in Congress and emphasized it before the people repeatedly), that
in the late rebel states four hundred thousand votes have dropped out of existence and disnppeared from the face of the earth. For example, in the State of
Mississippi, at the congressional election of 1Si2, there were thrown 80,000
Republican votes and 40,000 Democratic votes. That was a fair test of th&
strength of the two parties. Six years pa.~sed, and in 1878 there were 2,05&
Republican votes and 35,'){)0 DemocrAtic. Tiley had fallen off 78,000. Where
had the 78,000 voters gone ? General Garfield, knowing that he will be c11lled
to account for every word he utters, replies : " The rebel army without uniforms
organized itself as Democratic clubs in Mississippi, and, armed with shot-guns
and riftes, surrounded the houses of Republican Yoters "-many of them Negroes
-and "with the muzzles of their guns at their heads in the night saiu: •Yon
come oat and vote if yon dare. We will kill yon when you come.' In a. district.
in Mississippi whore, in 1872, 15,000 Republican and 8,000 Democratic votes were
_thrown, there was bnt 4,000 polled for a rebel general, nnd twelve scattering vote&
for other people. Not one Republican vote pat into the box in all the district.
It was so in Alabama. So it was in Louisiana, in po.rt. It was so too in the two.
Carolinas." Well-known congressional documents confirm these aeaertions.
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The result was that '°°,000 voten were substantially annihilated, and that to-day,
accordi11g to the belief of most Northern men, and the expreH assertion of con·
gress m~n like General Garfield and Senator Chandler, there are in Ooogres1
thirty members "not one of whom baa any more right to sit there and make laws
for you and me than 11n inhabitant of a jail baa a right to go there and make laws
for n•.'' * Genenl Garfield often made these assertions in Ohio, in the recent
campaign, and said : " I know that I am talking plainly ; but I expect these
words to be read by every gentleman in Congreu whom I am to-night denouncing.
I expect to meet these gentlemen and make good every word I say."
God be thanked that these freedmen cannot be struck without the North itself
feeling the blow, for the blow ia both at the freedmen and the North.
There is no pouibility of a balanced view of the Negro exodlll without an
apparently conflicting arrangement of propositions. You are to defend the Negro
in the Bontb, and at the same time you are to defend his right to leave the Sooth.
I um a friend of the Negro exodns ; but, at the same time, a friend of the con·
Rtitutional amendments protecting the freedman's rights where he is. The
Negro has soaked the former slave states with his sweat and blood. The freed·
man baa a hundred times the right to stay there that any idle white man has.
So far as politics are concerned, the North, by its indifference, is the chief
cause of the Negro exodus. But the freedmen, made free by our own national
.act, are coming North by thousands, into the snow. And what shall we do with
them ? These remaining propositions must be set over against the others if the
whole case is to be kept before the mind :
6. That the chief causes of the Negro emigration from the South are extortion,
panpcrization, practical disfranchisement, shot-gun rebel politics, and not infrequent political murders.
7. That, if the early emigrants'aucceed in establishing self-snpportin:; homes,
the emigration of hundreds of thonsands ia likely to follow.
8. That, if the early emigrants do not succeed, the millions who remain behind
may suffer for yean the evils from which they now flee.
9. That the exodus will, therefore, make great demands -on the earlier emigrants for courage, energy, sobriety, and industry.
10. That, if these virtues are exhibited by the earlier emigrants, the thousands
who go will protect foe millions who stay, and the emigration necessitate a better
-observ&nce of the Constitution by the South, and so MSist greatly in the solution
of one of the darkest problems of American civilization.
11. That, therefore, the people of Kanaaa and other States, to which the exodus
is or shall yet be directed, deserve the abundant financial and moral support of
the nation in the exigencies of charity which the Negro emigration baa created.
On the day when it was announced to the nation that William Lloyd Garrison
waa no more among mortals, it was my fortune to stand before a great audience
in Topeka, in the city park on the bank of the Kansas River, and address a company of refugeew gathered in front of the assembly. Governor St. John presided,
and m•de a most thonghtfnl and cordial speech to the freedmen. Before this
audience came together I had spent many houn in cross-examining iodividnala
from among the refugees, and I now bold in my hands the copious notes made in
their presence and used afterwards in the open-air address.

* General Ginfield's speech at Cleveland, Ohio, October 10th, 1879. See the
.CleYeland Ltadu, October 18th.
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I met fourteen refugees in a private room of the Ksnsas Freeman'11 Aid Soc'ety,
and, at the request of its secretary, Mr. Hibbard, each one stood up and told his
atory, and waa cross-examined. Most of them were from Missis•ippi. <Inly
three of the fourteen could read. Eleven were church members. We found no
one who expected land or a mule to be given him without some return on his
part. There was a singular absence of fanatical feeling in theae field-hands.
fresh from the hoe-handle. They wanted to own land. They deaired to be able
to vote without any danger from horse-pistols,

"Whydid you come North?" I asked one, and his instant replywaa in exactly these
words: "To try and get some land, and make a man of myself, and be a citizen.~
"We shall have trials," 1aid another," but they will not be as bad as we have
had in the South." "Not a third have started of those who wish to come." "We
shall never go bsck while the sun hangs in the sky." Great pains were taken by
Mr. Hibbard and myself that the questions put should be understood, and the
replies were written down on the spot.
All were agreed that the condition of lhe Negro, as to danger to life, ia worse
now than in the days of slavery. They thought that fiTe cents here were worth
more than a dollar in the South. They were all of opinion that the exodus will
be far larger in January and next spring than now. They all told the same story
of starvation wages and extortionate prices in the South. When I asked how
many of them feared the climate in the North, they all held up their hands t<>
indorso the opinion that, aa Negroes, in Canada, simply by the use of extra
clothing and fire, have successfully coped with the northern temperatnre, so in
Kan188 they can do the same. Tiley were most of them in need of clothing, and
without means to boy food, unless they could get work; but not one of them
expressed a desire to retnm.
Gov. St. John told me that one of the moflt aged of the refugees he had met
brought one day into the Govemor's office by one of the agents of the Relief
Association, and seemed very much dazzled to find himself in this official presence.
But the Governor was a man of grest simplicity of manner, and he said to him:
"Thomas, ia your wife with yon ? " "Yes. Hannah is here." " Al'e your
children with yon?" "Yes. Hannah is here and the children." "Have you
anything to do?" "No work yet." "Have yon had enough to eat?" The
Negro hesitated, and finally said, "Hannah and I haven't had our meals regular;
but we have managed to get enough for the children." "Well, now," said the
Governor, " here are Hannah and the children, and here yon are, hungry at this
moment. The children may not have enough to eat to-morrow. You are an
aged man. Yon may not find regular work. There is a winter before you. ~o
body knows how far charity csn go t.o aid yon in this state. You are likely to
11ee hard timea. If I would give yon personally money to go back, would yon
not take Hannah and the children and return ? " "Governor," said the Negro,
suddenly losing his diffidence and holding himself erect, "yon may take m~ and
Hannah and the children into the Fair Ground yonder, and make us stand in a
row on the grass, and shoot ns down, and we will bear that rather than go back...
Gov. St. John pel'BOnally assured me that in scores of cases he bad had conver•
eationa exhibiting a spirit similar to this in the refugees, Preciaely this wus the
spirit I found among the freedmen I cross-examined, Sixteen of us knP..Jed
down together on the soil of Kan888 and offered prayer to Almighty Gud to
deliver the freedmen yet in bondage, and our souls told us that the prayer was
not unavailing.
Wll8
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After the private eroas-examimttion of fourteen refogees, it wns my fortune
to cross-examine some sixty publicly, in the afternoon open-air assembly in tho
park. Qnoting from the ordinary business pass-books and receipts brought
North hy the refugees, example• of extortionate prices, I was often interr11pted
·by the freedmen with the words "More than that I" or "It was worse I" This
was their response when I cited pork as sold to the Negro for thirty cents, when
-at St. Lonis it was worth five; and meal at three cents, when yon can bny it at
St. Lonis for one cent; and molasses at one dollar, when it cost in New Orlea.na
only thirty cent.a.
When I asked how many of the freedmen in the andience felt that their lil"es
were as safe in the Sonth to-day as they were when o. Negro wo.s worth eight
.hundred, or a thousand, or fifteen hundred dollars as a l.1bonrer, the hands indicated that the whole group of refugees felt their lives more unsafe to-day than
,.they were in the times of slavery. "How many of yon were slaves?" Up
went sixty hands. "How many can read?" Up went only ten or a dozen.
"How many think the Negro now is in greater danger of losing his life than
when he was a. slave?" Up went sixty hands. " How many would go back ?"
No hands raised. "How ma:iy think the emigr11tion will grow larger when your
contracts end, near Christmas, and the New Year's Day comes?" Every hand
went up. " How many want land ?" All hands went np. "How many
think yon can bear the climate ?" All hands were raised. Land is oft.en
:i:ent.ed to freedmen for ten dollars an acre which would not sell for :!We. Two
hundred or three hundred per cent profit is made off th~ freedmen in nearly every
-ease in Mississippi, and elsewhere on the Gulf. Extortion alone would be a
sufficient reason for the emigration of the intelligent portion of the freedmen
from the South. When you pnt extortion with political intimidation and not
infrequent ae1a11ination, who can wonder at the escape-valve being opened?
On that Sabbath at Topeka, under those trees, which had echoed to the sounds
of the Kansas border wars, and looking up into the sky which had just received
the spirit of your great Boston prophet, I, for one, took a resolution to stand by
the constitutional amendments and the emigrating freedmen. It is hard to defend
both positions and not seem to cancel your own opinions. But this topic is a
circle, and he who defends the Constitution and assails any political party that
does not support the.le amendments, has a perfect right to tum around, and on
the other side of the circle call for contribution& to the Kan&a8 Emigration Aid
Society. I want the Negro exodna to be not exactly a deluge, but certainly an
escape-valve. So thoroughly am I convinced that the South, after an; must be
the home of the vast majority of tbe coloured race that I will not give up for an
instant the claim that they have a right to stay there, and that ultimately it may
be financially profitable for them to reiqain there. They a.re the right arm of
the South, and when that arm begins to weaken the South will understand how
atrong is the Lord God who·judgeth her. And, possibly, in the better days of a
near future, the South may be herself a little intimidated by the loss of her commercial strength, and do justice to the Negro; and if she does, my advice to the
Negro will be to stay among the cotton-blooms, and not go into the snow-banks.
Meanwhile, I affirm that Kansas has done more than nobly for the whole nation
in opening her great fields to this emigration, and that we have acted only too
penuriously concerning the exigencies of that state when we have sent there
bardly anything bot old clothes and so little money. I stood in the rooms of the
Freedmen's Emigration Society, and saw stacks of clothing that could not be
used. " I could tell 7011 man;y a aecret," said the secretary. " We ve17 oftm
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'-receive things we do not want, limply because they cost little. Let 111 have
money, and we can go at once to the point with as little expense as pouible, and
pat the emigration into the right condition from the outset. Oar delays have
coat us not a little money; but they have been necessitated by the charact.er of
·the things sent to m." This is the eve of Thanksgiving, and here are singers,
many of whom were once slaves. Their voicu have charmed several nations.
-The indescribable pathos of their wild, plaintive melodies I wish to use as an
appeal to you, who are eoon to ait at your own fireside8, to aid the persecuted
emigrant freedmen who have not where to lay their heads. I would that on this
day, in this historic edifice, the memories of Sumner and of Garrison which fl.oat
about us, and all the 911.cred associations we have with the civil war, might inspirit
118 to send our utmost contributions to Kansas, to Indiana, to any States that are
open to this exodus, and at the same time to resolve that no political party which
. ,neglects the execution of the constitutional amendments shall succeed by our
.•npport.
THE LECTUBB.

CHRIST is man at his climax. Scepticism gives up in all serious
circles the claim that the founder of Christianity was a mythological
personage.• The mythical theory has been so completely exploded
by the discussions of the last quarter of a century that we now a.re
all agreed, so far as we are in earnest, that one human personality
bas appeared without sin, or at least, without any such facts in His
career that we are able to prove sin against the character. That is
the stupendous outcome of modem criticism, and if the world of
thought could be united in the admission of the sinlessness of Christ,
immense ethico.l conclusions would at once become the property of
all intellectual circles ; for this sinless character exhibits man at his
climax, and it must be that, if we are to have peace at all with our
own natures, from which we never can escape while we continue to
exist, we must have peace with that ideal of character which was
sinless. You say these thoughts go far beyond the ordinary range of
·transcendental literature. Well, I must admit that when I am in
my serious solitude before God, the charm of mere literature is not
altogether persuasive and satisfying, however fascinating it may have
been in my more frivolous secular mood. George Eliot says, you
know, that "even a water nixie's soul has a certain charm until it
·becomes didactic." And I may say the same of Boston, or London,
or Berlin literature simply as such, when taken as a guide of the soul
face to fe.ce with the question how it can have peace in the environ.
ment of natural law. Concord and Weimar are water nixies which
have a certain charm until they become didactic.
• Sea" Encvc. Brit.," Art. Apologetic~•.
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1. It is a truth of eoienoe that man's nature is to be understood
not by what man is in his beginning, but by what be is at his climax.
2. Tt is a truth of revelation that, when God said, " Let us make
man in our image," His thought was pointing not to man at his
1.leginning, but to man at his climax.
3. It is a truth of science that conscience requires man's sinlessness in the present life.•
This is really the dictate of the moral law under which we live~
and, however poorly man may obey these divine behests of Nature
around him, science of the ethical sort is able to prove that the
whisper from above never says : Be less than perfect. Take satisfaction in something that is not sinless. You ought to be right, is the
dictate of the moral law; not, You ought to be nearly right. There
is no whisper of commonplace and compromise out of the ranges of
moral truth as interpreted by mere science.
4. This unfulfilled demand of Nature in the laws by which we are
environed would lead us to suppose that man at his present state ia
not man at his climax.
Somewhere and somehow we must be brought into harmony with
those laws which require our perfection; otherwise we are a portion
of creation not in harmony with the other portions. A race of beings
not harmonized with their consciences evidently belong to an unfinished world. We are in various ways bunglingly made, if the best.
we can do with ourselves is to limp through time while we listen to
the earnest commands from the moral laws requiring us not to.

limp.
5. Only one character in history has attained sinlessness.
6. That character, therefore, and that only, exhibits ml\n at the
climax required by conscience for his harmonization with the laws of
his own nature.
You say that these stem considerations are drawn from revelation~
WeJI, but you can shut up the Bible, and natural moral laws would
require us to harmonize ourselves with man at his climax. If there
were no Bible, but simply the record of one sinless character, and if
we had proof of the authenticity of that record, we should be obliged
to say that the appearance of such a character in history was s.
part of the plan of the world.
7. Our harmonization with the law of the ascent of life and its individualization in loftier and loftier forms requires our harmonization
with that character which represents man at his climax.
• See Matheeou, •Aida to the &udy of German Theology," pp. U, '8.
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I am not anxious to preach orthodoxy, unless I find orthodoxy in
the very nature of things; but the terrible circumstance is that,
when I become thoroughly serious in the use of the scientifie
method, Nature has a fearfully orthodox look. She is no water
n1x1e. She does not lose her oharm when she beoomes didactic.
She has a right to speak. She means that we shall come into harmony with the highest in herself, and her highest outcome is conscience in man and the Christ in history.
8. That character was from the first what all men ought to have
been from the beginning.
9. The incarnation in which that character appeared was, therefore, the culmination of the creation.
10. What God does He from the first intends.
11. This character, therefore, or man at his climax, was not only
the goal of creation, but also its beginning ; for in the execution of a
plan, that which is last in realization is first in the thought of the
one who executes the purpose.
When, in the construction of a drama, a certain conclusion is
foreseen, everything is adapted to the outcome from the very first ;
a final effect is proposed; and, therefore, you may say that the final
thing is the first thing in the drama. When you construct complicated machinery for a given purpose, the purpose is the first thing
ill the thought, although the last thing in execution.

12. Christ, therefore, while above humanity, is in the strict sense
the only true man, the archetype of human nature, the pattern after
whose image and likeness the human race is faahioned.
We thus reach a transcendent conolusion, and reach it on scienti.6.c
grounds purely; reach it on ground of common admissions among
serious men; reach it on ground not exclusively occupied by those
who belong to the advanced philosophical or Christian school, but by
the average serious opinion in the circles of the best culture.
13. Harmonization with the demands of the nature of man at his
climax, therefore, will be attained by culture only by harmonization
with the Christ, who is man at his climax.
14. There is a God in conscience, even when man is not yet at his
climax.
15. Much more is there a God in Christ, who is man at his
climax.
16. The fellowship of the soul with Nature requires demonstrably,
therefore, our harmonization with both the God in conscience and the
God in Christ.
.Iii
VOL. V. -PART XIV,
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Proceeding across fields of thought a little novel, I am, perhnps,
11omewhat alarming those who would be glad to accuse me of teaching
humanitarianism. I bold, as you have had reason to believe, the doctrine of the Trinity, in its clear sharp statement. I am not responsible for all the popular definitions of the Trinity: As I hold the
mvine unity, I hold the divine trinity-not the divine triplicity.
I believe in God's unity as thoroughly as in His trinity ; but I am
not asking you now to enter into the mysteries of that vast theme. I
ask you only to admit the general conclueion of historical researchthat one character has appeared in history of which we can say, with
· Rousseau, that his death was the death of a god. Socrates, Rousseau thought, died like a man; but even Rousseau could admit that
no one had proved sin against Christ. Some of the profoundest
· treatises that the last half century has produced, have aimed to
create a doubt on the point of Christ's sinlessness ; and treatises yet
more profound, although not, perhaps, equally popular, have come
forward to establish this circumstance, so far as human evidence can
go to establish it. The impression made upon intellectual circles, is
that any attempt to throw doubt on the character which we call
man at bis climax has been a failure. •
I do not here cite R6nan, for his argument is full of self-contra.die-. tions. His discussion is nothing, as Professor Dorner once remarked,
when I questioned him as to the real logical merit of Renan's his. torical romance. The Frenchman seems to think positive deception
. was used by the author of Christianity, and that the character was
··not sinless, and, therefore, cannot be man at his climax. But the
scheme of this writer is full of points that cancel each other.
' Adoration, he claims, should be offered to the character, and yet
attempts to prove that there was in it indirect prevarication. And
so over and over in history we have had these attempts made with
acuteness and with force, and, after eighteeu hundred years of the
fiercest discussion, here we are looking back and seeing no climax,
. 1lllless that is it.
You think I am a mystic ; you think I am a Christian fanatic ;
but in this argument I am a mere student of history and of the laws
. <>f the ascent of life. I gaze over the centuries that have gone by,
and affirm that God has given to the world only one supreme teacher
. in religion, and that this teacher was He in whom we see man at his
climax. I am willing to take all comparative theology into my
• bosom. Tell me what you please about the light of Asia, sung
enchantingly as it may be by recent poetry; tell me what you please
• See Ullmanu, "The Sinlesmeu of

Je1U11,"
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-of the religions that have absorbed a portion of Christianity ; it yet
remains true that the attestation of history proves God to have given
-to the human race one, and only one, supreme teacher, whom the
-centuries have attested as the highest among men.
We are agreed that the highest in each individual is the conscience.
We are agreed in our serious solitude that the highest in history is
Christ. Now I nsk: What is the fair inference from these two propositions 1 That the man who means to be natural, that the man
who intends to harmonize his being with these irresistible powers of
the infinities and the eternities about us, nbsolutely must harmonize
himself with the highest outcome of them-that is, with conscience
in himself and with Christ, man's climax in history. I ask you to
believe nothing now as to His Deity. His character may lead you to
·take His own testimony as to many points of doctrine which He
taught; but, for the present regarding the whole topic from the point
of view of mere reason, I gaze back across the centuries to man's
climax, and I say that the climax within us, and the climax without
us, point to the same duty of self-surrender to the moral law, requiring universal harmonization with the divine ought, reverberating
in the intonations of the unseen from all quarters approachable by
the human faculties. We have been born; we cannot escape from
-existence; we are here, awake or asleep, and one day shall cease to
dream; and if we are scientific, if we are in earnest, if we are men and
-women, and not dreamers or fools, it is time for us to seek similarity
of feeling with the God within us and with man's climax without us.
Aye, aye, a God within us 1 you say, and no God in Him t A God
in man at his beginning, and no God in man at his climax t Tell me
there is a God in conscience, and deny to me the right to assert that
there is a God in Christ I Admit that there is in this moral sense a
touch from the unseen, and that he who yields to that touch will
have other and deeper touches, and that by giving up utterly to God
there may be a dwelling in us of the eternal power not ourselves that
makes for righteousness-give me a right to assert all these things,
and then deny me a right to say that in this climax, where conscience
had full course and was glorified, there was no God.
I am not asserting that the divine in Christ was not something
different from the divine in conscience and the divine in nature. I
.am asking you to grant what you cannot deny on your premises :
that if there is a God in conscience when man is at his beginning,
theu there is a God in Christ, who is man at his climax. The nature
of conscience is to be read not only in your inner spirit, hut also in
this climax of humanity.
IU
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You are to take Hellenism at its best from Praxiteles and Phidias.
You are to take moral culture at its best. From wh<i.t 1 From whom t
From the climax of moral cult11re in man. You think there is a
Divine Spirit lying behind art ; you believe that the nations have
been led from point to point of development until certain ideals of
beauty have acquired power over us, and that in this development
God has exhibited himself as the author of beauty. You think that
it is artistic blasphemy to go back to the uncouth ideals of the
savages. You must agree with God in His highest manifestations of
beauty ; you school your souls to whatever you find the highest outcome of the unfathomable spirit of beauty in the universe; and why
have I not as good a right, in the name of mere science, to ask yot1
to take the highest revelations of the moral law and school yourselves
into submission to their dictates 1 There was in the Acropolis, you
say, a divine spirit of beauty. Well, but the Acropolis of man's development is this character, of which man's history predicates sinle"Jsness. There is the place for you to cause to stand on high Minerva,.
with her shield lifted against all spears of scepticism. You can go
further still You can go as far as to have scientific confidence that
God is in you, and that God was in the Christ, and that as you must
a,,,aree with God, you must agree with conscience, and with that climax
of man's nti.ture in the Christ foreseen from the beginning and constituting the culmination of the creation.
This is the religion of ethical science as it stands to-day. This is
the serious, straightforward, earnest thinking of many a German
theologian of the evangelistic and also of the rationalistic school I
am insisting on the points in common between evangelistic and
rationalistic teachers, in order that you may stand on them, and in
subsequent discussion go higher. If we can come up only to this
modem commanding point of view, we rise far above the clatter of
what calls itself cultllre. We arrive at the true culture, and at a
scientific roundness of conception concerning our relations to the
universe. We arrive, by serious thought, at some perception of
our relations to God in us, and the God in Christ. We yield to the
demand of pure self-evident truth. Our harmonization with ourselves
and our harmonization with the God who was in th't climax of human
nature require that we should love what God in us loves, and hate
what the God in that climax bated. There is nothing but similarity
of feeling with the God here and the God there to give us peace with
the one or the other. Just as yonder door cannot be open and shut
at one and the same time, so you and I cannot have harmonization
and at the same time dissonance with the God in us or the God in
IS2
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Christ. We must be open or shut to divine leadership; and Science
herself, in the present attitude of scholarly thought in the world,
demands our entire submission to the plan of creation revealed in
the climax of human nature called the Christ. I am too serious to
ask you to give me support by anything other than your prayers;
but I believe that, in giving support by petition, adoration, and total
self-surrender to the light you already have, there will burst upon
you a flood of radiance, a lofty summit will be reached by you from
which you will look down on these lower tracts of culture, these
provincial, fog-ridden fields of liberalistic arrogance, and feel yourselves in God's bosom, while they a.re to be lifted by you into God's
presence through your own self-sacrifice. You will not sneer even at
the low platitudes of culture falsely so called if ever you attain
-0ulture rightly so called ; but in the faith of science you will demand
that culture be something other than a water nixie, especially when
it becomes didactic.
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THE PRELUDE.-MORMONISH AND STATE RIGHTS.

TinmE is no law in Utah against seduction or adultery. Brigham Young had
a brother who lived in open polygamy with his own grand-daughter. A Mormon.
frequently marries the sisters of his own wife, and sometimes a mother anti
daughter at once. It is literally true that the opening of the gates of the Rocky
Mountains has revealed in Utah a Blue Beard's chamber full of headless women
and dead meu'R bones, and all uncleanness. This unspeakable closet now petitions·
for admission to the Union on the same footing with Massachusetts and New
York, or any other State. The exigencies of party create an enormous pressure
in certain political circles in favour of the passing of an enablir.g act to make an
American Rovereign commonwealth out of tho Mormon Blue Beard's chamber.
What temptations can Utah bring to bear upon politicians at Washington to
induce them to admit her as n State before the presidential election of 1880 ?
1. The vote of Utah will be pledged to that political party which favours her
admission. She will give that party two votes in tho Senate, and her State delegation in the House. In case the presidential election of 1880 is thrown into the
House for decision, Utah will of course have three electoral votes, and will count
for as much as New York or Massachusetts. In the general election three electoral votes might be enough to determine the result in a close conflict, and would
have determined the last contest. The party which most fears defeat in 1880
would be greatly tempted by offers like these.
2. It will be said that it is arbitrary and unjust in the highest degree to keepUtah, with her one hundred and fifty thousand inhabitants, out of the Union,
when Nevada and other individual territories have been admitted with forty or
fifty thousand.
3. It will be claimed that the interests of the Nation, as well as those of the.
people of Utah, require her admission at once. ·
4, The Mormon vote is already a controlling political power in Idaho, and is.
acquiring influence rapidly in Arizona and Colorado, so that the political party
which secures for itself the Mormon vote is likely to gain strength in four States
of the Union.
5. Utah may actually call a convention and pass a constitution nominally
abolishing polygamy, and so attempt to avoid the moral indignation likely to be
awakened by any attempt to admit her to the Union with polygamy.
Those are the whispers which will be sounded in the ears of party caucuses at
Washington during the coming winter, as they have been during the last fiv&
years. They will have peculiar emphasis the coming season because of the nearness of a great election in the nation. One of the deepest political conspiracies that
needs to be exposed to-day by the independent platform is the effort of certain
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unscrapnlous politicians to bring Utah into the Union, and obtain her vote in the·
contest of 1880. Mormon schemers profess that they hope to divide Utah into
fonr States, and so quadruple the pay they can give their friends in Congress.
This may not be a promise with enough hope of fruition behind it to tempt shrewd
politicians, but the fact that men in Utah, in the church, are plotting for the
di vision of the territory into four States aa soon as it shall be admitted, ought to
make ns pause when we sneer at the idea that there is not bait enough in the
Basin States to tempt these political foxes at Washington. It takes but little .
bait to tempt them. Besides Utah, Idaho might be easily manipulated under
Mormon polilicians. If Mormonism find her dreams prophetic of reality, she
will be able to give the representation of six Basin States, before twenty-five
more years pasa, to any party in Congress that will favour her cause.
Many citizens of the East think that after Utah is admitted to the Union,
with a constitution prohibiting polygamy, the Mormon problem is solved. We
then shall have put our foot into the trap. Under the protection of State Rights,
the Mormon· problem will suddenly acquire gigantic proportions, and will be
found more difficult of solution than ever before. I bold in my band a very important communication from Judge Boreman, of the United States Court in Utah, ·
written to me, with permiS&ion to make it public, and in reply to questions which
I sent back to Salt Lake City, after a recent visit there. I have received answers
to the same enquiries from the ladies of the Anti-Polygamy Society, who, when
I was in Salt Lake City, were so much in earnest that they passed resolutions
asking the Boston Monday Lectureship to aid in breaking np the illnsion of auy
who believe the Mormon question may be settled by the admission of Utah as a
State, with a constitution prohibiting polygamy. My great point is to show that
such an admission of Utah, under such a constitution, would be no settlement,
but only an exacerbation of all the difficulties of the Mormon problem. Judge
Boreman is one of the Justices who brought John D. Lee, the Mountain
:Meadows butcher, to justice, and has the unlimited confidence of the whole
Gentile population of Utah. His communication is at present of really national
importance.
Salt Lake City, Utah, Nov. 5th, 1879.
RBv. JosBPB Coox, Boston, MaEs.
DEAB S1a,-There has been handed to me by the Rev. R. G. McNeice, a half.
dozen questions respecting Utah, with yonr written request that I give brief
answers thereto. I take pleasnre in complying with yonr wish•
.Yonr first question reads as follows:I. If Utah were admitted into the Union, without palygamy, would the Gentile
population be able to secure jnstice at the polls and 1n the courts ?
To this I answer most earnestly and unreservedly that in Utah, as a State
under Mormon rule, it would simply be impossible for Gentiles to obtain justice
either at the polls or in the conrts. The admission" without polygamy," would '
avail nothing, as the State would be overwhelmingly Mormon.
II. What discrimination would probably be made in favour of Mormons by the
election laws and courts of Utah, under a Mormon governor ?
I answer that under a Mormon state government the Utah election laws, elections, and courts, would all be used, without reserve and without conscience, to
foster the church power, to build np Mormon interests, to favonr Mormons in all
civil contests, and to screen them in every prosecution. And these same agenciea
would, likewise, be nsed to cripple and crnsh every Gentile enterprise, to destroy .
Gentile interests, and to drive out Gentile residents. The church would dictate
f;lj
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the election laws, and rule in the elections. An independent jndiciary could not
exlllt-ihronld be an imposlibility. An anert.ed inspiration would dominate
and overshadow every other power. Every branch of the civil authority would
be forced to prostrate it&elf before the exacting despotinn of the spiritual head.
The rights of the Gentilee would, with impunity, be violated and disregarded at
the polll and in the eonrtl ; and there would be no reclrsl.
m. How would yon recommend evidence of the fact of polygamy to be
obtained?
If Utah were admitted aa a State, no law of Congrea could be applied to
eradicate polygamy. This can only be done while Utah is a Territory. And
now, whilst it is a Territory, the statutes of Congress should make polygamy a continuous offence, existing 11 long as the parties lh'e together 18 man and wife. In
that case the statute of limitations would not begin to run until the parties cease
to live together. If the otrence be not treated a1 continuoW1, the stntute of
limitations should be repealed 88 to it ; for the time is too short, such prosecutions being barred in three years by congressional enactment, Living together
as man and wife, and recognizing each other a1 1uch, should be sufficient to
warrant conviction. No ceremony should be required to be proved. The
marriages are performed in sworn secrecy, in the "Endowment House," as they
call it ; and Mormons consider all such church oaths 88 more binding than any
oath in a " Gentile " court, or before a " Gentile " officer. If, after a party's
conviction and punishment, he should ~gain return to bis polygamoDS life, as is
certain to always be the case, it should be deemed a new offence.
The law should require every marriage to be recorded in some public record.
Particular classes of pel'!lons should be designated to perform these ceremonies,
but every snch person should be required to obtain a permit to act from some
proper authority ; and no marriage should be allowed to take place without a
licence therefrom having first been obtained. We are withont any statute what-ever upon the subject of marriage.
IV. What would become of Gentile schools and what would Mormons do for
-education, if Utah, under Mormon role, were in the Union ?
The Gentile schools would die ont and be cloeed, for want of snpport. The
Gentile children would, of course, remove with their parents from the territory,
and the Mormon children would be forced ont of the Gentile schools. The Mormon schools are very inferior now, but far in advance of what they were before the
advent of the Gentiles ; and if the Gentile schools were out of the way, the Mormon schools would relapse intn their fo1'Iller very low condition. I have no doubt
but that the Mormons, if left to themselves, would have the "Deseret " alphabet,
instead of the English, Wied in their schools, and thDB gradually shut ont the light
of English and American civilization from the rising generations. The leaders
of the Mormon chnrch stand in deadly hostility to general education, and are
especially bitter against free schools.
V. Were Utah admitted to the Union with a Constitution prohibiting polygamy, and the prohibitory clause shonld not be executed by the Mormon governor,
what remedies should be applied to eradicate this evil, existing nuder State
rights?
If Utah were admltt.ed into the Union &1 a Stat.e, I know of no remedy that
conld be applied by Congress to eradicate polygamy, without an amendment to
the United States Constitution prohibiting it. Congress would be powerless
without such an amendment. Utah might be admitted into the Union with a
. Constitution prohibiting polygamy, yet 88 soon aa she ahonld be in the Union, ahe
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-could revoke and annul her constitution at plcnanre, 1s ehe would do, and adopt
one expn.'881y recognizing and establiabing polygamy, and no law of Congress
wuld reach it. Or she might see proper to allow the prohibitory clause to remain
in her constitution, yet refuse to enforce it ; and neither Congress nor any other
branch of the general government could enforce it, or compel the State to do eo.
Or, to go farther, Congress might make the abolition of polygamy a condition of
admi~~ion, yet such condition would avail nothing, as the general goTernment
could never enforce it. The State could not be expelled from the Union, nor the
State government nor people punished, uor would there be any way for Congress
to remedy or reach the evil. The Mormons uow oppose the enforcement of the
law. They wollld then oppose the enforcement of the condition. The bad faith
<>f such a coarse would not give them any concern. They would h&'t'o gained
their object, and have secured a State government.
The only safe course to pursue in regard Lo Utah is to keep her out of the
Union, and under the control of Congress, until polygamy ia thoroughly eradicated,
by enforcement of the law, and there is no controlling sentiment in the territory
iavonrable to its l'IH!stabliabment. When that time arrives, the power of the
priesthood will probably be broken, and all claasea be enabled to obtain justice and
.be protected in their rights.
VI. In what particulars onght the present election laws and courts of Utah to
be changed to secure to the non-Mormon population, under State organization,
their full rights as to life, property and education ?
If Utah should become a State, no law of Congress could effect these objects
without a radical change in the structure of our general government, so as to
&llow Congress to regulate the internal affairs of the States; and this change ii
uot likely ever to be made.
As the Government ia now constituted, no laws of Congress can be enforced
within a State unless such enforcement be authorized by the United States Constitution, either in express terms or by neoellllll'y implication. Beyond such
powers thna vested in the general government, each State retains the exclusive
control of its own internal affairs, and each State stands upon an equal footing
with every sister State. Therefore, it is only whilst Utah remains a Territory
that the laws of Congress can be made effective in respect to the objects desig"D&ted. Congress has exclusive control of the Territories. Hence Congress
ilhonld now give Utah a good election law whereby registration and elections
should be under the general supervision of officers to be appointed by the Preai·
-dent, by and with the advice and consent of the Senate, and subject to removal
by the President.
Thia supervisory power ought to be deposited somewhere. It is now committed to Mormon hands, and the trust is systematically violated. Honest
registration, honest voting, and honest canvassing of votes, should be secured.
Women, if allowed to vote, should be required to possess the same qnalifications as
men to entitle them to vote. Polygamous women, of foreign birth, nnnatnralized,
and not in the country long enough to be naturalized, are allowed to vote upon
the assumption that they are the wivu of citizens. This should not be allowed.
No man or woman living in polygamy should be allowed to vote or hold office.
No man living in polygamy ahonld be allowed to sit npon a jury. Polygamy
ahould disqnalify a person for every place of trust.
The present unwieldy jury law should be simplified. The names of two hon·
-dred men are proTided, from which grand and petit jurors are selected for four
terms of court during the year, and no juror can serve at more than one term.
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Theae two hundred names are generally exhausted by the end of the third term,
and the court have to do without juries at tho fourth term. No talesmen are ·
allowed ; and the mode of selecting juron is unnecessarily tedious,
If the laws be amended as I have suggested in my answers to your questions_.
then they can be enforced in Utah; and if enforced, polygamy will be erndicated
and the priestly despotism which holds this Territory in its grasp, will be
broken up.
If Utah, nuder Mormon rnle, be admitted inte> the Union as a state, the power
of the Church will grow rapidly and spread out, until other territories and Statea
will fall under its baneful influence. Its leprous hands are already stretching
out into other fields. In a few years it would become powerful and arrogant, and
assume to defy the national authority. In that rebellion, as slavery in the Great
Rebellion, polygamy would b9 the B1Dord receive its death blow ; and then, and
not until then, would there be a constitutional amendment prohibiting it.
I feel the deepest possible sympathy for the masses of this deluded Mormon
people. They are in the hands of designing and unscrupulous leaders who use
them for their own aggrandizement. They are, of course, ignorant., fanatical,.
and superstitious. They would not be controlled by snch masters if they were
not so.
I have thus imperfectly answered your questions or tried to do so, bnt the
answen are not as concise as I had hoped to make them. Wherever I have used.
the word" Gentile.," it is meant to include "apostate-Mormon."
What I have written, yon are authorized to nae either in public or in private,
and in such mnnner as yon may deem proper.
With great respect, I am, very truly, your obedient servant and friend,
JACOB

s.

BOll.BKAN,

United Statu Judge.
P.S. There are some repetitions in these answers; but they seem necessary, aa.
each question stands by itself.
J. S. B.
Mrs. Paddock, the authoress, has recently given us a book on Mormonism,
entitled" In the Toils." I was so much interested in reading this volume on the
railway, the other day, in Ohio, that, as I was studying the book, I unconsciously
rode past the station to which I was assigned, and was obliged to take a ten miles'
carriage ride through the gorgeous and golden October to get back to my destination. With other members of the Anti-Polygamy Society of Salt Lake Cityl
this lady has given me authority to use in public her testimony, and I quote her
acute replies to four of the questions I addressed to her, that yon may notice
their entire agreement with the answers the same inquiries received from Judge
Boreman.
I. If Utah were admitted into the Union without polygamy, would the Gentile
population be able to secure justice at the polls and in thu courts?
"Most emphatically, No. Again and again, even during the past eight years,
the Legislature, composed entirely of members of the Mormon priesthood, and
) almost wholly of practical polygamists, have passed proscriptive acts designed to
drive Gentiles from the territory, and the aot& have failed to become laws only
because of the absolute veto power of a Gentile governor. Once admit Utah as.
a State, with a governor elected by the Saints, and they would legislate us out of
the country in six months. They hate us with a hitter and unrelenting hatred. In.
the Endowment Honse, all Mormons, male and female, 11wear to avenge the blood
of Joseph Smith on the Government and people of the United States, and they
imprecate on themselves a curae, too horrible to repeat, in case they fail to kee~.
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this oath. The idea of admitting Utah into the Union without polygamy i111
wholly chimerical. A convention may be called, and a State Constitution adopted
with a clause prohibiting polygamy, but that clause will not be worth the paper
on which it is written. If not repealed at the very first -ion of the Legislature, it will be wholly inoperative. At present, nearly every office in the gift of
the people is filled by men who have from two to ten wives apiece, and thirty-four
out of the thirty-nine members of the Utah Legislature are to-day living in polygamy. Add to this the fact that polygamous marriages are now taking place
every week in the year, and that the highest anthorities in the church counsel the
Saints to take 8f!11S in their hands and die where they stand, rather than give up
plural marriage, and yon can form some idea of the probabilities that the Mormons themselves will abolish polygamy for the sake of secnring a State organiza..tion."
II. What discrimination would probably be made in favonr of Mormons by th~
election laws of Utah under a Mormon governor ?
"The election laws wonld be so framed and construed as practically to disfranchise Gentiles. At present there is a law in force, passed by the Mormon legislature, which reqnires that voters shall be tax-payers. This law is so interpreted
as to disfranchise the miners, whose property is not taxable, and whose receipt
for poll-tax is withheld by Mormon collectord, while alien women and girls under
age, who have never paid a cent of taxes, and whose only claim to the franchise
lies in the fact that they have been polygamously sealed to a Mormon who is a
citizen, vote nnchallenged by scores and hundreds. I was present myself at an·
election for Delegate to Congress, when a Deputy U.S. Marshal attempted to
challenge the votes of such women, and the jndge of the election, a polygamist,
refused to allow it, while at other polls on the same day, U. S. Marshals were
beaten nearly to death by the Mormon police for attempting to discharge their
sworn duties."
III. How would you recommend evidence of the fact of polygamy to IJe,
obtained?
"In the opinion of our present prosecuting attorney, and two out of three U.S.
Jndges at present presiding here, common law evidence is not enough. If the
Act of Congress could be so amended as to make dwelling together, and the
general reputation of marriage, sufficient proof of the fact, and living in polygamy
to constitute the offence, instead of the ceremony, justice conld be obtained. At
present no one whose plural marriage took place two years ago can be prosecu tecl,
and those who are now taking plnral wives are quite safe if they can keep the
matter quiet for two years.''
IV. What would become of Gentile schools, and what would the Mormons d<>
- for education, if Utah, nnder Mormon control, were in the Union?
"No Gentile school conld continue to exist. At present the Mormon press is
devoting column after column to the abuse of Gentile schools ; and the spirit manifested by the press only waits opportunity to show itself in action. In the past
the Mormon authorities have neglected education and opposed free schools. At
present there is not a free school in the Territory, though in the Gentile schools.
a largo number of pupils receive a free tuition."
When I met the ladies of the Anti-Polygamy Society at Salt Lake City, things
were said to my wife which I cannot repeat to yon. In communications now in
my hands, which only a lady can write to a lady, I have facts which I conld not
1ead aloud here without yonr driving me throngh yonder door into the street.
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·Tbese two extracts are the least terrible portions of a letter from one of the fore·most ladies of the Anti-Polygamy So·iety of Bait Lake City.
"The laws of Utah do not recognize the crime of incest; consequently plural
marriage within forbidden degrees of relationship is very common. Men take
their cwn nieces and even their own half-sisters as plurals, and one of Brigham
Young's brothel'B lind openly with his own granddaughter. It is so common for
,a man to marry both mother and daughter that nobody thinks anything of it.
Sometimes a man is sealed to a mother and one or more of her danghterd on the
i same day; and sometimes he takes the mother fl.rat, and tho danghtel'B are sealed
" to him as fast as they arrin at womanhood.
" The record of the blood and cmelty which the history of this Territory fur-nishes is without parallel. Some yeal'B ago a Unit.ed States' detective furnished
me with a list of six hundred and thirty cold-blooded religious murcers ferretted
<int by him, and this list did not include the victims of the Mountain Meadows
masEacre. In order to make this record complete, it is only necessary to add that
not one of the mnrderel'B has ever been punished. If, by any chance, the saintly
perpetrator of one or more of these crimes iR arrested and tried, a Mormon jnry
pronounces him' not guilty,' in the face of the most positive evidence, and bis
-fellow-saints escort him home with the accompaniment of a band of music and
-fla~ flying."
When I asked the editor of the brave and powerful Salt Lake City Tribvne
-whether it would be safe to admit Utah to the Union as a State with a constitution prohibiting polygamy, he replied that in six months after such an event, his
-property in Salt Lake City would not be worth a quarter of a dollar. Here, then,
·yon have an editor, and this authoress, and the ladies of the Anti-Polygamy
'Society, and this grave judge, all agreeing that we are wrong in the East when
-we dream that the admission of Utah with a constitution prohibiting polygamy
is all that is needed to settle the Mormon question, under the operation of natural
-ca.uses.
The President of the United States, in a me&11&ge published this morning, saya
that there is, in his opinion, reaaon for taking the right of sn:ffrage away from
those who violate the laws against polygamy in Utah. Do that one thing, and
yon strike at the root of the Upas tree which is now shedding down its poison
-0n a territory larger than New England, a territory Asiatic in its richness when
yon irrigate it, and which is better and better watered every year; a territory
which already exports agricnltnrnl productions, in spite of the blistered look of
its sands and the desolate appearance of its vast stretches of sage-brush. Utah
is one of the most important mining districts in the world. The tawny robe of
this Basin State lion is sifted full of silver and gold, and its very bones are
made np of coal and iron. Utah can supply the world with salt. She has
mountains of pure gypsum, and immense beds of almost pure sulphur. There
is scarcely any mineral used by man that is not found in abund!lnce in her spiked
and jagged mountains. The value of the export of silver, gold, lead, and other
oQreS and metals from Utah, has averaged six millions for each of the last three
years. In the next twelve months it is likely to be ten millions. Strike where
President Hayes tells yon to let the axe fall, and this Upas tree, which now is
the C1Jr88 of the whole Basin region, will drop as a compost-heap, and give you
<there, ultimately, purity and wealth.
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THB LECTURB.
GEORGE WHITEFIELD, in this house, one hundred and forty years ago,.
taught the doctrine of the New Birth, at an hour when it was a
novelty in New Enghnd. A church more or less connected with the
State had become so secularized even in Boston as not to require &.
spiritual church membership. So deeply did Whitefield and Edwards.
sink a belief in the necessity of the New Birth into the mind of this.
country, that to-day the doctrine is common-place. We read Whitefield's discourses, o.nd wonder what in them could have a.wakened such
attention as to pack thousands into this house, and bring together
fifteen, eighteen, twenty thousand in the hushed, open-air a.~eemblies.
on Boston Common. The doctrine which he taught he supported by
Revelation. DiscuBSing the relations of religion to science, I am to.
establish the same doctrine, with no aid from Scripture at all, except
in so far as the human soul is a revelation from God, and as natural
law enswathing us is itself a Divine Scripture as sacred as any other
penned by the Almighty finger.
Who.t I am afraid of is, not the bann of any ecclesiastical p:i.rty, for
I belong to no party; but it is dissonance with the no.tnre of things.
It is want of harmony with that constitution of the universe which
was, and is, and is to come. It is unalterable, and it is He.
Is it literally true that the New Birth, defined a.s J<~dwards and
Whitefield understood it, must be sought by culture if culture is to b&
true to its own principles 1
What is the New Birth 1 The acquisition of similarity of feeling
with God. Is that neceBSarJ for our peace here and hereafter1 Ask
self-evident truth whether you can love what God hates and hate
what God loves, and be at harmony with Him. Grant me nothing in
the shape of a proof-text except this immortal and eternal axiom, that
the door cannot be open and shut at one and the same time. A
thing cannot be and be at one and the same time, and in on&
and the same sense, and therefore we cannot love what God hates and
hate what God loves, and be at peace with Him. In past years, s<>
far gone by that I am almost ashamed to confess my early misfortunes,
I have had my struggles with doctrinal unrest. I have paced oveifierce burning sands of limitless unanswered religious questioning, and
yet I hope I kept on straight across the desert. At any rate, I remembered Carlyle's advice that he who never turns back in that
howling waste, but manfully faces all his doubts, will find on the other
side of the blistering sands cool, crystalline springs, out of which burst
waters for the quenching of the thirst of all nations. The first springs.
I came to were these truths of intuition, these self·evident principles.
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on which I base what I love to call axiomatic theology. I commend
to all religiously thirsty lips a deep draught out of these cool,
perennial springs, the first you meet in the oases beyond the desert
<>f doubt.
1. Culture is to be held responsible for the thorough application of
its own principles.
2. Among the most vaunted and emphatic principles of culture are
these three :
(1) Fellowship with God in Nature.
(2) Full growth and freedom for all the soul's faculties.
(3) Harmonization of the fully grown and active soul with its
-environment.
3. It has already been shown that fellowship with God in Nature
requires fellowship with the highest outcome of Nature,-that is, with
the law of the ascent of life, or with the conscience as the highest in
man, and with the Christ as the highest in history.
4. But this fellowship of affection with the Christ and with conscience is only another name for the New Birth, and, therefore, the
necessity of the latter results from a thorough application of the first
principle of culture.
My purpose is to show that a three-fold cord is not easily broken ;
and so I mean to make it clear, if possible, that every one of these
haughtily trumpeted principles of culture leads to the same conclusion.
5. The second principle of culture requires freedom and full growth
for all the faculties, including conscience ; and this, at its fullest
development, is to be seen only in the Christ. And so the second
principle necessitates the glad and total surrender of the will to the
moral law, and this is but another name for the New Birth.
6. While we continue to exist we must keep company with our
-own natures.
7. It is scientifically incontrovertible that we know inductively
that the soul, like everything else, is made on a plan.
8. The plan of any mechanism is to be ascertained by finding out
how it can be operated in as nearly frictionless a manner a.s possible.
9. We cannot have harmony with ourselves, unless we love what
the plan of our nature loves, and hate what it hates.
10. What the plan of human nature requires is seen in the highest
outcome of the law of the ascent of life,-that is, in the conscience
in man, and in the Christ in history.
Why am I so insisting u'pon this second law of culture 1 Because
it supplements all the others, and saves me from being vulnerable
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by your objection, that man is a degraded being, or is fallen, and
that therefore his present nature is not to be taken as an indication
of what is natural to the full-grown soul I use the highest outcome
-0f human nature as proof of what the plan of human nature is, and
that highest outcome is the Christ. I am not asking you now to
grant me anything more than that His soul is the highest summit
known to history, end that what conscience was in Him it tends
to be in us whenever we cease to walk on all fours, and under
the law of the ascent of life, stand erect, with our souls full grown
and free.
11. No one part of the soul is to be allowed to act without the
unforced consent of every other part.
12. No joy is natural that is not full.
13. The frictionless in a full-orbed human nature is the natural in
human nature.
14:. Continuous joy in all the faculties is a sign of the frictionless
-0r natural action of the faculties.
15. Only when reason and conacience are supreme in the religious
aense can a full-orbed soul obtain frictionless action within its
environment, or continuous joy in all its faculties.
16. The religious is, therefore, scientifically known by induction to
be the only natural, that is, the only frictionless action of human
nature within its unalterable environment of God, conscience, and
our record.
It was the sense of Greek philosophy, and it is the deep sense of
modem ethical science, that we must live with ourselves. If we are
made on a plan, we must find out the plan and submit to it meekly,
for we cannot alter the plan, or make one hair white or black. Even
the haughty physicists here, lynx-eyed as to every physical fact in
the universe, but wall-eyed :i.s to every spiritual fa.ct, must now
grant me that this single admission, that law is universal, necessitates the doctrine of the New Birth.
17. The soul, therefore, under the central principle of culture,
must be harmonized with the conscience at its best, that is, with
the Christ, and this is only another name for the New Birth.
18. The soul must be harmonized with its eternal environment
by the Power and Person not ourselves that makes for righteousness.
Two cannot walk together unless they are agreed, but the soul must
walk with the Eternal Power not ourselves which makes for
righteousness.
19. It must love, therefore, what that power loves, and hate what
that power hates; in other words, it must acquire similarity of
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feeling with God in order to have peace in His Presence, here and
hereafter.
20. The scientific necessity of similarity of feeling with God is
the scientific necessity for the New Birth, for the former is only
another name for the latter.
When the battle was fought between the ' Monitor' and the'Merrimac,' the ship 'Cttmberland,' which the poet Longfellow has.
made immortal by an ode, went down in water so shallow that hertopgallants remained above the waves. A surgeon, a friend of
Governor Andrew, was in the hold of the ship when she went down;
but, by keeping in view the light which streamed through the hatchways, and aiding himself on the rigging, he at last reached the surface, and was taken into a boat and saved. Now, the insidious, the
almost insane persuasion which governs average human nature is,
that when we go do\vn in the sea of death and eternity, we are toleave ourselves behind ourselves, and swim out of ourselves, and betaken into some life-boat at the surface of the eternal ocean, and sobrought to peace. The trouble with that precious theory, my
friends, is, that we are the 'Cumberland,' and the 'Cumberland' cannot swim out of the 'Cumberland.' Here is the first axiomatic truth
on which the man who really reveres science ought to found
himself, and demand, in the name of mere culture, harmony
with this portion of the environment of his soul from which he cannot flee.
As I clasp my hands together, finger is the environment of finger.
and so faculty in the soul is the environment of faculty. We must
have harmony with the plan of our own natures, for we are going:
to live with ourselves as long as we live at all. Socrates said therewas one wife from whom he could not be divorced, and that was
his conscience ; and he feared vastly that the lack of harmony
between him and that wife might destroy his peace in the eternal
mansions.
Since law is universal, everything is made on a plan. My soul
is, therefore, made on a plan. My hand is made to shut towards the
front, and not towards the back. My judgment on that point is.
· dictated by the principle that the frictionless action of the hand is
in the former direction, and not in the latter. If I bend the hand
towards the back, I injure portions of its mechanism. It cannot be
that the natural action of the hand involves its own destruction.
The frictionless is the natural in any mechanism.
Simple as this principle is, you may apply it to the soul with vast

results.
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What is the frictionleBS in the relation of the human faculties to
each other and to their immense environment of natural law,
includiug conscience and God 1
This is a purely scientific question. I have infinitely weighty
reasons for wishing to find out by a stern application of self-evident
truths how I can be in harmony with my own faculties, from which I
cannot escape while I live, and with this Power not ourselves which
makes for righteousness, and which will enswathe me as long as I
exist.
The 'Cumberland• cannot swim away from the 'Cumberland,' nor
can the 'Cumberland' float outside of the sea. For ever, and for
ever, we are to be environed by the Power which makes for righteousness, and shot through by it as the clouds are by the light of
noon. There is no planet that can roll beyond the law of gravitation.
How can we succeed in being at peace in this universe, if we love
what the Power which makes for righteousuess hates, and hate what
it loves 1
l want nothing but the simple axiom of non-contradiction to show .
me that in order to have peace, I absolutely must acquire similarity
of feeling with my conscience at its best, and with the God from
whom I cannot.flee.
Of course I know that I am on a topic too serious to admit of declamation, but it is not too serious to admit of the application of the
ordinary tests of science. If I am to determine what is natural to
man, I must not take any stunted specimen of human growth as
exhibiting the complete action of the faculties.
If I go into the fields and pluck a lily of the valley and bring it to
some great professor at Harvard, he will not take it as a natural
specimen of the plant unless it is fully grown. He will not accept
any growth of skin-flint earth. He must have the plant at its best,
for otherwise he does not know what is natural to it. So, if I bring
to him the plant called maize, he will ask me whether it comes from
France, where it produces forty to one, or from Mexico, where it produces one hundred and fifty to one. If I cannot find a perfect
specimen of the lily of the valley or of the maize, he sends me afield \. ith my canvl.l.B. He tells me to make a painting summarizing
the best traits of many specimens. He puts that painting into his
collection of representations of plants, and shows the picture to his
classes, and tells them that that is what is natural to the lily of the
valley and the maize. If this be a scientific procedure concerning
these vegetable growths, surely the same procedure is lawful as to
the growth of what we call t.he human soul I will not take any
VOL. V. -PART XIV,
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stunted specimen of man from the blood-stained acreB of old Rome,
to show me what is natural to the human faculties. I take no
stunted growth spindling down between the flagstoneaof Wall-street,
and trodden on by the split hoofs of greed and fraud. I want a
<JOul that does not walk on all fours, but that shows me human
nature at its best, if I am to ascertain what the frictionless is in a
full-grown and free human spirit.
Precisely as I was authoriaed by science in the former case to go
a-field with my canvas, and make up a painting summarizing the
best traits of many specimens, so I am authorized to go a-field and
make up from the best traits of mauy specimens a picture of human
nature, full-grown, free and active in every faculty. Take Phocion
for Rome, and Hampden for England, and Washington for America.,
to illustrate what disinterested patriotism can be in man. Join in
-one Aristotle and Kant and Leibnitz and Edwards, to show what intellectual subtlety may be in a human being. Put together Plato,
Isaiah, Shakespeare, Richter, and Milton, to show what imagination
and spiritual insight may become in man. Join in one the goodly
<:ompany of the prophets and the apostles and the martyrs, to make
up your ideal of what spiritual elevation may be in the soul. I will
not recede at all from the application of my principle, for I will take
the best growth of every lower faculty after you have given me the
best of the higher. It will be safe to put into this specimen, the
best growth of the basilar faculties of human nature, after you have
11ummarized in the same ideal the best growth of the coronal faculties.
It will be placing archangels on steeds of fire, if you put the Isaia.hs
and the Platos and the Johns into the summit of human nature, and
in the base the Neros and the Caligulas. The lower will be bitted,
and only add strength to their archangelic riders.
When you have made up an ideal of the full-orbed soul, ask yourselves ho1v it can be harmonized with its environment, that is, \Vith
conscience and God. Can it. have peace while it hates what God
loves, and loves what God hates 1 Can you harmonize a fully grown
and free soul with itself, without its total, affectionate, and glad self' surrender to reason and conscience 1
,1
When I was in the Louvre, I saw the "Venus of Milo," that famous
"' marble, the best representation antiquity has given us of female excellence. Over against it stood Michael Angelo's "Slave sleeping in
the Market-place," the worthiest representation modern art has given
us of man's faculties at their best. This woman's sympathies were as
tender as the azure, and as pure and as broad. She had quality, of
course, but she had also quantity of being. This man had quantity,
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<>f course, but he also had quality. It is said to be hard to find a '
woman combining both quantity and quality; or a man combining the
two. It is easy to find a woman with a fine nature, but not so easy
to find one both fine and large. It is easy to find a man 111.rge, but
cot so easy to find one both large and fine. Here were the two ideals,
-ea.ch at its best, all the faculties apparently fully grown and active.
As I stood there, these problems of ethics were passing through my
mind, and I was questioning whether either of those human beings
-could have peace with the nature which ea.oh represented without
:loving what God loves and hating what He bates. There ca.me into
the room a young man who had had a liberal education in every
thing except the moral faculties. In Europe he had made himself a
oehimney-sweep of the blackest. throats of the chimneys of Gehenna.
He had immersed himself in the soot of the nether fires of the dissipation of the continent. I thought him an unprejudiced judge, nu4
so I said : " Take this man and woman, clothe them in modern
wardrobe, and turn them out into the dissipations of Paris. What
would happen 1" "Nothing very bad," said he. "How do you
know 1" I said. " Why, there is too much of them," was his reply ;
" it would not be easy for them to stoop down to vice." " Expose
.them to all the temptations of our evil days," I said ; " send them,
.around the world." He replied, with emphasis: "They would come
back hand in hand, possibly, for they might want a home; but they
would return without the smell of fire on their garments." "Why
.are you so sure of this 1 ,, " Well," said he, taking a long look at the
marbles, "there is too much of them for it to be e~y for them to walk
on all fours. They cannot wriggle through the lattice-work of greed
.and fraud and leprosy, and have peace. It would not be possible
for either to have peace while stooping down to lap up slime out of
the gutter."
If you please, that man struck in those conversational phrases, the
<:antral note of modern ethical science : that when man is fully
developed, when he does not walk on all fours, when he uses all his
faculties, each at its best, then he is too large to have peace in any
other way than by a total surrender of his soul to the moral law,
pointed out by conscience. That is the way man is made, and we
cannot alter the plan of our natures, nor break up companionship
with it while we exist. The stars in their courses fight against every
<>ne who does not fight with them. We must take our choice to be
with or against the .very nature of things.
On all hands I see men who are loving what God hates and hating
what God loves; and, as I live, I believe it is ill with such men, and
67'
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that it will continue to be ill, while they continue in this diaimi1arity
of feeling with God. You say that God is good. Our molluacous
libernlisms are teaching us constantly that. aa a parent forgives his
child, God will forgive us. Fatherhood, aonsbip,-theae are, indeed,
the central ideas of the moral universe. But show me the father, whe>
is worthy of the name, who will forgive a child before the child is
wrry for his fault. The child tells a falsehood, never repents, has a
brazen conscience, will not admit that he has done wrong, kno1'8 that
he has, but does not repent. Does the father forgive the child ' I i
he does, he harms him. By as much as the father loves the child, by
so much he refrains from pardoning him until the son is sorry for his
fault and really chooses its opposite. If I live long enough in dissimilarity of feeling with God, I may never be really sorry for my sins
and choose their opposites. God's Fatherhood itselfprevents him from
injuring any aoul by pardoning it in its wilful disloyalty. That
which I am afraid of is God's Fatherhood. What I fear is, not ao
much God's justice as His infinite love, which will forbid Him for ever
from pardoning me while I am yet voluntarily rebellious to Him. Te>
pardon me in that state is to injure me, just a.a to pardon a child in
his self-chosen lie is to injure the child. To pardon any soul while it
is in wilful rebellion to the moral law, is to injure that soul, and this
Omniscient Love will never do. That is why I am afraid in this
universe, and why I wish for all men speedy similarity of feeling with
God, before they drop into a final dissimilarity of feeling with
Him. As it is sure that I must be enswathed for ever in the eternal
Power that makes for righteousness, it is sure that I most love what.
it loves, and bate what it hates, or every star in every constellation
will fi~ht against me. This is a necessity of self-evident truth. The
haughtiness of negation is shattered here upon the stem reef of
modem ethical science. It is the glory of what I call axiomatic
theology that it gnides men by the self-evident truths of common
sense into the very depths of the holiest truths of religion. It shows.
by the very same principles on which you depend behind the counter.
and in the halls of legislation, nnd in juries trying casea of life and
death, and in arithmetic, and in geometry, that we must absolutely
have similarity of feeling with God, or we cannot have peace in His
presence. H we postpone the acquisition of that similarity, we may
fall into dissimilarity of feeling which will become first prolonged,
then inveterate, and then possibly final ; and, if final, must lead to &
state where God cannot pardon us if He loves U&
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[Public aentiment being now greatl11 aroused by recent Roman r.athnlic attackl
the American Common School System, Mr. Cook devoted the whole of hia
Lecture to the subject announced fur the Prelude: " Co11cealed PurpQBU of
Romanism as to Education."]

-01i

TrrE LECTURE.

ARCHBISHOP WILLIAMS, of Boston, whispers to Father Scully, of
Cambridgeport: "Hist I No noisy barking against the American
public schools. A still hunt is what the Church wants. The
parochial schools are to be defondcd, and the public schools assailed
unflinchingly, but with prudence, with suavity, with opportuneness."
The manly outspokenness of the priest is preferable to the politic
indirection of the archbishop. Bunker Hill, Faueuil Hall, the Old
South, listen to this colloquy and whisper to each other: "Whom the
gods wish to destroy, they first make mad." 0 Lord, now let the
prayers of our fathers be fulfilled abundantly, that the love of good
learning may not be buried in their graves !
That l may not seem to slander Archbishop Williams, I propose to
allow him to speak for himself. "We are authorized by His Grace,
the Archbishop," says a Catholic newspaper of this city,• "to say that
his advice to the clergy on a recent occasion indicated no new purpose
or policy, and that the substance and intent of what he did say are
contained in the following statement," which, further on, we are told
the archbishop himself has seen and approved. It needs only pronunciation, with a little attention to the laws of elocution, to show
that the whole document is but the ostrich with her head in the
.:Sand. "The archbishop, moved by the public interest in the school
question, recalled to the minds of the clergy the principles of
Catholic theology that relate to the Christian education of the young;
and in view of our embarrassing circumstances, the difficulties of the
matter, and recent events, exhorted them to use the utmost prudence
and charity in the application of these principles. • •
On the
principles themselves all true Catholics are agreed." This is a
reference to whatever proclaims authoritatively the Catholic principles
-0oncerning the education of the young, and the most important
• The Pilot, Dec. 6, 1879.
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document on that topic is the Papal Syllabus, with the principles or
which you are too sadly familiar. "Catholics differ, if at all," continued the archbif)hop, "only as regards the feasibility, opportuneness,
or best methods of giving these principles," that is, of the Syllabus,
" practical effect. • . . The archbishop strongly urged that,
whenever practicable, such schools should be established in every
parish, and, as far as possible, made equal to the public schools."
A definition of the word "practicable" is of great importance to
us as well as to the Roman Catholic public, and we have that
definition in this precious document. "Parochial schools are regarded as practicable," the archbishop assures us, "where their
establishment and support would not create any serious financial
embarrassment, or impose too grievous a burden on the resources of
the faithful. As, in the absence of suitable Catholic schools, parents
send their children to the public schools rather than allow them to
grow up illiterate, they should make it a matter of conscience to
take due precautions against the dangers of such schools, and attend
diligently to the instruction of the children in Christian doctrine
out of school hours."
Further on we have these astonishing declarations, in which much
is contained between the lines: "Any priest hearing confessions in
the private tribunal of penance is free, in the exercise of his faculties, in this as in all other cases, to give or withhold absolution,
guided by the disposition of the penitent and his own judgment and
discretion, and his knowledge of the facts and principles involved."
I beg you to notice carefully the qualifications which encumber
the next sentence: "Parents who, for good and sufficient reasons,
omit to send their children to the parochial schools, but otherwis&
secure for them efficient religious instruction, may, if well disposed,
be admitted to the sacraments." The implication is that all parents.
who cannot meet these numerous and colossal conditions, every one
of them to be interpreted by the priest, and the bishop, may be
excluded from the sacraments, on which, ia the opinion of the Romish
laymen and laywomen, salvation may depend.
The next sentence is adroit also: "No priest has the right, sav&
in the rare and exceptional cases of public scandalous sinners, to
publicly refuse any of the sacraments of the church to any Catholic.
reasonably applying for the same." But there is no denial of the
right to refuse the sacraments privately.
From these extracts I derive the following five propositions, which
I regard as a final proclamation of an aggressive policy on the part
of the Romish Church against the American public schools : 1. The principles of Catholic theology as expressed in the famous.
Papal Syllabus have the approval of all true Catholics.
2. Wherever practicable, parochial schools are to be established
in every Roman Catholic parish.
3. They are regarded as practicable where their establishment
would not create any serious financial embarrassment.
4. In the absence of suitable Catholic schools, Romish parents
who patronize American public schools must attend diligently to the
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instruction of their children in Rcman Cath?lic doctrine out ot
school hours.
5. Any priest hearing confessions in the private tribunal of
penance, is free to give or withhold absolution in the case of parents
who patronize the American public schools, when parochial schools
are within reach.
I personally and publicly request Archbishop Williams to deny
the accuracy of a single one of these propositions, as a representative
of the present position of the Romish priesthood, concerning American
common schools. Most of the propositions are in his own language.
You suspect me of hot opinion on thil1 point ; you think that I am
easily to be led into extravagant statement. But I have no church,
I have no parish; there is nobody prompting me to attack the
Romish priesthood. I am one American citizen, and an humble one ;
but by the very fact that I am an humble American citizen I value
the common school system, which is the friend of the labouring poor.
1. A priesthood which wishes to do in the United States, what it
has done in Spain and in Italy, is an enemy of the social and industrial interests of the Roman Catholic American masses.
Mix the illiterat.:- population of Spain or of Italy with the educated
masses of the American people, and the former go to the bottom of
society at once. They become hewers of wood and drawers of water.
Let the priesthood rule Romanists here as it has in many countries
of Europe, and, just as surely as emigrants from those countries, until
they obtain education here, go to the bottom of society in America,
so surely will a population, manipulated by a foreign priesthood, on
our own soi], go to the bottom and become low paid, pinched subordinates in the ranks of labour. ·
Let me hold up before you two cameos, etchings, minute representations of Roman Catholic rule under its own roof-tree. I have been
accused of exaggerating the illiteracy of Italy and Spain, but here I
have in my hand "The Statesman's Year Book for 1879 " by Frederick Martin. Sixteenth annual publication, revised after official
returns. A well-known English authority, quoted in Parliament, in
Congress, and by editors, as a marvel of accuracy, so painstaking and
conscientious that one of our famous journals felicitated itself, nut
long ago, on finding a single statistical error in the book ; it has no
sectarian bias, but is a purely dispassionate and scientific statistical
and historical annual of the States of the civilized world. I hold this
before me, and on its authority remind you that ninety-nine and threefourths per cent. of the population of Italy were returned as Catholics
in 18il. The Roman hierarchy has managed Italy for centuries, and
the Pope himself bas governed certain of its States. According to
the census of 1864, out of a total population of 21,703,710 souls,
there were in Italy 16,999, 701 who could neither read nor write.
Of these 7,889,238 were men, and 9,110,416 women. Piedmont and
Sicily occupied the first and last place on the register of knowledge.
In the Basilica.ta, Calabria, o.nd Sicily, more than nine-tent/LS of the
inhabitants could neither read nor write. (p. 30i.) Does the Catholic
population of this country wish to be reduced to that condition 1 If
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they do, they will reach it, and they will then go to the bottom of our
trades as surely as the Italian peasants brought over here go to the
bottom after their long training under parochial schools.
This is
an inevitable result of the natural laws of society. When an emigrant has had a little experience in America., he must see that the
standing of the young clerk, or of the young expressman, or of a man
on a railway train, depends greatly on his intelligence. Let the
Romish priests manage the education of the young in the United
States under the plan on which they have managed Italy, and your
Catholic working man will become a brakeman or a fireman, while your
Protestant American will be the conductor or the engineer. This
circumstance ought to appeal to the Roman population of our republic in such a way as to cause them to withstand, in the interests
of their own political, industrial, social, and moral future, the application to this country of the method which has ham-strung so many
once stulwart European nationalities. An official return issued by
the Italian government in March, 1870, shows a general average
of ttixty-Jour persons witlio1tt the rudiments of educatioit in every liundred members of the adult male population of Italy. (p. 308.) Shear
away from the large robe of the m&.Sses of the Italians, all women, all
children of both sexes, all men under the legal age. Take the select
remnant anti illiteracy of the rustiest kind as a corroding poison, absolute inability to read or write has eaten up ten per cent., fifteen,
twenty-five, thirty of it, shall I say i More than that. It has eaten
up forty, fifty, sixty-four per cent. of the bright intellects and
warm hearts of the adult male Italian population, compatriots of
Garibaldi, and successors of Dante and Galileo. When emigrants
come from the classic Italian shores to this country, we see in the
result of their competition with the educated American population,
what must happen if Italian priests have their way in the parochial
schools of the United States. So much for manacled Italy.
I turn now to Spain, and surely this country must be regarded as
the paradise of priests, but it happens also to be notoriously the
paradise of illiteracy. The national church of Spain is Roman
Catholic, and the whole population, with the exception of about
sixty thousand persons, adhere to the same faith. (p. 405.) Spain
is so solidly Catholic that the exceptions are not worth mentioning to
the prevalence of Romanism in that nation. Protestants, of course,
have few rights there. It is significant and worthy of notice in
passing, that no Protestant circle has a right to make a public announcement of its hours of worship. If you are in Spain, and wish
to attend Protestant services, you must do so in private, for according to Article 12 of the Constitution of 1876, all public announcements of these are strictly forbidden. By the last general census of
Spain, that of 1876, it was found that of the 16,000,000 population
of the kingdom, there were only 2,414,015 men, and 715,906 women,
able to read and write. There we~·e 316,557 men, and 389,211
women, able to read but not to write. All the rest, upwards of
li,000,000 n:en, and 6,800,000 women, could neither read nor write.
At the preceding census of 1860, the total number of persons of
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both sexes able to write, was found to be no more than 1,221,001.
The total number able to read was only 1,898,288, or considerably
leu than une-fiftl• of tlie population. (p. 407 .) It Wl\8 rare in the
Jatter part of the eighteenth century, or at the beginning of the
present, to find a peasant or an 01·dinary workman who wus able to
read. This accomplishment among women was even held to be
immoral. Until the year 1808, public education was entirely in the
hands of the clergy. (p. 4(J6.) Are peasants like these fit for the
duties and responsibilities of American representRtive institutions 1
What becomes of average Spaniards when they come into rivalry with
the average educated American masses t The Spaniards are a proud
people. They have shown vast energy in a stately past. There was
a time when Portugal and Spain had fleets in all the zones. They
are now what Edmund Burke once called them, "stranded whales on
the coast of Europe."
There is no adequate explanation of the fact that Spain and Italy
have fallen behind in the race with other nations, except the illiteracy
of the population, the lack of enterprise which comes from ignorance, and that most accursed system which takes the key of knowledge from the people, and will not use it afterwards except to
educate a priesthood into the arts of mastering the populace. Do
you want Spain reproduced in the United States 1 Do Roman
Catholic citizens here want priests to have their way in this Union
as they have bad it in Italy and Spain, and produce a population in
which not more than one in five can read and write 1 That population will become hewers of wood and drawers of water. As one
citizen here, as one believer iri democratic institutions, as one
American belonging to a generation that has suffered something for
the preservation of the institutions of this country, I protest in the
name of patriotism, in the name of flducation, in the name of mere
philanthropy, in the no.me of religion and Almighty God, against the
.aggressive Romish propagandism of ignorance.
2. If you would ascertain the concealed purposes of Homanism as to
~ducation, examine the text-books she places in the hands of the young.
. Here is a Catholic school book used in high schools and sometimes
in colleges,-a modem history by Peter Fredct, Professor of History
in St. Mary's College, Baltimore. I turn to the appendix of it and
-0ome upon a most amazing series of notes. Here are dissertations
pouring copious, loathsome, mucilaginous, but not adhesive, whitewash on the massacre of St. Bartholomew and on the foquisition.
Here are apologies for the greatest atrocities Rome has committed.
We are told here deliberately that Romish priests had nothing to do
with the death of most of those who suffered in the Inquisition; that
at the moment of execution the priest appeared at the side of the
.man only to inspire him, if possible, with sentiments of repentance ;
that all the priestly council did was to pronowice the individual
guilty and deliver him over to the secular authorities. We are taught
here, in a foot note, that John Huss was placed under the custody of
the magistrates of Constance, who, following the jurisprudence of the
age with regard to such transgressors, consigned him to the flames.
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You think that I exaggerate; bnt here I read that when the Spaniards
are reproached for the rigours of the Inquisition, their answer is that
by punishing a few obstinate individuals they saved their monarchy
from the civil wars which desolated Germany, Switzerland and Holland,
and did not, after all, cause so much blood to flow as the Calvinistic
reformation did. (p. 520.) That is what is stuffed down the throat of
the brightest Catholic youth in this country. It is asserted here that
religion had nothing to do with the massacre of St. Bartholomew,
whether as a motive or an encouragement. (p. 524.) The conclusions of
standard histories as to Louis the Fonrteenth's revocation of the
famous Edict of Nantes, which Henry IV. enacted for the protection
of Protestants, are called here the language of violence, untruth, and
calumny. (p. 525.)
Examine the traces of Jesuit editorship in portions of Appleton's
American Encycloprodia. Look at the whitewash sprinkled sometimes
thickly over many of the articles in that national work referring to
Romanism. I know for what I make myself responsible ; but of late
I have taken pains to examine the book, and I can say, from personal
knowledge, thnt more than one article in it has been badly manipulated. I am not accusing the firm which issues that great work of a
desire to make themselves propagandists of Roman Catholic doctrines
in the country. They have allowed Episcopalians to revise articles
on the Episcopacy, Presbyterians to revise those on Presbyterianism,
and Catholics to revise those on Catholicism. I presume the publishers have acted in good faith towards the public; at least, I have
no reason for making charges against them, except that when scholars
in ecclesiastical history-specialists like Professor Hitchcock, of New
York, and like some whom I see honouring us with their presence
to-day-look into these articles they find history falsified, and they
find Bismarck justified in his horror when he said that the saddest
sight he saw in France was the manipulation of the historical textbooks by Romish ecclesiastics. The authenticity of the following
very remarkable private circular used to obtain Romish subscriptions
to Appleton's Cyclopredia has never been denied.•
"From Hev. Bernard O'Reilly, D.D.,lateProfessorofMentalPhilosophy.,
Holy Cross College, Worceste~, Mass.; also St. John's College,.
Fordham, N.Y.
•
"New York, June 25, 1873.
" To Messrs. D. Appleton & Co.
"GENTLEMEN,-! am gratified to learn that you intend addressing a.
circular to the Catholic clergy throughout the country, soliciting
their patronage for the revised edition of the Cyclopredia. Allow me
to say this much for the articles which touch in any way on the
Catholic religion,-that I have the hearty sanction of the Most
Reverend the Archbishop of New York in my supervision of these
articles, and his co-operation and advice at all times when uny question or difficulty arises which needs the eye of authority. Moreover,
so far as my own poor ability can go, I can only promise that no in-

* See circulnrs and pamphlets issued in support of the rival claimsof Johnson'~
and Appleton's Cyclopredias by their publishers.
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dustry or labour shall be spared by me to make every article I toncb
as satisfactory as it can be; and, furthermore, that the editors are
resolved that this edition shall, in every department, be distinguished
by the utter absence of seotarian spirit.
" Very respectfully yours,
'
"B. O'REILLY.
Here is a fifth reader which I bought lately at a Catholic book stor&
in this city, and it is full of the portraits of Romish bishops and archbishops. It is issued by the Catholic Publishing Society of New York,
and in eight other cities of the Union. It forms one of the Young
Catholic's Illustrated Series of Readers. Here is a good portrait of
Archbishop Spaulding, here one of Archbishop Hughes, and here
are Bishop Engle.rd, Bishop Dubois, and Archbishop Carroll. The
text has been carefully selected to give sectarian impressions. Her&
is a more advanced book, "Sadlier's Excelsior Sixth Reader," and I
find it full of foot notes and of selections such as indicate the sectatian bias of the whole book. There is Fra Angelico making a picture
before the Pope ; and here I turn to a foot note and read a little
biography of the Most Rev. John Hughes. It is in unguarded places
that the purpose of the Roman priesthood comes out, and the last.
sentence in this short notice of the archbishop reads : "Both by
speech and pen he laboured untiringly to secure that Catholic training for Catholic children, on which the Church must, humanly
speaking, depend ; and his labours are still bearing most abundant.
fruit." I turn on to a little notice of Mrs. Jameson, and the state·
ment of most importance reads as follows : " Though not a Catholic,
Mrs. Jameson pays graceful homage to that faith which has been the
inspiration of all that is true and noble in art since the beginning of
the Christian era." Just so, indeed! Here is a notice of Shelley;
"Brought up in ignorance of the true Church, his mind early rejected
the incongruities which were presented to him as the Christian faith,
and he fell into an absolute unbelief which has thoroughly vitiated
many of his poems." If he had been a Catholic he never would have
been an infidel. 1n a selection on" Devotion to the Blessed Virgin,'~
I read that there is "no reason to doubt that devotion to Mary, the
Virgin Mother of God, was as well known to the faithful, or that they
were as fervent in its practice, in the earliest as in the latest days of
the church." I ask your attention to the following important statement : " Orestes Augustus Brownson, the most original and
philosophical thinker that America has yet produced.".
Orestes Brownson deliberately published these words : " We wish
this country to come under the Pope of Rome. As the visible head
of the Church, the spiritual authority which Almighty God has
instituted to teach and govern the nations, we assert his supremacy,
and tell our countrymen that we would have them submit to him I" 1f.
"Out of the Roman States," said Gregory XVI., ''there is no country
where I am Pope except the United States." "Popery," John Milton assures us, " is a double thing to deal with, and claims a two-

* "Brownson's Essays," PP• 880-883.
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"fold power, ecclesiastical and political, both usurped, and the one
supporting the other."
Here, my friends, is a history of the United States, written l1y
whom T The press of this country is its governor for good or for
-evil. The Americans are ruled, not exactly by newspapers, but by
• news which editors dispenae to the world. A famous American
newspaper has, or had a few months ago, an assistant editor, who is
the author of this History of the United States of America, for the
use of schools, and published with the approval of Archbishop
Spaulding. I refer to John R G. Hassard, author of a life of Archbishop Hughes. This history is issued by the Catholic Publication
Society, and its introduction is written by Archbishop Spaulding.
That Hornish prelate says significantly in his introduction, that "he
who will do most to form the character of the Catholic youth of
America, will also have done most to mould the future of the
American people." That opinion he bases on the rapid growth of the
Romish portion of our population. With several illustrations con-0erning the Jesuit Fathers, we have a picture of the present state
of the Jesuit mission station near Montreal. Hassard does not
picture the present condition of the ruins of a convent near Bunker
Hill. I do not find the charred remains of the secret passages of
that edifice anywhere pictured here; and I hope that the popular
violence which destroyed the establishment will be repressed and
forgotten, but that the righteous patriotism which prompted that
violence, and which should have expressed itself in forms of law, will
never be forgotten while the overturned walls of that convent remain
as a picture in the American imagination. Hassard closes his book
by assuring the public that at the end of the first hundred years of
the nation, the Catholics of the United States were supposed to
amount to 6,500,000. This is one-sixth of all the inhabitants of the
Union. Romanists in the American Republic have increased in the
course of a century from one in one hundred and twenty to one in six.
(p. 377). Froude is not accurate when he asserts in a recent article on
the Irish in the United States,* that the Homanists are the wealthiest
and most numerous of our denominations, but this statement is likely
to be true in 1900.
What if I were to call up the scholars out of the two or three
thousand parochial schools in the United States, and ask them to
recite 1 They would give us, in answer to our questions, the substance of these intensely sectarian text-books-these precious statements about the Catholic authors, these white-washed pages con-0erning the Inquisition, the Edict of Nantes, and the massacre of St.
Bartholomew; these subtle insinuations of Catholic doctrine concerning Mariolatry and the infallibility of the Pope ; these presentations
of American history, in such a manner as to make the impression that
the Jesuits were the fathers of the best part of our civilization.
'!'his is what we should hear from these young lips. But if
Romanism does here what she has done abroad, and what she wishes
to continue on American soil, pretty soon the answer you will get
• North .American &view, lJec., 1879.
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will not be out of that book, nor that, nor that, simply because thttchildren cannot read nor write.
The iron windows were closed by Romanism on the population oi
Italy and Spain. You know the story of the prisoner who bad but
one opening from his cell to the sky, and bow that was made to shut
by machinery, little by little intercepting bis view of the nzure, until
at last he was left in the darkness. The process of shutting thewindows of popular education in Ihly and in Spain has gone on,.
historically, before our eyes. Precisely the same hands that r..illed
together that machinery, precisely the same secret wires that in
Spain and Itnly were laid under the dungeon and in the walls, arefastened upon the windows of instruction through which the RomishAmerican population looks. Here in Boston the windows begin to
close. I say, let the spirit h'lnds of our fathers, let all the vehement,
patriotic souls of our generation, let God Almighty Himself press a
band on these windows, and open not only the single aperture, but
the whole dome, until we all see God's face.
3. Romanist ecclesiastical politicians object to the Bible, and theordinary unsectarian religious exercises, in schools, not so much because these are Protestant, as because the exercises prevent tb(}opponents of American schools from calling them godless, and S<>raising a religious prejudice against them. The Protestant Bible
read without note or comment, is not really opposed as teachingsectarian tenets, but as preventing the cry of irreligion.
Study well what New Haven lately resolved on after a keen debatebetween her Protestant and Romish scholars. There was a party represented in that collegiate city by most honoured names in favour oi
excluding the Bible totally from the common schools in order that the
Romanists might make no objection to our management of theeducation of the young. That party is not a weak one among Protestants in this country. It once mastered the city of Cincinnati.
I shall offend many if I say that political factions may easily connect
their vote with strong ecclesiastical prejudices concerning theAmerican school system, and that a great majority of our Romish
population is in one of the politico.I parties. I know over what blazing
ploughshares I am walking; but as I am no politician, and have no
political bias in what I am saying, you will pardon me for asserting that
in such a city as Cincinnati, a democratic municipal Government is.
almost certain to be open to the manipu1o.tion of Romish ecclesiastics.
That is true in New York city. I will not say it is true in Boston
or Chicago; but our great towns already occupy one-fifth of the land,
and the largest of them are notoriously under the control of a political
party which has in it a majority of the friends of a foreign priesthood.
In New York, and Buffalo, and Poughkeepsie, the proposition has.
been openly and gravely and repeatedly made, that the city Boards
of Education should adopt the parochial schools, support them by
public funds wholly or in pa.rt, and allow Romanists to choose all
the teachers. A Commissioner of Education in New York tells us.
that the pupils of the parochial schools are often so ragged and
poorly dressed as to be hardly tolerated by the more comfortable-
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-children of the public schools.• A divided citizenship is one of the
greatest mischiefs resulting from sectarian schools, as a united is one
of the greatest bleBBings resulting from unsectarian.
Ou Manhattan island a controlling portion of the more important
city offices is often in the hands of Romanists. A practical division
-0f the school fund has occurred in New York in several cases.
I do not undertake to say wh11.t will '>a the outcome of this interference of the Jesuits with politics; but this I know, that the Jesuit
is astute enough to see that a royal court, or a king, is no louger the
ehief political power in the world. Romanists who value republican
institutions should remember that the Jesuit can make himself as
mischievous in manipulating party spoils as he once could in court
intrigues. The secret whisper of the College of the Propaganda at
Rome, and of Jesuits throughout the planet, is that they must learn
how t-0 approach political parties under free institutio'ls, and they
are approaching them in great cities first of all, for there the parties
which illiterate men support are the most powerful.
New Haven had before her the same questinn which Cincinnati
discuBSed, and she decided it in precisely the opposite way. In spite
of the advocacy which a fow scholars gave to the idea. of excluding
the Bible from the public schools, the collegiate city of Connecticut
came back, not to sectarianism, not to the teaching of distinctively
Presbyterian, Episcopal, or Congregationalist tenets, not to any
one of the narrow views which separate the evangelical brotherhood
of denominations, but to the old customs of the fathers, to have the
Scriptures read and the Lord's Prayer uttered before the children.
The Scriptures are read from the Protestant version, but no teacher
has objection to a Romish child using a Romish version. There is
nothing really sectarian in the present religious exercises which New
Haven, after sharp discussion, has adopted, ancl. yet that city has
excluded from use in her schools a proposed prayer which recognizes
Mary the Virgin as in some sense divine. To placate the Romanists,
that prayer was really recommended by one or two astute theologians in New Haven, and this to the amazement of all America.
The advice was not adopted by the city.
Shut out from public use in schools the prayers that represent
aectarianism in Romanism, just as you do those which represent it in
Protestantism. As I would exclude from schools any prayer recognizing the special doctrine of one of our evangelical denominations
concerning baptism, although I respect that denomination greatly,
so I would shut out any prayer recognizing especially t.he particular
tenets of the Congregationalists, or the Methodists, or Presbyterians,
as to church government. If any Episcopalian regards the edifice in
which he worships as the only temple worthy to be called a. church,
and regards my place of worship as only a meeting-house, why, I
would exclude his sectarian tenets from the prayers before the
ehildren. To that platform New Haven has come back after long
discussion. In spite of all dissentients, I believe she deserves on
this topic to set the fashion cf the ln.nd. I would take large, unsee• l::lee Harper·• Weekly, April 16, 1876.
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tarian, tolerant Christianity as held in common hy all Christian
denominations, the Decalogue, the Sermon on the Mount, the Bible
as a text-book of morals, and I would sink these, by public reverential exercises in the schools, into the youthful heart of the nation.
4. If you cannot come up to the New H11.ven platform, I will ask
,you to come up to the one next to it,-that is, to local option, as to
unsectariau devotional exercises in schools, but in no case to a
division of the public school fund among religious sects.
If a state like Ohio happens to be under the control of a political
party that excludes the Bible from schools, has it a right to ride
rough shod over the local option of Oberlin, a thoroughly Protestant
town 1 If Oberlin wants the Bible honoured in her schools by daily
citatfon from it, and by the use of t!ie Lord's Prayer, has Ohio a right
to say that this local option shall not be exercised 1 For one, I say
no. You remind me that there are towns in which the local option
would be against the use of the Bible. How long would these districts have superior schools 1 If a town or district were to throw the
Bible out of its school-house, this would be usually under Romish
auspices or infidel. If I could only re-arrange onr population, and
put the infidels in wards by themselves, and American Protestants
in wards by themselves, I should be willing to allow the law of the
survival of the fittest to determine whose schools are best, and whose
literature, whose newspapers, whose politics, whose science. To this
point American civilization must be lifted up, if we are to deliver
QUrselves from the slow poisoning of the land by parochial monopolies
and sectarian instruction on the one hand, or by inane religious uncon.
cern or infidel secularism on the other, in the instruction of the young.
Gambetta said in 1877 to an audience of ten thousand citizens in
Paris : " Yesterday we said of clericalism, There is the enemy : tom<lrrow it is necessary that France and Europe should say, There is
the enemy vanquished." In France the great reaction against
Ultramontanism bas become a political power of the first importance.
Would that Germany, France, England, and the United States, might
unite in such an arousal of their Catholic populations as to bring
Yaticanism itself to its senses!
"Over the dumb Campagna sea,
Where the ship of the Church heaves on to wreck
Alone and silent, as God must be,
The Christ walks !-Ay, but Peter's neck
Is stiff to turn on the foundering deck.
Peter, Peter, if such be thy name,Now leave the ship for another to steer,
And proving thy faith evermore the same
Come forth, tread out through the dark and drear,
Since He who walks on the sea is here!"
-Mrs. BROWNING : "A View across the Roman Campagna."
. When a boy is stretched on a table, yonder at Cambridgeport, and
·his back lashed till, for two weeks, the child cannot lie down on
account of bis wounds, the eyes of the mother and father of that
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boy are very likely to be opened. His only crime was attending a
public school, when the priest had given warning that he should
attend the parochial. That under the shadow of Bunker Hill ; that
within sound of the guns where our revolutionary history began;
that under the very towers of our foremost university; that within
sight of these cultured streets of Boston ; that above the very graves
of Cotton Mather and of his associates in planting the free-school
system in the rocky soil of New England 1•
Our Romish population is too open to the influence of American
ideas not to have a tendency, at least, to revolt from extreme inculcations on the part of the priesthood. But that tendency will be
carefully manipulated. The power of the confessional, the power of
the pulpit in the Hornish circles, the power of pastoral visitation, the
awful power that belongs to men who can deny the sacraments t<>
one who lies p<J.ssing from the seen into the unseen, will all be used
to draw the Romish population into the bosom of this ecclesiasticism
which has crushed Italy, and Spain, and Mexico, and Lower Canada,
and every country that it has long held in its coils. The tendency
of the Romish population to revolt will not succeed unless it be very
adroitly as well as vehemently and thoughtfully supported by Pr<>testant discussion. The reason why T, haviug a little opportunity~
let these facts take prominence, is that I revere the Roman laity. I
know their strength in this land; I know their industry; I know
their loyalty to what they regard as the best ideas. I know how
reverent they are concerning religious truth iu general. I respect
the nation which bas given to us Edmund Burke, and Charlotte
Brontil, and the best parts of Calhoun and of Horace Greeley, to say
nothing of the patriots, orators, and poets, all the way down t<>
O'Connell. But the very reverence of that people, the very vehemence of its blood when it is under the _control of superstition, will
make it extremely hard, even on these shores, for the population t<>
strike off the shackles riveted through centuries in the Old World.
In the Irish character, in the French, in the Italian, in the German
devoutness, we have not only great social forces, but inherited
religious instincts, which cannot be changed in one generation. Wet
must awaken to the care of the children, for the fathers and mothers
will rarely alter their persuasions. If you put the children int<>
merely parochial schools, and give them no strong culture, the priesthood will do here, just so far as is possible, what it has done on
other shores. And so, by-and-by, some historian will lift up the
picture of our mismanaged great cities; be will lift up certain corruptions of our politics as a ghastly vision; then he will tear a.way
the picture of municipal corruption, the picture of political mismanagement, and find behind both popular ignorance, aud an
unlettered ballot; and he will tear away that picture, and
behind the screen will be found, what 1 The hand on the Tiber. I
say again, let God's hand push against that Tiber palm, and push it
back into chaos, where it belongs.
•See affidavits from Ca,holic parent.a as to these cmeltiea. New York Independent, November, 1879.
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CHANNING'S

HARMONY with au undivorceable conscience, harmony with an
unescapable God, harmony with an inerasable past ! It is self-evident
that all these are neeessary to the peace of the soul with its environment here and hereafter.
N:> system of thought can give culture rest unless there is room
enough in it to allow man at his climax to stand erect.
Tennyson tells us in his " Palace of Art" that Culture passes
through five stages, and that in the first three she is arrogant and
self-satisfied, in the fourth she drops into despair, and in the fifth she
attains some proper conception of the height of the human spirit, and
of the necessity of pardon, as well as of holiness, to her peace in tho
universe. This man, writing not as a theologian, but simply as a
severe and subtle student of the soul, emphasizes all the delights
which the intellect can find in history, and art, and literature, all the
keenest blisses that can come to the human spirit from tho selfculture that Goethe worshipped, and which our age is as yet endeavouring to make a sufficient supply for its deepest wants. You remember
how Tennyson, in a series of magnificent pictures, places before us
the courts and con-idors, the gleaming turrets, the marvellous paintings and statues in the palace which his soul C1Jnstructed for her
residence; and how, at the end of three years, in her haughty
solitude, she exclaims, in words revealing as by a lightning flash the
inmost spirit of liberalistic training:

"I take possession of man's mind and deed,
I onre not what the sects may brawl;
I sit as God, holding no form of creed,
But contemplating all."
This is the mood of much culture in literary and scientific circles
at the present hour, and I do not know where in our American literVOL. V.-l'ART XV,
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atm·e to find any Llow at this juvenile attitude of the soul so terrific
as the one which Tennyson administers to it :
"Full oft the riddle of the painful earth
Flashed through her as she sat alone ;
Yct none the less she held her solemu mirth,
And intellectual throne.
"And so she th rove and prospered: so three years
She prospered ; on the fourth she fell
Like Herod, wlwn the shout 't\·as in his ears,
Struck tht·ough with pangs of Hell.
"Lest she should foll and perish utterly,
God, before whom lie ever bare
Tbo abysmal deeps of personality,
Plagued her with sore despair.
"She howled aloud: 'I am on fire within.'
'fhere cornea no mmmur of reply.
'What is it that will take away my sin
And save mo lest I die~'
"So when four years were wholly finished
She threw her royal robe away,
'Make me a cottage in the vale,' she said,
' Where I may mourn and pray.
'"Yet pull not down my palace towers, that are
So lightly, beautifully built;
• rcrchance I may return with others there
When I have purged my guilt.'"
In the fourth year she falls; in the fifth she builds a cottage in
the vale; in the sixth, not wrapped up in the exclusi\·eness of a
selfish culture, but faking others with her, she returns to her palace
towers; in the seventh she is in the attitude of Christian thought.
Pardon me if I say, out of a heart full of reverence fot· nll we have
attained in literature thus for in New England, that I do not know
where the evidence is that our highest poetry of the liberal school
of thought has gone beyond Tennyson's third year. Somo of our
noblest essayists, some of our acutest moralist~, are yet in that third
stage, and know nothing of the seventh or sixth, and little of the
fifth or fourth. The haughtiest of all our literary men has never
reached the wisdom of these words of Mrs. Browning: "We want
the touch of Christ's hand upon our Jitcrature, as it touched other
dead things. We want the sense of the saturation of Christ's blood
upon the souls of our poets, that it may cry through them in answer
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to the ceaseless wail of the sphinx of our humanity, expounding
agony into renovation. Something of this kind has been perceived
in Art whenever its glory was at the fullest."•
My purpose, this morning, is to expound agony into renovation,
and show that Tennyson and Mrs. Browning are not extravagant.,
not fanatical, but simply sober students of the human facultiet and
of their environment, when they teach us that the cottage in the
vale, where the soul may learn to pray aud be purged of its guilt,
is the supreme necessity for its peace. You know, and I know, that
we are going hence soon, and that we shall be judged by other
standards than those of mellow, acute essayists on this low plane of
existence. You know, and I know, that what we have to settle with
is the very nature of things. If our souls cannot come to peace
here, when all our faculties ara allowed free action, unless we have
both holiness and pardon, we have no reasou to believe that in any
other state of existence we can be at peace with the nature of things,
unless we- are rid both of the love of sin and of the guilt of sin.
These poets !fo not seem to think that deliverance from the love
of sin is deliverance from the guilt of it. 'l'heir conviction on this
point appears to be the opinion of the ages. It is not the opinion of
what calls itself cultured Boston. So many of us are yet in Tennyson's third year that it may be a quarter of a century before our
boasted culture will reach the attitude of this " Palace of Art," one
of the subtlest pieces of philosophy English literature contains. We
are juvenile just so far forth as we dt·op below the standard of
'fertullian, when he exclaimed : " 0 testimonium a·iimce naturaliter
CAristiance /" We are so made that the soul is naturally Christian.
In the very nature of things, man at his climax can have harmony
with an undivorceable conscience only when reason and conscience are
supreme. He can have harmony with an unescapable God only by
the acquisition of similarity of feeling with God. He can have peace
in the presence of his inerasable past, only when some screen is let
down between him and his record of sin, and he thus is harmonized.
with his entire eQvil'onment.
I. Personal responsibility is a commanding reality in the relations
of person to person among men.
lt is astonishing how much lies capsnlate in every incontrovertible,
self-evident truth. If, in our investigations concerning man's relations
to his environment, we can begin with really self-evident truth, we cannot go very far astray so long as we keep in sight axioms. Notice that
I am far from claiming that natural theology is sufficient to supply
*Greek ChriAti:m Poets.
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nll religious wo.nts. I am o.sserting not the sufficiency, but only tho
efficiency of self-evident truths in no.turn} theology. You think that
l nm anxious to show tho.t all we need to know can be mo.de clear
by self-e\'ident propositions; bnt I regard axioms ns a ridge in the
sea~here is deep water on both sides of them. Ilut if Manhattan
Island were the only piece of land above the waves, and were
itself enveloped in vo.pour, I should be in favour of taking posses11ion of the reef, however deep tho water might be ou either side, and
howercr much veiled in vapour, and of building there, on the little
nrm of lnnd, a fleet with whil'h to circumnavigate all the zones. I
Jove to pnce to and fro on tho reef of what I call axiomatic theology,
for it wns on that land that I first, a storm-tossed sailor, found repose. But when I have looked at all the buttresses of the rocks, I
have not finished my duty to myself. I must construct men-of-war, if
necessary, 01· certainly commercial fleets, with which to move abroad
across the zones, and sound the great deep, and ascertain the configuration of the planet. Standing on that reef ns we start, we will
keep on it to the end ; and, although I nm willing to admit that some
seas cannot be sounded by merely natural theology, I do not for an
instant waver in my own personal conviction tho.t every step we aro
to take on these rocks is planted 'on adamant.
2. It is self-evident that meHt1 a~d demerit, o.nd re3ponsibility, can
be qualities of only voluntary action.
3. The commanding reality of personal responsibility, and of
merit a~d demerit, in tho relation~ of. 'pcrdon to person among men,
proves the freedom of the humiui .will.'
How colossal that conclusion is I know. But it is absolutely essential to my train of thought that I should insist upon it; and although
I cannot go here into detail, I regard tho proof which has becu
hinted at-of the freedom of the human will-ns sufficient. It was
that which satisfied Kant. It was that which at bottom satisfied
Sir William Hamilton. :Merit and demerit are proclaimed by conscience to bo qualities of our actions ; and, although conscience docs
not directly ancl intuitively perceive the fact of the freedom of the
will, that fact is nn inference by a single step of reasoning from the
merit and demerit of actions, for you cannot deny that it is a selfvident truth that merit and demerit cr.u belong only to voluntary
action.
4. It is an entirely undisputed fact of universal human experience
that, when evil is wilfully done by one person against o.nother person
among men, conscience, if allowed free action, inexorably 1·equires
that atonement should be made to the person injured.
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Lord Ilacon says that the way to dispatch busiueBS is to keep
to the maia point, and take up only a little of your tangled
topi~ at a time.
I use numerals here that we may be forced into
compliance with Lord Bacon's directions, and take up only a little
at a time of our intricate theme, making one proposition flow from
another.
5. Until this atonement is made, great natural laws prevent the
person who has committed the injury from having pence in the
presence and fellowship of tho person injured.
Bring Othello and Desdemona to life, show me clearly how lngo
can be at pence in their presence, and you have solved one of the
profoundest problems of religious science.
Forget now all your relations to God. At present I am speaking
simply of facts of human experience, and ask you to grant mo
nothing concerning the relations of the human soul to the Diviue
Being. I request only that you will test these propositions concerning the relations of person to person among men. Restore Shakespeare's RicharJ III. to his earthly existence, and tell me how he can
at bin peace in the presence of those whom he murdered.
6. 'l'be l1nrmonization demanded consists of several di:;tinct parts :
(1.) 'fhe conseienc.i requires that confession should be made to the
person injured; but this is not enough to give pence.
(2.) The conscience requires thnt restitution be made as far as
possiLle; but it is a fact of experience that confcs:sion and restitution
are not enough to give pence.
(3.) The conscience demands punishment for the offending person;
but confession, restitution, and punishrnent are not enough to give
pence.
( 4.) The conscience demands and produces on the part of the
offender alienation from the good, or shame ; but it is a fact of experience that confession, restitution, punishment, and shame do not
produce peace, when the conscience, at its best, is allowed free
course.
(5.) The conscience produces remorse; but confession, restitution,
punishment, shame, and remorse are not enough to give peace.
(6.) The conscience requires of the offender the full, unforced, and
glad purpose of a better life and the execution of that purpose; but
it is found by experience that confession, restitution, punishment,
shame, remorse, and a better life, are not enough to give any such
peace in presence of the person iujurcd J.B would have existed if the
wrong had never been committed.
(7.) The great natural operations of conscience are snch that
c~osc
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harmony between the offending and the offended person can be
restored only when, in addition to tho six parts of harmonization
already named, mercy and forgiveness on the part of the injured
person are, by some emphatic act, unmistakably exhibited to the
person committing the injury.
Yonder is a woman, and ngniust her aud her husband I commit the
crime of forgery, or some info.my that cannot be named. I am free.
I have my senses. I confess my crime. Can I come into the parlour
where the man and his wife sit, und be at peace in their presence 1
So far as possible, I make restitution. That is, I pay to the man
four-fold the money I have ta.ken from him; or, if the crime be of
such a nature that there can be no restitution, I find that I am in
the grasp of natural law, and that since re~litution is impossible, all
the other modes of harmonization are the more necessary. I suffer
punishment. I take my place in the prison; and after months and
years I return, stripping the wardrobe of my infamy from my person.
But can I enter the parlour of these two and be at peace1 Confession
has been performed; restitution, as far ns po&sible, has been made;
punishment has been suffered. There are some who tell us that in
the relation of person to person confession and restitution after crime
are enough to give peace. This is not the fact of human nature.
The parlour knows better than that. Socrates was accustomed to
take examples from the shops of Athens-poor, commonplace illustrations out of the harbQur of the Pimms-to illustrate the law of pea.!e
in the seventh heaven, and in the haven of rest, where all souls seek
refuge when they a.re in their senses. Not Socrates, only, did this;
but He who spake as never man spake drew from the metaphors of
the shepherd's fold, and of the relations of father and son; wife and
husband, illustrations concerning our harmonization with what we
shall meet in the house not mi\de with bands. I caunot go into this
parlour, and Ii ve with this man and woman, and be at peace ; but I
am to go into the house not made with hands, and, if I have offended
any personi.lity there, I must live with that person. There is an
Omnipresence from which there can be no flight. If, in this human
house, long knives of remorse move up and down my soul, even after
I have made confession nnd restitution and suffered punishment, what
is likely to be my experience with my aroused and unescapable
conscience yonder 1 I am quoting no proof texts; I am reading to
you nothing whatever out of the records of Revelation. I am
speaking here at the disadvantage of one who must throw away
nine-tenths of his armour, and come out upon the fateful battle-plain
equipped only with a sling and a. few pebbles from the brook,
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As I stand in the parlour of the man and woman I have i11j11rcd,
and look through their hea1'ts into the soul of the Almighty God
ngainst whom too my crime wa.s committed, I sec thunderbolts
against which I want a screen. I lift up Inge1·soll's paper kite under
those thunderbolts, and it is smitten throngh aud through, as if it
were the spider's web of the summer morning among the dew-drops
of the hillside. I take Channing's shield, containing in it no doctrine
of a vicarious atonement; I take his teaching that reformation is
enough to give the soul peace with the eternal verities, and that
when I have acquired the purpose of a new life, and hnve executed it,
I am in harmony with God. Socrates once said to Plato : "It may
be God can forgive wilful sin; but I do not see how He can, for I do
not see how He ought to." I am utterly unwilling to trnst my safety
to Channing's shield; and my reason for thnt shyness is that. I find
human nature does not operate'bere in such a way a~ to justify me
in his expectations concerning what may happen yonder.
" There is no power in holy men,
Nor charms in prayer, nor purifying form
Of penitence, nor outward look, nor fast,
Nor agony, nor greater than all these,
The inunte tortures of that deep despair,
Which is remorse without the fear of hell,
But all in all sufficient to itself,
Would make a hell of Heaven- can exorcise
From out the unbounded spirit the quick sense
Of its own sins, wrongs, sufferance, and revenge
Upon itself."
-Lono BYRON.

7. Such being the facts of experience as to the commanding reality
of personal responsibility in the relation of person to person among
men, we are forced by self evident truth, and the argument from
analogy, to conclude that wherever nod whenever the soul stands in
relation to a person not among men, but above men, that personal
responsibility contim1es to be an indisputable reality.
8. God is a person.
Anthropomorphic yon say that doctrine is 1 Well, you who make
God only force are hylomorphic, and that is infinitely more vile.
God is not to be conceived of, yon think, as a man. Nobody conceil'cs of Jlim as such who hol•Js Christbn theism to be the trnth. It
must be that the fountain from which we proceeded was nt least ns
high us we are ; lmt no one knows how much higher. Descartes used
to say th:it he was sure he was a thinker, ancJ, as he knew there cannot be thought without a person, ho knew he had personality. But
he knew, also, since there is thought outside of man in the universe,
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that there is outside of man a thinker; and so Descartes was accustomed to affirm, merely on the ground of philosophy, that God is a
person, because he is the author of persomlity.
Agassiz said• that until it could be proved that matter docs thiuk
and feel and choose, he should take the existence of thought not our
own in nature as tho proof of the existence there of a personal thinker
not ourselves.
This was the position of Frederick the Great, who, according to
Cal'lylo, was a sceptic in most things. But there was one form of
atheism which he could not abide, and that was the idea that .ho who
put into us thought, choice, and emotion, has not himself any thought,
choice, or emotion at all.
The consequences of Concord theism, which assorts God's personnlity, the consequences of the doctrines of the theistic wing of Hegeliauism in Germany--it is on these that I insist. The consequences
of the ideas to which yonder far-rover over the seas of thought, our
revered Mr. Alcott, has come, giving up pantheism and returning to
theism, and assuring the public that Mr. Emerson, although unwilling to be classified strictly with any philosophical party, and not
anxious to formulate his views, does yet explicitly authorize him to
represent him as a theist, and a Christian theist-the consequences
of this proof that God is a person; what are they 1 If I am wrong in
representing Mr. Emerson as a theist, I shall be corrected, for the
philosopher of Concord, who founded the school of theism there, is
looking into my face. Ile unflinching. Walk out on this reef of
scientific theism, even if the waves roar to the right and the left, to
the front and the rear. You are sure of certain ground principles
concerning tho responsibility of person to person, and you have lifted
your culture to such a height that you bt:lieve that, whereas there is
thought not your own in the universe, there is in it a thinker not
yourself.
9. In the soul's relations to God as 11. person, all the natur..il operations of conscience have their place, whenever conscience is allowed
full growth and free action.
Having disc11ssed conscience in its details t I am in a position to
draw inferences from its great natural operations; and by conscience
I moan not merely man as you now see him at his best, l)ut that soul
which is the highest outcome of the law of tho Ascent of Life.
Where is there room for that in your system of thought 1 Until
Christ Himself, 11.B representing human nature, can stand erect in
your mausion of philosophy, its roof is l!O low that man must crouch
• "Essay on CfaEsificntion."

t See" Ilostoq l\Jondnv Lcct11res," Vol, JV.
t8
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under it when he undertakes to obey the law of the Ascent of Lif<J.
I waut a literature, I want a theology in Boston, in Concord, in C:unbridge, in Andover, in Princeton, with a roof lofty enough to admit
man at his climax (that is, Christ) erect beneath its arches. Tho
public might well say to the poet who11e se,·entieth birthday has just
been hallowed by his friends, what that poet once said to the world,
and what I should like to say to culture of the false sort : "Build thee more lofty mansions, 0 my soul I
As the swift seasons roll.
Leave thy low, vaulted past,
Let en.ch new temple, grand~r than the la.st,
Shut thee from Heaven, with a dome more VQSt.
'fill thou at length art free,
Leaving thine outgrown shell by Time's uuresting sen."
-0. W. HoLMEs's, "The Chambered Nautilus."
Every shell no hrger than the mood of culture iu Tennyson's thinl
year will be left behind on tho unresting sea of philosophy.
Ollr injury of a man we C;\ll a crime; Ollr disloyalty to God we c:ill
sin ; but, although the two thing11 have two names, they, in the wido
rela.tiJn of per.mu to person, or in wh:i.t Tonnyson calls the abysm:.l
depths of personality, are the sa.mo in substance. Therefore, tho
same law applies to the harmonization of spirit with spirit on the
two sides of the great fact of persoua.l responsibility,,,
Horace Bushnell tells us that, a few years before his death, D.\uiel
Webster, having a large party of friends dining with him at Marshfield, was called on by one of the party, as they became seated at
the table, to specify what one thing he had met with in his life which
had done most for him or had contributed most to the success of
his personal history. After 11. moment, ht1 replied: "The most fruitful and elevating influence I have ever seemed to meet with has been
my impression of obligatiou to God."
10. In the personal relation of the soul to God, as in any other
persona.I refatiou, all the demands of conscience as to confo11 -ion,
restitution, punishment, shame, remorse, a new life, and an emphatic act of mercy and forgiveness, will be made in Cl\SC sin is committed by the human person against the Divine Person.
11. Such sin is a fact of uni versa.I human experience.
It is too evident that many a soul brought up in the lap of
liberalism has taken anodynes on this topic. You think I have taken
medicine also, and that it was because I W<\S brought up iu a stern
creed that I make so much of the scientific fact that mau is sick
nnd needs a physician. Ycs; but I was brought up in no stern
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creed. No lash was ever held above my head to drive me into God's
house, or even into religious instruction. So far as my youth was
concerned, I was entirely free from any education that couhl prejudice me; for I was brought up in almost liberal circles in the
very sense of the word in which you employ the term here on th~
three hills of this cultured city. I believe that I have given attention to the claims of liberalism, strictly so called, for it was my
fortune to be ed11cated at Harvard University, where these claims are
not uttered in whispers. But the fact of sin, if a man has not taken
anodynes, will stand out as a scientific, indisputable, reality. And
now what are we to do with these laws of the relations of person to
person, and this colossal fact of individual responsibility in such
relations 1 God is a person ; we are persons ; and sin exists between
us and Him.
12. It follows, inexorably, that, if conscience is allowed free course,
and if, after the commission of such sin, peace is to ho brought to
the soul in its relations to God as a person, there must be made an
atonement.
13. This must consist of or imply and produce all the se\·eral
results which experience proves to be requisite to tho peace of an
offender in the relations of person to person among men-that is, of
confession, restitution, punishment, shame, remorse, a new life, and
an emphatic act of mercy and forgiveness.
I admit that this island is not a wide one, but it is a long one;
and as I step from turret to turret of its rock I find no bonldor likely
to slip away into the howling waves, for it is a singlo roef, a unit
from end to end and tiide to side, and, what is more, a unit to the
very core of the world.
14. No one of these can be enough to produce peace without the
others.
15. It is, however, a familiar and indisputal>le truth that tho
demand of conscience for confession, restitution, and the other necessary means of peace, including especially the emphatic act of mercy
and forgiveness, are heightened vastly in emphasis wheueyer, i~ tho
relations of persons to persons among men, the person injured is a
benefactor, father, ruler, or judge of the peroon committing tho
injury.
16. A i!trict application of the scientific method shows that this
same pt·inciple governs tho relations of man as a pe1·son to God as a.
person.
17. Thi~ principle acqni1·es unspe:ikable weight from tho incvitn.ble natural operations of conscience, as iloon as the latter allows itself
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free action, and is brought face to face with God as Creator, Ruler
Father, and infinitely Holy Judge.
Am I te:whing a lax doctrino, and saying thRt when the atonement
is accepted as a fact morality may be allowed to rnn wild 1 Not I;
for natural law, expressing itself in the operations of conscience, is
not changed at all by the coming into existence of some great
arrangement on God's part, screening us from the past. Neither am
I to be prevented from insisting on the doctrine of the atonement by
popular misapprehension, to which I have replied in previous discussions * concerning the transference of guilt. In the sense of
personal blameworthiness, guilt cannot be transferred from person to
person. No one pretends tht\t it can be. In the sense of liability
to sujfer to maintain the honour of violated law, it can be, and the
teaching of revefotion is, that it has been. In the doctrine of the
atonement, it is not taught that an innocent being has suffered punishment in the sense of pain inflicted for personal blameworthiness;
but that Christ's '·oluntary sacrificial chastisement has been substituted for man's punishment.
The great Swiss historian, ·John Von Muller, gives the result of
his life-long labours, extracted, he says, from seventeen hundred
and thirty-three authors, in seventeen thousand folio pages, in this
striking confession : ''Christ is the key to the history of the world.
Not only dces all harmonize with the mission of Christ; all is
subordinated to it. When I &aw this," he adds, "it was to me as
wonderful and surprising BB the light which Paul saw on his way to
Damascus, the fulfilment of all hopes, the completion of philoRopby,
the key to all the apparent contradictions in the physical nnd moral.
He1·e is life and immortality. I marvel not at miracles. A fttr
greater miracle has been reserved for our times-the spectacle of the
connection .of all human events in the establishment and preservation of the doctrine of Christ."t
18. The soul's environme.nt in this world and the next consist1
unalterably of its own nature, God, and its record.
Herbert Spencer says we must be harmonized with our environment. Well, I take him at bis word, and my environment consists
unalter"bly of my own nature, and God, and my record. Can this
man of theory tell me how I am to be h:irmonized with these things1
I take Lady Macbeth on one arm and Lord Ryron on the other, just
"fter he had written "l\Ianfred," and I will walk down here to the bench
of the Ingersolls. They are silent when I ask how we three are to be
• Boston l\{ondny L ctnrc•, Vul. III.: "The Atonement in the Light of Helf·
evident Truth."
t Professor Henry D. Smith," Faith and Ph•lo~ophy ."
0
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harmonized with our environment. I take the same companions and
come here to the bench of the Chnnnings. And if Julius Muller,
with his stern application of scientific methods to ethical truth, lo1o1ks
over my shoulder into Channing's eyes, the latter go down; and so
would Emerson's under similar circumstances; but so would not
Tennyson's, so would not M1-s. Browning's, for they have risen to a
height whe1·e Julius Muller and they agree. New Eugland needs to
lose a little of her philosophical pride; for, if you open histories of
philosophy, you will find that nearly all we have ever done is com·
pressed into six or ten pages. We think we have mastered the secret
of the soul's pence with its environment. So far as Cambridge and
Concord and Boston stand on Plymouth Rock, they have mastered
tho secret and stand on a philosophical, tremorless reef.; but no
furtber.
19. It is self-evident that man can be harmonized with his environment only ty the harmonization of the soul with the three things
from which it cannot flee-its own nature, God, anJ its reco1·d.
20. The past is irreversible.
21. Harmonization of the soul with an inerasable record of sin in
the relations of the soul to God as a person can be obtained only by
some arrangement harmonizing itself with tho great natural operations of conscience, which govern the relations of person to person,
and which demand, at least, the seven remedies already named.
22. It has just been proved that man can himself, under the laws
of conscience, provide no screen for an irreversible record of sin in
his relations to God as a pers..,n.
23. He must, nevertheless, face that record for ever, and God will
face it.
24. Tho scientific necessity of similarity of feeling with God, or
the new birth, results from the necessity of mau's harmonization with
his own nature and with God.
!!5. The scientific necessity of the atonement results from the
necessity of the harmonization of the soul with its eternal environment by ih record of sin in its relation to God as a person.
l 26. The atonement, of which reason can thus show the scientific
necessity, is proclaimed by revelation, and by it only, to be an historic
reality.
27. To those who do not accept this historical reality, the only
possible outcome of a. stern application of the principles of science to
the discussion of man's relation to his envi1·onment, is despair.
28. That despair is the outcome of rationalistic thought when it
re:jccts Christianity is confessed by the whole school of Schopenhauer
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nnd IIartmnnn, who tench pessimism, or the doctrine that this is the
worst of nll possible world11.
29. Alone among aU religions known to mri.n, Christianity, without
coming into conflict with self.evident truths, meets the supreme
demand of human nature in the relations of man as a person to God
ns a person, and harmonizes the soul with its e:ntire environment
in itself, in God, and in a record of sin.
30. Alone among all religions known to mnn, Christianity, including the doctrines of the atonement and of the necessity of similarity
of feeling with God, has the marks of a perfect and absolute religion,
in that it, and it only, provides for man's holiness and pardon in a
universe where it is self-evident thnt the soul cnnnot be at peace until
it is delivered from both the love of sin and the guilt of sin.
'l'ennyson, Mrs. Browning, Julius Muller, I call to this platform,
nnd, in companionship with these princes in the knowle1lge of the
soul, I dare ti1ce Cambridge, and Concord, and haughty Boston, and
rJcite here, ns I have recited 011 the shores of both seas, my personal
creed, in which I live and in which I expect to die.
On the glll.Slly sea of green,
rlooded with God's noontide keen,
Can there be for sin a screen 1
Omnipresence none can flee ;
I~light from God to God must be.
Evermore with God must I
Dwell in strife or harmony :
Evermore my changeless past
Gaze on me from out the vast.
Thou art first and Thou art last.
0 if now before Thy face
Jn 'l'hy brightness I had pbce,
With the past uusm:eened from 'fhec,
Thou, from whom T cannot flee,
How could peace abide with me 1
Since from Thee in heart estranged,
If, this iustant, I, unchanged
Were in Heaven, Thou, Uod, dost know,
Highest Heaven were deepest woo,
I and it are variant so.
God! 0 God! Thy likeness give,
In and of Thee let me live :
God ! 0 God I for sin atone,
Ily Thy love awake my own :
I must face Thy Great White Throne.
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A FRAG1llb'NTARY CULTURE.

TnE

PRELUDE.-ls AitERICAN INFIDELITY LIBERALISM
LIBERTINISM'

oa

A COOL recital of facts nuthenticated by official documents is all that is needed
now lo run a red, ziz-zag thunder-bolt through American infidelity.
I. On May 31st, 1878, a committee of.Congress, in reply to a" petition of R.
G. Ingersoll and others," for the repeal of certain of the national postal laws,
used this language: " In the opinion of your committee, the po•t-office was not
established to carry instruments of vice, or obscene writings, indecent pictured,
or lewd books."
2. The indisputable historical authority of this document, preserving as a fly
in amber the name of the foremost infidel lecturer in the United States, shows
that he and others asked for" free mails;" and what was meant by this request
in the opinion of a cougressbnal committee, and why that request wns not granted
by Congrrss.
3. The same fathomlessly infamous demand which this congressional document
holds up to public execration, was mad11 by a majority of the infidel liberal
leagues at a meeting in Syracuse in October, 18i8.
4 A minority oi the leagues seceded from that convention because of the infamy
of this demaml, and ha,·e since denouncell with Yigour the m:i.jority as representatives of libertinism rather than of liberalism.
5. Notwitb&tanding this secession and denunciation, the majority of the infidel
liberal leagues, in a convention at Cincinnati in September, 1879, renewed their
demand of 1878, concerning the repeal of certain national postal laws.
6. A conYicted cancer plnntcr, now in Albany Penitentiary for the violation
of these laws, Wll8 made the hero of this Convention, and the object of a resolution
of defence and sympathy, offered by R. G. Ingersoll, and decluing that be had
committed" no offence whatever against any law of this countr1."
7. On account of the refusal of the P1·esident of the United States to pardon
out of the penitentiary this convicted poisoner of youth, R. G. Ingersoll has left
the Republican pnrty, and the Cincinnati Convention of infidel liberal league1
Ims resolved to cast its political influence only in favour of candidates of its own
principles as to the secularization of the Government,
8. '.fhe secretary of the Cincinnati Infidel Convention, and of the National
Infidel party, has been shown, by legal documents quoted in a Boston infidel
paper,• to be a convicted bigamist. The felon in the Albany Penitentiary has
been proved by the same paper, and by the Religio•Philosophical Jo111'f1al of
Chicago, to be gnilty of enormous social crimes, and the cancer planter has himself confessed the authorship of infamous letters, which have been published to
establish his guilt.
• See the lndez for October 30th, 1879.
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9. In spite of these scathing exposures of the chnrnckr of its chief hero and
of it.a secretary, the pnrty represented by the mnjority of infidel leagues continues
to uphold both these men, nml to emphasize its demand for the repeal of established ancl mensurdessly important postnl laws of the nation.
10. The minority ia the unimpeachable witness against the majority of
American infitlels.
11. The organization of the minority, however, has in it many officers who are
alRo officers in the organization of the majority.
12. The minority is very feeble in numbers. It is important to notice that it
is made up of only eight auxilinry leagues, while the majority hUB one. hundred
and forty-nine.
13. It is evident, therefore, that Americ:m infiJe!ity, 119 a mass, means not so
much liberaJism as libertinism.
On this table I have a coil of knotted adders, that is, of infidel newspapers
defending the poisoners of youth. 'Vithout naming any of these sheet~, I propose to show you a fe1v of the fangs of the vipers. Here I pull out of the
tangled mass an ndder born in Boston, and its writhing form is swollen by eontniniug the resolutions of the Cincinnati Infidel Convention which I have been
challenged to rend aloud to this audience. Even when I look into a viper's
fangs I shall not, I hop~, be guilty of evasion. These reso~utions are evasive,
and so thornughly so, that, face to foce with the notorious public facts which I
have just recited, I need only read them to show you how shrewd but fruitless
the attempt of Ingersoll was, in preparing tho resolutions, to cover up the stiletto
with which it is purposed to stab the youth of the nation.
The Queen of Spain was once npproached by a messenger who ofl'~red her a
letter in a perfumed handkerchief. The ~ilken scarf was loosely folded about
the missirn, and the wretch heltl behind it n stiletto. As he took the letter out
and presented it to the Queen, he drew also his dagger. Infidelity s~eks, under
unil'crsal suffrage in the United States, to uso tho sacredness of the mails as a
stiletto sheath through which to stab tho youth of the land. The purpose seems
too fiendish to bo real, but its existence is unfortunately proved by the result of
scores of suits brought against iufidel l,;iblishers for the abuse of the mails.
"Free mails" is the hltcst infidel watchword. Tho officers charged with tho
execution of our present postal laws hnve astounding evidence before them that
tho infid~l attack on the purity of tho mll.ils does not hesitate to employ tho mo>t
subtle forms of clcceptLm. I solemnly believe, as these officers unqualifiedly
assert, that it is the purpose of those who clamour for the abolition of our present
hws against the transmis~ion of infamous mnttor through the moils, to cheat
the general public, if they can, hr pretending to be against the distribution of
infamous publications. What tho Cincinnnti Infidel Convention did, was to fold
a silken handkerchief around the stiletto. I will show you the stiletto first, and
afterwards the handkerchief. Here is tho murderous blndc :
"Resolved, Thnt we are in favour of such postnl laws as will allow the free
transportation throug:1 the mails of the U11ited States of all book~, pamphlets,
and papers, irrespective of the religions, irreligious, political, and scientific views
they may contain, so that the literature of science may bQ upon an equality with
that of super.,;tition."
Notice that this resolution naks for something practicnl. It demands tho r£)~al of certain faws now on the statute books. 'Vhat those laws are, we m·e to
len.m.by the past official record of this enterprize for the repeal of the laws which
infidd~, and only infidels, find pinching their souls. It is, by the way, a large,
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En;tgeatiTe fact, thnt only infiilcls in this country complain of tho laws against
the corrupt uso of the mails. Sp3akiog roundly, nobody is trouhled by tho postal
regulations of 1873, except infidels. Their organizations, and theirs onlJ·, 11re
c •nvulsed with tho question, whether the poisoners of youth shnll h11vc aid from
the po11tlll service paid for by the whole people. I beg yon to make a distinction
between the minority aml the mnjority of infidel liberal leagues, and also between
the majority and the Free Religionists. Many of the latter act with the minority,
and many with the majority. llnt the demand of the majority has been one
identical thing from first to IW1t. They want to get ritl of " sections 1785, 3878,
3893, 5389 and 2191 of the Revised Statutes" (see the petition in question quoted
io full in the prelude to the 121st Boston Mon<lny Lecture). This is what they
asked for in Congress in 1878. Precisely this is what the Committee, of which
!\Ir. llickford was the cl1airm11n, told Congress thnt they could not be allowed to
ha,·e, without opening tbs public mai's to the transmission of infamous
p·1blicntions.
Probably, R. G. Ingersoll knew what he wanted, when he asked for the repeal
of particular tcctions of the Heviscd Stntatcs. lli.q petition specificJ tho sections
hy their numbers. Ile is a l111Tyor. You m:iy take either horn of the dilemma,
for you must hold either thnt he went before Con~rcs9 with a seriouq petition,
anJ diJ not kno;v wlrnt he wns asking for, anJ was, therefore, shallow, haphnznrtl, 11nd untrastworthy in places calling for the greatest discretion ; or else
that he re:illy meant what he Paid. In law ancl equity ho is to be hclJ responsible
for whnt he asked for, namely, the repeal of the laws which prevent the trans·
mission of infnmoas matter through the mails.
What the congressional petition of infidels a~kcd for in May, the Syracuse
('.tmrention of liberal lco.gues o.skctl for by its majority in October, 1878. Go
behind the scenes. Look at the notorious, although obscure record of thi.i
execrnblc infidel enterprize. The Cincinnati resolutions of tho infidel majority
mean who.t the Syracuse resolutions of the same majority meant. Tho IBtter
meant what tho congressional infidel petition meant. What that me11nt Congress
bas officiu.lly told you. In every ca'!e you come back to these numerals specifying
tho sections of the postal lo.ws w'.ii 'h infidels wish to repeal, and to tho opinion
of Con:;ress that these b:ird caunot be taken down without letting ont upon us
the beasts of paganism.
Tho first resolution of the Cincinnnti Infidel Convention is the stiletto. The
sc<.'ond is the handkcrcl1icf wounJ around it.
"Resolved, That we are utterly opposed to the disseminntion, through the mails,
or by any other means, of obscene literature, whether' inspired,' or uninspired,
anJ hold in measureless contempt its authors and disseminatord."
Notice that this resolution is an expression of opinion merely. It does not
ru.11 for anything practical. 'fbe first resolution docs. It asks for the free tmnsportstion of "irreligious " matter throagh the mails. That is one of the broadest
dem1mds that could be rcntureJ, and require3 something definite in legislation.
Your first resplntion, infiJcb of Cincinnnti, has teeth in it, Your second is sus·
piciously toothless. You say that you are agninst the disseminntion, but are you
ln favour of any laws to pl'event the Jisscmination of poisonous literature through
the mails? If yon are, you do not say so. You fail to say so precisely where
yon would be naturally expected to say so. This set of resolutions was vciy
adroitly drawn. It is the deliberate official utterance of the Cincinnati IJ1fiJd
Convention, and I clBim that the second rcsolutio~ bas an enormous and most
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aigni6cant omission in it. It does not call for any laws whatever against the
di811emination of infamous matter through the mails, while the first resolution
does call for the repeal of such laws, The mask put on the first resolution by
the second docs not deceive for an instant the officers charged with Lhe execution
of the postal laws. It does not deceive the minority bf infidels themselves. The
second resolution, read with the microscope, read with due emphasis ou its very
deceptive phraseology, read with the eye on what is between the lines in it, re:ul
with attention to the record of the majority in their congressional petition, is
limply the handkerchief wound around the stiletto.
Two gra:re judicial decisions have bee~ given concerning that document which
the infidel hero in the Albany penitentiary has been imprisoned for circulating.
BoLh have declared the document indictable, and its circulation actionable at law.
R. G. Ingersoll rises in the Cincinnati Convention, and with immense applause,
offers the following :" Ruoloed, That we express the deepest sympathy with D. M. Bennett and
· his family for the re1111on that he has been convicted by relig-ious bigotry and
ignorant zeal, and has been imprisoned and is now languishing in the cell of 11.
felon, when in truth and fact he has committed no offence whatever against any
law of this country."
This resolution decisively interprets the second. It shows how much Ingersoll
means by saying he is opposed to the dissemination of infamons literature. In
Aia opinion it i1 "110 ojfrnce" to di881l111inate sucli littrature as Benmtt has bee"
imprisoned for sending through the mails. The whole convention of infidels
adopted enthusiastically this resolution of Ingersoll's, and wo thus learn how
little the second resolution is worth. Elizur Wright, of Boston, president of tho
organization which represents the majority of infidel leagues, has repeatedly
maintained in public prints the monstrous proposition that Congress has no right
to legislate against any document sent through the mails, no matter what its
character, He, too, is a whitewasher of Bennett.
It was my fortune to be present in the post-office building of New York city
when this cancer planter, the now convicted hero of infidels, was before the court
there, and the sickening evidence wns being rend against him. I was beginning
a tranR-continont.al trip. If I needed anyth10g to lift me to a white heat of
indignation wi to the infidel attack on the purity of the mails, it was to see, as I
did then and there, O. B. Frothingham ancl Andrew Jackson Davis sitting cheek
by jowl with D. M. Bennett. Who hisses ? Is there a friend here of the Albnny
felon ? If so let him contradict me, if he ~an, as to a single matter of fact.
Speak out. The old South has had interruptions before to-day. We have had
1tonny meetings here, and we will have them again if American law is not
honoured. "The pel'llistent whitewasherd of D. M. Bennett," says an infidel
pap~r published in Boston, " will have a oostly settlement to make with the
outrdged public.'' Parton is one of the whitewashers. "The very life of
liberalism;• continues the editor of this journal, "is at stake. If the grent
liberal body, organized and unorganized, is already too far corrupted by the poison
of free love to care for these revelations, if it feels no burning, immediate necessity of speech and action in defence of its own purity and good name, if it lazily
or stupidly consents any longer to be repreaented by the Bennetts and the Rawsons
who have thrust themselves forward before the world as our ' saints' and
•martyrs,' and' victims of religious bigotry,' then its damnation is coming swiftly,
and care not how soon it comes. The brcnch between the genuine and the
VOL. V.-PART XV.
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spurious is made. Let it grow wide as the Amazon and as deep as the bottomless
abyss!"•
Men are measured by their heroes. The minority which speaks thus scathingly
of the majority is but a feeble fraction of American infidelity. A little while
ago this editor was sowing the seeds for the harvest which now terrifies him. I
think he is an honest erratic with little foresight or breadth of view. He is a
pure man. I am not denying that Ingersoll in bis family relations is .s purll
man ; but here is the public action of this lecturer, here is the official record
proving that the chief whitewasher of Bennett is the man who is called the Pope
of Infidelity in the Mississippi Valley. Professor CnrtiBR, of Chicni;o Theological
Seminary, with his superb stores of learning, has lately subjected himself, by
answering Ingersoll, to the charge of using howitzers to shoot spnrrows. Ho 1111.~
shown most conclusively what no man of even moderate intelligence hns ever
doubted, that this man is a blunderer of tho most irredeemable kind, not advanced
beyond poor outgrown Paine in his knowledge of the methods by which Christianity can be attacked.t But Ingersoll is more than a blunderer. He is an
apologist for the poisoners of youth. lid is the public champion of this Albany
felon. He is a whitcwnshcr of convicted cancer planters. He is a petitioner to
Congress for the abolition of laws which Congress snys cannot be repealed without allowing the mails to mix themselves with infamy. It is the duty of the
public to look beneath the surface, and not be inisled by the silken handkerchief
wound about the infidel stiletto.
As the Spartans exhibited to their children drunken helots to disgust them
with int.emperaoce, so I am willing to read the whole of this infamous series of
resolutions as a keen and sure public provocative of disgllBt for infidelity.
"&solved, That we call npon the Christian world to expunge from the so-called
' sac1cd' Dible every pa!!.iage that cannot be read without covering the cheek of
modesty with the blush of shame : and until such passages are expunged, we
demand that the laws against the dissemination of obscene literature be impartially enforced."
That sonnils like lunacy. That is pitiful and wicked pettifogging, and nothing
else. It needi:! only a slight amount of spiritm\l insight, ~r of literary penetra·
tion, to understand the Bible, as the writer of that resolution does not, even in the
pn.~sages to which reference is made. Ingersoll has told the public that he bas
reall the Bible through since the first of January. This resolution shows for
what he has read it. A farmer was met near Dayton, Ohio, by a young man
who asked him bow far it was to Dayton. " Twenty-five tholl8aod miles," said
the farmer," that is, the circumforence of the earth if you keep straight on. A
quarter of a mile, if you turn squarely around." A knowledge of the· Bible is
twenty·five thousand miles from Ingersoll's present position, if he keeps right on;
it is·a quarter of a mile away if he tnms around.
"As to the propriety of taking political action, your Committee further report
that we deem it expedient for the Liberals of this country to act as a political
organization for the accomplishment of the following objects, and that the
following resolutions be adopted by the League :
"R.esolved, That we mutually pledge each othe1· that we will, in our several·
localities, use our influence and cast our votes for such candidates for office who·
publicly declare their belief in the actual secularization of the Government, and
• index, Oct.

3~

1879,

t

See " Ingarsoll and Mose11," by Prof. Curtw.
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we recommend that the State and auxiliary leagues act together npon all political
question.
. " Resolved, That we claim it the duty of every true Liberal to extend to all
others every right that he claims for him11elf ; that he cannot politically discriminate against any person on account of religious belief, provided only that Buch
person is in favour of perfect civil and intellectual liberty.
"&solve,d, That the President of the League be authorized and requested to
call a Liberal lllational Convention, to meet at anch time and place as he may
deem expedient, in the year 1880, to determine the propriety of nominating
candidates for President and Vice·President of the United States, and to take
such other political action as may be deemed expedient."
The head of the infidel free-love viper is under the heel of what P Of the
feeble minority of cultured infidels in the United States. Do yon think there is
we:ght enough in the heel to crush the bead of the viper i' What is the evidence
in the case? The editor who sowed the dragon's teeth has endeavoured to dra'v
nuder bis wing the liberal leagues which have sprung from his instructions.
Here is his paper, and I find in it a list of eight such leagues. When I tom to
the columns of a paper representing the majority which he so justly pronounces
infamous, I find a whole column in fine print taken up with the names of one
hundred and forty-nine leagues. The Mississippi Valley is well represented here.
Professor Curtiss knows the West, and had the best of reasons for publishing
his recent volume. The people whom these leagues address rarely or never go to
Church anywhere. They take pains not to hear both sides. They are half-educated and mis-educated. They can be misled by discussion us utterly shallow and
worthless os most of that which is published by the papers I have before me.
They can be amused by papers as corrupt as this one, which is not fit to be
handled with the tongs, and whose editor is in jail.
· For one, I more than doubt whether there is force enough in the thin heel of
the minority of American infidels to crush the head of the free-love viper which
coils around the majority. What is needed is the vehement uprising of the indignant Christian sentiment of the whole land. A petition was circulated in New
England, and received the signatures of hundreds of our soundest and most
revered public men, against the pardon of this felon in the Albany penitentiary.
There is in New York City, there is in Boston, a.Society for the Prevention of
Vice. Supported by the righteous laws which infidels attack, but otherwise
single-handed and alone, the secretary of the New York society, who is also an
agent of the Federal Government, is fighting the ghouls and ogres of the slum9
Of our great towns all the way across the continent to San Francisco. He has
strong friends, and links them to himself by hooks of steel, otherwise before now
he would have been crushed by slander. He goes to his duties every day in peril
of his life. There is on his cheek a heavy scar, incurred in the defence of your
sons and daughters, of your schools and homes, from the poisoners of youth.
One hundred and forty-nine American infidel leagues dtimand the repeal of tho
postal laws which this experienced agent, and Congress, find necessary for the
protection of the purity of the mails. Let the people at large understand these
facts; and the laws and the agents who execute them will have overwhelming
moral and financial support. Moncure Conway writes from England that marriage is fit only for common people. We need the linked thunder-bolts of
Almighty God to purge our legislation. not only of the careless laws which now
are taken advantage of in spite of the improvements we made in 1878, but to
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purge civilization itself in this country of the men and women who ca applaud
to the echo, as the infidel Cincinnati Convention did, an on-sexed female who
eaid: "We mnat get rid of these vile, m;aerable, loathsome dens called homes in
our land." Another applauded speaker wanted the words, " In God we trust,"
taken off the American dollar. 'Those words are written on the hearts of. the
American people ; and yon will repeal the Alleghanies, yon will repeal the
Rocky Mountains, you will repeal Niagara and El Capitan off the face of the
continent, sooner than yon can save the head of the infidel free-love vip~r, when
once America sees its fangs glittering in the boxes of the post ofilces, from being
crushed under the heel of national legislation.
THE

LECTURE.

HERMANN LOTZE, in a book which has but just crossed t.he Atlantic,
closes one of the profonndest discussions of modern times by pro·
claiming bis faith in a personal God. " The true beginning of metaphysics," he says, "lies iu ethics. I grant that there is something
insufficient in this expression, but I am yet convinced that I am on the
right way in philosophy, when I find in what ought to be, the ground
of what is. I close my investigation with no consciousness at all of
infallibilit.y, with the hope that I have not been everywhere mistaken,
and for the rest, with the Oriental proverb : ' God knows the truth
better than I.'" Here is the peace of high philosophical culture,
face to face with all modern doubt and unrest. Lotze's philosophy,
more influential than any other now in the best universities of tte
world, reposes on the word ougltt as itself the corner-stone of the
universe. This philosophical creed is almost optimism, but not qujte.
It is the outcome of a long series of investigations, beginning with
Leibnitz, who is not precisely an optimist, though he is often called
so, and running on to Knnt and Lotze. 1'hese names indicate the
course of the great gulf current in philosophy, and the safest quarter
in which you can launch your ship, if you desire a prosperous voyage
across the vexed ocean of modern discussion.
In contrast with this calm proclamation of theism, J beg leave to
phce Schopenhauer and Hartmann, with their' inculcation of atheism
and pessimism.
It is singular how much inst.ruction Carlyle gives us when he says
that unt.il a man bas studied the portrait uf an author he knows
littie of his system of thought. I have before me portraits of several
of the renowned German professors-Kiepert, Lepsius, Curtius,
Trendclenberg, Dorner, Schleiermacher, Kant-all possessed apparently
of a.full intellectual equipment. They are men of marvellous breadth
of brain. There are five radii which ought to be studied in every
man's cranial development, whether you believe in mental physiology
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or not. From the c:entral point of the ear draw seven radii: one to
the chin, one to the tip of the nose, one to the ceutre of the lower
forehead, one to the upper foreht>ad, another to the top of
the Lead, another to the back of the head, and another down"·ard to the shoulder. I undertake to say that when you find
a man with these seven radii all long, and fairly well balanced
in comparative length, you will not often hear from Lim
eccentric opinions. The seven radii are all of good length in Socrates,
Plato, .JEschylus, Cicero, Virgil, Seneca, Bismarck, Gladstone, Washington, Franklin, Edwards, Webster. Only wholeness and size, or
quantity, quality and balance of being, give what Bacon calls the
large, round-about sense, which in erratics, however brijliant, is always
more or less conspicuous by its absence. There are other radii, not
shown in the profile view, which are of characteristically great length
iu the broad German brain. I turn the page aud sho\f you
Schopenhauer. A withered, narrow, eccentric man, I should judge
him to be, were I to meet him on the street; a small brain, an
angular cranial organisation, a face apparently that of a soured
student, with considerable literary capacity, any amount of audacity,
a long chin and sharp nose, a good lower forehead, but shallow upper
forehead, and very unbalanced radii in the profile view.
When I sat down in Schenkel's lecture-room at Heidelberg, I
found a head of just that type. Several students were before him,
taking notes languidly, as if they felt his day had gone by ; and yet
that man is the leader of rationaliRm in Germany at this hour. I
had seen in Julius Miiller's lecture-room scores of students taking
notes, as if--to use Goethe's phrase-the Holy Spirit were dictating.
Dorner, whom I saw in similar circumstances in Berlin-what a head
he had I what a heart he had! Surely, when I place Lepsius, or
Curtius, or Kiepert, by the side of Dorner, the latter does not need
any apology. Here is Trendelenberg, certainly as noble a man in all
natural equipment as any of these physicists around him. Here is
Schleiermacher, side by side with Kant ; and you remember what a
head Kant had. Sehleiermacher is almost as grand in his cranial
development. What I mean to insist upon is that it highly behoves
students, and especially does it concern busy men of affairs, to light
up philosophies by the candle of personal portraits and biographies.
Often the gap is in the training of an erratic rather than in his
brain. Stuart Mill, from the very first hour of his life, was educated
to oppose Christianity. Schopenhauer had no university education,
and his experience in other respects was such that he naturally
became bitter against the family. I have received more benefit from
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the study of erratic men face to face than from the study of their
works. I keep several shelves in my library for erratic literature,
and collect there specimens of all the sharpest briars that grow in
the lawless fields of thought. When I need to reply to these authors,
I usually turn over a collection of their portraits and biogra1,hies,
and find in some gap of organization or culture an explanation of
erratic opinion. 'l'his is a rule of no infallible merit. I am not
claiming that the erratic is always angularly organized, or cultured
only in spots, but that he usually is. I· am not claiming that there
have not been erratic Christians as a1_1gular as ever any infidel was.
There is a great difference between the man who is angular, but who
tries to harmonize himself with the laws of the Mcent of life, and with
the ideal of human nature at its climax, and another angular man
who fosters hie idiosyncrasies as if in every part~cular they were a
personal inspiration. There is a great difference between the angular
man who endeavours to wear off hie angles symmetrically, and the
angular man who makes out of his angles Mount Sinais. Some men
ascend the excrescences of their nature as if they were holy mQunts,
and sit in the mists of individualism as if communing with the
flames of heaven. We have had something of that with men in New
England where the radii are not of equal length.
I. Natural law permits only man at hie climax to act out his
nature without hindrance or mischief.

2. It is the teachil~g of a false culture that a fragmentary nature
may follow its own impulses and not meet with hindrance from
natural law, and produce no mischief in society.
3. The lapse of man from his climax is a most indisputable fact of
·bis past and present history.
4. Any system of philosophy or theology which does not provide
for the wants of human nature at its climax, is out of harmony with
the law of the ascent of life, and, as a consequence, is narrow,
fragmentary, and mischievous.
. The objection to the philosophy once taught at Concord is that
when it teaches Pantheistic self-reliance it allows and exhorts a man
of low tastes and vicious passions to act freely from his fragmentary
nature. Pantheism must do that, for all our impulses are divine
according to the doctrine which makes everything- divine. "If I am
the devil's child," says Emerson, "I will live from the devil." It
does not escape me that I am saying audacious things, but I hold
bore in my hand a number of extracts which teach not what is tho
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outcome of Emerson's present Theism, but what was the outcome of
his former leaning towards Pantheism. *
Some of you accuse me of teaching Emersonianism of the old sort
under new forms. Not I. Under Emersonianism of the old
form, when and where did you hear the law of the ascent of life
emphasized 1 Under Emersonianism of the pantheistic type, when
and where did you hear that the highest outcome of the law of the
ascent of life is conscience in the individual, and the Christ in history,
and that we must harmonize ourselves with man at. his climax, as
represented by the Christ, otherwise we can have no harmony with
the law of the ascent of life, and no peace with our environment by
the forces of the universe which have brought forth that law 1 I am
obliged to throw away all proof-texts here, but those of the book of
nature. 'fhe law of the ascent of life is written in flaming characters
upon all the stratas of the worlds, and the outcome of tQ.at law is
the conscience in man and the Christ in history. I must learn
sympathy with these; otherwise nature, which has· brought these
forth, will crush me. Is that Emersonianism i The doctrine that
if a man is the devil's child he is to live from -the devil, is the
doctrine that we are to rely on man when he is only a fragment.
Natural law permits such self-reliance only to the whole of human
nature. The doctrine of self-reliance taught by the pantheistic
philosophy does not recognize the law of the ascent of life, nor man's
lapse from his climax, and so is mischievous.
I am not answering Emerson of the present hour, but the
Emerson who glittered in the Boston firmament twenty-five years
ago-a luminary fascinating the cultured youth of the land, shedding
its rays abroad into Europe, and to this moment the pole star of
many circles, which look haughtily down on Lotze himself, because,
forsooth, he is not a pantheist, nor pantheistic. Neither is Emerson
in his final opinions. The star has turned towards us another side ;
and my profound conviction is that the first side which it turned
towards us reflected the light from the nether fires, and that only in
this last posture of the luminary do we have shed down upon us
from it a few of the rays which burst out of the Great White 'l'hrone.
5. To man at his climax, or to man struggling to come into harmony with the law of the ascent of life, it is foolishness to ask
whether life is worth living.
6. It is 011ly to fragmentary natures or to fragmentary culture that
this question has importance.
• See citations in the 13lst Boston Monday Lecture.
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Without a belief in a personal God and immortality, is life worth
living i That question has singular prominence among circles poisoned
by materialistic philosophies.• Hindooism discnBSed that question
centuries ago, and Jecided it in the negative. There is a Hindooism
in British materialism and in German materialism. Schopenhauer
here, with his narrow brain, teaches us that this is the worst of all
possible worlds. Hartmann s11ys that he agrees with Leibnitz in
affirming that ours is the best of all poBSible worlds, but that the
best is so bad that it would have been better for the human race if
the world had never been created at all. Hartmann and Schopenhauer are men who have carried the principles of materialism straight
out into this doctrine that ours is the worst of all possible, though
not the worst of all imaginable worlds.
Prof. Bowen did not do violence to a single historic fact, when in a
recent incisive articlet he showed that Malthusianism is the father
of Darwinism, and th11t Darwinism is the father of Pessimism. Malthus
taught that population increases in geometrical ratio, and the means
of subsistence only in arithmetical. Population increases in the
order of the figures 1,2 , 4, 8 ; means of subsistence increase only in
t};e ratio 1, 2, 3. These being the facts of natural law, who can deny
that the world will be over-peopled by and by, and that the only
way for society to preserve itself is to crush its offspring. This doc·
trine came into existence in England just after the French Revolution,
and was popular because the hard-hearted millionaires found in it nn
apology for neglecting the poor. Ou the basis of this theory in
political economy, McCulloch taught that the masses of English
working men must live in a state of "irretrievable Helotism."
Malthusian ism had great influence for about fifty years, but it was at
Inst found out that it is only a fragment of the truth, and it is now
an exploded theory in social science.
Nevertheless, when Darwin brought out his" Origin of Species,"
he wrote : " The struggle for existence among all organic beings
throughout tho world, inevitably follows from their high geometrical
powers of increase. This is the doctrine of Malthus applied to the
whole animal and vegetable kingdoms." One may believe in develop·
ment and not be a Darwinian. The doctrine of Darwin as to the
"survival of the fittest," was by his own confession derived from
Malthus. This abandoned doctrine of political economy has been
transferred to biology. After running a great career there, after
• Sec Mallock's "Is Life Worth Living?" and the replies toit.
.Amer, R-view, November 1879.

f Nortli
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having, as it claims, mastered tho wcrld by tho use of Malthusian
artillery, the same doctrine has transmitted itself to theology, and the
outcome is the teaching of Hartmann and Schopenhauer, that this is
the worst of all possible worlds.
This doctrine is no sounder in theology than it WM in biology, and
no sounder in biology than it wwi in political economy, and in the
latter science the doctrine is exploded.
Schopenhauer's and Hartmann's ghastly creed, however, hDB great
power in Germany to-day, but not with the leaders of thought. There
is not a single official chair in Germany that teaches the doctrine of
pessimism, and yet we have sickly girls in men's clothing who call
themselves possimists even in England and New England. Culture
pretends that it has come to know that thi11 is the worst of all possible
worlds.
Here is the giant Alexander von Humboldt, broad-brained, and of
almost universal culture in physical science. Jn philosophy he was
himself a pessimist. He stood on Chimborazo. He ascended Tenerilfe.
He wrote the Cosmos. He also agreed with Lord Byron iu these
words of the latter :
"Count o'er the joys thine eyes have seen,
Count o'er thy days from anguish free ;
But know whatever thou hast been,
'Tis something better not to be."
Mainlander, one of the bitterest defenders of pessimism, supports
his position by this citation from the recent memoirs of Alexander
von Humboldt: "I was not born to be the father of a family," says
Humboldt; "I regard marriage as a sin. I despise humanity in nll
its strata. I foresee that our posterity will be far more unhappy
than we aro. Should I not be a sinner, if, in spite of this insight, I
took care to lec.ve a posterity of unhappy beings behind me I The
whole of life is the greatest insanity. If, for eighty years, one strives
and inquires, still one is obliged, finally, to confess that he has
striven for nothing and has found out nothing. Did we, at least,
only know why we are in this world ' But to the thinker everything is, and remains a riddle, and the greatest good luck is that of
being born a fl.at head." This philosophy is the outcome of a court
fashion, and of grave defects in philosophical training, in a man of
almost universal genius and attainments in physical science.
President Porter has lately discussed Profcseor Huxley's careless
but haughty book on Hume,• and shown that it is the work of a tyro.
• Princeton Jlepieio, Nonmber, 1879,
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The account which Huxley gives of the contents of the mind is so
fragmentary, so strangely narrow and partisan, that it, of logical
necessity, ends in atheistic or agnostic errors.
Lotze is the proper respondent to Humboldt-Lotze, cultured in
physiology, as well as in philosophy, and graduated f1·om both the
philosophical and the medical departments, and himself a teacher in
both. Lotze bas ascended the Teneriffe and the Chimborazo, and
obtained some glimpses of the Cosmos of a complete culture, and as
perhaps the least fragmentary, is the most sound of the representatives of recent philosophy.
7. The chief error of the culture of our time is its fragmentariness
and want of harmony with the law of the ascent of life. The specialization of modern professional studies produces narrowness of
outlook.
8. Those teachers will be fonnd to be the soundest who are the
least fragmentary in native endowment and in training.
9. Erratic teachers are usually fragmentary, either in their natural
endowments or in their training. Fragmentary philosophies and
fragmentary heads often go together.
10. A fragmentary philosophy lies at the basis of materialism.
11. A fragmentary philosophy leads to atheism and to pessimism
and despair.
12. The demand that culture shall recognize man's lapse from bis
climax, and make room for the law of the ascent of life, is therefore of supreme importance in philesophy as well as in religious
science.
13. The inevitable result of the course of thought here outlined is
to place Christ in the foreground of culture, aud to make Him who
was man at His climax, and the highest outcome of the law of the
ascent of life, the supreme leader in philosophy as well as in faith •.
Is that Emersonian culture i It is Tennyson, rather, when he
prays to be delivered from" A twilight culture lighted through o. chink."
-" Hrtrold," Act III.
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Tm:

PRELUDE.-SPOIIB AND FnAun AS CAusm AND

EFFmor

nr

POLITICS,

Otra fnthers in the Mayflower began their famous political compact with the
words," Jn the name of God. Amen." Daniel Webster was accustomed to call
this sentence the first clause of the American Constitution. The most important
change now taking place in onr politics is the slow and sly erasure of these old
words, and the substitution for them of certain new ones : " In the name of party•
.Amen." It is high time that we should make a distinction between the nominal
and the actnal supreme law of politics in the United Stat.es. The people rnle
nominally ; really, they do not often have the power of nominating officers. The
people count votes nominally ; really, the counting is done by political managers.
The people are supreme nominally ; but really they have little more than a veto
power on nominations made in party caucuses.
A thousand years ago• the Norsemen came sailing up the Boston harbour in
ahallops, each one bearing on its prow a wolf's head ; and on its sail a painting of a great cormorant raven. The Norseman reached America before
the Puritan. In politics the former is stronger here to-day than the latter. If
we are to have a proper motto for the accursed partisan spoils system in
American politics, we must go back from tire organizing and redemptive constitutional utterances of our fathers in the Mayflower, to the hoarse war-cry floating
ont over the Massachusetts coasts hnncireds of years earlier, from the Norse shal·
lops, tho Norse robbers, the Norse wolf, the Norse raven : "In the name of pelf and
power, in the name of force and fraud, in the name of theft and Thor. Amen."
This Norse raven flies side by side with the Puritan dove in this country ;
and if ever she wearies and sinks towards the earth, the Norse wolf is ready to
snap at her with bis fangs. 'fhe glittering of his lawless eyes is fascina·
ting to those who love audacity more than veracity. 'fhe Norse wolf is more truly
the emblem of our inner political life than the camp-fire of the Pilgrim Fathers,
intending to frighten this wild beast away. Both the good and the bad elements
in our civilization are thrnst to the front in every important and closely contested
election. The nominal American political constitution is Puritan ; the real is
Norse. There is one bird on the side of Norse America which cannot be matched
on the side of Puritan America. The American eagle belongs to the Pnritan side;
but the .American ostrich, with her thin, wilful head in the sand, and her addled
wits thinking that her whole body is covered I-this emblem of stupid guile seema
to be the proper symbol of much of the inner life of partisan politics of our time, ·
whenever great prizes arc at stake and the spoils are given to majorities,
• Bryant's "Jlistory of the United States,'' Vol. I.
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What constitates anarchy under American institutions i' The refusal of any
lawful minority, however large, to submit to any lawfol majority however small.
How loog has it taken to educate the Anglo-Saxon race into a submission to a
lawful majority of one ? Two thou81lnd ,-cars. What _other portions of the race
have been educated into thili political sell-control ? No other portions of any
Inrge extent. Where are we, therefore, in every closely-contested election, when
much is to be lost or won by a small majority? Why, balancing oursel'°es on a
knife ridge, as Alpine climbers do when they stand at the summit of mountain
ranges, with the heel in Italy and the ball of the foot in Switzerland, What is
there to throw us out of balance ? More and more every year with the growth in
size and fatneaa of the political spoils we carry in our arms, as we stand on the
giddy granite blade of small majorities. At a public reception of a Governor of
Massachusetts, President Seeley quotes a military officer of high position as expressing the opinion that in the United States we have had our last rresideot
elected by the people.
In this building, town meetings wrre held which shook the Ilritish throne. Jn
yonder historic gallery George Washington stood, looking down on this hall after
its detecraLion by British troops, and it Wll8 he who warned us against the perils of
party spirit under universal suffrage. I doabt whether with all the foresight 0£
his patriotism, he had in view, even in his farewell address, such terrific temptations as now &&Bail parties in the United States. I doubt whether our fathel'B, when
they had the supreme courage to oppose Great Britain, and extend over the whole
continent the principle of the Mllssac1111setts town meeting, foresaw what strain
would be put on that principle by our very greatness in territory, in population,
and in wealth. In 1770 a town meeting i;at in this house until after dark, while
Samuel Adams went to and fro from the assembly here to Governor HntchinRon
at the State llouse, and demnnded, in the name of the people, the exclnsion from
the city of certain regiments who had been implicated in the Bo,ton m~ssacre.
Jn November, 1773, a town meeting remained nnd1·r this roof until after candlelight., and when a messenger came from the govemer to say that certain teas at
yonder wharf could not be sent back to England, Samuel .Adams arose here and
remarked thnt the meeting conld do nothing more for the peace of Massachusetts.
At 1he doors of this house tho warwhoop was then raised; at the side of this
building citizens disguised as savoges began their march to the tea ships ; and the
tea was thro'l\·n into the sea, while, as Carlyle says, rebellious Boston, witnessing
the act, was so silent that you could hear through the town the ripping of the
chests. There was a town meeting thoroughly understanding itself, to the skirts
of the audience. Nothing could be done in it in the dark. Men faced rach
other. Chicane could have no great field in so sm:ill an assembly, and where
the local record of every speaker was known.
The town meeting of tho early New England history is the very basis of our
American institutions; but we begin to sec thnt tho principle of the town meeting extended over the continent is tried under a new set of circumstances, Our
fathel'B foresaw some of these, but did they foresee them all? Are we not to-day
under this historic roof ealled upon for a conrage, willing and e&&er to walk out
on the stem adamant of principle, as courageonsly as our fathel'B walked ont on
it i' What are we to throttle? Not the British throne. What have we to take
by the neck ? Not exactly a king, and yet a power which at this moment I
believe to be as oppressive in this country, and as lawle11.' as ever King Georg,
was in the old colonies, the power of political managel'B acting as party men.
and distributing the people's omces exclusively for pay for partisan services,
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Let George Washington come back to this gallery; let Adams and Hancock and
Otis appear again bllneath this roof. In their presence let as humbly make
this torturing, whispered confession :
1. The frequency of elections under the American tenn system, the nstne•
and complication of interests involved in onr national political contests, the 11ize
and fatneBB of the partisan spoils at stake, haye brought into existence in tho
United States a class of political managers who are strictly party men, and whot141
controlling purpose is to advance the interests of party rather than those of the
people.
·
2. The political machinery which is managed by these party men has already
been 110 n11ed as to take from the people in most cases the power of nominating
public officers.
3. It leaves the people, in many electiom, only a veto'power on the nominations
ot a rarty caucus.
. '· The counting of the votes by which this veto power is exercised hu often
been in the hands of merely party men.
5. Whole cities and States, and, indeed, a whole p'>litical party in a national
contest, claim that they have been disfranchised by palitical trickery, and the will
of the people defeated by fraud in the counting of voteB.
6. Great as these evils are, they are only a prophecy of greater tn come, unless
public sentiment is aroused to correct the mischiefs of the partisan spoils system.
7. 'rhe spoils are now 100,000 civil service officers, who are turned ont or in
with every change of parties in posseBSion of the executive chair at Washington.
8. The population of the country doubles every twenty-five or thirty years, and
BOOn there will be 200,000 office1s to tum ont and put in.
9. Recent events show that the honesty of third and fonrth·rate politicians
will not bear this strain, and that in closely contested elections so much fraud
will occur that parties will not trust each other to count votes under the foruts
of law.
10. The re!l'edy is not in the limitation of the suffrage, unless by the reading
test, nor in despair of republican institutions, nor in a cocstitntional monarchy.
11. The remedy iR in diminishing fraud by diminishing tha temptation to it,
that is, by the destruction of the partisan spoils system which takes the people's
offices, and distributes tbem to party men to pay for merely partisan services.
The reform of tbe Civil Senice is the only effective political method of reducing
the power of party men to safe dimensions. Imtead of cbnngiug 100,000 or
200,000 men every time parties change, why not adopt the principle of Washing·
ton, Adams, and J efferson.:....tnrn out no man for merely partizan reasons, re-arrange
only the leading officers in the Civil Service, and so chaBge not more than 500
men or 1,000.
12. Bnt even this remedy will fail nnlcM the press, platform, parlour, and pulpit
nnite in putting under the ban of permanent public and social execration the
poHtienl tricks which disfranchise the people.
What is Mexicanism ? .Ask Maille. .Ask Loni11iana. Ask firth-rate politi·
ciaos in any party when they are driven into a corner and can escape only by
trickery. Mere politicians are party men. Statesmen arc people's men.
The Governor of Maine and his council, acting as a Returning Bos rd, have disfranchised five cities and a score of minor towns. Taking advantage of every
possible legal quibble and technicality, they have counted a large Republieau
majority out, and a large Democratic and Greenback majority into the legidlature
of a proud New ·England State. They do not deny, and no one doubts, that they
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Lave reversed the popular will of that commonwealth. I hold that the Govemol'
has in these proceedings not obeyed the law of Maine, and that the proof he has
not, is as visible as the noon-day. He says that a "mildew and ·an epidemic
have strangely fallen on the principal cities of Maine ;'' vital defects have
occurred in the form of their official retnms of the expressions of the will of the
people : their votes could not be legally counted because· they were not legally
attested. How conld this mildew fall exactly on Republican towns and not on
Democratic ? It is a question that shrewd New Englanders and the whole nation
will ask whether political mildew ho.a in it the power and potency of self·direc'ion.
There ·is here a kind of partisan magic which few are likely to admit as a straightforward explan11Uon of this curious conspiracy. I deliberately call late events in
Maine a conspiracy, because it is admitted that the officials who sent abroad the
circulars on which returns were to he made, arranged them as traps for &ignatures,
so written as not to give validity to the retums. A circular is printed with three
blank lines for signatures, when five· are required; and then, when that return
comes back to the very officer who secured the printing of the defective blanks,
a holy horror 'is expressed that there are not mo::e names on it, and the retum of
votes is counted out. If a few t's are not crossed and i's not dotted, the facts are
of colossal importance on the one side, and not important at all on the other.
All this happens according to the new philosophical theory aa to the power of
self-direction in political mildew I
,The open explanation of the Maine imbroglio is that gl'eat stakes are soon to
he set up &lid competed for by politic11l parties in the national field, and that electoral votes are at auction, not in Utah only, aa a Mormon authority baa lately
told us, and as we knew before he uttered the hideous whisper, but in California
and Maine.
The Govemor of Maine acts nnder such State laws that he cannot he reached
unless he is impeached. He manipulates the returns of elections, reverses the
result the people intended, counts out a legislative majority of his opponents, and
counts in a majority made up of his friends. He can be impeached only through
the legislature, and his party controls that. If he can hold out long enough,•
perhaps the electoral vote of Maine may be counted in 1880 for hi11 party, The
electoral vote from that single State may det.ermine the result of the ne:x:t Presidential election. In that the spoils of 100,000 civil service offices are at stake.
Here is the centre of the Maine conspiracy, Who moved tho Maine puppets?
Ask the most desperately reckless of the politicians who are pushing the fortunes
of certain aspirants to the next Presidency. Threatening as a cloud of politfoal
trickery obscuring the fair fame of a New England State is in itself, it is yet more
threat.ening as a prophecy. Cipher despatches, and investigating committ.ees, and
political intimidation in great tracts of the Southern States, and attempts to
repeal the laws securing the purity of the ballot-box in Federal elections, humiliate the United States when the partisan system has only 100,000 civil service
offices on which to fatten itself. What will happen when it has 200,000 or
300,000?
Do I excuse Louisiana? Was the Presidency oii sale there, too? Am I ready
to say that the Republican fifth-rate politicians were not guilty of fraud in that
Sfate ? Not I. Mr. Blaine ventured to affirm that the Louisiana returning
board acted according to law; and fraud in Louisiana is no excnse for fraud-in
Maine. I am not here to defend or offend any political parly. But there was
no Democrat to watch Republicans in Louisiana, as there was no Hepublican to
watch Democrats in Maine. Is it not in courts of law an established principle
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that both sides &hall be heard, and that no man shall be judge in his own cue,
and that the disinterestedness of judges shall not only be a fact, bnt a manifest
fact. None of these legal principles were observed in Louisiana; none of them
in Maine. Here is the American ostrich, her head in the sand, and her confidence apparently serene that she is not visible. There is an audacity in .American
political guile, a shallowness, a kind of boldness of stupidity, which would be
amusing if it were not painful, and if there were not at stake in its issuea the very
life of the foremost Christian republic of all time.
We-are full of tbe audacity and haughty arrogance of our Norse fathers. Our
fibres are growing finer under the American stimulating physical and political
climate. But when yon unite Italian finesae with the Norse audacity yon make
a black angel incarnate. There is aomething in the American temperament that
loves outspoken audacity in carrying through schemes in politics when great
prizes are at stake. There ia something in us that makes ns far more tolerant
than our English and German ancestors ever have been of foul play when it
clothes itself with a little intellectual brilliancy and the forms of law. "Foul
play or fair play onr man mnst win : " that is the motto of Mexicanism. "We
must 11&tiafy the opposite party that onr proceedings are fair play, and while we
thns satisfy our opponents, we have a right to do what we legally can for our
man I " that is the motto of American liberty. The former watchword is being
11nbstitnted for the latter. In 1880 we are likely to see stupendous applications of
the former pri!lciple of party rule, unless we speedily raise public sentiment to a
height represented by the messages of our President on Civil Service Reform.
American political managers arc led by the spoils placed before them. It is
said that at PariR balloons were drawn by eagles. The huge silken bubbles were
lifted off the earth, and the powerful birds lightly but firmly harnessed to them.
Each balloonist, while floating through the air, would hold fresh meat at the end
of a long wand before his eagles. Straining after it, they drew the balloons.
This iB a symbol of party politics in this country. When an aeronant wished to
ascend, the meat was held above the eagles ; when to descend, it was held below
them. Parties must exist under free institutions here. I am willing the eagles
should be fed, but not that the voracious birda of separate balloons careening side·
by side and neck and neck, should strain not only after theia· own food but for
that of their neighbour; and the balloons be thus brought into colliaion, and the
aeronauta dropped into chaos.
'fhe American people are told by party managers that a vast arrny of political
machinery is a necessity in onr government, and that the mosses are too blind and
bnsy to understand the details of great national affairs, It is true that our
civilization is threading a complicated mountain pass. The shrewdest of experts
can hardly understand the complicated issues of a national political campaign,
I have heard 0£ a traveller in the tropics who, in a black midnight, was forcing
his horse acroes a mountain, when the animal reared and nearly UDIJeated its rider,
The man spurred on the horse, and again the nnimnl reared, and at that instant
a flash of lightning revealed a tremendous precipice in front of the two. The
horse had dumb instincts better than t.hose of his rider. The horse had nn
eyesight keener thnn that of the man in the saddle. When the flash came in the
sky the man was unseated. So I hold that the American people, ridden by eager
partisan politicians, can see precipices in the dark better than the riders. All
political ganga of men who care for the interests of party more than for those of
the people, will be unseated just so soon as a finsh of God's judgment comea into
our sky, and shows us the precipice of misrule on which we are atanding.
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Maine and Louisiana are pebbles which I toss over a precipice of unknown
depth, in the political mountain ~ which we are threading. Whoever throws
these facts of flint over the cliff, and listens to the sounds which accompany their
fall, will be convinced that there is before him a chasm of tremendous depth.
Give me a d11y in this country when a majority of one legally attained will not
give peace to the land, and I will show you a day of great political danger, a day
which cannot easily be governed exclusirnly by the precedents of our fathers, but
that must be met by new arrangements, by reforms which we are to institute, by
amendments to our custom, if not to our fundamental law, such as the modern
danger of our only dimly foreseen greatness itaelf dictates. The vastness of our
opportunity is the chief 'JUl'C3 of our perils. Withi11 fifty year• tli• W«Jltltieat
riatiot1 Oii tlte globe will lie betwetn Plgmoutli &ck arul tltA Golden Gate. Tlte apoil•
tolticlt a~aar distributed toere not 10 fat and vaat as tltose tolticlt will be toitltin tlte
naclt of Ollr parti.aan political manager• bef<,,.. anotlier century close•. There was a
candidate in Maine whose naine was Burnam, and because one letter was lefc out
of his appellation, in the official return of a grave New England election, the vote
for him was rejected by his political opponents. If that is to be a symbol of what
is to come In the United States under partisan political management, we may well
quote Macbeth in a sense which Shakespeare did not intend :"Fear not till Birnam wood

Do come to Dunsi11ane. And now a wood
Comes toward Dunsinane. Arm I arm I and out I

If this, which he avouches, does appear,·
There is nor flying hence, nor tarrying here,
Ring the alarum bell I Blow wind I Come wrack I
At least we·u die with harness on our back,"

Tm: LECTtmm.
PLACl!I on the hand

R

glove and close tightly the fingers and palm.

If you see the glove for the first time in the position which it will
then have, it will be very difficult to tell of what it is made in the

concealed inner portions. The brain is a similarly folded glove.
Although we may study the external surface, it must he confessed
that its midmost and bot.tom convolutions are not open to popular
observation. Here is the great diffi11ulty with all schemes of mental
physiology, depending on merely experimental tests of the surface for
knowledge of the brain as a whole. After all that Sir William Hamilton wrote about the varying depth. of frontal sinuses, and after all
we have been told of the varying thickness of the walls of tho skull,
the chief difficulty in the study of the brain, by observation of its surface, is plainly that as the glove cannot all be reached when the hand
is shut, so the brain cannot all be studied from the outside, it is so
folded upon itself. The most important business of Mental Physi112
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ology is to open this palm in which whole philosophies as to tho
conduct of life in every department lie hid. Withiu the last twenty
years, thi'3 band, holding the most important secrets of culture, has
been slowly unfolding. Although the unspeakably precious philosophical fruit which the palm has in it has not yet dropped, science
is nevertheless in a condition to proclaim as established several great
propositions as to the physiology and functions of the brain.
1. Excitation of certain definite regions of the brain produces certain definite physical movements.
Here is a dog, and you give him chloroform and l'emove the cap of
his skull The brain is exposed. It throbs beneath your gaze. You
now take an electric battery, and blunt the ends of the wires connected with it, so that they will not injure the tissues with which they
come in contact, and you touch with them various parts of his bl'ain.
You ascertain by repeated experiment that certain definite regions
respond to electrical stimulation, and produce in the muscles of the
aninial certain definite motions. Here on the brniµ of the dog, near
the top of the head (illustrated on the blackboard), is a spot which I
cannot touch without the bind leg of the animal moving as it does in
walking. Here is a second spot which you cannot stimulnto by
dectricity without tho fore leg moving in the same way. Here is n
third spot which vou cannot touch without making the dog bark.
"Each time the electrodes wore applied to this region," says Prof.
Ferrier, in his fascinating account of his experiments on this point, ff.
" the animal uttered a loud and distinct bark. To exclude the
possibility of mere coincidence, I stimulated in succession various
parts of the exposed hemisphere, producing the charactcris~ic reaction
of each centre, but no barking. 'rhe re-applica~ion of the. electrodes
to the mouth centre elicited the barking, and .did so invariably
several times in succession."
I take a rabbit and give it chloroform, and arrange the brain as
you did that of the dog, by removing the skull and exposing tho
throbbing surface of the cranial substance. I apply the electrodes to
point after point. There is in the rabbit a much larger development
of the olfactory nerves and ganglions, than even in the dog, and so
we find in the former an animal governed by its sense of smell. Tho
dog is superior to man in this particulal' sense. In spite, however,
of the various differences between the brains, I find the corresponding
spots producing the same effects when touched by electricity. Hero
I apply that marvellous agent (illustrating by n drawing), and tho
hind feet of the rabbit nre moved ; at the second place, and the front
"' "Functions of the Brain," p. 150,
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feet move; at the third, and although the rabbit does not produce
an audible sound, its jaws and lipt1 stir as though it would do so if it
could.
Certain centres of the brain, under the application of the electricity, are like the keyboard of a piano. You know that you will
produce a given sound when you touch a given key; and so you
know, by persistent experiment, that when you touch a given spot on
the brain, you will produce a given motion. If this has not proved
that these centres of the brain ar;i i 11 some way connected with these
motions, what can do so 7
2. At least fifteen centres are fully proved now by repeated experiment to give i·ise to certain definite motions.
3. Most of these centres are in the middle portion of the brain.
4. Large parts of the front and rear of brains do not respond to
electrical stimulation.
It is conceded, I know, that you may inj1ire the brain more or less
when you take ·off the cap. When you apply even a blunt electrode
to a spot on the tissues of the brain, you may disturb the circulation
in the minute vessels of the cranial substance. There may be a
diffusion of the electric current through the substance of the brain.
There is, therefore, as some think, room for two theories here. The
whole fruit has not yet dropped from this folded palm. Experts are
divided in opinion as to whether there is a definite localization of
functions in these spots, or whether the brain, acting as a whole,
concentrates its influence on the spots whenever electricity stimulates
it, or when motion is produced naturally. Under either of those
theories, however, there will be a localization of functions in the
brain. Jf you can p1·ove by negative as well as positive evidence
that these spots are connected with the given motions, you will establish beyond all controversy the doctrine which has now been in debate
for fifty years, that functions are localized in the brain. The negative
evidence is abundant, and is much of it furnished by the human brain
itself.
5. Destruction of these definite brain regions already mentioned
causes complete and enduring paralysis of the cori·esponding movements.
At the spots where I placed the electrodes on these exposed brains,
suppose disease to occur. Science can make post-mortem examination
of human brains, and in doing so it finds in man the same motor
centres which I have just pointed out in tmimals. Here (illustrating
by the crayon) is a human brain which, on post-mortem examination,
is found to be diseased at the spot corresponding to the one of which

.
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the stimulation p1·oduced, in the case of the dog, a motion of the hind
legs. If the disease goes far enough there wm occur in man a
paralysis of the lower extremities. If the second of the spots just
discussed be the place where the softening has occurred, the man
cannot move his arms. If the third spot is diseased, he cannot
speak.
Take again the dog under the influence of chloroform, and cut
into the cranial substance. Destroy thoroughly the first of the
three centres named, and you find that the dog loses all power to
produce the movements before described. You cut away the second
centre, and the second set of motions cannot be produced. The·
evidence obtained thus by destroying the centres corresponds
entirely with that derived from stimuls.ting them. What can prove
the localization of functions, if experiments like these, persistently
repeated, cannot do so 1 "In monkeys," says Prof. Ferrier,• " destruction of those regions, excitation of which gives rise to definite
movements of the limbs, causes paralysis of th voluntary motions
complete and enduring, and restricted to those very movements the
centres of which are specially destroyed. What is true of the
monkey is strictly true also of the man."
It would be easy to recite pertinent illustrations of those propositions until another day should dawn. You think that I may lack
material ; but I have again and again crushed into a paragraph what
I would gladly have expanded into a lecture. I have always thrown
away five times as much matter in this lectureship as I have used.
But I beg you to read Ferrier, especially this very last book of his
on "The Localization of Cerebral Disease." It is full of exactly
outlined representations of diseased brains. Read also Farrier's
now celebrated work on the "Functions of the Brain," so often cited
here in lectures on Biology and Heredity. Do not omit Dr. W. B.
Carpenter's book on "Mental Physiology," nor the highly important
work just given to the world by Professor Calderwood, of Edinburgh
University, on "The Relations of Mind and Brain" [holding up
_ copies of the three books mentioned]. President McCosh has lately
commended the latter volume in the Princeton Review, a1 abreast
with the learning of the time and free from fanciful theories. Prof,
Calderwood's discussion has in it, of course, no materialism, and is
an excellent antidote to the tendency of Prof: Bain's books in that
direction.•

*

"Localization of Cerebral Disease," p. 21.
t Hee also Laycock's " Mind
and Body;" New York Medical Journal, March, 1875, p. 225; and especially
three valuable articles by Dr. W. G. Dodds, Journal of Anatomy and Pliysiology,
Vol XII.
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G. By both positive and negative evidence, therefore, the weight
of authority in physiological science now supports the doctrine of the
localization of functions in the brain.
It may seem that I pass with undue rapidity over points of commanding interest, but I am omitting illustrations only, and not
principles. The whole domain of mental physiology I wish to draw
into the bosom of religious and ethical science. I throw away here
tempting opportunity to discuss anatomical details that I may save
time for more sfrictly theological themes. I ask you to investigate
for yourselves, until you are convinced, that the positive evidence o(
actual stimulation of the brain centres, and the negative of disease
of them, agree in proclaiming that there is in the brain, as in other
parts of our organization, a localization of functions.
7. Out of the great doctrine of the localization of functk ns in the
brain, thus made a part of established science, what follows 1
Phrenology 1 Not yet. I say not yet, for I do not know but that
a new and revised phrenological map may some day come from
thorough modern investigation.
It is no part of my purpose this morning to defend the pseudo·
science of phrenology. I am not an utter disbeliever in the outlines
of it, neither am I an utter believer in it. It is, of course, everywhere confessed that Gall and Spurzheim made great advances in
physiological science, and that their method of unfolding tho brain
instead of slicing it was a discovery of the very highest consequence.
This has been of late years admitted by all authorities. In advance
of their time, they were right in proclaiming the doctrine of the
localization of functions in the brain, and of the effects of quality
and quantity and of temperaments in organization. It is the conviction of established science now, that these anatomists did not
sufficiently recognize the fact that the brain is a folded glove, and
that the inner portions of its substance can not be satisfactorily
studied by external manipul:i.tion. The smaller divisions of the
phrenological map are by no means a part of established science.
With these cautions against being misunderstood, I proceed to
come dangerously near to what you may think extravagant doctrine,
and yet I go no further than this successor of Sir William Hamilton,
Prof. Calderwood, goes ; no further than Ferrier goes ; and not as far
as Prof. Alexander Bain. In the books of the latter, there is an
estimate of phrenology rather too favourable, as most severe judges
think.
8. It is everywhere conceded that the brain is the organ of mind.
9. The doctl'ine of temperament is a part of established science.
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In discussing heredity and marriage, it was my fortune to insist
on what you may have thought erratic doctrine, concerning the
temperaments, which have various names, such as lymphatic,
sanguine, bilious, nod nervous. These terms are all employed by
Dr. Carpenter, shrewd, slow conservative as he is. They deserve to
ho made a part of every-day knowledge, and we ought to be able to
tell, at a glance, the great temperaments and their mixtures. If
there are four principal temperaments, there are more than twentyfour mixtures of them. It is high time that the independent platform should place emphasis just where science does on the laws of
heredity.
10. Although smaller subdivisions of the cranial ma.es nro in
debate, it is conceded that tho intellectual, the moral, and the social
faculties, have their localized separate seats in the brain.
"'fhe development of the frontal lobes is greatest in men \rith the
highest intellectual powers, and taking one man with another, tho
greatest intellectual power is characte1·istic of tho ono with the
greatest frontal development. The phrenologists have, I think, good
grounds for localizing the reflective faculties in the frontal regions of
the brain, and there is nothing inherently improbable in the view
that frontal development in special regions may be indicative of the
power of concentration of thought and intellectual capacity in special
directions." *
11. It is conceded concerning the larger divisions of the brain, as
well as in regard to the brain as a whole, that, other things being
equal, size is a measure of power.
12. Quality, however, is as important as quantity.
There may be no more matter in a large brain with shallow convolutions, than in a small one with deep ones finely folded. You may
have a large brain finely folded and of fine quality, and its power
will be out of proportion to its size, although its size may be great.
The combination of size and quality is what you are to seek if you
are to find in organization the best expression of power. It is
exceedingly important to insist on the proposition that quality is as
important as quantity. Let no one think, however, that finelyfolded convolutions are all that are necessary, for the brain of the
whale is more finely folded than that of some men, but the quality
is not equal to that in the human case, and so the fineneBB of
convolutions is not always a proof of genius.
Pure air, God's sunlight, the dews of heaven, may give the child
of the country-side a fineneee of organization not indigenous in cities.
• Ferrier," Functions of the Braiu," p. 288.
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So intellectual effort, art, high culture, may refine the city child, not
in manners only, but in texture. We have had quality coming out
of the hills of Scotland, and ft·om the peaceful rural slopes of New
England, that yon do not find easily in cities in average circles,
especially when these latter have been jaded and stunted by overwork, or more or Jess tainted by dissipation. There may be
a coarseness derived from self-indulgence on the part of wealth that
. will utterly incapacitate rich men's sons from competing with the
poor man's, but the fine hair, fine skin, the signs of sensitiveness, are
signs of quality.
'
13. It is conceded that the stronger faculties ea11ily combine with
each other.
14. It is conceded that in the brain, as in other organs, growth
results from exorcise.
15. It is conceded that balance of organization is the pre-requisite
of unforced harmony of action in the faculties.
16. It is conceded that every faculty has its correlate in the
external world.
It is here that we reach a height from which bursts upon us a
landscape, pc.rtions of which stretch far beyond the powers of exploration possessed in our age by any philosophy.
Notice the large olfactory nervous bulb in the brain of the rabbit.
Do you ever find any animal with such an arrangement as this in its
organization, and with nothing outside of itself to match it i Here
is a most marvellous structure, arranged for the purpose of perceiving
odour. Is there not in the external world something existing as a
correlate of that portion of the animal's organization i You have here
the argument from correlation on which I have insisted so often, and
on which I now lay emphasis in a new relation. Every organic
aptitude, you admit, bas its correlate in the external world. But
how vast is the sweep of that principle! If any one here is afraid of
the argument of correlation in its full application, I beg him to notice
how perfect the proof is that l'.11 the lower human faculties have
something outside of them to match them. But if the lower, why
not the higher i Here are organs of hearing, and pulsations of air
adapted to them. You have in man the capacity of perceiving the
beautiful, and there is beauty to be perceived. You have in man a
faculty by which he can understand the relations between cause and
effect. There are such relations in the external world. In the whole
lower and middle range of the organic faculties, I claim that there is
not one which has not its external correlate to match it. If I can g.o
through every one of the inferior portions of the brain, and show you
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that in the external world there is always something to match all the
faculties localized in the lower portion of the cerebral substance, what
right have you to claim that, if higher faculties have their seat in
the higher portions of the brain, they have no correlate to match
them in the external world t Here you are, mcu of science ; here
you are, sceptics; and all I ask of you is, to carry out, in a straightforward manner, an established scientific pl'inciple. Admit for the
higher, as well as for the lower organic endowments of man, that every
faculty has its correlate. Immense conclusions follow from a straightforward application of the law of correlation to the facts which prove
the localization of functions in the brain. To prove that a faculty
has a well-defined, fixed organic seat in the brain, is to prove that it
is an organic faculty. From every such faculty we may reason to the
existence of its correlate.
It is agreed that the intellectual faculties are connected with the
front part of the brain. But we have as distinctively a moral nature
and a social, as an intellectual, and we exercise the former as well as
the latter thl'ough the bro.in. The fol'mer have organic seats as truly
as the latter. If I put my hand on u. nervous bulb giving the sense
of odour, you say that I have proof before me that there is odour in the
external world to match it. If a part of the brain enables us to
perceive the relations of cause and effect, I shall find that there are
such relations in the external world. Carry this invulnerable principle
unflinchingly into tM field of the liigher jacultiea. Why am I not giving
good proof that there is a God, when I show you that we are physically endowed with organs which are the seats offaculties by which we
irresistibly worship and feel a sense. of obligation to a Power above
us, and our dependence upon that Power 1 Every fully-organized
man has in him these faoulties, and somewhere they a.re provided in
the brain with a local seat. It is not necessary for me to know
where, any further than the established general doctrine of the localization of functions in the brain points out. From a keen perception
of odour by any animal, I may safely conclude that it possesliCs
nervous apparatus for such perception, even if I do not know where
the apparatus is. Or conversely, from the nervous apparatus I
might prove that the power of perception of odour exists, and bas
something to match it. So with the vivid, moral perceptions of man.
It is a part of man's nature to worship ; a sense of obligation
belongs to him as naturally as a hand or an eye ; and thera must be
a correlate to match this faculty.
17. The existence of a faculty proves the existence of its correlate.
18. But there is in man a definite faculty for the apprehension of·
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the connection of cause and effect, and so we have a right to be
certain that cause and effect exist in th~ eternal world.
19. A definite faculty exists in man, prompting him to worship a
Supreme Being, and we have a right to be certain that such a Being
exists.
20. A definite faculty exists in man, prompting him to obedience
to moral law, and allowing him no intelligent peace, except in such
obedience; and we may, therefore, be certain that a moral law
exists, and that obedience to it is necessary to our peace with our
environment.
21. The religious truths thus taught by physiological science, as
to the conditions of man's peace, are the same with those taught by
ethical science and by revelation.
22. It is self-evident that peace and healtli of soul are unattainable
unless every faculty is harmonized with its own correlate, and with all
the correlates of its companion faculties.
23. The law of the ascent of life also applies to the domain of
mental physiology, and .shows that peace can come only from the
harmonization of man's entire nature with his whole environment.
24. Culture, therefore, is to return to the Greek ideal as to the
development of body and brain, and to the Christian for that of the
soul, and will find Hellenism aud Christianity as harmonious with
each other as pedestal and statue.
"Peace I leave with you. My peace I give unto you. Not as
the world giveth, give I unto you." "These things have I spoken
unto you, that My joy might remain in you, and that your joy
might be full." These, indeed, are texts out of the Holy Word of
Revelation, but they are also texts out of the depths of the book of
the nature of things. They are flaming passages out of the slowly
opening pages of these fateful human faculties from which we cannot
escape, and which have correlates with which they must be harmonized, and from which we cannot flee. Here, ns everywhere,
axiomatic theology lifts aloft the wide illumination of the self-evident
truth, that two cannot walk together unless they are agreed. Here,
as elsewhere, axiomatic theology proclaims the necessity of our harmonization with the law of the ascent of life. These things saith
Mental Physiology, another name for the Divine Revelator, that in
harmony with self-evident truth ye might have peace; and that in
the Christ by whom the brain, and Orion, and all the hosts of the
outer heavens of the stars, and the inner heavens of the soul, were
arranged under law, ye might have joy, and that your Joy might be
full,
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BLUJ!BEA.BD &Rks for a scat in the Senate. He stands with one hand locking
the door of bis chamber of horrors, and with the other he knocks for admission
to the supreme legislative assembly of the foremost Christian republic of all
time. He hns stood in this altitude for twenty-three years, and is becoming
importunate.
How large is the territory over which the Mormon Dluebenrd exercises sway ?
Here is a superb iron relief map of the United States, kindly lent to me, from
among their wonders of illustrntirn apparatus, by the New England School
Furnishing Company.• Its sections are divisible, and I take up Utah in one
hand and Vermont in the other, and pince the latter on the former. It is literally
true, as you notice, that Vermont can be hidden a.way in one of the valleys of
Utah, and be no larger than a babe in a. bed of full size. Utah has 84,476 square
miles of territory; Vermont only 9,612. I take up Massachusetts, and find that
I can hide her away in one corner of this polygamous couch. You snyJhat I
am too suggestive in my metaphors, and yet this is yoUI: territory-directly under
the control of Congress, and its legal condition depends upon national legislation,
as much as softened wax depends for its form upon the fingers which manipulate
it. 'fhis territory, under your laws, sends to Congress a polygamous delegate,
who sits down at the side of your representatives on equal terms.
We are poorly perceptive, in the East, of the capacities of the region called
the Basin States. Take up Ida.ho, or Arizona, or Nevada, regions into which
Mormonism is extending its political power, and observe how small Massa·
chusetts is, placed anywhere on these gigantic stretches of the mining districts
and the pastures between the Rocky Mountains and the Sierra Ncvadns [illustrating]. Herc is Professor Brewer's map of the forests of the Union [referring
to Walker's Statistical Atlas of the United States, open on the platform], and I
beg yon to notice that a thickly wooded region occupies great portions of Idaho,
Montano, and Wyoming. Colorado has a large extent of forests, not as dense
as those of Oregon, and Wisconsin, and Maine, but still, as this map shows, about
equal in density to the woods that cover Ohio and Indiana.. Utah, as you notice,
has more forests than Nebraska. I beg you to study Professor Hayden's fascinating map of Colorado, a piece of the finest geographical work ever done in

• A. R. Beal, Manager, 31, Franklin-street, Boston,
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America, or anywhere in the world [referring to the new government map of
Colorndo, open on the platform]. You will find in it at a glance, proof that
Colorado and Utah are not deserts. We think of the Basin States as if they
'\\'ere a dry land where no man is, and in which no great multitude of human
beings can ever find a prosperous home. This spotted tract of yellow [referring
to the map of Colorado] represents a stretch of sage brush. When irrig&ted,
that land is tropically fertile. This other shade of yellow represent• good pasture
land. Herc grows the strangely nutritions buffalo grass, which amazed me by
its ~weetness when I plucked tufts of it near Cheyenne. On the rivers where
the colour deepens, iou have good agricultural land. But notice the large stretch
of forests along th3 skirts of the mountains. The different colours of green
show the pines, the ced11rs, and the quaking aspens. If yon look at the other
indications on this map, you will find whole tiers of counties underlaid with
coal, and these mountain ranges thickly sifted in all their rifts with iron, silver,
and gold. The same is true of Nevada and Utah. The silver mines of Utah
have yielded 40,000,000 dollars worth of ore in the last ten years. A Salt Lake
daily newspaper publishes five columns of mining news. The American Blue·
beard rules over the American Potosi.
Put your ear, thm, on the Was:itch hills; listen to the subterranean conspiracies in politics at Washington ; fasten your attention on the throbbing of the
heart of Christian America, and summarize, if you can, this whole Mormon case
in a series of propositions, one flowing from the other.
1. The present anti ·polygamy laws of the United States do not make polyg·
amy an offence in all cases, but only polygamy which is not yet three years old,
'l'he statute of limitations bars prosecutions for polygamy after three years from
the date of the ceremony of the polygamous marriage.
2. Weak and toothlces as this law is, it remained a dead letter on the national
statute books, until the decision of the Supreme Court in the Reynold's case
proved it to be constitutional.
3. Under the present law, the lead~rs of the Mormon hierarchy who took plurnl
wiveS'more than three years ago, cannot be prosecuted. The Mormon delegate in
Congress, unless he has taken a fifth wife within three yeal"I, cannot be reached
by this enactment. In practice, polygamonR marriages take place in Utah every
month, are kept secret, and the violators of the law expect at the end of the three
yearaofconcealment to confess the marriages and laugh at the law. Judge Van
Zile, of Salt Lake City, whose opinion is everywhere respected among the Gentile
population of Utah, lately said : "Hemoving the limitation clause, and making
polygamy a continuous offence, is· my pet measure. As it is now, an old man
marries a young girl secretly, lets her live with her parents three years, and then
claims her, and snaps bis fingers at the officials."
4. The present national laws against polygamy have another weakness, in the
fact that they require evidence of the ceremony of a plural marriage as proof of
polygamy. The ceremony usually takes place in the secrecy of a Mormon
Endowmeni House, and trustworthy evidence as to what is done there cannot be
obtained from a Mormon before a Gentile jury.
Not long ago a Mormon official was imprisoned three days for refusing to reply
to questions put to him on cross-examination before a Gentile jury about a
ceremony performed in a plural marriage in an Endowment Honse. When the
time of punishment was over, a vast procession of Mormons met him at the
prison doors, to welcome, as they said, Daniel from the lions' den. That collection of the followers of the false American prophet trampled the American flag
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nnder their feet; within three days of the time when I saw the streets of Salt
Lake City, and the tremor which their disloyal proceedings had caUBed, was felt
not only there, but froiµ side to side of the Union, wherever the news was understood.
5. It has been proved by the confessions of apostah Mormons, and by the
experience of Federal Courts iu Utah, that the oaths taken in the Mormon
Endowment Houses are considered by Mormons to be of paramount authority
over any oaths taken before a Gentile Court under State or national law.
6. It has been proved by long experience that the Mormon Endowment Honse
is a nursery of disloyally.
'!'he new Endowment House in process of erection on the Temple area in Salt
Lake City, is surpassed by not more than two or three buildings on this continent
in cost and magnificence. It has narrow windows and walls of granite nine feet
thick. It looks like the Bastile of Cologne Cathedral, without its towers. It
may in fifty years become serviceable as a State Honse for a loyal legislature, bot
whoever sees it will not be likely to conclude that Mormonism is to vanish in an
hour.
7. The oaths of the Mormon Endowment Honse cannot be violated without
penalties which extend from the confiscation of goods to the severance of the
wind-pipe.
Brigham Young was often profane in the pulpit, and sometimes made there a
gesture intended to symbolize the cutting of the throats of apostates. "They are
wicked men," he would say, "and they ought to be cut off ; " and with these
words he would draw his hand across his neck with the extended thumb rubbing
against the throat, and the secret police well understood his meaning. Yon say
I am here trespassing on the region of the imagination, bot I hold in my hand
an important document, just issued at Salt Lake City, entitled" The Mormon
Endowment Honse, a graphic exposure of the Treasonable Institution where
polygamous marriagei are solemnized. By an eye-witness." Judge Boreman,
who sent it to me, writes on it in his own hand, " All apostate Mormons uy that
this statement is trne, and I learn throuiih private sources that the Mormons
admit its correctness." According to this do~nment, fonr grips are given in the
course of the ceremonies in the Endowment HoUBe. As I read here, "the penalty
for revealing the first grip is that yon will have your throat cut from ear to ear,
and your tongue tom from your month. The sign of the penalty is drawing the
hand, with the thumb pointing towards the throat, 1harply acrosslthe neck." (P. 6.)
Wluit did Brigham Young mean by this gestnre repeated again and again in
public a.week or two before certain secret murders? The penalty for 1evealing
the second grip is, "to be sawn a.sander, and your members cast into the sea.
The sign of this penalty was drawing the hand sharply across the middle of the
body." (P.6.)
When the chief power of the Mormon church is summarized in one man like
Brigham Young, and he says that the followers of Joseph, the son of Josepli
Smith, who do not believe in polygamy, should be cut off, and makes these definite
gestures before an andience who have all gone through a Mormon Endowment
Honse, is that anything yon can laugh at, my surprising friends ? This is your
territory. This is what has happened under your sweet and holy laws I The
graves of those who have been buried in Utah after secret murders are so
numerous that, with the Federal Jndges of Salt Lake City, I believe that if the
winding sheets of these victims could be put together into one banner, the shadow
of the black flag would cover half Utah. Twenty years after the Mountain
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Meadows Mas'acre, John D. Lee, one of the principnl tools of the Mormon priesthood in that ghastly slanghter, cxpia~cd his crimes by his execution on tho spot
of their occurrence; but men more guilty than ho yet go in Utah unwhippcd of
justice.
8. Were it not for the presence of Federal troops in Utah, to-day these penal·
tiee, including the death of apostates by what is called Blood Atonement-that
is, the shedding of the blood of an apostate to save his soul,-wonld be executed
by the priesthood, as they were executed in the bloody years of the supremacy
of Brigham Young.
Dlood Atonement Brigham Young preached from tho pulpit again and again,
and not in rash extemporaneous language. The utterances of Brigham Yoong
concerning Blood Atonement, were fully reported by stenographers, and then
rcvisell and pruned by his own secretary, and published in the official Mormon
newspaper in Utah ; and not only there, bot in tho Journal of Discourses, a
Mormon publication issued at Liverpool. Judge Cradlebaugh, on the floor of
Congress, read passages out of these speeches, and they aro cited at largo in the
best books on Mormonism. * This mcasureles!Iy monstrous doctrine was not
only preached, but again and again, in the days when Mormonism was isolated
from the Federal power, Blood Atonement was practised by tho.re who thought
that the shedding of the blood of an apostate was the only way to save his
soul.
9. It is evident from the experience of the Federal Courts in Utah, that tho
laws against polygnmy need amendment in three respects.
(1) Polygamy should be made a .continuous offence, existing as long as the
parties live together as man and wife.
(2) The statute of limitations should not begin to run nntil the parties cease
to live together.
(3) Living together as man and wife, and recognizing each other as such,
should be sufficient to warrant conviction. No ceremony should be required to
be proved.
10. But Mormonism, as based on the Endowment House oaths, has two tap·
rools,-polygamy and priestly despotism, the latter supported by the tithing
system, the police system of spies, and the power of life and death.
] I. Under a state constitution p1·ohibiting polygamy, the second of thtse cliief roota
would still exist, and it wo>dd exist even if there were passed an amendment to the
national co11stitution prohibiting polygamy.

12. Admitted to the Union under state and nntionnl constitutional provisions prohibiting polygamy, Utah, manacled by this priestly despotism,
with its tithing system, and the power of life and death, would have a Mormon
go'l"crnor and state officers, and Mormon state judges. Every murder, and like
felony in the stale, would be tried before these judges, and before Mormon
juries.
13. It is the opinion of the Federal judges now in Utah, that this state of cir·
cumstances might not only prevent all future trials of Mormon murderers, but
inaugurate a reign of terror.
14:. Gentile mining, smelting, railroad, and agricultural operations, under a
Mormon Governor and Legislature, would be taxed so as to become unprofitable.
Gentile schools and churches would be so discriminated against by the State law,
&hat they would cease to exist.
• See Stenhouse, " Rocky Mountain Saints," p. 299.
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15. This aspect of the Mormon question bu great aigniftc..nce for those who
are giving money to establish Gentile schools and churches in Utah. At present,
there is no secnrity and no certainty that these institutions will be allowed to
exist in Utah as a state under tho theocratic power of tho Endowment llouse1
and the Mormon priesthood,
16. An amendment to the National Coru.titution prohibiting polygamy,
although useful and desirable, would, therefore, not ho sufficient to settle the
Mormon question. If Utah were admitted as n State 'vith the theocratic
power of her priesthood unbroken, Mormonism would yet live on that second
tap-root. Snch a Constitutional amendment prohibiting polygamy might tempt
political parties, in need of the electoral votes of Utah, to admit her to the Union
with her disloyal Endowment House oaths in fall power oyer the people, and by
being used as nn excuMe for an enabling act, and blinding the public to the
actual perils of the case, work positive mischief.
17. Effectiye legislation against Mormonism must cut both its tap-roots, anil,
therefore, the legislation needed should strike both at polygamy and at the disloyal hierarchy supported by tho tithing system and tho disloyal oaths of the
Endowment Houses.
18. President Hayes proposes to Congress the disfr:mchisemcut of Monunns
for violating tho national hws against polygnmy, nud also disfranchisement for
aiding and abetting those who violate tliese laws. In detail,• the President
recommends the establishment by Congress of a lloard of Registrntion, consisting of the Governor of the Territory and tho jndgos of the District Courts, or
persons who should be appointed by them. Tho dnty of this Board would be to
inquire as to the qualifications of every person who desired to vote in any election,
or to exercise any of tho rights or privileges of citizenR. Something liko the
following examination would take place, as President Hnycs thinks :
Arc you a Mormon? Yes.
Are yon a practical polygamist? No.
Do you support or countenance any one who is a prac:ical polygamist ? No,
Are you a member of the Mormon Church ? Yes.
Do you pay titl1e.q for its support? Yes.
Who are the officers of the Mormon Cliurch? John Taylor, George Q. Cannoo 1
and others.
Are they polyg:imish? I do not know.
On such a showing as this, the President thinks tho Registration Board would
have to refuse the applicant. President Hayes hopes that by applying such I\
test as this Gentiles only woulil be nble to be registered. According to his plan,
no one not registered would be allowed to vote, or hold any office under the
U11ited States, the Territory, or local government, or to sit on jnries. Under
these arrangements juries could be trusted, and the Tenitory would be taken out
of the bonds of the Mormons. One of the first results which the President
expects would flow from a political revolution in Utah, such as he would bring
about, would be the election of a Gentile legislature which l\'Onhl net in harmony
with the Governor of the Tenitory. LitUe by little, under a pressure like this,
the President thinks that not only polygamy, but the payment of tithes, wonld
soon become very unpopular among the Mormons in Utah. t Prominent Gentile
residents of Salt Lake City have assured him that neither the institution of plural
•See New York Tribune, December 26th, 1879.
December 26th, 1879.

t See New Yo1k T1·ib11ne,
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marriages, nor the theocratic power of the church, could survive five years unde1
this proposed legislation, which may God bless and speed I
19. There are two parties among the Mormons, one a radical p11rty represent·
ing the hierarchy, and the other a conservative party, mado up of men of
business and property, who would have mnch to lose by a collision with the
Federal power.
20. President Hayes's plan strikes at the tithing system as well as at
polygamy. It is calculated to divide against each other the Mormon church
by bringing tho radical and conservative parties into direct open antagonism,
and ia therefore admiraoly adapted to break up the power of the disloyal
hierarchy.
21. This plan has the vehement approval of Federal J ndgcs in Utah ; and
without its execution, their opinion is that the Gentile popnlntion there
under a state government would have no adequate protection in respect
to life, property, and education. The Mormon population of Utah is now
estimated at 150,000 by the Mormons themselves, and the Gentile at only 10,000
or 12,000.
22. It is notlikely that a Congress which allows a seat to a leprous polygamist,
will legislate on the Mormon question as the case requires ; and, therefore,
the duty of the press and pulpit and independent platform is to arouse
public sentiment, and bring it up to the height of demanding the practical
measures recommended by the Federal Judges in Utah and by the National
Executive.
Over the gate of Brighnm Young's grounds in Salt Lnke City, there is a rncle
l'tlprcsentntion of an eagle, shiking its talons into a beehive. This is an excellent
symbol of Mormonism,-rapacity preying on industry I I have much 11ympathy
with the beehive; ·none at all with the eagle. I pity the Mormon people; and
because I foresee for the Basin region a great future, I wish the talons
of the voi-acions hierarchy to be taken swiftly out of the honey gathered in Utah
by the energy of these peasants, brought over from Enfope. But the symbol above
t.he gate is not complete. Yon must wind around that humming straw hive some
emblem of the Mormon, secret, deadly police. Let a viper with poisonous fangs
coil around the hive, and take his directions from the eagle above him, and yom·
symbol is more perfect than it was; and yet it is not complete. You must add
the bird of the night, the owl, which often lives, it is said, in the same hole with
the rattlesnake. This winged crcaturo will represent the subtlest misleading
element in Mormonism,-priestly fanaticism, the solemn pretence of possessiog
individual access to God's secrets, pel'llonal inspiration, the idea that God speaks
throngh the prophet, the revelator, and seer at the head of the ·Mormon hierarchy
There is one other bird that must be added, and the symbol will be completethe strutting barn-yard fowl, emblem of polygamy. Mormonism is the poultry
philosophy. The Latter Day Swindle arranges human beings as if they were
poultry. It gives women, not a home, but a harem and a coop.
The Bible in :invour of polygamy I Orson Pratt, when he had a debate on
that topic, admitted that he depended on modem revelations for the ultim&te
defence of plural mnrriages. The Jews to-day are not a .polygamous people,
and they have no sacred guide but t.he Old Testrunent. It is perfectly well understood that the regulations concerning polygar.iy in the Old Testament were
intended to girdle the tree and make it fall ; and it has faJlen witb the very people
who take those Scriptures as their only authority. The unscriP'nral, the loath·
some, and the lawless thing in· :frlormoniem is polygamy. The highest of tho
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ecclesiasncs 1ll the Mormon hierarchy, when they are forced to entire frankness,
say that they know polygamy is to be defended because of modern,_rather than
by ancient revelation. "Thou shalt not take one wife to another to vex lier,"
this is the true sense of a law in Leviticus (chap. xviii. verse 18). " God shall
make of these twain,"and not of more than twain, "one flesh." Divorce adapted
to the hardness of men's hearts, was, indeed, permitted, but it was not so from
tlie beginning. The nature of things, the mysterious Divine law which brings
the two portions of the human racP. into the world in substantially equal numbers,
is the proclamation of the Divine origin of monogamy. When the Mormon ecclesiastics have opportunity to reach out their loathsome hands into the sweet homes
of Scandinavia, Belgium, and France, and the peasant population of England, and
pluck thence the brightest flowers, they may find that polygamy is not assailed as
a monopoly. But what if there could be· no such supplies from sources outside of
their own circles ? What if the course of immigration did not alter the natural
distribution of populations, and polygamists were to depend on the law of co-equal
heredity ? If they were to be called on to supply their own circles, it would
be found that, of all the accursed monopolie~ on the earth, polygamy is
the worst, for it takes away from thousands the opportnnity of founding homes
in order that the few may riot in debauchery, under the thinnest of religious
disgnises.
If there is anything that ought to call down on the American people the
thunder-bolts of God's justice, it is laughter, indifference, cool political calcu!.1tion as to the chances of parties when electoral votes arc for sale in Utah ; it is
bargaining with this strotting, polygamous fowl; bargaining with this eagle who
is striking his talons into tho beehive ; bargaining with this viper which coils
around the feet of tho birds who are bis mates ; bargaining with the whole
loathsome group, and bringing them into tho Union to keep company in a happy
family with the Puritan dove I God avert such a result l
You think that by holding the blazing lantern of Christian schools before the
eyes of these birds, you can frighten them away ; but nro you sure you nre to l1avc
the opportunity to hold the lnntem th9re after Utnh comes into-the Union? I
have defended the cause of Colorado College. I wish to-day to lift up my voice,
feeble as it is, in support of all enterprises for Christian schools in Utah. Ilnt
there are grent and indispensable prelimina1·ies to the success of these institutions.
Once admit Utah to the Union, even with polygamy prohibited by tho State, and
the National Constitution, nod let n Mormon hierarchy, with a tithing system, arnl
the power of life and death., manage affairs nnder State i·ights, and these schooh
for which yon are paying" money will be starved to death and taxed out of
existence. These are the opinions of Federal judges in Salt I,ake City. 'l'heso
views accord with letters from Utah hardly dry fro:n the hands that spread the
ink upon the pape1·, and which I might read here. Theso aro tho secret solemn
convictions of those who have studied the great problem on the Epot. It is for us
here, on the Atlantic seaboard, to join bands with the oppresseil population of
the Basin States, and so arouse the patriotic and Christian sentiment of the whole
laud, that any political party which bargains with that group of birds, and 'l'lith
that viper, sh11ll be crushed under the heel of po blic execration,
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Caa111T's fears were not those of liberalism. His agonies were not
those of Boston advanced thought. But His beliefs were the source of
His fears and of His agonies. It is certain, therefore, that His beliefs
were not those of liberalism. The latter bas no bloody sweat. The
human nature of Christ represented man at bis climax. His conscience, therefore, and the fears and the agonies which proceeded
from it, must be taken as a scientific indication of what the human
conscience itself will tell us when pnce man is brought into harmony
with the highest outcome of the law of the ascent of life. Christ's
fears for man were that he would not be delivered from both the love
of sin and the guilt of it. These two fears are precisely those of the
very nature of things; for it is self-evident that without harmony
with God and. conscience and our record, we cannot be in peace with
our unescapable environment. These two fears produced Christ's
bloody sweat, and yet He conquered both fears without adopting any
beliefout of harmony with the nature of things. He attained peace.
His yoke was easy; His burden was light. But only He, in the
whole history of the race, and such ns have followed His method, have
done this. The method of Christ and the secret of Christ are historically proved to be the only sources of peace when nll the faculties
are :u·oused and harmonized with tho Jaw of tho ascent of life.
Christianity, therefore, and it only, is in harmony with the absolute
religion or the self·evident truths of the nature of things.
It is the joy of my life to defend what I call axiomntic theologythat is, the cans and cannots of the nature of things as revealed by
self.evident truth. Axiomatic theology shows that mind is not
matter; it thus answers materialism. It demonstri\les that death
does not end all, even if it cannot prove literal immortality. It establishes the supremacy of conscience, and shows that we can have no
har~ony with ourselves until we acquire harmony with the moral law
pointed out by tho moral sense, and with tho God who is behind that
law, and with the record of our own sins, on which that law places
greater and greater emphasis the more we love what God loves and
hate what He hates. Axiomatic theology thus applied to philosophy
is the uprooting of agnostic, atheistic, materialistic, and pessimistio .
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speculations. As npplied to religious truth, axiomatic theology
demonstrates the necessity of similarity of feeling with God to peace
in His presence. Applied to our record in the pn.st, it proves tho
necessity of an atonement ; and although it docs not prcten<l, from
the point of view of mere reason, to prove that an o.toncment has
been made, it does establish tho certainty that 0.11 atonement is
needed, and therefore the shallowness of all schemes of thought
which do not confain that multiplex, undergirding tmth, encircling
tho entire universe of morn.I speculation. Axiomatic theology points
out the law of the ascent of life. Dy applying that law to theology
nnd ethics it proves that the soul, with all its f1\culties nilowcd free
g1·owth and action, cannot have peace unless it is harmonized with
the Highest in itself, that is with Conscience, and with the Highest
in history, that is, with the Christ. The1·e is thus !JStablil!hed a
philosophy concerning the conditions of man's peace, and its conclusions from self-evident truth n.re entirely harmonious with the
Scriptures themselves. Axiomatic theology can be systematized.
It begins with principles of common sense, taken for granted
in legislation, and behind conntcrs, and in juries, wherever men
reason. Axiomatic thcoloJy can be p1·c'.Lchcd to schola.rs, for the
supreme principles of self evident truth arc those ou wliich all
scholarship depends in every science. Axiomatic theology can be
preached to the people, for self evident truth is that which underlies
the proverbs of the nations, and is the bc\sis of commou-sen!le everywhere.
Undt•r the guidance of history, and of philosophy, bnt with the
Bible shut, I might know, therefore, that I need the new birth aud
the atonement; but allow me to open the Bible f0r once, not as a
book inspired-although I hold a high n.nd severe theory of inspii'ation
- but as a volume which, under the law of the survival of the fittest,
has come down to us through all the turmoil of time. Let me read
a few of the cans aud cannots of this volume, and in my secret
meditation here, now closing, let me ask if philosophy and Scripturo
ngrcc. " Can two walk together except they be :i.greed" (Amos iii. 3) 1
So asks the Sc1·ipture ; so asks the nature of things. " Who in
heaven can be compared with the Lord; who among the 11on11 of the
YOL, V. -PART XV,
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mighty can be likened to our God" (Pa. lxxxiL 6) T This is sense ;
this is philosophy ; I believe this is inspiration ; but it is certainly an
appeal to the cans and cannots of the very nature of things ; and
therefore, a part of axiomatic theology. " How can man be justified
with God" (Job xxiv. 4) 1 This is a question suggested by the cans
and the cannots of self-evident truth. "The carnal mind is enmity
against God : for it is not subject to the law of God, neither indeed can
be, so then they that are in the flesh cann~ please God" (Rom. viii. 8).
"No man can come to Me, except the Father which has sent Me draw
him" (John vi. 44:). "No man can serve two mnsters" (Matt. vi. 24).
How axiomatic ! What an appeal to the first principle of self-evident
truth, that a thing cannot be and be at the same time and in the
same sense. "Ye cannot serve God and Mammon." This is the
parallel of the certainty that a door cannot be open and shut at one
and the same time, either in this world or the next. I begin to feel my
feet on adamant. They stand on these cans and cannots of axiomatic
theology, that is of se]f-evident truth. " Whosoever forsaketh not all.that he hath, cannot be My disciple" (Luke xiv. 33). This also is
attested by self-evident truth. If the dagger of a rebellious spirit be
hidden in the wardrobe anywhere, even if it be a small weapon and
apparently concea_led, a man cannot stand in peace before the Great
White Throne. Any rebellion is dissonance, and dissonance is not
consonance. In the very nature of things, while dissonance exists
there cannot be similarity of feeling with God, and without that
there cannot be peace in His presence; for the soul cannot serve
at once two masters. "Abide in Me, and I in you. As the
branch cannot bear fruit of itself, except it abide in the vine; no more
can ye, except ye abide in Me" (John xv. 4). "Cmi any hide himself
in secret places that I shall not see him i saith the Lord" (Jer. xxiii.
24). "Between us and you there is a great gulf fixed; so that
those which would pass from hence to you cannot : neither can they
pass to us, that would come from thence" (Luke xvi. 26). This is
the final cannot of our Lord, and His first cannot was, " Except a
man be born again, he cannot see the kingdom of God" (John iii. 3).
But the supreme cannot of Revelation, the one that summarizes all the
rest, is the doctrine that there is One who is the same yesterday, to130
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day, and for ever, without variableness or shadow of turning. Jt,
tho very natnre of things, is Ho; and " Ho cannot deny Himself"
(2 Tim. ii. 13).
· You have allowed me to look into history and philosophy and the
Scriptures; will you allow me to look into literature 1 You open
that author who has taught our literary men in New England more
than any other writer on the other side of the Atlantic. You take the
book which was the inspiration of New Euglo.nd transcendentalism
for years, Carlyle's "Sartor Resartus," and turn to the passage entitled
the "Everlasting Yea," in which the storm-tossed man describes his
own early conflicts as to religious truth. It is confessed that "Sartor Resartus" is very largely an autobiography.
" Of'ten also could I see the black tempest marching in anger
through the distance ; around some Schreckhorn, as yet grim-blue,
would the eddying vapour gather, and there tumultuously eddy, and
flow down like a mad witch's hair; till, after a space, it vanished,
and in the clear sunbeam your Schreckhom stood smiling grimwhite, for the vapour had held snow. How thou fermentest and
elaboratest in thy great fermenting~vat and laboratory of an Atmosphere of a World, 0 Nature !-Or what is nature1 Ha! why do I
not name thee GOD 1 Art thou not the 'Living garment of God' I
0 Heavens, is it in very deed HE then that ever speaks through thee;
that lives and loves in thee, that lives aud loves in me 1"
This is Carlyle's proclamation of his belief in a personal omnipresent God, and it was his adoption of theism which first untied the
knot which choked him.
" Fore-shadows, call them rather fore-splendours of that Truth,
and Beginning of Truths, fell mysteriously over my soul. Sweeter
than Day-spring to the shipwrecked in Nova Zembla: ah! like tho
mother's voice to her little child that strays bewildered, weeping, in
unknown tumults ; like soft streamings of celestial music to my too
exasperated heart, came that Evangel. The Universe is not dead and
demoniacal, a chamel-house with spectres, but God-like, and my
Father's!"
This does not sound quite like Pantheism. The passage proceeds
to speak of the Christ as teaching the doctrine of the sanctuary of
131
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eqrrow. In other places,• Carlylo tells us that this worship, however
degraded now by false followe1·s of it, is never to pass away; nnd
finally the autobiography bursts forth into this supreme psalm of
triumph:
"'Ea leuchtel mir ein: I see n. glimpse of it ! ' There is in man a.
Jligher than Love of Happiness; he can do without Happiness, and
instead thereof .find Blessedness ! By benignant fever· paroxysms is
Life rooting out the deep-seated Chronic Disease, and triumphs over
Death, On the roaring Lillows of Time, thou art not engulphed, but
borne aloft into the azure of Eternity. Love not Pleasure : LOVE Gon.
Thia ia the EVERLASTING YEA, wherein all contradictio1i ia solved:
wherei1i whoso walks and works, it is well witli Mm."
"Meanwhila, what are antiquated Mythuses to met Or is the
God present felt in my own heart a thing which Herr von Voltaire
will dispute out of me 1 or dispute into me 1 To the ' Worsltip of
Sorrow' ascribe what origin thou pleasest, has not that Worship
originated and been generated i is it not here Y Feel it in thy heart,
aud then say whether it is of God! This is belief; all else is
Opinion-for which latter, whoso will, let him worry and be
worried."
Yield utterly to God, and there shall come to you an inner witness
assuring peace both to the heart and to the intellect. That was
Luther's principle of certainty. I should have been better pleased
had Carlyle baen more analytical in his philosophy; had ho said
something of the law of the ascent of life, had he spoken distinctly,
as he does by implication, of the doctrine of the sanctuary of son-ows,
that our principal sorrow, the one which touches our record in tho
past, is not to be healed by our own reformation. When our whole
environment is taken into view, our chief sorrow is our dissonance
with that record before God from whom we cannot flee, and who
must look upon it for ever. The sanctuary of sorrow provides a
11crecn for that i·ecord, and it, and it only, can procll\im peace.
Of course the Christian life is a growth; the faintest beam of the
light in the east at first, but the soul does understand in sec1·et hours,
• "E·u.y on Vulb.ire."
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even in its untutored state, that some things are sinful and others
holy; and it then goes on trying to avoid tho one and cultivate the
other. Then gradually there comes the greater fact, a conception of
God's presence, and this may be born from scientific reasons or from
scriptural reasons, or be innate in the soul, but it is thegreat central
fact. Then, finally, after years have passed, after the soul has been
scarred and furrowed by lapses into sin, when it has seen the
hollowness of everything in mere time, out of some great valley of
humiliation and shadow of death it comes up, the doctrine of Sin 011
the one side, and the doctrine of Atonement on the other, sole powers
by which the pillars of the universe stand, and by one great throe of
its being, fully counting all it can of the cost, looking death steadily
in the face, and knowing that its God and its Redeemer a.re present, a
Personality to witness and hear, it says once for all: H Utterly and
for ever Thine."
The instant that is said the world is new. There is a strange unutterable feeling that something from the Infinite above has flashed
down into the soul, and henceforward there are union and equilibrium. A well of eternal life bas at once suddenly sprung up in the
heart. It is transformed; the treasures of the soul are in Eternity,
no longer in Time. They a1·0 in the Infinite, Unnamable One, present to spiritual and almost to physical sense wherever the soul turns
its face to Him. There, in the most literal sense, is its supreme love,
infinite oceans of transporting rapture, evc1·y spidtual perfection, and
every tie that the offices of Creator, Rodccmor, and Sanctifier can
create ; there is the soul's alt. The doctrine of the Holy Spirit, S•)
long a mystery, a fearful depth and height of thought, which the
soul has so often tried, it may be, to measure by the short sounding
line of human speculation, it begins at last tremblingly to hope, and
hardly daring to look the great blessing in the face, it may understand by experience. That Spirit which it is said is given to those
who really seek it soonel' thnn bread is given by fathers to their
children, ente~ the he'lrt. Tho act ?y which the mind brought
itself into communion with tho Divine mind is ratified by it. There
may be wavering in the resolution, but he hns never taken it who
brenks it, There will be sins of infirmity and iundvertence nt times,
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and sins of ignorance almost constantly, but tho soul will mourn for
them more than it formerly did for wilful transgressions. Watchful·
ness is its constant business. The soul endures as seeing Him who
is invisible, and because it is fed on the joys of its own consciousness.
The oaloi, transcendent resolution has been taken for eternity as
well as for time. It secures every interest for time and for the infinite future. To take it is a bold act, but not to take it is one
infinitely bolder, since the latter would be braving not man but God.
A few strong, decided actions, letting it be known where the heart
lies, and constituting precedents enough to form a habit, and there
will be less trouble from the world than would at fit-st be expected.
The soul may live on a rocky summit of its own, but within that
height there will be a spring whose waters give eternal youth, and
the mount's top will be near the celestial gates. A sense that one's
joys are i~mortal enters the soul. The spirit trembles within itself
for very joy to find death no longer a terror ; the end of life is seen
to be really and truly the beginning. An indescribable rapture fills
every faculty. Tho joy of the spirit is not fragmentary, but full.
The soul lies in the arms of duty. Interchanges of thought between
the spirit and the Iufinite illumine life. Something is borne in upon
the mind from above ; abides with it while it is pure, dwells around
it., guides it. The only thing feared is sin ; for this grieves and may
forfeit the Divine presence. 'fhe soul will do no wilful sin ; its face
is set; in that resolution is its life. It hn.s courage for private and
public duty, both from its fear of sin. and its love for its All. The
dwelling in the Infinite Spirit gives wisdom. The Scriptures grow
strangely sweet and luminous. The soul knows what it is to understand with the heart. History, Nature, utter infinite things of the
Spirit which moves everything in each. The world bursts with its
Author. The soul is conscious of God as a Personality, Infinite, unnamable in perfections, upon whose bosom it lies, if that expression
may be permitted, a Personality too vast for it to comprehend, but
not too great for it to apprehend, and to stretch out its arms upon;
an Infinite ocean of divine spiritual ravishment, in which it is
bathPd, and can never find euough or end. Tmth and Duty are to
it a sea from whose touch it cannot go, and to which it has opened
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itself for life. The witness of God's presence is in the soul. Receiving God, and God in Christ, as both Saviour and Lord, the
soul suddenly finds itself harmonized with the past, with conscience,
and with the Holy of Holies above it, around it, beneath it.
Its whole mood is action; it is nearest to God when it is striking
the most vigorously at its nearest duty. The awe of the Divine
Omnipotence carl'ies the soul into the conflict with sin, with irresistible onset, and makes it the high cheer of life to smite the enemy
of the race, and to see to it that not his will but God's will is done in
the earth.
Whenever this st.ate of soul, which I am not describing without
some knowledge of it in others, has come into exir:1tence, the whole
spirit becomes translucent, sometimes entirely transparent, to a new
light. The soul becomes theoscopic. As a white stone, by a re-arrangement of its atoms, may be changed from opaqueness to transparency,
so the soul, by total and grand surrender to all the truth it knows;ceases to be opaque and becomes crystalline. I hold it to be a truth
of exact mental science, revealed in ten thousand times ten thousand
penional experiences, that whoeve1·, following axiomatic theology, and
Christianity based upon self-evident truth, yields himself to God,
utterly, will find that obedience is the organ of spiritual knowledge
otherwise utterly unattaimJ.ble. That is the height of culture; that
is the beginning of wisdom.
The immense telescope of Lord Rosse and every feebler glass a.re
subject to a common and an irreversible law, The telescope turned
upon the star causes an image of the star to spring up in the chambers
of the instrument, but it does this only when the axis of tho tube is
coincident with the line of the ray from the luminary in the heavens.
Man has power to turn the axis upon the line of the ray. Man has
power to set the lenses; and yet God gave him the lenses. Man sets
them by God's general light ; he turns the tube to the sky under the
persuasion of the radiance which. comes down out of the azure, so
that no man can come to God unless God draw him. But while this
general illumination is vouchsafed to all men, there is a special
illumination of soul guaranteed to all when the axis of the tube is
made to agree perfectly with the line of the ray. At the instant of
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exact coincidence, the ray Bashes down it, with quick, splendid, interior, unexpected illumination. In the endless space there burns a
sun ; in the poor, feeble, human instrument there burns a star, its
image. These truths belong to mental science, and these experiences
to all culture worthy of the name. In this theoscopic mood of
the -soul, and in the resultant life, axiomatic theology culminates. Its
last word, its first word, is peace in Christ.
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THB PaELUD&-THB WEAK: SPOT IN THB NATIONAL CoNSTITUTioN.

Co:11Fuc1us, wishing to give a lesson of snpreme value in politics, pointed one
of hill pnpils to a loft1 obelisk, and said what we might say of the historic shaft
on Bonker Hill : " See11t thon yonder tall object; in its up1·i9htness is its
strength."
It may seem unpatriotic to affirm that there is more demand for nprightoePs in
the United States to-day than supply. So far as the church is represented by this
deficiency, it is necessary to criticize God's hou!e itself, for it is the bnsineEs of
that holy temple to manufacture nprightness. Where are the looms that weave
honest stat.esmen ? Where are the spindles and whirring shafts on which history
is to prepare, in the United Stat.es, a wardrobe of righteousness for our partisan
spoils system in politics ? It is c:nsy to point ont the looms that weave tricky
men and deceptive robes for unscrupulous enterprises. The rushing of the
machinc1·y which in this country prepares a large supply of unrighteousness ift
politics, is audible from aide to side of the land. The mere politician is a spoilsman. The spoils system tempts all fourth and fifth·rate politicians to becom&
merely spoilsmen. The mere placeman will of course devote his chief attention
to keeping his place. Under a term system, in which elections oecur frequently,
the chief business of a man who sets his heart on keeping his place will be to
carry the next election. If we had a system of retaining in oftlce those who
occupy posts in the Civil Service, and not turning them out except for bad
behaviour, we should be able to contrast the working of what might be called the
merit system with that of the spoils system. If men were tamed out only when
they behaved badly, we should find their chief attention devoted to the per·
formancc of good work, because that would be the root of the tenure of office.
At present, however, the tenure of office depends upon carryii;g the next eleo~ion.
There has, therefore, come into eir.iatence in American politics a class of men
whose professional business it is to manage elections. If you cannot cany tla8
next election, yon most make the most ot'. yonr office while you have it. Fifty
millions of dollars are paid out every year to the ollicers of the civil service of
the United States, and few are aware how many profitable plaee11 are secured for
relatives and dependent.a by CiYil Service officers through the authority which
their public position gives them. Millions and millioDR beyond what the people
P!\Y for the Civil Service are represented by the spoila which are at stake whoir
ever great parties compete for the Presidential chair.
1, U oder the partisan spoils system, the conflicts of spoilsmen cannot fail to
attain national dimenaion1.
Are Louisiana and Kaine needles which fraud has been threading for work ia
-.1repal'ing the shroud of the .American Republic P I believe iu American instiVOL, V.
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tationa ; but, becaue my generation bu suffered much in thie country for the
preservation of the purity of our politice, you will allow me to be entirely frank
in criticising even our fundamental law it.elf. Look OD the tombetonee yoa
decorate every apring, and read the inec:riptiona OD the marblee, and you will find
that a great proportion of thoee who gave up their lives in our ciTil contest were
men between &wenty-fiye and thirty-lhe yeare of age. !/Iy generation in America
is and always will be a remnant decimal. It is a tattered fragment left oTer aft.er
battle. It hu only one arm left to it ; and you must not blame those who repreeent my clase in Americir.n society if we put this 1ingle surTiTing member a little
roughly on the collar of current rucalitiee. There ii a bandage around tbia ll1'IJl
ytt ; and you must not accuse me of lack of patriotism, if, facing both political
parties, and in likelihood of offending both, I unwind that bandage and me it ea
a rope with which to throttle the pauing scoundreliama of the hour, whether
found in Maine or Louisiana.
2. The Constitution of the United States doee not definitely provide a method
of counting electoral votea for President. The daty of making this count it placea
nowhere. It directs only that "the President of the Senate shall, in the presence
of the Senate and Hoase of Representatins, open all the certificates, and the Tot.ea
shall then and there be counted."
8. 011 three occasions of great importance there have been unilecided Presi~
dential elections, and the vaguene111 of the Con1titution as to the duty of the
count has given trouble.
In 1800 a Presidential election took place, and the result wu doubtful. In
February, 1801, the electoral votes were counted and were found to be: for
Je:fferson, 78; for Barr, 78; for Adami, 65; for Pinckney, 6-i; for John Jay, 1.
An election was made by the Hoµse of Representatives between the two highest
candidates. Each State had one vote. The balloting continued six days and
.there was no election. Finally ten States voted for Jefferson, and four for Burr,
.and two blank. Jefferson thus became President and Burr Vice-President, but
.the peace of the country had been subjected to a fearful strain.
In 182-i, Jackson had 99 elec~ votes, John Quincy Adams 8-l, William B.
Crawford U, and Henry Clay 87. The houe chose a President from the three
Jiighest candidates. Clay stood fourth on the list and was not eligible. He and
his friends united on Adams. In this coalition thirteen States voted for Adams,.
.1ne11 for Jackson, and four for Crawford, and Adams was declared elected•
.~lay and Adams were loose constrnctioniats of the Constitution, and their opponents 1trict constructionists.
In 1876, there were IM Democratic and 173 Republican electors chosen with·
<011t dispute. The four votes of Florida and the eight of Louisiana were
,.announced by the retoming boards of these States to be Republican. The
Democrats claimed that this result had been effected by fraud. They demanded
that Congress should refme to accept the certificates of the Republican electors
irom Florida and Louisiana. The two Houses bad exerciecd on pretious
-occuio111 a joint authority over the counting. The Senate was now Repablicnn
,and the House Democratic. There was no constitutional solution of the

-di.IBcultr.•
~. In order to avoid pOBBible ciTil war, an electoral commission act was passed
by both Houses. It created a commission composed of five senators, llTe reprcsentatfres, and five justices of the Supreme Cotirt. All votes on which the two

• See Jolmatoia's "History.o! .American Politice," pp. 2U, 95, and -19•
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'Bonsell could not agree were to be referred to this commil!Bion. Its decision waa ··
'to be floal, unle1111 overruled by both Houses. The commillion declined to go
1>ehind the retama sent in by Florida and Loaiaiana. The vote, u announced by
the cooatituted aathoritiea of the State-. it decided mnat be accepted 811 final and
-<:onclusive. Thus there were found to be 185 electoral votea for Hayes IJld
Wheeler, and 184' for Tilden and Heildriekll. But the peace·of the coon try was
:greatly disturbed, and the danger of violent action on the part of those who were
-defeated was thought to be imminent.
5. It has been hietorically proved, therefore, that the method of counting elee'tornl votea in a closely conteated Presidential election is the weak epot in onr
national Conatitntion.
6. If another closely contested Preeidential campaign occnre in 1880, it is not
likely that an electoral commission will be empowered to settle the difficulty, for
tioth Houses in Congress now belong to one political party, and in 1876 they
"Were divided between the two partiea.
7. Upon precisely the rock which three times has endangered the Ship of State
in American politics, the Republic is now drifting for the fourth time. Upon the
-one weak point in the Constitution, a terrific strain is likely to be brought, for the
~ils at stake are greater than ever.
8. It is plainly the duty of Congreas to determine beforehand the method of the
~nnt, and yet Congress takes no atepi in this direction, and it delayir because each
party is watching for its own interests rather than for those of the peoplfl at
large.
9. Attempts to repeal the laws Eecuring the purity of the ballot box in Federal
-elections have been made in Congress ; there is proof that £rnnd has occurred in
Maine; and the judgment of a Supreme Court in reversiil of the rulings by which
whole cities and counties were disfranchised, hllll been trampled nnder foot there
t>y a politically infamous governor and his party. Many signs seem to indicate
that cormorant gangs of spoilsmen intend to appeal to trickery rather than to
law, to settle the next closely contested Presidential election.
IO. In this posture of public affairs, it becomes the duty of the press and
tmlpit., and platform, to arouse Congress to action in providing a remedy for the
-deficiencies of the Constitution, and in ad\·ancing the cause of civil service
reform.
11. The destruction of the spoils system is the only way of .preventing politiciacs from becoming spoilsmen. Until the spoils system is destroyed, spoilsmen
in cormorant gnngs will abound in American politics.
12. No amount of constitutional mochinery, however, can save us withont an
intense pnblic sentiment creat.ed by discuss!.on on the independent platform, in
the pret111, and in the churches.
For one, I would have every church member who is convicted of taking or
giving bribes in elections, large or small, expelled from God's house. I would
ha're any church member who is com·icted by legal evidence of entering into
·alliance with these cormorant gangs, and violating the command against lying,
-expelled from God'B house. I would have the church far more wakeful than it
is 11t the present moment, concerning the duty of sllnding all citizens to the polls.
Dr. Dale, when he was in this country, went so far as to say to an audience in
-New Haven, that any citizen who is able to vote, and does not vote, ought to be
":ir:pclled from the church, ii he is a member of it. Although I have never taken
\bat position, I have nev6 oppoi1ed it, and never shall. Constitutional forms most
be vitiilized by righteous public sentiments in politics,-or they are worthless. We
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may put up the wires for our telegraphic operations, and tbey will only be bias~
phemiea iu tbe face of High Heaven, if we have no sufficiency of electricity to.
flash along them. The manufactories for the electric current I You will not
ftnd theae in the political gatherings of city slums, nor in the average caucll8C8.
of city wards.
The trouble is that some of oar most influential fifth-rate politicians live in
little eddies of corrupt political mire, and think that the whole ocean of public
sentiment is of the same quality with their bad local enswathement. Ther&
they are, in tbeir political club rooms, with liquor on the counter. I wish club
roo~ of a higher order were free from liquor. General Grant turns his.
wine-gloss upside down. (A Toice interrupted here \Vith marked frisb
brogue.] Let Irish politicians and their co1stituents imitate him. Let the·
clubs of Boston imitate the great soldier who has made the circuit of th&
round promenade of tb.e world. I hear the echo of woman'11 heart-throbbings
in this your thunder, wbich well befits the historic roof above us. I hear in it.
alw, the throbbing& of the hearts of ninety-nine hundredtbs of the ministry. It
is an amazement to me that iu any social or lite1·ary organization liquors can b&
put into a room for the use of all the members, and one minister in a bundred
be found to belong to such e. club. The trouble with our fifth-rate politicians ia
that they little unjerstand how desperate is the earnestness of the American
people on the point of honesty in our natione.I affairs. The people are so absorbed
in their own private enterprises that only on great occasions does the smiting
thunder-bolt drop into the heart of corrupt politics. Professor Hitchcock says.
that if he were a politician, the first thing he should make peace with would be
the con!cience of the United States, for whoever offends that is likely to be hurt..
"Talk," he says, "against sentimentality, ns much as you plense ; whoever in
this country offenda moral sentiment is sure sooner or later to find a thunderbolt
in his breast."
13. The great nations of Europe are widening their suffrage. Englnnd, ever·
since 1832, bas becu giving more and more power to the ballot. Fro.nee elects.
the Lower Chnmber of her Supreme Legislative assembly by the vote of citizens
of the nge of twenty-one ; Prussia. by that of citizens of twenty·fi ve, classed
according to taxation; Austria by that of citizens of twenty-one with a small
property qunlification ; Switzerland by the votes of mRlcs of twenty ; Greece by
manhood suffrage. The eyes of the world are fastened on the now thickening
difficulties of the experiment of nniversnl suffrage in tbe United States. Evel'J'
disense of the suffrage here discourages Republican institutions throughout tho
world.
14. That pRrticnlar class of men wbose business it is to carry elections has
hero the enemy of Republics ever since the history of Republics began, and that
clnss is coming into existence in this country in alarming numbers and power.
Party-men, apoilsmen, constructed the nooses which choked the Republics of th~
Ncthl'rlands, Genoa, Venice, Florence, Rome and Greece. Let the Church see to
it thnt she hRB something to say to politics. It Is of course not usually on tho
Lord's dny that one can best discuEs civic themes. There is no need of bringing
tho names of politicians into the pulpit except on very highly imrortant occasions;
but moral principles can be discllSSed there. In your week-day lectures, and most
of all in your pa;sing to and fro through the parloun of the community, 1ou
who are the manufacturen of uprightness in eociety, can exert 11Uch an inftuence
that apoilsmen and the slum1 will find by-and-bye that they are DOt the oa!J
carronta in oar civilization.
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. We arc more and more a sClt of sets in America. England is a set of sets. If
allow one of onr corrupt eddies to have control of politica and,exclnde from
that region the clenrer waters of the other portions of the national soo, little by
little the turbid current will dig a channel for itself. As it digs a channel so it
will rnn, and as it shul! run, so it will dig its channel. Political absenteeism aud
inditference leave oozy m9.rshes festering all along our political coasts. Tho
~hanuels of political custom or of national law will never be rightly dug in this
wuntry, until crystalline waves of our vexed sea are forced in high permanent
tides, lifted up by God's brooding attraction into the pestilent marshes of our
politics, where low reptiles now swarm, and roJm made there for honest commerce
and men of war, with water enough beneath them to lir>at all our political parties.
That is what our fathers meant in this House, when they organiiled the State us a
Thcor.rucy. That is what our Lcmgfellow, on the banks of the Charles, yonder,
teaches us to seek when he sings, in his illumined and serene oge, as in his youth:-

~ou

" Thou, too, sail on, 0 Ship of Stat.e I
Sail on, 0 UNION, strong and great I
Humanity with all its fears,
With all the hopes of future years.
Is hanging breathless on thy fat.e I
"In spite of rock and tempest roar,
In Epite of false lights on the shore,
Sail on, nor fear to breast the sea I
Onr hearts, our hopes, our pmyere, onr tears,
Our faith triumphant o'er our fears,
Are all with thee, are all with 1bee I ''
-" The Building of the Ship."

THE LEOTUBB.

Wmm Carlyle and Emerson first met they wandered across the hills
which look down into Wordsworth's country, and conversed of immortality. Emerson was especially struck with Carlyle's perception of
the subtle links which bind the ages together. " Christ died on the
tree," said Carlyle ; "that built Dunscore kirk yonder : that brought
you and me together. Time has only a relative existence."* "Our
highest Orpheus," exclaims Carlyle in another place,t "walked in
,J udrea eighteen hundred years ago. His sphere-melody, flowing in '
wild native tones, took -captive the ravished souls of men ; and being
<>f a truth sphere-melody, still 11.ows and sounds, though now with
thousandfold accompaniments, and rich symphonies, through all our
beai·ts; and modulates and divinely leads th~. Is that a wonder
which happens in two hours ; and does it cease to be wonderful if
happening in two million 1 Not only was Thebes built by the music
, • Emerson's "English Traits," chap. L
:Supernaturalism '' · ,

t

"Sartor Resartas," "Natural
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of nn Orpheus; but without the music of some inspired Orpheus WOii
no city ever built, no work that man glories in ever done. Sweep
away the illusion of time; glance, if thou have eyes, from the nearmoving cause to its far distant Mover. The stroke that came transmitted through a whole galaxy of elnstic balls-was it less a st1·oke·
thnu if the last ball only had been struck, and sent ftyiug 1 Oh,.
could I, with the time-annihilating hat, transport thee direct from
the Beginnings to the Endings, how were thy eye-sight unsealed, and.
thy heatt set ftaming in the light-sea of celestial wonder I "
Let us destroy, if possible, the illusion of time, and imagine theresults which Christi:mity has produced in the world, 1\8 occurring:
immediately after the commencement of the action of the causeS>
which produced them. Put yourself at a point of history previous to
the beginning of the Christian movement. Look abroad on Rome.
Notice the civil, social, and literary spirit of her average Paganism.
Then place yourself where we now stand and look backward. Contrast the modem ci vii, social, and religious spirit with the ancient. Do.
not allow yourself tq be misled by the thought that eighteen centuries.
have passed ; for, after nll, the mere duration of time is no explanation of the results which have been brought about. The causes.
"Which have produced the alteration in the mood of the earth you
never will appreciate unless you sweep away the illusion of time, aud
imagine one blow of God's hand on the world as changing it from the
ancieut into the modem shape ! Professor Dana affirms that all force
in Nature is the ever-present Divine will. He 1Wnres us that alli
natural law is law by Divine appointment. You think that th&
change from the ancient into the modern spirit has come about by·
natural law. Very well, that is God's action. You say, that a.:
variety of natural forces have conspired to produce a marvellous.
amelioration of the condition of the planet. Very well, those forces
have been Divine forces, fur all law in nature is thepresent il.ction of·
the Divine will, so that if God were to stretch down a hand out of the
sky aud mould civilization visibly before your ey~, He would not, in
that act, be doing this any more really than He has been doing it in.
the time that has elapsed since Christianity arrived in the world. Th&
new shape which the world's thought has taken has come from theaction of natural force or of revealed truth, and in both these we have.
God's ma.uipulating ha11ds-natural law His left band and revelation .
His right-and if you had seen the manipulations g0ing·on and tho.
change produced, as if by magic, you would have called the develop- ·
ment supernatural. I say it is supernatural, although it has taken
eighteen centuries to bring it about. Here you have what I auppoa
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to be the subtlest reply that can be made from the vaunted point of.
view of evolution to all scepticism as to the supernatural origin of
Christianity. There is an evolution in history; the world has been
led oowal'd and upward by the comiug into the world of men en•_
dowed religiously above their fellows. But the time and place of the
appearance of these men can be accounted for by no human power,
and the right hand and right arm which have moulded the world into .
a ne.w shape are to be found in the influence of Him who spake as
never man spake, awl from whom all the years of time are
numbered.
Did Christianity have a supernatural origin t
I. The New Testament literature, the Christian tradition, and the·,
Christian Church, are in the world.
2. Once they were not in the world.
3. Their coming into existence in the Roman empire eighteen .
hundred years ago wns, therefore, a change which requires &
thoroughly adequate cause.
.
"- Thie literature contains the only religion which the progress ot.
thought has not outgrown.
5. It contains the only set of religious principles that harmonizes .
the soul with its entire environment by conscience, the Divine nature>
and the record of an irreversible past.•
teaches the only religion which is in hal'Dlony with the law ,
of the ascent of life.
7. The New Testament literature contains, also, the picture of the
character of Christ.
8. An adequate explanation of the New Testament literature, therefore, must explain the ooming into existence of that picture.
9. It must account for the poeeeseion by Him whom the picture
represents of the wisdom required to teach the only unsuperseded
and scientifically adequate religion.
10. The picture and the religion actually exist, and are the founda-:
tion of the Christian church, which is acquiring dominion over tha ·
whole world.
·
11. The perpetually renewed attempts to account for the picture
by merely natural causes, show that no. one has yet succeeded, after
eighteen hundred years, in so accounting for it.
There is the New Testament. You can handle it. The churoh is
here. The Christian tradition is in the world. The Christian spirit
permeates literature and civilization. I am not assuming now that '
Christ's charact~r was historically real ; but the picture of that
.

.t

•See" Boston :Monday Lectures,'' from 1bo 181at to tJio.1'°"1.· ·
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e'baracter is in the New Testament literature. These things must·
be accounted for, for once they were not. This book of the New
Testament has in it two things which no other literature contains-a
religion unmatched anywhere, and a picture of a character corres1 ponding with the religion. It may be that this character can be explained, at least the picture of it, without resorting to the theory that
there was a real person behind the picture ; and that the latter was
drawn from the former. If, however, you are to be serious with
yourself, when you take the New Testament in your hand, you must
do one of two things, either explain, by some other supposition, the
coming into existence of the picture of the character which we call
Christ, or else admit that the picture had behind it a reality from
which it was drawn. You must adopt some sort ofa mythical'theory,'
or else nooept the proposition that the picture could not have been
drawn if it had not had a reality to copy.
· 12. It is conceded, after centuries of debate, that the picture
<l!lnnot be accounted for l:ly the ideals of Greek and Roman civiliza·
tion.
Pardon me if I pause for a moment, not to exhaust the great
theme which here lies before us, but to hint, by the exhibition of
glimpses of the topic, something of the difference between the mood
of the Cresars and the mood of Christ. Cresar is the word which
sums up antiquity at its highest point of culture. Plato, you say, is
a better summary. Take Plato, if you choose, or Socrates. Plato's ·
wavering social philosophy allowed concubinage and slavery.
It
allowed such an arrangement of society that the bottom of civilization would be, according to Plato's plan, always occupied by the
hewers of wood and the drawers of water, and the top by a
select class, an aristocracy of intellect and birth and wealth. The
very fault which was found with Christianity in the Roman empire ·
was that it reversed all the ideas not only of the State, but of the
philosophies, and inculcated the sacredness of human nature and
taught pity for the poor. It was Celsus who objected to Christianity
that it cared for the poor, the halt, the lame, and the blind, and those
who had not where to lay their heads. This stupid benevolence, this
charity which is the glory of the modem age, was the very stumbling
block which Christianity had to meet in her conflict not only with
the haughty Greek and Roman civic spirit, but with the philosophers
of both the Greek and Roman civilization.
13. The Old Testament cannot be used to account for the New, an~
tbe pNhlem completely solved.
· "
Yon may 88.Y that out of the spirit of the prophets,. and out of the
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becalogue, came the Sermon on the Mount, but whoever has givea
himself lnrgely to historic investigation, finds a new atmosphere when
he comes ont of the Old into the New Testament. I have conversed
·often with experts on this point, and my own experience agrees with ,
what I have been told was theirs, that the best way to convince a man
that there is something new in the New Testament, is to immerse
him for a year in the documents of the first and second centuries.
Compare the loftiest outcome of the Old Testament period with the
documents preserved to us in the Gospels and in the Epistles, and you
will find that Jewish civilization cannot by merely rifl.tural processes
be developed in the character called Christ. There was an originality
in His teaching such that He was rejechd in His own day. Those
who the most profO\mdly drank in the spirit of the old dispensation,
found that the new wine could not be kept in old bottles. Infidels
do not attack Christianity as exclusively a development of Jewish
civilization. If they were to do so, we should at once reply that the
Jewish religion was a preparation for Christianity, and that prophecy
has always been interpreted to mean that out of the Jewish nation
'Should come a peculiar people whose God is the Lord. From a chosen
man there came a chosen family, and from a chosen family a chosen
nation, and from the chosen nation a chosen person, and from a chosen
person a chosen church. You sit under Abraham's oak at Hebron
and read a prophecy on this point out of the most ancient Scriptures,
=mid if your experience beneath that tree is what mine was, your
cheeks will grow white as you contemplate the coincidence of what
tias been with what was prophesied centuries before the Christian
-era. The order of the development of the world has indisputably
ifollowed this prediction, and here again you catch a glimpse of the
'lmpernatural evolving power.
14. It is conceded that the character pictured in the New Testament cannot be accounted for by the capacity of the fishermen of
'Galilee to write a literature containing the picture.
15. Infidelity of the acutest sort has attempted for years to explain
lhe New Testament literature by the mythical theory. But according to Str.\USS, its author, that theory has failed, and has now no
authority.
It is conceded that Paul's chief epistles are genuine, and were
written before the year A.D. 60. Between that date and the year 3i
the myths and legends must have grown up. It was thought thirty
vr forty years ago that the earliest date to which the literature of the
New Testament could be ~arried back was about _A.D. 180. Scholars
now have in their hands incontrovertible evidence that the Goepel&
Ha
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bad acquired authority with the earliest churches as soon ns A.D. 125.;
Benan, Schenkel, Keim, Weizickcr, all teach that the fourth Gospel
it.self could not have appeared later thao a few years after the beginning of the second century.* It can be shown beyond a peradventure, that the leading traits of the picture of the character of th&
ChI"ist which the Gospels contain were familiar to Christian churches. ,
within twenty-five years from the date of His death. Where is ther&
room for the growth of myths and legends 1
When Bunker Hill Monument was erected, an oration wns delivered.
If we did not know that a battle ever occurred on yonder height, ir
all the proof we had of the fact were Webster's oration and yonder
monument, we should yet be able to infer with great certainty that
the battle occurred, for we must account for the oration and the.
erection of the monument. Suppose that we could trace back history
only to the oration of Wobster. We should say that the oration
must be accounted for; but there are statements in it concerning a.
battle ; and a great assembly within fifty years of the alleged date or
the conflict takes it for granted that there wna such an event, and
erect.a a monument to commemorate it. It ia inuplicahk that auch a
~c/, alwuld be delivered, a11,d ruch a monumtnt erected, tmleu there
toere MJmetlting '6thind both apetch and obelisk. In like manner we go
back to the origin of the New Testament literature, and we are as
sure about the most of it na we sre about Webster's oration. That
literature came into existence in connection with the erection of a.
monumeut which is with us to this day, that is, the Christian church.
Both the litemture and the monument are a memorial of a great
event, occurring just previously to the erection of the monument.
On the supposition that the battle of Bunker Hill did not occur, bow
are you to account for Webster's oration .and Bunker Hill monument,
which came into existence within fifty years after the date of the
alleged event they commemorate 1 On the supposition that the
cb.11racter pictured in the Gospels wns not an historic reality,
how are you to account for the New Testament literature, nod the
foundation of the Christian church, within twenty-five years after·
the alleged date of the facts they commemorate i
Four of the epistles written by the Apo&tle Paul have borne the
tooth of criticism as the file bears the gnawing of a. viper. You can..
not induce any well-informed infidel to affirm that the Epistles to the
Ephesians and to the Romans nnd Corinthians and Galatians are not
historic documents. They were written when they pretend to have
·-· See Profeuor ll'i&her'1 "&.aye on the Supernatural Origin of Chriatiaaity. ·~
Prefaee, p•. mviii.;
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been, not far from the middle of the first century. How do yo11
account for these documents 1 They take for granted that· a great.
character existed, wrought miracles, founded a BOciety, and that His
teachings were of a certain order. The Christian Church is tangible.
in the first centuries; she leaves her tr,\ck of blood on all th&
records of Rome ; she buries her sainted dead in catacombs. We go.
back along the historical adamant with o.s firm a tread, I hold, as we
go back to Webster's oration on Bunker's Hill. Infidelity must face
the outr.ome or historical investigation, and it is th:it the mythical-.
theory cannot be maintained.
What is that theory I It is that between the date of Paul's.
Epistles, aud the assumed date of the birth of our Lord, myths.
grew up and added a supernatural element to the Gospel nan:'ative,.
and that this element was taken for history. The most important.
parts of the New Testament literature grew up between the beginning
of the second third of the first century and the close of that century,.
that is in about seventy years. Have myths gi·own up anywhere- ·
else in history in 110 short a time 1 Investigations conducted by th&
acutest experts in ecclesiastical history, rationalists, and infidels,
have carried back the date of the earliest New Testament literatui:eto about the last third of the first century, and the disputed facts to
which that literature refers, are supposed to have occurred in the
second third of the same century. It is a question whether between
the upper blade of these shears and the lower, there is room for th&
mythical theory. When that precious explanation was first put
forth by Strauss, its author, it was supposed that there were two or
three hundred years for the myths to grow up in. But the shears.
have been shut littfo by little upon this audacious scheme of scepticism. The shears close upon the mythical theory ~ntil it bas left
to it only the years between A.D. 34 and A.D. 60 to account for th&
growing up of these myths and legends ! Serious men have given.
up the theory for reasons which I gave to you in detail, when Mr.
Frothingham oame to Boston to teach that out-grown dream of"
infidelity." Strauss himself, in his last book, said that the critical
mythical theory had all run to leaves. Ho himself changed th&
shape of it, and finally abandoned it for a materialistic and sub~
stantially atheistic view of the world. He never pretended for an.
instant that the New Testament literatur'3 could be explained by
tho Old.
It ia the delusion of careless minds that we can never come to.
historic certainty as to what happened in the first century; and.
• See" Boston Monday Lecture•," Vol. ii., Preh1de to Ledure 2,
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although. that opinion is widespread among those who do not make
the subject a special study, a month's serious reading on the historical
argument of the Christian evidences would drive ell that vapour out
of tho thoughts. It would be well worth the while of any sceptic
htre to devote a month to the discuBBion of the question whether
the mythical theory bas been exploded or not.
Webster's oration at the dedication of Bunker Hill monument
was further off from the battle than the acknowledged date of Paul's
Epistles is distant from the chief facts they l\BBume. The New
Testament literature came into existence just before and after the
imd of the first century, and those who wrote it asserted that they
had been eye-witnCBBes of the things which they recorded. They
.fo1mded a church on their testimony. They sealed their testimony
'With their lives. The now notorious truth is that documents of
indisputable genuineness, the evidence from the existence of a
Christian Church, the proof gathered from various profane authors of
·antiquity, may be put under a man's feet, flag-stone after flag-stone
;and over the highway thus constructed you may drive back into the
·first century and take up your position there, nearer to the coming
into existence of Christianity than Webster was to the battle fought
where now stands yonder historic obelisk.
How ore you to account for the coming into existence of the great
'Christian wave sweeping over Greek and Roman culture, toppling
down the throne of the Cresars, spreading itself over barbaric tribes,
·and across the Balkans and the Alps and the Rhine and the howling
North Sea and England, rolling acroBB the Atlantic itself, and
advancing from side to side of this New World, and beyo11d it to the
islands of the western sea and again into Asia, accumulating force
all the way 1 This wave seems likely to end its course only by
the enswathement of the entire planet. You are to explain how that
wave was started. It is going past you ; you hear the surge of its
tremendous torrents. What force heaved this earthquake wave out
-of the first century 1 The fishermen of Galilee I Myths ! · That is
the best infidelity has ever said on the subject. If I were' a lawyer,
if I were simply a teacher of the legal profeBBion, like ProfeBBor
Norton,• who years ago wrote at Harvard University a book on the
'Christian evidences, wholly from a legal point of view, I should be
obliged to walk backward on this old pavement. But the historical
evidence he employed has grown brighter under research since hia
·day. You say that this topic is worn. Well, it is worn by battle,
oaDd by victories. I placed my hand in old Pompeii in the ruts
• See hill volume on the "Aulhenticitf of the Gospel.I."
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worn by cliariot wheels ; ruts so deep that my whole hand went -0ut. ,
of sight in one of them. I can lie down bodily on these historioftagstones and find the ruts deep enough indeed to cover my whole
person ; but the deeper they nre, the more I trust them. The law
of the survival of the fittest has application here. Under eighteen
centuriea of the most malignant battle, under the fiercest attnck,
Christianity has maintained the integrity of these lines of historical
defence ; and I suppose that the historical attack on Christianity is
more hopeless to-day than in any previous age of the world since the.
second century. You go to Dorner of Berlin. You go to the successors of Julius Muller and Tholuck, nnd you will find them asserting most emphatically and unqualifiedly that the mythical theory
has gone to the wall. There is no longer any important leaning
toward it among German scholars, who are experts in the history of·
the origin of Christianity. There is infidelity in Germany, I know ;
with the average shopmen there is a bold rationalism of speculation
in fashion ; but with the experts familiar with the facts which the
latest research ·has brought to the front, you cannot find a singl&
strong man who leans for support ou this mythical theory. Th&
only explanation of the New Testament that infidelity has ever made
half probable, has been cut into shreds by the shutting of the shears
of chronology until only thirty years are between their blades.
There is where your mythical theory lies. You have closed the
great chronological shears until the mythical theory is so severed
that infidelity cannot cover itself by wearing this theQry as a wardrobe. It is too short at the top; it is too short at the bottom ; it
can no longer be worn by any man who is not shameless enough to
go dressed in fig-leo.Ted.
16. The historical character of the Christian literature has been
vindicated by a mass of evidence more overwhelming than can b&
adduced in support of the claims of any other mass of documents of
equal extent and age.
17. The adequate explanation of the coming into existence of the
Christian literature r.nd the Church, is found only in the historical
renlity of the character represented by the picture of Christ in the
Gospels.
The revered preacher to Harvard University I once heard exclaim~
" The coming into existence of such a picture as this under the unskilled pencils of such limners is sufficient proof of its reality ; nnd
its reality is sufficient proof of its divinity." By divinity he did not
mean Deity, but divinity in the sense of Channing's Arianism; and
Channing used to treat ""fith the most lofty disdain those who cannot
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in Chriat our Lord more than a man. So, too, dooa Thomas fill,
tho profoundeat mind now representing Unitarianism on this continent. Even Theodore Parker said, "It would rtquire a Jt1ru to /01-ge
a Jt1U1J."
18. Christ's character was more than human in that it was sinless.
Christ never repents.
He teaches a religion based on repentance, but Himself never
fel'ls the need of repentance. Who convinces Him of sin' Thia
picture I What was it drawn from t •
19. His teaching was more than human, in that .it satisfied, and
· it only has satisfied, the deepest human wants.
20. Hie character was more than human, in that He made astounding claims of unity with the Deity, and yet showed no want of
humility or balance of soul.
21. If Christ's character wi.s more than human, it is natural to
-expect something more than human in His works.
22. The miracles He is said to have performed were to be expected
from one whose own character is itself the supreme miracle.
1!00

• See in Boshnelrs " Natnre and the Sn~matoral," the famons chapter entitled,
"The Character of Jesus forbids His possible classification with men." See alao
Ullmaon's classical treatille on the" SinlCl'sness of Jesus;" and especially Dorner'•

unsorpaged volumes ou. the "l'eraou. of Christ."
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PRBLUDB.-" WHY IS IRELAND STARVING 1" THE CAUSES OF BEIL

DISTRESS, AND TB:& REllEDIE8 TO DE APPLIRD.
DilIBL O'CoNNELL, who was a student in France in his youth, left that kingdom
~II. the

very day when Louie XVI. lost bis bead by the guillotine. The young
Irishman, as soon as he reached the deck of the packet boat at Cala's, tore from
1iis hat the French tri-coloured cockade, trampled it under his feet, and cast it in"to the sea. He was governed through his whole life by his \Tell-known saying, that
lie would accept no social amelioration at the cost of a single drop of blood. If
-Ireland, through half or quarter of her territory, is really starving, what ought
America to send to her ? Tons and ship-loads of food, it may be, but not a
feather's weight of J!'enianism.
There were collected in the United States, in
little more tban twelve years, by the Fenian organization, 626,000 dols.; and of this
sum, 425,000 dols., according to the report of the Fenian brotherhood itself, were U•
_peodrd exclusively for Irish revolutionary purposes. America, so far as Rhe is
not Irish, is not proud of that record. General Meade, in 1866, drove the ll'eniana
-liack very briskly when thPy entered Canada. I believe that if his splrit were with
JUS to-day, and Daniel O'Connell here'&lso, the two woulu shake hands in represe,ing the revolutionary apirit of Ireland.
Nevertheless, it is impossible to answer the questions which are in all hearts, u
·to Ireland's distrtss, without touching npon the complicated aud blazing topic of
land tenure in the British Islands. Philanthropy and politics cannot be very well
'8eparated on this theme ; bot yon will remember that I am putting before you no
-appeal for American gcvernmental interference. -The United States do not interfere in the politics of their neighbours ; but philanthropic discussion here may
very well concern itself with the woes of any people on the planet. In this ho1111e,
-nnd at this honr, it is proper for us to ask bow far the distresses of Ire!and are to
be accounted for by a mischieYoos system of land tenure ; and we must raise this
-question with distiuctness, even if we are obliged to ask, also, whether an aristo,cratic organization of society can long endure in the world, if once the laws of
primogeniture and entail are abolished.
WA.vu Ireland starving1 On account of at least twelve causes: the laws of
;primogeniture and entail, foreign ownership of Irish land, absenteeism of her landlords, the draining of her money iuto other countries, a system of tenancy-at-will,
--0ver-popnlation, exhaustion of the soil, diseases of cropR, lack of diversification of
-industry, Romanism, and American competition.
I, The law of primogeniture accumulates lauded property in Ireland and Bag.
land in the hands of a few persona.
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On account of the mischief each a law effecte in m&Hing the free acre1 of th&o
-globe in the handt of a few families, I, for one, would resist by tho bayonet tho
introduction of the law of primogeniture inte the United Statee.
2. The laws of entail prevent the 1&le of lands according to the wantll of the.
population.
Daniel O'Connell 1pologized often for even the Irish landlorde by saying th11t
their estatee were encumbered by laws of entail. Many of the great families are.
not at liberty to sell any of their acres, and cannot will them to any except the eldest
born sons. Here are arilli.cill restrictioll8 impoeed upon the distribution of land;
and if I would han government interfere at all in this case, it wonld be not to. ·
create restrictions, bat to remove those which government, in times p1&t, under tho.
feudal system, has made, unadYi&cdly,
8. Foreign ownership of a great portion of the i.land diminishes local zeal for
the improvement of estates.
f. Absenteeism of the foreign owners of one-quarter or the aoil of Ireland places
the tenantry in the hands of grasping local agents and middlemen.
Ireland is owned by a handful of rich men. They let the land to aome 600,000,
tenanls. According to official statistics there are only 1,529 tenants in Ireland
who have more than 500 acres each ; 287,516 have fifteen acres or less. In 1870.
the go¥cmment reported 2,973 absentee landholders in Ireland, who owned pre~
cisely one-fourth of the island, rated at an annual rent of £2,H0,816. Here
are a few of the names of the absentees, with the figures showing the nnmber ol
acres they own and their aunual rent :Name.

...

Sir Richard Wallare
Marquis of Ely •••
Lord Dillon
Marquis of Bath •• ,
Earl of Dartrey •• ,
Earl of Darnley ...
Earl of Devon •••
Earl of Egmont ...
Lord Doneraile .••
Lord Digby
Lord Bill Trevor
Sir Charles Domville
Eurl of Ar
Earl of Nonnanton
Lord De Clifford
Mr. Smith Barry
Earl of Dunraven
Earl of Pembroke

No.of
acres.
61,000
.S,000
89,000
22,000
26,000
21,000
83,000
16,000
H,000
30,000
15,006
6,000
36,000
10,000
13,000
27,000
15,000
2,000

Annual
rent.
£7!,000
23,000
21,000
79,000
18,000
18,000
H,OCO
13,000
13,000
13,00()
13,000
10,000
10,001
9,000
5,000
32,000
11,000.
87,000

It is claimed that these landholders obtain rarely more than three per cent. o~
their estates. ·
In the ninety yeara ending with 1870, rent in Ireland h11s only doublet!, while
iii England and Scotland, where there is more security of tenure, it has tr"plcd_
and sextupled.*
·

•• l'he Life of Gladstone," by George Bamett Smith, London, 1879, Vol. II. p.
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IS. The abient.eeiam ot landlords 8&11181 a drain of money or pmdace from Ire-land to pay renlB, and for thia outgoing expenditure there i11 no adequate retmn..
When, in 18'6 and 18i7, Boeton was eendlng ship-loads of food to Ireland,
there was twice enough food there to maintain the population, but the cattle and
a great portion of the grain were drained away to pay rents, and the potato crop '
was nearly all that the population had to depend on for their own IUStenance, and
that failed. n is a most incisive fact that when yon were helping Ireland she
had food enough, but bad to send it out of the country to pay absentee landlords,
some of whom were leading lives not only of ease, but of dissipation, in Londomr
and Paris.
6. A system of tenancy-at-will makes the gains of the tillers of the eoil most
11ncertaln. "The Irish tenant," said John Stuart Mill," is the only human being
in existence who has nothing to gain by increased indwltry, and nothing to lo~ .
by increaaed idlene&&" In 1878 there were 820,000 paupers in Ireland.
The population of Ireland has indicated its distreu by an emigration nnex~
ampled in modern history.
" A drift of men gone o\"er the sea;
A drift of the dead where men should be.''
1. The population of the island is yet out of all proportion to the capacities of
the soil.
Ireland is not quite as large as the State of Maine ; but it baa eight times aa
many people. Imagine Ireland loosened from her moorings in the great deep,
and drifted across the Atlantic with all her vest.ed rights upon her as a cargo.
Suppose that she anchors olf the State of Maine and becomes a portion of the
Union. What should we, as Americana, like to do in tbisatrangely misgoverned
country ? One of the very first things that would occur if she should become a
portion of the Union, would be the abolition of all her lawa of primogeniture and
entail. That reform accomplished, then, gradually, under the natural operations
of trade, the land would come to belong 'to those who till the soil. Without
assassination, without any riots, Ireland, with those two changes, might, little by
little, reco\"er her industrial health down to the very finger-tips of her hard-worked
tenantry.
8. The exhaustion of the soil in Ireland iR incapable of being remedied witkont
the application to the proce1&ea of agriculture of more capital than ii, in mo8'
case11, anilable.
9. The exhaustion of the soil produces diseales of crope, and especially of t'b4
potato crop.
10. The lack of diversification of industry in Irelancl ia such that when the
potato crop fails famine occurs.
William III. was requested by the woollen manufactarera of England not enly to
discourage their branch of industry in Ireland, but to prevent it from being pro&ecnted there. He promised to do so, and was as good as his word. My central con• /
viction on this whole topic ie that Ireland's woee will never be cured except by the
co-operation of English and Irish political and industrial forces. So long as
English manufacturers and English politicians, and English kings and qneeos, discriminate against Ireland, or in any way endeuour to prevent there the operation
or tho natural lawa of trade in producing diyerslfication of industry, so long it will
.be futile to expect parliamentary actio11 to llOOthe the land. In 1869 we bad
Gladstone's Irish Church Act passed, and in the next year the famous Irish Land.
Act of Glad6tone's ministry. When the1e measures of ju1tice had become law,
British ogotiam drew over it1 face the veil of 1elf-complacency, the fateful &ereell
VO~
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'Which shuts from England so· many unpalatable truths. The average Brit.on is
etisily satisfied with himself. Ireland, according to Britiah authority, was without
a grievance, and ought to be without a complaint. Nevertheless, at this hoar,
fifteen thollllllld police and thirty thoasand soldiers are needed to keep order in
Ireland, such is the danger of agrarian riot, incendiarism, and murder I
11. Roman Catholicism bu operated unfavourably on the development of the
intelligence and enterprise of the population of Ireland.
In 18·'7 the wearied O'Connell left famished Ireland for Italy, hoping to die at
Rome with the Pope's blessing. He died at Genoa ; his heart was embalmed and
sent lo Rome, and his body to Ireland ; and thas, in death as in life, the great
agitator was the exact symbol and representative of. the spirit of his people.
12. American competitioa in agricaJbnd products cansee Irish farmers to be
undersold in Britiah market.I.
Here is a very curious poster (exhibiting it) which I regard as a sign of the
times. It came from Birmingham, England, at a qnite recent date, It reads:
IMPORTANT NOTICE I
TBJ:

AMERICAN MEAT COMPANY
OF

4'8 SMALLBROOK ST.,
Will OPEN those premises shuated at
4'2 DALE END,
On FBID.&.Y, the 22nd inst.,
With a Large Supply of the FnotsT AKBRICAN
BEEF AND MUTTON.
PRICES AS UNDBB :

BOILING BEEF •
• , , 4'd. to 7d. per lb.
ROASTING BEEF , , , • 7d. to 9d.
STEAK • • , , •
, • • Sd. to lld.
MUTTON • • • • • ,
• 6d. to 9d.

",,
,,

A FBEIB SUPPLY DAILY,

Do you think that on the worn-oat lands of Ireland, on the soil of England.
uhansted in spite of the admirable aystem of rotation of crops, cattle can be
raised cheaply enough to compete in the market with beef sold at these pricea
ud brought all the way from Texas ? A gentleman well known in Boston, but
who shall be nameless, has sent me a most interesting statement concerning the
prices at which he buys beef on Beacon-street and at which he bought American
beef at Birmingham. This poster showa you that American beef is sold fer
from fourpence to elevenpence, or from eight cents to twenty-two cents o.
pound in England. You will believe my informant when he says that ho
pays twenty-five centa for each pound of sirloin for his table on Bel\con-street in
Boston. Discerning men see the inevitable result of American competition aa one
'Chief force in the complication of the topic of land tenure in England and Ireland.
A son of Thomu Hughes from London, with two of his nephews, has been for
everal years in Texu, engaged in cattle raising. The son is jast now at Gros.
Tenor Square, after the sncceSBful driving of his herd to market., and he has cleared
"Onit thirty per cent. of his capital for the year. Other young Englishmen, under tho
-advice of Thomas Hughes, have purchased sheep ranches on the highlands of
Tennessee, where they can lead a more gentle and civilized life. So it is that the
. 1leef and mutton of our country hustle out of English marketa the oxen and sheep
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The facts are precisely nnal~gons in regard to •
.grain. When the wheat and grain of onr prairies come fairly into competition with
the costly-grown com of Great Britain, they must drive a large part of the latter
~nt of the market.
Why am I insisting on this point of American competition so much ? . BecaUlle
I wish to face the whole topic and not merely a fragment of it. The abolition of
·the laws regarding primogeniture an.I entail will not cure all the distrcues of
Ireland. It will be efficient, bnt it will not be sufficient. I am no politicia.D ; I am
ln favour of peasant farms in England and Irelond ; I am an Ameriean in my
principles with regard to the laws of primogeniture and entail. Bnt I eannet
believe that a system of peasant proprietorship would sate British markets from
the most damaging American competition. You crowd your cattle on board a
train at St. Louis ; they rnsh across the continent, are shipped alive, landed at
Liverpool and driven to Birmingham in sneh quantities that Irelond cannot compete
with the deluge. What do cattle cost in Texas ? Their salt, a man to drive
.them, general oversight. Yon cut no food for them in winters 1 you drive them
from ploce to place ; and the pasturage is free. Speaking roundly, one may say
lhat the great pastures of the plateau States and mountain States are at the present
111oment substantially free to those who range over them. British agriculture is
·costly. Yon take immense crops from British soil, but to do this yon put in as
much as you take out. Tbe system of rotation of crops is admirable in Great
"Britain; every peasant is obliged to follow it. A9 Emerson says, "Tho British
Islands look as if they bad been combed and rolled and finished with the pencil i.n·
stead of the plow." This poster proves that cattle in America can be reared for the
llnglish market more cheaply than cattle in England, This is only one ot the signs
of the times which predict a competition coming with great rapidity upon the
farmers of the British Islands, and which will grow more and. more painful to
agricultural interests in Great Britain a5 the years pass. For one, I think Thomas
Hughes ia right in sending his sons to Texas and his nephews to Temiessee. The
whole case as to the land question in England, Scotland and Iieland, cannot be
stated unless it is unflinchingly proclaimed that an industrial breeze which rises in
Texas and on the plains and mountain plateaus of Colorado, and on the prairies of
the MiBBisaippi valley is, after all, the sternest wind with which the heavily·laden
ship of the aristocratic institutions of Great Britain has at ibis moment to contend.
What is the best method of relief for Ireland f The rever1al of the causes of iu
distrus. Do yon wish to know bow to cure any disease ? Ascertain its causes
and reverse them.
Of course, ~ know that whoever settles the land question in Ireland will reduce
to order the chaos of centuries. It is no part of my purpose here to give advice to
England, although she gave advice to us iu our civil war, and enforced it with a
privateer or two I Philambropic discussion in England was often appealed to by
Daniel Webster as a motive for reform in the United States. The opinion of the
civilized world is worth something in every part of Christ.endom as a motive to
reform. If we are to reverse the causes of the distress of Ireland, what must we
do?
1. When a man possessed of a landed estate dies without making a will, let the
iaw divide his property equally among his children. Without denying o. man's
!ight to will his landed property to his eldest born. son, let the law of primogeniture be disregarded when Government is called on to dispose of the property of
intestates.

..from British and Irish pastures.
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That is an entering wedge, yon say, for the abolishing of aristocratic institutions
in Great Britain. What if it la? Groat Britain is not wholly made up of thoie
whose blllineu it is to •it in easy chain and do as their fathers hue done before
them. England is not peopled wholly by noblemen ; and although I think a man
is a man even if he fa a nobleman, so I think a man is a man even if he ia a Hodge
in a furrow, or a poor peasant lower down than Bnl"llB was in his day. I should
feel all the hist.oric spirits in this house reproving me were I not to exhibit keen
sympsthy with .the depressed condition of the lowest agricultural labourers ill
Great Britain and Ireland.
John Bright has again and again proposed moderate initiatory measures looking
to the slow reform of the.British laws of primogeniture and entail, and again and
again they have been thrown out of Parliament. If the Lords were not against i~
you could carry the law that when a man dies intestate the Government shall
divide his property equally. England may have to suffer terribly before she can
plB8 that reform through both her HoU808, It may be that famine in Ireland and
the distress of English agricultural labourers will bring British legislators to their
senses. Do you remember that Sir Robert Peel, in 18i6, proposed to cold ears in
Parliament the repeal of the com laws ? When famine in Ireland grew very
alarming, be at last obtained a hearing and carried his appeal through the Lower
Honse. Ju the Upper House, the Duke of Wellington, when the peers came t.o
him to ask permission to vote against it, replied, "Yon cannot dislike it more than
I do; bnt we mast all vote for it." Thus the great famine of 18'6 in Ireland waa
one of the chief forces, 111 every Briton knows, in causing the repeal of the corn
laws. And so if Ireland has distrel!S enough, if the agricultural population of
England, wealthy as she is and proud of her enormous income, absolutely starves,
the day may come when this little measure of justice may bs carried through
Parliament, in spite of the slight clipping it takes oft the edge of the law of primogeniture.
2. Abolish all lawa of entail or practices of inheritance going beyond the life
of the direct inheritor.
8, Abolish feudal customs and formulas which make lhe transfer of land difficult,
slippery, and expensive.
Why should it be any more difficolt to transfer an acre of laud than !l ship
from one owner to another? You have a grent legal profession in England, and
it is certain that a large amount of discouragement is usually cast upon English
reform of the laws for the transfer of landed property, whenever yon go to lawyers
to get their advice. Prof. Scnart Blackie says, that one secret reason why the land
tenure of Ireland is not reformed, is that lawyers have great interests at stake in
the present complicated costoms of transfer of landed property : and that the
middle class, who are absorbed in the keen pursuit of wealth and social position,
have no time to attend to the distresses of peasants ; and so, through public indift'erence, and the selfishness of the legal profel!Sion iu large part, this topic gets
Tery littte attention.
4. By all just methods let encumbered estates be opened for sale according to
the natural demands of the laws of trade, and the evils of absentee ownership of
the 11'lil, and of the 1y1tem of middlemen, be gradunlly remedied.
G. Let the system of tenancy-at-will be superseded by the extension of Ulster
tenant-right over the whole island.
What is Ulater teuan~rlght ? One form of it provides that while a man ia
honest, industrions, and temperate, he shall have the right of staying on his boldlDg as long u ht pay1 his rent. He shall not be turned oft at the mere whim of bia

.
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'landlord. This custom alao secnree that when he is tamed off, he &ball be paid
for the nnexhanstcd value of any improvement he has made, The legislation of
Gladstone in 1870 extended ibat right over a large part of heland, and 7et hia
1efonn does not 119cnre fixity of tenure to the pe118A11t nor prevent rack-renting and
eviction. One form of the 'Ulster t.enant-right requires that a snm lhonld be paid
for the good-will of the farm by the incoming to the out.going tenant.• Those ,
just laws which have grown np in .the province of IDater, and which have greatly
diminished incendiary fires there and mobs and riots, generatioa after generation,
ought to be ext.ended, in practice as well u in theory, over the wlaole green surface
of Ireland.
6. Let government aid in improving the Irish waste lands.
7. Let societies be formed in aid to land ownership and the formation of a
thrifty clau of peasant p10prietore.
8. Let manufactures be introduced into Ireland, and such adivereification of inclnstry take place there that the population cannot be thrown into either a famine
or a scarcity, by the failure of a single product of agriculture.
9. Let local sentiment in Ireland frown on riot and incendiariam and murder,
eo that capital will be encouraged to ant.er the island.
10. Let abundant aid be given by the philanthropic in England and .America
t.o any who ore starving.
11. Let the Irish popnlationemancipate themselves from the popular ignorance
., charact.eriatic of exclusively Romiah countrie1.
12. Let the over-population of Ireland be copiously reduced by emigration,

W/&at is Mr. Pamella plan/or tlie relief of tM distress of Ireland1 It consisll
of two parta,-temporary melllnres ud final meaauee.
The temporary me11Snres are :1. That the occupants of the soil should demand a reduction of rent from their
landlords.
2. That unless this is granted, the tenants should refuse to pay anything.
3. That govenunent sboUld supply work to the people in improving the Janela
of Ireland.
!. That, meanwhile, when processes of eviction are applied to tho case, the
tenant, at risk of riot., should hold on to the land.
Well, gentlemen, within three weeks lives have been lost in riot in Ireland, on
.account of this advice of Mr. Parnell. He aays he is precisely in O"Coonell'a
mood, and is opposed to all revolutionary measures. O'Connell was arrested for
revolutionary measures organized by reckless parties representing young Irelaad,
.and placed beyond his control by men who were really not his representatives. I
.am not accW1ing Mr. Parnell of being a revolntiouist. Be is far from aa incenodiory orator in his sty le. He has the cool modem British parliamentary methods
of di£cm1Sion. Bnt what dcica he mean by his advice " Bold on. to the land ?"
Yon notice that his advice takes hold of his followers here. Whatever ma1 be
the effect, hold on to the land I Hettie a widow who has paid half a pound, two
-dollars and a half, to her landlord. She hadfift)' dollars' worth of straw in her yard.
Correspondence which I have just been :reading says this ltraw was burned byher
neighbours, becanee she paid two dollBl'!I and a half withont having it redaced to a
.cJollar. That is what comes of this advice. There are five or six Irish counti.a
to-day held in order by the police and aoldiere becanseof tl1e mischievou in1baence

• Bee Fawcett," Political Economy," p. 215.
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on the peasants of these inculcations to hold on to the land, and do ao nen at therisk of riot.
- His final measures Mr. Parnell has not yet presented with entire frankness in
this country. I have been obliged, in imagination, to croas the ocean in order to.
find ont what he means by his vague hints, He is probably somewhat disappointed
by the attitude of the American press and people, and bas certainly adopted a
cautious -method of procedure. But if yon look into hi.8 hints, and read what is
between the lines in his speeches as an agitator, and examine British authority on
the topic, not in the utterances of tho8e opposed to him, but in the proclamationa.
issued by the bodies be represents abroad, yon will find that his final measures arethese:
1. Expropriation of the present landed proprietors in Ireland after the methods
of Frederic William Ill. of Prussia in expropriating landed proprietors in hia
dominions in 1811.
2. Compensation by Government of the expropriated owners.
8. Loans of money by Government to the occupiers of the soil to enable themto become its owners.
4'. The abolition of primogeniture and entail.
5. Irish legislative independence of England.
The fourth of theae five measures most Americans will endorae, but not theothers.
Expropriation is the word which Mr. Parnell never ntters in a loud tone in thisconntry, but which is at the centre of bis scheme. This interferes flatly with the
fundamental right of freedom of contract. Such interference is admissible under
military necessity. I do not say that it was not practised in the United States
when we treed the slaves. But the question is, whether any great political
necessity baa occurred in Ireland for such expropriations.
John O'Connor Power, a member of Parliament, defends the Irish National
Land League in theae rather startling ,words: "The proposal, stripped of all"
ambiguity, is to abolish landlordism and make the cultivators the owners of the
soil. It is proposed that the shte should take over the land, giving the landlords.
proper compensation, and settle the tenants upon it permanently as tenant pro·
prietors, This proposal, considered in its financial aspect alone, will apptar for.
midable to many people, for it is estimated that it would require £250,000,000 tO:
carry it out."*

What

a1·e the obiection• to Mr, Parnelra plant

1, It leads to riot.
2. It leads to revolution.
8. Expropriation by Governmen~ interferes with the fundamental right of free".
dom of contract.
4', It is condemned by the··Liheral part1 itself in British politics.
I know that Parnell's opposers in Great Britain say that Irish land reform i&
undiluted communism. I make no such charge. I know that it is said that Fcnianiam made a contract with continental socialism. I make no such charge, But this I
say, that the forcible thrusting of men out of their property, and the govemmentaloompensation of them when they do not agree to the bargain, is a trifle too much
like what socialism teaches us to expect. Compulsory socialism and voluntary
socialism are two very different things. Not far from the time when compulsol'y

• The Ninettenth Cmtury, Dec., 1879, p. 962.
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•ocialism shall claim authority ou the American continent and begin to practise
expropriation, let socialistR look out for thunderbolts iu their breastR.
5. It is unnecellll&l'1 to adopt expropriation as a means of relief, if the other
numerons means of relief which can be legally applied to the case are adopted.
6. American competition is such that even a reform of the system of land teuure.
in the British Islands will not relieve the agricultural clau there from distresa
without copious emigration.
I hold in my hand a letter of a statesman who cannot be accused of indifference'
to the woes of Ireland. Past three-score years and ten, he is yet the amazement·
of &he planet for his intellectual and physical vigour. Here are the words of the
great orator who has lately caused the granite hills of Scotland to surge like the,
waves of the sea with enthnsiasm for the Liberal cause in British politics. Glad-.
atone says : "You may depend on my giving attention fo any plan which may
to me advantageous with reference to the land of Ireland. I do not, however, as at
pre!lent advised, see the character of practicability in any design based on expropriating, with compensation, the preeeut landed proprietors,"• I would send
Gladstone's grave opinion after Parnell, in his transcontinental trip, and with it..
&he blessing of O'Connell and of General Meade, who drove the Feniana out of.
Canada.
Let the Royal Hill of Tara, the Curragb of Kildare, and the Rath of Mullaghmast, tslte counsel of the field of Runnymede, and of the American prairies.
May the time never come when it shall be said of Great Britain and Ireland aa
Pliny said of Rome : "Great estateB have mined the empire I LATIFUNDU. PB.a-

seem·

Dm.au !TA.LUK," t
TUE LEOTUBL
ONE half or the modern scepticism is anti-eupernaturalietio to the
last fibr<J. But another half is eupematuralietic also to the last fibre.
It is important to ask sceptic11 and Christiane to notice that modem
infidelity is so far antagonistic to itself that it is sufficiently answered
by its own antagonisms. If the opinions of recent popular ecepti·
ciem could start up to-day in this hall, as Minervas from Jupiter's·
heads, from the brains in which they lie, lllld appear in the air armed
from head to foot, I, as a defender of the Christian faith, should not
tremble at the eight. Long before they could reach me tpey would
in mid-air have fallen upon each other in exterminating war, and,
like the heroes of Valhalla, have cloven each other in halves, only to
find each other rising again, while across the bloody rain would fall
the serene bow of the evidences of the Christian faith.
I think it useful, therefore, to call the attention of any who point
to the growth of spiritualism as a growth of scepticism, to the fact
that they handle a two-edged sword. The growth of modern_
Spiritualism is commonly alleged by. sceptics as a proof of the.

• London Timu, Jannary Brd, 1880.
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Natural Bi&tOl'f,"

xviii. 6.
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. growth of scepticism. I think the estimates put forward that there
are some six or eight millions of spiritualists in this country are
among the wildest conceivable ; and yet there is no doubt that
the growth of Spiritualism is very considerable. But this fact
has
two sides. The Spiritualist i:>ody is divided between o. part
1
~ who call themselves Christian Spiritualists and a part who are
: plainly infidel Spiritualists. The former is small in number, but not
the leas intelligent portion of the mass. An infidel Spiritualist is
evidently the most inconsistent of infidels. The modem Spiritualist
i8 the last man who can consistently deny the fact of the super
4

natural.
I am aware that whoever touohea Spiritua.liam treads along a line
on which, if he slips, there bangs over him the crack of doom. It is
altogether too early yet to make any other than hypothetical assertions concerning Spiritualism, either ·as to its alleged facts or M to
ita future as a sect. Until the phenomena of Spiritualism have been
more 1eientifioally investigated than they have been thus far i.n its
history, it is unsafe to speak of its leading propositions other than
hypothetically. All I say concerning Spiritualism is" if." I beg that it
may be noticed that the assertions I am to make concerning it are
simply and only hypothetical assertions.
The mind of this age is thrown into religious doubt chiefly on the
:point of the relation of the natural to the supernatural. The questions whether the Scriptures are a record or an authority, or in part
the one and in part the other, and concerning the character and
atoning work of the Founder of Christianity, lie capsulate in this. I
am not about to assert that Spiritualism may bring a day in which
the cultivators of science will be reverent believers in the fact of the
supernatural and in the miracles of the Bible. Epes Sargent thinks
it will. William Mountford thought it must. Robert Dale Owen
was of the same opinion. But Katie King put him in her pocket,
and almost put the "Atlantic Monthly" there also. It is said that
a very different mind,-namely, Elizabeth Barrett Browning,thought it would. In my judgment, it is vastly rash to assert this;
But it appears to me highly important that those who fear and thnt
those who desire the success of scepticism, should notice, first, that the
Spiritualistic body is divided between Ch~istian and infidel Spiritualists, and, secondly, that the logical result, whatever the practical
ipight be, of the proof by Spi_ritualism of the :«:_xistence of modern
evidence of the supernatural, should that proof evei; be given, would
be a perhaps logically needless, but in these days a practically useful,
eonftrmation of the ancient evidence of the supernatural.
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. I hold five propositions to be true concerning Spiritualism, the
last three of which are simply hypothetical :·
1. The chief propositions of modern Spirit.ualism are, first, the
possibility of intercourse between human and disembodied, or super· 1
mundane, spirits ; second, the trllstworthiness of that intercourse as
;a soul'ce of religious knowledge.
2. Spiritualism bas by no means proved the second of these pro.positions, and probably will be as far from proving it after five
hundred years more of effort to establish it as it is MW after fiv.,
hundred years of effort to do so.
3. If the first of these propositions were established, and it should
'be impossible to establish the second, all that would be proved
would be the existence and agency of evil spirits-a position neither
new nor unscriptural.
4. If the first proposition should be proved, great harm would
result, at least temporarily, for masses of the people would ignorantly
or enthusiastically believe the second proved also.
5. If the first proposition should be proved, great good would result;
for, if Spiritualism should prove to be simply modern demonology, it
would yet contain modern evidence of the supernatural, and the modern
-evidence would superabundantly confirm the ancient.
I do not forget the distinction between the supernatural and the
miraculous, nor that between the supernatural and the inexplicable.
I do not forget that those who are not convinced by Moses and the
!>rophets might not be convinced by the best modern evidence of the
'8Upernatural. But the scientific proof that modern evidence of the
=supernatural exists would be, logically, ·the destruction of antieuperoaturalism.
The chain of argument by which we have been lifting ourselves up
to a belief in the historical reality of the ideal of human nature nt its
climax, is broken if the narratives in the New Testament concerning
supernatural occurrenoos are treated as absolutely unhistorical. But
materialism in our days does not regard it worth while even to raise
the question whether anything supernatural has ever occurred. Let
ministers come out of their sacred desks, let them hearken in the
laboratories, and when they hear the secret thought of materialism
they will find. themselves listening to a sneer at the whole supernatural Listory of the Bible. I know what I venture, for this
:scepticism has spread from scientific into mercantile circles, and into
the coteries of literary free-thinkers, many of whom have no scientific
training; and if the ministry is to be frallk with itself, and dra\\ over.
its -.ision no obscuring veil, if we are to face unwelcome truth, al-
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though our eyeballs be seared, we must see that anti-supernaturalism
ia, temporarily, a rising cause in the world, and that, with all its.
ascent, must occur a sinking of belief in the supernatural element of
the Bible,
Before more than one New England college, before more than one.
prominent theological seminary, I have read precisely these five proposi
tions to which you have done me the honour to listen ; and they have
been in print several years, and I know personally that they have
been endoriled by very high authorities as riot dangerous. All I intend to say on spiritualism is summarized in those five propositions.
I ask no one here to be responsible for my opinions. You are
exonerated from all responsibility for positions which you do not
yourselves indorse; but, acting alone, resolved to face truth wherever
I find it, I must confess that I have a personal interest in the course-.
of thought I am now emphasizing such as I have not had in any topic,
which it was ever my fortune to present to this audience. What l
have now said here on spiritualism I have said elsewhere for eleven
years, and I do not know that I have been anywhere called to account
for heresy on this roint. I forbid you to accuse me either of being,
a Spiritualist or of evasion. There is an attitude on this subject.
which the pulpit may take without falling into either of the two..
dangerous extremes, equally dangerous, I think, of credulity on th&
one side, and of dodging on the other.
The impossibility of the supArnatural, Ernest Renan affirms, is the
first tenet in the science of mcilern historical criticism. " The New
Testament narratives cannot be true, because they contain accounts
of miracles," anti-supernaturalism says from Hume to Strauss. "A
theological miracle," Theodore Parker taught, "is as impossible as a.
. round triangle." I do not predict the practical results; but, on the
supposition that the manifestations at, for example, Stratford, Conn.,
which the Boston Journal of Chemistry said, some years since, it
believed occurred, and that it could not explain, did actually occur ;
and on the supposition that they prove the action of disembodied
spirit<J, or that they prove simply the action of supermunde.ne intelli~
gence, then, logically, Stratford answers Strauss.
Let me insist, however, on certain re'l.SOns for caution as to credulity
concerning the existence, even of evil spirits; for, in spite of the.
concessions of Crookes and Wallace in England, and of Zollr.er, Fichte,.
and Ulrici in Germany, there are most incisive objections to admitting·
that communication with disembodied spirits is possible, or even than
a new force has been discovered.
1. Reformed Spiritualists in great numbers affirm that there it\
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nothing supernatural in any of the phenomena called spiritual manifestations.
2. The feats of legerdemain in the hands of its greatest masters aremarvellous ; its methods vary from year to year ; and are unknown
to most of the investigators of spiritualistic phenomena.
3. It is conceded by the most candid and the best educated
Spiritualists, that a vast proportion of these phenomena is the result
of trieke_ry. Robert Dale Owen, after being an investigator of
Spiritualism for years, was deceived by a coarse impersonation of a
female trickster calling herself Katie King.
4. The alleged spiritualistic communications are so contradictory
to each other, that no one who follows the method of science can
treat them as a source of knowledge.
5. Experts who have partially investigated the phenomena have
not been agreed in their conclusions except in rare instances. The
overwhelming mass of really scientific authority is against the theoryof the supernatural origin of any smallest fraction of the pheno-.
men a.
Horace Greeley offered for years a great premium to any one who
would say distinctly where Sir John Franklin was in the Arctic
regions, and afterwards have his statement proved by discovery. Information as to prices on the other side of the Atlantic he frequently·
called for; and although the reply was made that in such mercenary·
considerations the spirits could not be interested, he thought they·
ought to be interested in helping Lady Franklin out of her distress;.
but they were m:.t.
6. The manifestations themselves have never, as yet, been investi-.
gated with scientific thoroughness and precision. No theory as to.
Spiritualism exists which has borne the test, as any true theory must
bear the test, of rectification by persistent and repeated scientific
experiment.
Here are what I suppose to be the six best books on Spiritualism
that the world contains. It is my plan when taking up a new theme,
to find the best three books concerning it in English, and the best
three in German, and here they are, on our present topic, according
to my bumble judgment [exhibiting six books]. This is a volume orWilliam Crookes, Fellow of the Royal Society, a purely scientific
work, " Itesearches in the Phenomena of Spiritualism," reprinted
from the Quarterly Journal of Science. Nobody sneers at Crookes.
as a man fully acquainted with scientific methods. Here is a wellknown book on "Miracles and Modern Spiritualism," by Wallace,
one of°the founders of the doctrine of evolution. It goes farther thani
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-either of the others; it resolutely justifies the theory that communication is possible with spirits. I place next this book, which bas
the mark of honour from the public library (one cover has been worn
'<>ff and the volume stoutly bound anew), "The Report of the Lon'don Dialectical Society on Spiritualism." It was published in 1871. ·
A number of cultivated ladies and gentlemen, without any professed
medium to help them, did secure mru:vellous manifestations, according
to this statement. I regard those as the most winnowed books which
the English language contains on Spiritualism.
I hold in my hand the Zeitachri/t fur Philoaophie, a periodical
·to which I have often referred before, as the best of its class in the
world, and here in its 17th volume, 1879, is the famous article of
Ulrici on Spiritualism. That essay, although not yet translated into
English, is soon, I hope, to be given to the public through our
tongue. It has received a reply from Professor Wundt, of Leipsic,
'and the answer has been given to the American public in the
Popular Science lJlonthlu, and I beg you to read Wundt before
.you read Ulrici. I met the other day a student fresh from Leipsic,
where, according to his testimony, the whol~ air is full of discussion
'On this strange theme, lately investigated by severnl Leipsic and
Gottingen Professors. My authority informs me that Wundt is not
exercising so much influence ou the young men of the University as
this article by Ulrici. Here is a book entitled, "Der Neuere
Spiritualisimus," Leipsic, 1878, by I. H. von Fichte, who is now
·dead, and this goes nearly as far as Wallace. But here is the
supreme authority as to experimental facts, a very elaborate German
work, Professor Zollner's "Wissenschaftliche Abhandlungen," 1879.
It is made up principally of discussions of other subjects, but the
pln.tes at the end of the three volumes illustrate the experiments
<lately performed by the Leipsic Professors, and discussed by Ulrici
'and Fichte in their articles. Here are tables represented which
'became invisible ; here are rings, and bells, and slates, and the other
paraphernalia with which we are only too sadly familiar, all oqtline~
·at last in this absolutely overawing scientific work. One Qf ·.the
'theories of Zollner, the author, is, that if spirits live, they exi~ in·~
fourth dimension of space. My student informant said that he beard
:about nothing so much as this fourth dimension of space in which
-.pirits live. Zollner, Fichte and Ulrici in Germany; Wallace,
·Crookes and the Dialectical Society in England, - these are the best
'authorities on the relations of Spiritualism to science. I recommend
these books to any who care to look a~ valuable literature, on a
.f.heme on which there are mountains of published rubbish. This ia
~6'
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the little grain of wheat that I have found under the Alps and'
Himalayas of the chaff of the literature of Spiritualism.
Pardon me, whatever your reading may be, if I beg you to exercise
an almost preternatural logical vigilance in all your investigations
of the supernatural.
I. An immense distinction exists between proving the action of
snpermundane intelligence and proving the action of disembodied
spirits.
2. An immense distinction exists between proving the action of
disembodied spirits, and proving the identity of these spirits with
spirits known in the flesh.
3. An immense distinction also exists between proving either, or
any, or all of these things, and proving that either, or any, or all of
them, make Spiritualistic communications a trustworthy source ot
religious knowledge.
To overlook either of these distinctions is to rush into very nearly
blank insanity on this theme. But hundreds of enthusiastic people
are constantly overlooking them, and into blank insanity have rushed.
The Spiritualist newspapers and books are most of them there. The.
amount of evil directly and indirectly resulting from modem Spiritualism is enormous. If only to stay the delusion of the people, and keep.
moral leprosy out of certain circles of society, Spiritualism deserves
the most deliberate investigation at the hands of scientific men. If a
man wishes to have two wives he often becomes a Spiritualist. You
say I venture too much by touching this theme. I should venture.
mo~ omitting it, fo1· if there is any rule young men love to see.
l'espected, it is fair play and no evasion. This topic I will not skip,
for I know that in New England and in the west, and in England and
on the continent of Europe, there are men who are undermining som&
of the loftiest ideals of social life, and doing this in the name of
Spiritualism-undermining some of the fundamental truths of Christianity, and doing this in the no.me of an alleged revelation which, if
it be a revelation at all, most painful facts show to come from
beneath, and not from above.
It is time now that the pulpit should be frank enough to face this.
theme, even if it be proved that modern demonology is a fact, as
some sound heads think there is' scientific evidence that it is. I do.
not think so, I am not only not a spil'itualist, I am not a modem
demonologist. But I am a student of the conflicts of infidelity within
itself, and if I have a hopeful outlook it is because I find on one side.
infidels who are supematuralistic to the core, and on the other,
sceptics anti-supernaturaliatio to the core. Popular materialism,
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"hich filla the West and the East, bu no more subtle foe than this
supern11tural belief. Lift up the word "if,'' "if," "if," and call no
.po.use until science baa determined whether indeed any have spoken
.behind the veil They did in the past if they do in the present.
Should it be possible to prove only that evil spirits apeo.k, it would
follow that there ia something behind the veil Truth or illusion,
Spiritualism quickens the distinctively Christian faith of many, even
while it undermines that of more. It is, perhaps, the subtlest
popular, though by no means the subtlest scholarly foe with which
materialism and the opponents of the belief in the supernatural have
to deal. It may be that there is in Spiritualism an undiscovered fact
which will become a two-edged sword against rationalism itself. If
.Zollner, Fichte and Ulrici, Wallace and Crookes, have not mistaken
.appearances for facts, there may be in Spiritualism a new star yet
below the horizon, but from before which, when once it is fully risen,
the night-hag of the Denial of the Supernatural, "·hich broods on this
.sceptical and moaning age as a vampire, may be sea.red from the
spiritual veins it is draining.
Say spirits blue and black the tables tip:
A devil's knuckle rap may tum us pale;
It proves there is somewhat behind the veil;
A whispered lie proves yet a whispering lip.
Rap louder, fiends; for if the age let slip
Belief in miracle, ye will not fail
To bring it back; a barbed tail
Or split hoof from the darkuesa doubt may trip.
I prny our faith from science not aloof
May clip the tail and pare the devil's hoof.
Slices of each beneath the microscope ;
Then star-eyed faith with lynx-eyed doubt may cope.
If split hoofs can be touched, the time bas been
When white wings and God's forehead could be seen.
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PROFESSORS ON SPIRITU.A.LISM.
THE

P.aELUDm.-" CHINESE STUDENTS 1• AKERICAN Souoor.s."

1:1' the year 1850, Yong Wing, a Chinese student in cue and tunic, entered
·Yale College. Io 1860, an English and French force of aome twenty· five thousand
•soldiers captured the summer palace of the Emperor of China, and by uaailing
the city of Pekin, forced an entrance through the walls of Chinese excluaiveneM
for ambusadors from all nations. In 1870, California began to fear aerioualy an
·inundation of Mongolians. Io 1880, there are, on the west coast of the United
Stat.es, about one hundred thousand Chinamen ; and on the east coast, in our
~t American schools, a hundred or a hundred and twenty Chinese students frem
the npper classes in the Celestial Empire. At the same time we have a Chinefle
Edui:ational CommiSBion at Hartford, and a Chinese mandarin, regularly installed
-88 ProfeBBor, on the banb of the Charles yonder, at Cambridge, in the foremost
university of the land.
Seeking authentic information concerning the stately march of these great
_providential events, I have corresponded with specialists among the profe88ors
who teach the Chintse and Japaneae students now in the United States. I hold
1u my hand a moat keen, careful, strategic letter from the principal of Phillipe
Academy, Dr. Bancroft. Two of his Chinese pupils are seated on my right, and
-one of them is a son of a member of the Imperial Court of China.
Andover, Haas, Jan. 31st, 1880.
l'dr DUB ML Cooa:,-The presence of Chinese and Japanese students in our
.American schools in considerable numbers, studying after a careful method,
-and with a definite aim, is significant pf something more than a spirit of curiosity,
-11dventore, enterprise, the love of knowledge, or the greed of gain ; of aomeithing more than better means of transit, the increue of traffic, the breaking
·down of excluaivenea, the victori~a of diplomac7. The Eastern civillzationa ue
J.aying hold upon the Western, and not only our 1nd08tries, our arts, our sciences,
but also our history, our literature, our methods of inquiry, and our religious
ideas are going back to the Orient in the persona of educated young men, trained
•among na from boyhood under careful supervision, and quickened by the inspiration of a career waiting before them.
At present, more Japanese students are going than coming; bot the Chinese
-Government hall more than a hundred students now in this country, and, with
respect to these, several points are worthy of special mention.
They are selected with care, after a. long probation. They are sent here to
Temain, on an average, fifteen years, and to pass through the socceBBive stages of
elementary, HeCOndary, college, and profeBBional or technical, education. They
are preparing for a great diversity of employment!. They are not allowed to
denationalize themselves, bot all their studies are carried on with direct reference
to their future career in their native land. Their confonnlt/ to our modrs of
--Oreaa, &lld our habits of society and Ii ving, is a matter o convenience and
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courtesy, not a aarrender. Tbey come to get the moet and the best we can gi~

but only to take and mie it for the benefit of their coantry. l!'ar more than our
boy1 at W eat Point and Annapolb, they regard themseln1 u already in the
eenice of the State. On their return. they are expected to deYote their education
to the eerTice of the nation in ita widest eeme.
To eecnre the best r!!lwts, they are placed, t•o by t.-o, in eelected families,
sent in lllllall groa)ll to oor bfst ecbools and colleges, yet kept in conetant communication with their own conntrymen, and in JiTing sympathy with their own.
language and people. They are allowed a generous sapport, and held to a strict
accountability. They are allowed perfect freedom of opinion and belief, yet
restricted, for wile and obvious reuons,in ill p.remAture expression.
The reeults, eo &r 1111 I may be allowed to speak of them, are jut what might_
be expected. The students are models of industry, -1, politenllfs, and order.
They are willing to pay the price of echola:nihip, and I hey get il In obedicne&
to authority, reverence for 1aperion, geatleness of manners, and a certain reti-cence and diplomatic tum of mind, they are chamctcristically Chineee. Appropriating our learning, they do not renounce their own. Seeking knowledge in,
all directione, the trathl of the Bible engage their iqiecial attention and often win
their heart
l!'or snch men, in mch circnmstancea, with such a future, who can forbear to-.
prayP
Yo111'1, nry trnly,
CBCIL

F. P.

BUCBOJ'T.

The West Cout does not agree with the East Coast of the United States on theChincse question. What is the key-note of our opinion on the Atlantic slope?
There was a woman endowed of God with a poetic temperament and with devout_
instincts more than usually prophetic. She wu the authoress of the hymn beginning with the line, "I love to steal awhile away." A son of hers, the Rev.
8. R. Brown, went to China as a missionary and became principal of the Morri11on.
School at Hong Kong. He brought back from there, in 1847, three Chintse
pupils, who bec•me members of the Monson Academy in Mauachusetts, and of
his mother's own family. One of these boys was Yung Wing, and it wu due to.
the religious training which the youth received under the roof-tree of the authoress.
of this renowned hymn, that t!1~y all three became Christians.
In 1859 one of these boys, named Wong Fnn, 1vent to Edinburgh, Scotland,
where he was graduated in medicine with honour. In 1856 he established himself
as a physician in Canton, and became the most conspicucus and trusted memberof his profession east of Calcutta.
Another of the boys, named Wong Shing, after learning the art of printing,
and acting for years at Hong Kong as coadjutor of the learned Dr. Legge, now ofOxford University, is at present official interpreter of the Chinese Embassy to the,,
United States.
Yung Wing left off his cue and tunic in his first yttar in college, twice gained
a prize for English composition, and ~1111 graduated with credit in 1854. While
yet a student at Yale, he was dreaming of the establishment of a Chinese Edaca-..
tional Commiaeion in America. Sixteen years J>8811Cd after his graduation be.fore
he accomplished hla object. He pursued it in China with extraordinary patience,,
eourage, and 1agncity. He returned to his native land in 1855, and wns after-..
wards private secretary to the United States Commi11&ioner, law student at Hong
Kong, translator in the Customs service at Shanghai, travelling inland-agent of a
great silk and tea house, and finally, for a short time, a succeufnl merchant on
his own account. In all these changes he waa eeelting aocees to infiaential pnbli0men for the purpose of recommending to them bis scheme for the education of
native Chinese ;youth abroad. His college study of astronomy won for him tlul,
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faYOur of a Chinese scholar of eminence.

The latter introduced him to a
Chinese Vioeroy, Commander-in-Chief of the Imperial Army, then engaged in
suppressing the great Taeping rebellion. Yong Wing was c.Uled into the government service, became a mandarin, and interested the foremost Chinese stateamen
in his college dream. The result was that he induced the Chinese government lo
grant 1,500,000 dollars for the founding of a Chinese Educational Commission.
He himself chose Hartford, in the United States, as the place for the establishment of this enterprise, one of the most remarkable and significant io the recent
edocationnl history of the world. A noble government building has been erected
at Hartford by the Chinese government. Some 100,000 dollars are expended
annnally oo the Commission. As a result of its op2rations, there will be in
China in ten years from now perhaps a hundred Chinese young men in governmental employment, educated in all Occidental learning, and able to cope with
Western diplomacy, and to pour into China the frnits of the civilization of
Enrope and America.*
·
I have now the honour to bring to your notice a letter from the patriot,
scholar, and statesman, Commissioner Yong Wing himself:
Washington, D. C., January 31, 1830.
REv. JosEPH CooK :
DB.A.B Srn,-The Chinese go¥emment, in sending students here to be educated
at its own expense, has taken a new departure from its traditional line of policy.
It virtually recognizes the fact that the isolation to which China was in a great
measure involuntarily subjected by natural and geographical barriers, as well as
by the most cumbrous and difficult of languages, was incompatible with her well·
being.
China realizes the fact that her position in the family of nations, forced upon
her by Western powers, is not only novel, but one demandin~ ideas and resources
to maintain it, different from tho.~ employed in her whole historic nperience.
She had met the full force of Occidental civilization. In this contact she. was
confronted with races whoso central idea of the St•te is the foll recognition of
individual rights and obligations, and whose p<>liticnl doctrine is individual
development-the State for the people and not the people for tbe State-races
who derive their intelligence from scientific knowledge, and feed their religious
cravings with supernatural truths.
These central ideas constitute Western civilization, and it is for the atudy ·of
these truths that the students arc sent.
The United State~, out of all the Westein nations, wero chosen for the education of these young men, because it was supposed that the doctrines of the
inalienable right~ of humanity as enunciated by the United States Constitution
would naturally find in this cuuntry the highest development and illustration, aa
well as n universal application.
China "as led to think so 1 bot I am nfraid she has good reason to think
otherwise.
·
Let the American people who do not wish to go back on their political principles
llpc!lk 011t their convictions.-I am, very trllly yours,
YUNG Wt.NG.

When the land of Confociua asks simple international justice from the land of
Washington, shall the appeal be made in vain? The brilliant Chinese stnden:s
now in American schools will soon be in Government employment in their own
empire, and will not easily be cheated, or browbeaten in diplomacy.
I listen to the waves of Chinese progress. I listen to the rising of the new tide
which will carry the slow junks of Chinese custom over the sand-bar of exclusive• See the very valuable lecture of the Rev. Joseph IL Twichell, of Hartford, Oil
llope of China," New York Tribune Extra, No. to.
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ness, over the sand-bar of Confucianism, over the sand-bar of all Pagan pl'llctiClllll.
The first ripple audible iu history of this rising sea is the sonntl of au American
hymn. "I love to steal awhile away," the verse l!By&; and so tho new tide in
Chinese affairs steals upon the coast of time under the roof-tree of a New England
authoress. The Chinese Educational Commission at Hartford is the initial wave
of resonance in the opinion of the Esst Coast of the United States as to the
Chinese question, and we mean that tho whole rising anthem of the tide of the
regeneration of Asia ~hall not have in it one sound dissonant with this key-note
strain.
Open wide, ye gates· of gold
To the Dragon's banner-fold I
Builders of the mighty wall,
Bid your mountain barriers fall !
So may the girdle of the sun
Bind the :East and West in one.
Till Nevada's breezes fan
The snowy peaks of Ta-Sieue-ShnnTill Erie blends its waters blue
With the waves of Tung-Ting-HnTill deep Missouri lends its flow
To swell the rushing Hoang-Ho I
-0. W. IIoLHBs, at the Burlinghame Banquet in Boston, 1868.
·On my l"ight are representatives of what would he called in other countries the
11obility of China. There are no nobles in the Chinese Empire. Learning givea
official position there. Civil Service examinations, surpassing in thoroughness
our own, are the doors of entrance to public employment. The young men who
11it before you have come from the other side of the globe under governmental
direction, and are intending to take back to the antipodes whatever learning they
gain here for the benefit of their country. On my left are the rfpresentatives of
the men who are trampled under the feet or the West Coast of the United Stat.es.
I wish to set the Chinese mandarin class [pointing to those on the right] nt work
for the defence of the Chinese working class [pointing to those on the left].
What my wishes or yours may be as to the Chinese question is of little consequence. What the wishes of Almighty Providence nre is the question of commanding interest. A series of remarkable events appears to indicnte the purpose
-of the Supreme powers to send learning and Christianity into Asin, and to make
the educated cla~ses there ultima~ly the protectors of the working classes, and the
Chinese Government itself a mntch for the demagogne3 of the sandlots who wonlJ.
raise dust in onr eyes as we contemplate these providential plnn~.
California is so placed that she cannot well avoid commercinl intimacy witb
China. Almighty God is weaving together the opposite shores of the Pacific, and
opening the Golden Gate to the commerce of Asin, and no set of hoodlums h1111
wit or force enough to keep dow1;1 the latch! California is one of the gates of
Asia, and for one I thank God that the gateR are already ajar,
· The most important question in the whole Chinese problem appears to me to
l;>e not what is popular, but whnt is inevitable. Lines of ocean transit nra shooting across all the great sens. What is the East Const ,.\ew of the Cbinesc question ? It is that the pLm. of Providenca..iar. the.. regcner11tion of. Asia will prevail, and that the inevitable will become the actual. What is inevitable ?
1. American comme~cc will reach one quarter ·rf the way around the world,
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instead of three-quarters of the way around it, to obtain. the teas and silks of
'China and Japan.
2. The commercial intercourse of the Pacific coast with Asia will be ·large,
3, San Francisco, as she looks toward the sunset, will for ages yet confront
more than half of the popul•tion of the world.
·
4. The great port of Asiatic commerce with the U oited States. will be at San
Francisco.
5. The relation& of that port to Asia will be, therefore; matters not only of
municipal and State importance, but of national, and international importance.
6. In determining what these relations shall be. NeW' York and Boston and
Chicago, to.iether with Canton, Shanghai, and Pekin~ have great interests at
.stake, and will claim a right to be heard as well as San· Francisco.
7. The students which the Chinese government edocates in the United States,
the embassies which China sends to Occidental nations, and the· emigrants who
ireturn to her shores, will acquaint China with American and European political,
'indastrial, educational, and religions ideas and castoms.
8. Railways and telegraphs and manufactures will be introduced into China;
-and produce an industrial regeuer:ition of eastern Asia,
9. Schools, newspapers, and libraries, like those of Western nations, will' be
introduced, and produce an educational regeneration.
10. The astonishing political, industrial, and educational changes which have
-nlready taken place in J ap:m by her .imitation of Occidental customs, will hasten
"Similar changes in China.
·
11. The industrial and educational regeneration of China will afford. improved
'Opportunities for its political and religions regeneration. •
12. Whatever political go\"emmcnts may do, tho Christian Church throughout
the world will seek the industrial, political, educational 1md i·eligions regeneration
"Of Ash.
13. The industrial, ed11cntional, and.religions ameliora1ion of Asia will crcnte
new wants on the part of her population, anu the snpp1y of thes~ will give new
importance to Asiatic commerce.
·
14. The Pacific co:ist will possess extraordinary geographical adva11t:1ges for
this com'llcrce.
15. The United States, however, will not be withont rivalry in the trade 11ith
tl1e Orient, nnd Great Britain, esp~cinUy, will cling to the pre-eminencr. sho baa
won at immense cost in c?mmerco with Chinn and Japan.
16, The United States will not allow the tr11de witti the Orient to be monop<r
lizcd by a few favonrccl nations.
11. Great commercial considerations will require that the treaties of the United
States with China should continue to secure, as they now do, to Americ.'\n citizlns
residing there, equal rights with those of uny other foreigner residing there.
18. Americans in China cannot have equal rights with those of any <ilher
{oreigncrs residing there, unless we grant to Chinamen in America equal rights
with th~ of any othei: foreigner residing here.
19. China and Jap:m, having entered the family of nation~, with which treaties
must be msde according to the rules of international law, will be juRtified by the
_public sentiment of the world in refusing to Americans in Chirn the rights of the
most favoured nntion there, if the United States refuse to the Chinese in America
the rights of the most favoured nation here.
20. 'fo treat immigration from China as we do not that from other nntionr,
11.nd to :fuil to keep our treaties with China as we do not fail in the case of other
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nation1, will, therefore, affect mOlt diau&roaaly peat lnd111kial and commercial,
u well u political and religions, iatereltl, which depend on the peaceful and be&
intercolll'lle of Aaia and America.
The Eut Coast Tiew, which th- propolitiona outline, it i1 my purpose tn
emphasize, iu riT&lry with the West Coast Tiew, which I obtained Jut mmmerfrom whereP Not from the steeples of San Francilco; not from the heights of hcrgovernment buildinga. I obtained it from the gotten and from the pering-atoaea
opposite the 1and-loti. I had this West Coast Tiew Tiridly before me only when
I gazed through the thick cloud of dmt raieed by the stamping of the boofa, aud
piercing, I had almost said, of the hom1 of the sand-lot oratora into their famous.
plat of yellow, dmty earth. In C1tlifomia you can aee China from the church
steeples, bat not from the saad-lota. It was my fortune to addre88 a large audience
in San Francitco, made up, as I w111 told, of the better elements in the city, and
some missiles were thrown through the skylights as I defended, in Califomia.
what I understood to be the E111tem view of the Chinese question. But while a
f~w roughs attempted to interrupt the meeting, the mass of the audience waa
nnmist..kab'y of Eastern opinioWI, and endorsed with emphD8is the President'&
Teto, and Senator Morton 'a views, and especially my criticisms of the mud-lots,
and of tha average tone of the San Francisco daily preis on the Chinl'se question ..
I undertake to say here, face to face with au intelligent audience in Boston, what
I said face to f11ce with an intelligent audience in San Francisco, that, howeverpoliticians may dc!Claim or the people may vote, the plan~ of Providence as to the
regeneration of Asia are likely to be carried out, and that it greatly conCt'm&
America to keep step with Providence.
When Yung Wing wna in Lima, South America, he was obliged to be witness.
to mnny indignities cast upon c.:>olies. He visited the President of the State in
which he was trn¥elling, and made complaint. His friends from Connecticut,
who were with him, thought that Yung Wing was putting his life in peril, and
told him so. He replied, ·•Why should not a man put his life in peril ? Perhapa
the best nse I can make of my life is to lay it dowa here in Lima. If I thought.
an, I would do it. I should not have the least delicacy about it at all." I commend
to these Chinese students the imitation of the superb patriotism of Yung Wing.
I hope they will have no dclic.lCY in asserting the . rights of the Chinese in,
America, when they return to China, and in protecting the dignity of the Chinese
.Empire aguinst any American politicians who agree with the San Francisco sandlots.
I would join the hands of the Chinese mnndariu class with the hands of th&
Chinese working class, and link the whole front of Chinese thought and labouragainst any bargaining with the politicians who side with the sand-lots, even if
thfse politicians be sometimes in high station, and titanding on tlie pedestal of
the United States Senate, ssy that Chinamen cannot be evangelized, ancl are of
no service in California. The truth is that ninety thou.~nd Chinamen are now
employed on the West Coast, and their employers keep theD\ because it is pro.
fitablc to have them there.
The Chinese question is really, whether the monopoly of low-paid Io.hour shall
'be given to the Irish and other foreign elements, or shall be divided with the
Chinamen ? If the Chinamen now in San Francisco were expelled, wage11 would
10 up again, not to the height at which they stood in the gold pt>riod, but farhigher than they nre now. At present they are conspicuoDBly higher than they
are in the East. There was a day in California when the average working man
"!fall paid ten dollars fur ten hours of labour, and eggs co.st twenty-five centa
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apiece. The time has now come, when the Chinaman receives about what we pa7
white labourers in the :East.
John Chinaman has not disp'aced anybody. Be has filled np gaps. White
men, let ns suppose, abandon a mine when it will not pay three dollars a day to
"e&Ch labourer. The Chinaman is content with two dollars a day, and he works
the mine. Has be displaced the miner who abandons the mine ? He has taken
his place, bnt be has only filled np a vacancy.
If a man wishes to start a woollen factory, and must pay three dollars a day
for labour, he sees he cannot do it in San Francisco and compete with Lowell
tmd Lawrence. In comes John Chinaman, and can be hired for a price at which
lt will pay to manufacture woollen goods on the Pacific slope. The Irishman,
.with the pick-axe and the bod, does part of the work in putting up the factory,
•nd there is work made in various ways for all the higher grades of labour, by
the coming in of labourers at prices that permit profit. The Pacific slope need1
diversification of labour, and the Chinaman has helped supply this need, Wages
will come to a level on the Pacific slope, and manufacturing will start np iu
California.
The fact that 90,000 Chinamen find constant employment on the Pacific coast,
at a respectable rate of remunrration, is proof that they are needed there. A
man who employs Chinamen is to be counted as in favour of Chinese immigra.
tion, U U0,000 votes ahould be cast against Chinese immigration in California,
it would yet be trae that the majority are really in favour of it, because more
than 70,000 people in California employ Chinamen. The newspapers of San
l!'r11ncisco do not properly represent the feelings of the best classes of society
there on the Chinese question.
When I stood for the first time on the shore of the Pacific at the Golden Gate,
it was impossible for me not to bend down and write in the sand, "The regeneration of Asia, may God hasten it!" Here, to-day, on the shore of the Atlantic, I
would write the same words, not on the sand merely, but, if possible, in the hearts
of these representatives of China; and, deeper yet, in the life of any who ani
teachers of these young men, who are to be threads and needles for making the
wardrobe of a new civilization for an empire containing a tenth of the popn1ltio11
'Of the world, and which was old when Greece was young. Yet more deeply
would I write the same words on the hearts of any timorous politicians, who
believe that the electoral vote of California, and good cheer from the sand-Iota,
are worth more to our nation than harmony with Almighty God in His provi•
deiltial plan for the regeneration of Asia. I would, in short, write these words
on the sand-lots themselves, and call on the American people to see that they are
noterued.

Tam LECTURE.

Six renowned German names, to their own credit or discredit, can
now be quoted in the list of believers in the reality of the alleged
facts of the modem psychical or spiritual manifestations. They are
Professors Zollner, Fechner, and Scheibner, of Leipsic University ;
Professor Weber, of Gottingen _University; Professor Fichte, of
Stuttgart; and Professor Ulrici, of Halle University.
Zollner was born in Berlin, in 1834, and is, therefore, yet a com·
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paratively young man. He is profeBBor of physical 11.11tronomy a\
Leipsic University, J>erhaps the foremost educational institution of
the world. It is doubted in Germany whether Berlin or Leipsic
stands in the first rank; but of late years tho palm has been given
to Leipsic,
Fechner was born in Gross-Saarchen, in 1801, and is professor ot
physics. lie is renowned for his publications on mental physiology~
and ns a most searching experimental investigator of Nature.
Scheibner was born in Gotha, in 1826, and is professor of mathe~
ma tics.
·
.
Weber was born at Wittenberg, in 1804, and is profeBBor of
electricity and author of celebrated works on that topic.
Fichte was born at Jena, in 1797, and died at Stuttgart, in 1879.
lie was the son of the famous John Gottlieb Fichte, and was professor of philosophy at the University of Tiltingen. He is the author
of important philosophical works carrying out the thoughts of his
father, and establishing what is known as the system of concrete
theism. He was founder, and one of the editors, of the Zeitachrift
fur Pltilo~ophie.
Ulrici was born at Lusatia, in 1806, and is professor of philosophy
and editor of the Zeitschrift jiir Philosophie, published at Ha.Ile.
The celebrated experiments described by Zollner in his "Wissenschnftliche Abhandlungen," • published in 1878-!:I, were performed at.
Leipsic by Profs. Zollner, Fechner, Scheibner, and Weber, iu N ovem,.
her and December, 1877.
·
Professors Wundt, Thiersch, and Ludwig, of the same university>
tiaw only a portion of the experiments, and express themselves as not
convinced of tho objective reality of all the facts. Professor Wundt
has published an article, which has been translated into English, in
reply to Ulrici, and insists much upon the tricks of legerdemain. .
The Court prestidigitator of Berlin, however, has given to the
public an affidavit, in which he snys that the explanation of Slade'a
experiments by legerdemain and the allied arts is wholly impossible.
I think it important to read the text of this affidavit of the Court
coujuror, for its author is a man of dignity of character and is regarded ~s one of the most skilful representatives of legerdemain in.
the world. He is not a spii·itualist, and is far f1·om believing that.
spirits were concerned in tho famous experiments pcrfo1·med at
Leipsic. His testimony. is the reply of an expert to the positions.
taken by Professor Lankester and Dr. Donkin, in England.
· Henry Slade, being then resident at Berlin, was visited by the.
• By Staakmann, Leipsic.
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Court Oonjuror and Prestidigitator to the Emperor or Germany,
Samuel Bellachini, No. 14 GrOBBbaron-strasse, who subsequentl.1
made affidavit before a public notary, Gustav Haagen, in the following
terms:
Execµ.ted at Berlin, on the sixth of December, one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-seven, and entered in the notary's register
under the number four hundl'ed and eighty-two for the year eighteen
hundred and seventy-seven.
Signed and officially stamped.
Gusuv HuoEN, Coui11ellor and Notary.
I hereby declare it to be a rn.sh action to give decisive judgment;
upon the objective medial performance of the American medium, Mr.
Henry Slade, after only one sitting and the observations so made.
After I had, at the wish of several highly-esteemed gentlemen ot
rank and position, and also for my own interest, tested the physical
mediumship of Mr. Slade in a series of sittings by full daylight, as
well as in the evening, in his bedroom, I must, for the sake of truth,
hereby certify that the phenomenal occurrences with Mr. Slade have
been thoroughly examined by me, with the minutest observation and
investigation of his surroundinhrs, including the table, and that I
have not in the 1malle1t inatance found anything to be produced by
means of prestidigitative manifestations or by mechanical ,apparatus~
and that any explanation of the experiments which took place, uiuler
tM circunutancu and conditio11,1 then obtaining, by any reference to·
prestidigitation, is absolutel'!I impouible.
It must rest with such men of science 1\8 Crookes and Wallace in.
London ; Perty, in Berne ; Boutlerof, in St. Petersburg, to search
for the explanation of this phenomenal power and to prove its reality..
I declnre, moreover, the published opinions of laymen aa to the.
' how ' of this subject to be premature, and, according to m'!I view
and expel'ience, false and one-sided. This, my declaration, is signed.
and executed before a notary and witnesses.
(Signed)
S..ui:uEL BELLACHINL
Berlin, 6th December, 1877.
Henry Slade having proceeded to St. Petersburg, in order to fu}..
fil his engagement with M. Aksakot and Prof. Boutle1·of, and to
present the phenomenon of Psychography to the scrutiny Of a com•
mittee of scientific experts, has had a series of successful sittings, in
the course of which writing has been obtained in the Russi.ail language.
At one recent sitting writing in six different languages was obtained on
a single slate.
On Wednesday, Feb. 20th, accompanied by M. AkBl\kof and Prof.
Boutlerof, Slade had a most successful sitting with the Grand Duke
Constantine, who received them cordially, and himself obta.iued
writing on a new slate, held by himself alone.•
• See "Psychography b7 M.A., Oxon," London, 187.8, p. 150,
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Out of the mass of observation of the Leipsic and Gottingen professon, allow me to select five classes of phenomena.
I. E:r:perimnta witlt a closed bool:-al~.
,The following incident occurred in the presence of Prof. Zollner
1 and Prof. W. Weber : " I pasted half a sheet of ordinary writingpaper on a rather large wooden board," says Prof. Zollner, " and
blackened the paper by holding it over a petroleum lamp, and then
laid it under thA table at which W. Weber, Slade, and I had taken
<mr places. Suddenly the board under the table was violently shoved
out about a yard, and when I lifted it up there was the impression
of a naked left foot. I at once asked Slade to stand up and show me
both his feet. He willingly agreed. After he had pulled his shoe
off, his stocking was examined to see if there was any soot upon it;
but nothing was found. He was then asked to have bis foot
measured, and the length of the impression was found to exceed that
of his foot by 4! centimetres." The Professor, anxious to find confirmation for his theory of the existence of four dimensional beings,
asked Slade to try whether an impression could not be obtained
inside a closed book-slate. A half-sheet of letter paper was pasted
inside by Zollner and blackened with the lamp, and here is his
description of the result.
" I closed this slate, and remarked to Slade that, if my theory of
the existence of intelligent four-dimensional beings in Nature were
well founded, it would be easy for them to give the impression
hitherto obtained on an open slate inside a closed one. Slade laughed,
and was of opinion that this would be absolutely impossible. Even
his' spirits,' whom he asked, seemed very muoh perplexed about this
proposition; but at last answel'ed on a slate with the cautious,
stel'eotyped reply : We will tr9. To my great surprise, Slade agreed
that I should lay the book-slate (which since I had blackened the
paper I hnd not once let go out of my hn.nds) during the seance upon
my knees, so that I could always aee half of it. We had been sitting
perhaps five minutes at the table, in the brightly-lighted room, our
bands linked with those of Slade upon the table, in the usual manner,
when I felt twice, at short intervals, that the slate upon my knees
was pressed down without the slightest visible cause. Thl'ee knocks
on the table announced that all was finished, and when I opened the
slate I found inside on one side the print of a right, and on the other
of a left foot, the latter the same as we had obtained the two previous
evenings. My readers may judge for themselves how far it is for us,
after such facts, to look upon Mr. Slade as a deceiver or a trickster.
Slade's own astonishment at the sucoeu of the experiment was
almost greater than mine."•

*

ZOllner,."WilleDICbaftliche Abhandlungen," Vol. IL part i, p. 819.
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· I now have the honour to exhibit to this audience a scientific
representation of this foot (presenting a plate from Zollner's work).
There is the slate, there is the paper on the inside of it, there is the
soot on the p:iper, there is the impression of the foot, and that was
inrule on the inside of a book-slate, locked together and held on Professor Zollner's knees during the experiment. How do you explain
that 1 By shutting your eyes. Professor Hammond, of New York
City, has written a book on SJ!iritualism and nervous derangement.
He quotes the testimony of Lord Lindsay, of England, as to certain
marvellous phenomena observed in full daylight. The first explana.
tion which Professor Hammond gives is that possibly Lord Lindsay
ete too ~uch at dinner, or that "perhaps his cravat was too tight."
It may be that when Professor Zollner held this slate on his knee his
eravat was too tight. I cannot say that it was not; and, if it was,
who knows that what he seemed to observe was objectively real1
The circulation of the blood in bis brain may have been disturbed,
and he may have been in a trance. This cravat philosophy, how-ever, will hardly sustain examination by serious men.
Tho mechanical theory of matter is exploded if Zollner's alleged
facts can be proved to be real; but here are grave experts who unite
in aasuring the world that these events occurred under their own
eyesight. Here is the Court Conjuror, who says he can do nothing
·of the kind. I hold in my hand a v-0lume by Fichte, and he says,
'quoting these experiments and naming the professors who performed
them, 'that he could himself, if be were authorized, give, in addition
to these names, many others in Germany who by the experiments at
Leipsic have been convinced of the reality of the facts and of their
worthiness to be made the subject of scientific research.•
- · Pardon me if I ask you once more to remember that I am not here
to defend the theories of Spiritualists. Perhaps all thl\t Professor
Zollner has observed can be accounted for by what Professor Crookes
calls the psychic force. Here is a magnet. It attracts iron filings.
I put betwee11 the magnet and the filings a sheet of paper, and I hold
the magnet aoove the paper. The filings strike against the lower
:side. I move that magnet, so that it describes the lines representing
the initials of a mau's name. Do I not thus cause the iron filings to'
. follow precisely similar lines on the opposite side of the paped What
tf they were filings of black lead. Would they not write the initials I
If a magnet can do that, and if, as Serjeant Cox and . Profesaor
Crookes assert, there ia in the human organization a power by which
physical objects can be moved without contact, who knows but that
•Fichte" Der Nenere Spiritnaliaimna." Leipsic: Brockhana. 1878. :P, 101.
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the will of the psychic (I use that term in preference to medium),.
may control the action of the concealed pencil between the elates and
produce writing 1 If you admit that this psychic force exists, there·
may be found in it an explanation for facts like these observed b.J
Zollner, without resort to the theory that there nre spirits concerned. .
in the phenomena. If the psychic force may be so managed by you. .'
as to cause a slate pencil to write, so by acts of will you may possibly
produce such an impression of a foot as this engraving represents..
I do not say that the impression was thus produced, but only that
perhaps it may have been. Until the psychic force has been far more
acientifically investigated than it has been as yet, I hold that we ar&
far from having full proof that the psychic force cannot account for
Paychography. Here are Zollner's and Weber's facts, however, and
in the present stage of the discussion the important thing is to look
directly at observed phenomena.
A profeBSor of Leipsic University buys a book-slate himself and
ties it up, or locks it, or screws it together, first having cleaused it
and Cftl'efully removed any chemical preparation on it. He does not
allow it to go out of his hands during the experiment. It is watched
by men of trained habits of observation, while writing appears on its
interior surfaces. An elaborate scientific work, from the foremost
univel'tlity in the world, contains plates illustrating writing produced
in this manner. Facts thus attested are likely to fix attention. All
this has been done at Leipsic University. The condition of Germany
is much like what that of New England would be iUour of the moat
renowned professors of ou1· Atlantic Coast-say three from Harvard.
and one from Yale-were to testify to the reality of facts like these,.
and then if two of the most trustworthy of our metaphysical philosopher.ii should take up the facts and make them the basis of acute
discussion. If books should come out from our stateliest houses,
with plates describing these occurrences, a storm would be raised in
the minds of educated youth. If another professor should reply to.
the professors who assert the objective i·eality of the facts, the storm
would only be heightened ; but if the reply should be weak, as it.
seems to be conceded that the reply of Wuudt to Ulrici is, th&
storm would not be very likely to go down.
Very often the subject-matter of the writing found on the slates,
is beyond the knowledge of the psychic. Greek has been written on
slates, and found to be accul'ate, when the psychic knew nothing of
the language. It is thought by Zollner and his associates to be.
demonstrably impossible to produce these results by fraud.
Possibly some of you were startled when I insisted so much on.
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Crookes's experiments as to a psychic force j but you now see.
that, if you grant me the use of his theory, many of these phenomena.
can be explained without the supposition that there are spirits behind
the phenomena.
Fichte was induced to attend to psychical facta by the Psychography of Baron Gnldenstubbe, an honourable and learned man,
who had a marvellous faculty of producing writing on untouched
surfaces. In many churches and ancient ruina of Europe, and in the
Louvre and Pike 11\ Chaise, and in Westminster Abbey and the British
Museum, this Baron produced such writing, and there are hundreds of
his manuscripts thus written now in existence.* Scores of men in
high official position witnessed the production of this writing. He
obtained writings without putting any pencil or any fragment or
writing substance into the closed box where he put his paper.
Perhaps Baron Guldenstubb6 could produce any writing which he
willed to come into existence on his manuscript. ·When I study his
account of his own experiments, I think Prof. Crookes's hint concerning the psychic force goes very far toward unlocking the mystery ot
the phenomena.
II. E:xperinie11ts with Knots ill Endless Threads and Straps.
The two ends of a piece of pack-thread were sealed together by
Professor Zollner. The whole thread was closely watched. The experiment occurred in a room with-which the psychic was not familiar.
'fhe ends of the thread next to the seal were held beneath Zollner's
thumbs, and the curve of it hung down into his lap. Here is the
Professor's own engraved illustration of the method in which this
thread was arranged (exhibiting it). In an endless cord or thread no
knot can be tied. While that sealed pack-thread hung, without a
knot, in the lap of Professor Zollner, :md when the psychic was out
of reach of the thread entirely, four knots were tied in it.
If this single circumstance, attested by the Leipsic professors, is a
fact, it blows to the four moons of Jupiter the whole materialistic
mechanical theory of matter. The materialism of ages is answered
by a single fact like this. Bnt here we have these six men agreeing
that these Leipsic assertions are worthy of credence. Zollner·
threatens a lawsuit against Wundt for accusations of trickery against
our American Dr. Slade.
In spite of all defences of this man, I am, however, very suspicious.
of trickery in Slad"e. Professor Crookes acknowledges that he haa.. ,
sometimes been deceived by skilful legerdemain.. Lately, in London, :
there occurred what the Times c:tlls the capture of a spirit. Who.
• See Guldenstuboo," La Realite des Esprits."
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was the spirit 1 Why, a lady who had once been a medium in the
·employ of Professor Crookes I She was found out in one of the
·coarsest kinds of impersonation, and it is fair to say that one of
Professor Crookes's best authorities ha.a been thus broken down
-entirely. It is very well understood, however, by those who read
the spiritualistic newspapers, that the. more sensible of them (and
the more sensible are very few in number) are objecting more and
more to experiments in dark closets or in cabinets, as affording
·Qpportunity for trickery. Some of the most scathing remarks against
trickery are made by the spiritualistic writers themselves. At the
'Bame time, I must say, with equal frankness, that there are no social
-errors more poisonous than some which have been taught by spiritualistic tricksters, unworthy of any place except in jail
Zollner insists that the tying of knots in an endless cord prove
the existence of a fourth dimension of space. Explauation of the
phenomena in our three dimensions there cannot be, and so he is
'forced to adopt Kant's idea that there is a fourth dimension of
'Space.
III. E:r:periments conce1·ning the Diaappea1'ance and Re-appeara11ce
"()j Matter.
I translate to you exactly, in this and subsequent passages, the
language of Zollner, and I am 11ot aware that it has been given to
the public before in English :" At about half-past eleven o'clock, in bright sunlight, I became,
-wholly without expectation or preparation, a witness of a very extraordinary phenomenon. I had, as usual, taken my place with Slade
at a card.table. Opposite me and near the card-table, stood a small
round stand. Something like a minute may have passed after Slade
and I had seated ourselves and placed our hands, one above the other,
together, when the round stand began slowly to sway to and fro.
We both saw it clearly. 'fhe motions were soon more extensive, and,
meanwhile, the whole stand drew near to the card-table and placed
itself under the latter, with its three feet turned toward me. I, and
e.s it seemed also Mr. Slade, did not know in what way the phenotmena were to be further developed. For perhRps a minute nothing
at all happened. Slade was about to use bis slate nnd pencil, to ask
the spirits whether we were to expect anything, when I resolved to
take a nearer view of the round stand which was lying, as I thought,
under the card-table. To my great amazement, and Slade's also, we
found the space under the card-table perfectly empty. Nowhere in
the rest of the chamber could we find the stand, which a minute pre.viously had been before our eyes. After five or six minutes spent in
'breathlEss waiting for the re-appearance of the stand, Slade claimed
'that he saw appearances of lights, of which, I, as. usual, could see
•nothing. Looking, with more and more anxiety and astonishment,
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in different directions in the air above me, Slade asked me if I did not
see the appearance of large lights, and, while I answered the question.
with a decideJ negative, I turned my head in the direction of the·
ceiling of the chamber, and suddenly saw, at a height of about fiv8'
feet, the lost table, with the legs directed upward into the air, lloat.
downward rapidly upon the top of the card-table."•
Zollner undertakes to face all Germany with experiments like these.
He affirms that Weber, Fechner, and Scheibner agree with him, and
Leipsic University keeps him in his place.
IV. E.rperiments concerning tli,e Power of .Matter to pass throug1'.
Matter.

Two conch-shells lay on the table, the smaller covered by the
larger.
"As Slade was holding a slate in the usual manner under the
edge of the table, to receive writing," says Professor Zollner, "something suddenly struck on the slate with a clattering sound, as if
some heavy body had fallen upon it. When immediately thereafter
the slate was taken out for examination, the smaller conch-shell lay
on it. Since the two shells had lain before me almost exactly in
the middle of the table, untouched and constantly watched, here
was, therefore, the often observed phenomenon of the penetration of
matter presented in a surprising. and wholly unexpected physical
manner. Immediately after Slade drew the slate from under the
table, with the smaller shell on it, I seized the shell, in order to
ascertain whether it had suffered any change. I came very near
lettiDg it fall, so very hot had it become. I gave it immediately
into the hand of a friend, and he found it of a remarkably high
temperature." t
In other portions of the Leipsic experiments coin were taken out
of a locked box and put into it, while the key was in the possession
of the Professor. I have in my hand at this moment a let~er from
a gentleman of excellent position in this city, who ,informs me that
he and thirteen others have signed their names to a document
affirming that dowers were put into a locked wooden box, while the
key was retained by the experimenters. Under the shadow of
Zollner's testimony, coincident observations may be quoted, even if
the latter were not made by experts.
V. Experiments concerning tlie A.p~arance of Tangible Bands.
In describing the German researches, I have emphasized only the
facts on which Ulrici places stress, and have, therefore, given you a
glimpse not only of Zollner's chief assertions, but of those which
Ulrici and Fichte have discussed and consider the most. suggestive.
•"Zollner," Vol. II., Part ii., p., 917.

t

~iillner,

Vql. II., Part ii., p. 926.
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"Almost regularly in all our sittings," says Professor Zollner,
"while Slade's hands were visiL!y laid on the table and his feet con.fined, we felt under the table the touch of hands. I wished, therefore, to institute an experiment by which yet more convincing proof
of the existence of these hands could be obtained, I proposed to
Mr. Slade that be should place under the table a shallow porcelain
vessel, filled to the brim with white flour, and that he should request
the spirits before they touched us to dip their hands in this flour.
In this way the visible traces of the touch would show themselves on
our clothing, and after the touch. At the same time, we could
look on the hands and feet of Slade for auy remnants of flour adhering to them. Slade expressed himself as ready to undertake the
.experiment under these conditions. I brought in a large porcelain
bowl, filled it to the brim with flour, and placed it under the table.
As to the outcome. of this research, we did not make om·selves
'anxious, but for more than five minutes carried on magnetic experiments, while Slade's hands were ahrn.ys visible before us on the
table. I felt, suddenly, my right knee under the table vigorously
clasped and pushed downwards for about a second by a large hand.
At the same moment, as I stated this to· those who were present, and
was about to rise, the bowl of flour was pushed, without visible
touch, some four feet from its plnce under the table. On my pantaloons I had the impression in flour of a forge, powerful hand, and on
.the surface of the meal in the bowl were printed the palm and forennge1·s, with all the fine details of the skin. A pains-taking examina..tion of Slade's bands and feet showed not the slightest trace of flour•
.The comparison of his own hand with the impression in the flour
proved that the latter was considerably the larger." *
· Zollner, Weber, Scheibner, and Fechner affirm that they obtained
music from untouched key-boards, and repeated successfully most of
Crookes's experiments.
I am no partisan for or against any yet unrisen star beneath the
horizon of science. If the Biblical view of spirits, good and bad,
could by modern evidence be proved to be true, I should be only the
firmer believer in the Bible, with its whole supernatural history. If
spirits that "peep and mutter," to use the Scriptural phraseology,
are n'broad in the world, imd if the1·e be need of warning modern
generations, as the ancient ones were warned, not to have commerce
with de.moniacal powers, I wish fo listen to that warning ma.de of old
a part· of Divine Revelation. I nm not in danger of supposing that
these atrocious, poisonous whispe1·ings, which mislead men and women
only too often into erratic opinions and conduct, are from on high.
Whenever good angels appenr in the Biblical history, they flame like
the sun, or otherwise exhibit opeiily overawing· powers. The angel
.
it Zollner, Vol. n.;·P11rti., p. 310.
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that stood at the mouth of the sepulchre could not be looked at by
the soldiers. They were as dead men in his presence. Always the
:appearance of good spirits puts into awe the human observer. I do
not rend accounts of sut.:h appearances in our modem circles. But, if
.yon were to prove to me that good spirits can speak to us, as well as
-evil, I shculd yet say that transcendently greater proof of the supernatural origin of the Biblical revelation has been given than of any
"Or all other alleged supernatural communications; and· that, therefore, the inferior manifestations .must be subject to the supreme ones.
While they are thus subject, I do not care what yon prove concerufog them. I do not think you have scieutifically proved even that
·evil sririts can communicate with men. I do not think you have
proved that good spirits can communicate. You are far from prov\ng that auy of these communications are a trustworthy source of
knowledge of any kind, except that materialism is not true. Beyond
these positions I do not need to g.,, in order to show you that I am
ready to receive scientific evidence from any quarter. Prove to
.yourselves, if you can, that Archbishop Whately was right• when
he asserted that the Biblical truths concerning good and evil angeb
:are tmths for all time. I believe that already ; but, if you were to
:fortify this belief by modern instances, I should yet stand in Archbishop Whately's position, and make the teaching of modern spirits,
-especially of such as "peep and mutter," subject to the angelic
.spirits whose effulgence has made mortals as dead men, and to those
communications which, by being absorbed into the veins of the ages,
have been proved to give full health to human civilization. As the
-viper beneath the heel is subject to roon, so would I have the witchoeraft which peeps and mutters subject to Him who spnke as never
man spake. The more you prove the better. I think you have
proved nothing of importance, except that there is a psychic force,
.and that the place for materialism is in fragments on the horns of
Jupiter's moons,

. • See WI- treatise on " Scriptural Revelations concerning Good BDd Efil
Angels,"
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THE PBELUDE.-SBALL THll ClVIL DAMAGE LAW BB REPBALBD?

[7le <kfince of tM Civil Damage Law, and upecially tll6 reference to tlwltemperance principlu of General Grant and Mr1. PnBident Hayu, in contrast.
with the example of ctrtain city clubs, 1ta1 well received by tM crowded
audirnce, a1 was alao the lecture.]
E1GBTJ1EN commonwealths in the AmeriCllll Union now stand in a majestio
circle, with their hands locked together in support of the Civil Damage Temper.:.
ance Law, for the protection of the widow and the orphan against the fleecers of
the poor. While seventeen states retain this righteous enactment, shall Massa,
chusetta repeal it? Who is striving to break the circle? We have not had a..
year's experience of this law in Ma8811chusetts, but it appears to have been found
out in this commonwealth 11lready, what has never been ascertained in these sister
commonwealths, that the lnw baa in it prodsions going heyond the province of
legislation. It has been discovered, not in mral Mass,chusetts, but in Boston, ·
the centre of the whiskey-ring of New England, that this law pinches; and th&
first reason I have for supporting the law is that it does pinch the whiskey-ring,
Show me what the whiskey-rings of our great cities do not want, and I will show
you what the best portion of the American population does want, and the cities.
also, so far as they are not under the sway of luxury and avarice, and timorousness.
and eocial fashion, end a low-toned club life.
Why should the Civil DamRge Law not be repealed ?
L It has been adopted in nineteen states, and the experience of a qnnrter of a..
century under the law shows that it works well.
The Civil Damage Bill was first proposed in Massachusetts, before a conventio!l
of Congregational ministers, by Dr. Hewitt, of Connecticut. A distinct proposal·
that such a law should be passed was laid on the table in the Massachusetts.
General Court in lt!U. Indiana, howeyer, adopted the law in 1858, and Ohio in
1854. The law has been placed on the statute-books of nineteen states, and i&
now on those of eighteen. These are Arkans~s. Connecticut, Illinois, Iowa.
Indiana, Kanl!lll!, Massachnaetts, Maine, Minnesot:i, Nebraska, New Hampshire.
New York, Oh'o, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, Vermont, Wisconsin, and West
Virginia. In all but three of these states-Maine, New Hampshire, and Vermont
-the Civil Damage provi~iona are attached to licence laws. In ten of the statea
the responsibility is the same whether the sales are legal or m~gat. Only five of
the states require notice to be given to the dealer not to ..U in order to maintain .
suits, and in Ohio tbe notice may be given to the town or city clerk. In Wiacon~
ain the local authorities may forbid Eales to minors and drunkards. In Nebmalt~
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the liquor-dealer is reaporuiible to the cities and town1 for the pauperism caued br
drink.*
2. The Ma,sachusetts law is leBB senre than are the laws maintained for yean
in New York and many Western states.
The :Massachusetts law relieves from liability all landlords whose premises
were already lensed at the time of the paasage of the law, a provision not contained in any other Civil Damage Law ever paa111d. Will you notice, also, that
the New York Law-aud that of most of the Western states as well-allows
licences to be granted without the coll181lt of the owner of the real estate ? The
Massachusetts law forbids this, and, iu eo doing, throws au important protection
around the landlord. If I own a building on Manhattan Island, and rent it to a
liquor-seller; and he wants a licence, he applies for it to the proper authorities,
and never comes near me, to get my permission. But if on the soil of Boston I
own a building, and allow a liquor-seller to rent it, he caunot ha'fe a licence from
the legal authorities without my written consent. The landlord in Massachusetla
has also a right or action against his tenant, and can recover from him all money
paid by the landlord on account of any liability incurred under this law. At first
glance, you may think that the law 11 somewhat 111vere upon landlords ; but at a
second glance yon will find that the landlord is entitled to reconr all money paid
by him on account of damage caused by his tenant, and can reconr this, provided
th~ latter ha~ anything to pay. Landlords will not l06e a penny by prosecutions
under the Massachusetts law unless they rent their premises to tenants who are
insolvent. The New York and the Western laws allow a tenant who has sold
liquor, which has caused injuries, to escape entirely ; while the landlord, who
may be compelled to pay the damages, has no claim upon his tenant, no matter
how wealthy the latter may be.
The New York law and all the Western laws provide that "exemplary
damages " may be recovered. In the Massachusetts law this proTision Is omitted.
The heaviest nrdicts obtained in the West han been under this provision. Its
omiBBion here is in accordance with the general policy of the state to grant only
"actual damages" in cases of violations of individual rights.
8. Legal analogy justifies the Civil Damage Law.
Suppose that I am riding to Cambridge, and drop through the bridge and lose
my life, or simply break a limb. Damages can be recovered against the city
government, if wy dropping through is the result of the careleMt1eu of the
municipal authorities in not keeping the bridge in order. Bot suppose that, on
the way to the same place, I stop at a comer grocery, or some gilded hotel
grog-shop, and become so intoxicated that I drop through the bridge or break
a limb at the very Rpot where I had previously sustained injury. In the latter
case I have no redre811. The city licensed the greggery : the city has control of
the bridge. Yon do not complain when the city is made responsible for the
damages caused by its carele811ness, in the one case. Why should you complain
when the rum-seller and the owner of the saloon are made responsible, in tho
other? Yon say I might keep out of danger in the saloon; so I might keep out
of danger on the bridge. lf I drop through a hole in the bridge in Boston by
daylight, and am so injured as to be prevented from physical labour, my family
can recover damsgcs ; but if, at midnight, I, a tempted man, inheriting, it may
be, bad blood from intemperate ancestors, fall into some moral cavity in the slums
of .Your cities, and then, going ont intoxicated, am run over by au omnibus and

• See Boston Herald, September let, 1879.
VOL. V.
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injnred 10 that I cannot Jabour physically, my family bu no redresl. For one.
I aftirm that in such inequalities all legal analogy 11 forgotten. Although our
jurieprndeace aiJnl to be just in moet CUii w\ere individual rights are violated,
yet in this case it is very clearly unjust, bea&UIO it lacb all analogy with its own
proceedings in other cues.
In law, a man in bis semes is mppllled to intend the probable consequences of
his own llCtl. He is held responsible accordingly. The probable conseqaencee
of his acts are known to the ram-seller when he sells to the minor, the weak man
in middle life or age, or to the drunkard. Let _the law treat the ram-seller and
his landlord u it treats other depredaton on aociety. Let it hold them, as men
in their selUlel, responsible for the probable consequences of their own acts.
If a sane man should carelessly throw a firebrand into a powder magazine, he
would be liable to be pr011ecnted for the murder of those who lose their lives by
the explosion. lf a confectioner, for the sake of gain, should sell poisoned candy
to cbildien, although be were to warn them against the nae of it, yon would very
soon find the man brought to a palllle in bi11 trade by the law. But if be deals
out poisonous intoxicating liquors to thoughtless youth, though well knowing
that the result will be tho 1088 of property, reputation, health, and perhaps of life,
the 11nffering parent or wife can neither chastise the ram-seller for tho outrage nor
prevent its repetition.
Does Massachusetts want.the law repealed which remedies all this, when seven_teen other state11 keep the enactinent on their statute books i' Is Massachusetts
willing to fall behind Ohio and Indiana; New York, and even Arknns111?
The revenue la.we of the United States confiscated property nsed by a lessee for
rum-selling, although the owner of the property knew nothing about it. The
Supreme Court recently rendered a decision sustaining the action, and holding
tba.t the "legal conclusion must be, that the unlawful acts of the distiller bind the
owner of tho property in respect to the management of the same, as much as
though they were committ.ed by the owner himself." Only Jut October a decision
w111 given by the Supreme Court of the United States affirming tho validity of
prohibition title-deeds in the case of Cowell against the Colorado Springs Company. You have, therefore, the highest judicial authority in the land affirming
that it is perfoctly legal for a man to 1ell property with tho proviso that it shall
never bl! naed for the manufacture or sale of intoxicating liqnora.
4. Decisions of the supreme courts of most of the statc1 having the Civil
Damage Law on their statute books have been obtained, and in every case they
have declared the law constitutional,
Wealthy landlords tell us, in the green-room in the Mauachusotta State Honse,
that tho Civil Damage Law goes beyond the sphere which the constitution opens
to legislators. We are assured that Mll8Sachnsetta has forgotten herself entirely.
But the supreme courts of a dozen states have affirmed the constit11tion11Iit.y of
Civil Damage Lawd stricter than 0111'& Twelve thousand dollars has been
awarded in one case in Illinois for the loss sustained by a wife through her
husband's falling into habits of intemperance, discontinuing his business, and
wasting his means.
One drunken man fell from a waggon, and was bnrt so as to cause a costly
eickncss and a permanent disability. Another was drawn into a fight with pot
companions, and killed. Another, too intoxicated to walk, was sent home in a
waggon, and a barrel in the waggon rolled upon and crushed him. Another,
helplessly staggering past a 1·ail way crossing, was run over by the train. Another,
roamine along the streets of the town, fell into an. o,pon eollar, and was never
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:al.le to work after. Another, growing quarrelsome in drink, inaulte.1 'strauirer,
who retaliat.ed with a stab, of which he died. Another, shot in a drunken oaarrel,
died from the elfects of an amputation. •
Cases like these have been brought under the Civil Damage Law into tl•"
courts, and heavy damage11 given against the landlords and the rnm-sellera.
5. The law ia eapeci.nlly needed to protect widows and minor,., who have ne
-votes, against tho rapacity of the whiskey-ring.
You know I am not a woman salfragiilt. Neverthele88, I am in favour oiP
trying the experiment of allowing woman the privilege to express her opinion ia
cases of local option on temperance laws. You have not given her that privilege
in this state yet. Bat, while she stands outside of all other means of protection,
why will you take out of her hands this Civil Damage Law, one of the means by
which woman has protected herself most elfectnally in the W estcrn states, and
in the great commonwealth of New York, iu the last twenty-five years?
6. The Civil Damage Law unites the friends of temperance as no single
temperance law of equal severity has ever done.
7. Great natural justice supp1rts the central proposition of the law that every
-civil offender should pay for the damage he does.
How may the objections to the Civil Damage Law be answered?
1. It is objected that the landlord is not responsible for the sales of his tenant.
The reply is that the t.enant, according to the Massachusetts law, cannot be
"licensed unless the landlord consents. The latter, according to legal analogy, is
-au accessory to the tenant's crime.
2. It is objected that landlords msy find their names in the newspapers, and 110
·lose rank in good society, if they are sued under the Civil Damage Law.
The reply is that this social constraint on wrong-doing is one of the best
·elfects of the law.
Very subtle is the operation of the Civil Damage La.w upon the parlour. A
wealthy landlord is liable any morning to find his name in the newspapers if he
:permits a t.enant to sell intoxieating beverages illegally. The parlour does not.
regard the renting of buildings for rum-selling as altogether respectable. You
·cannot, however, easily discipline a rich man in a Church for this irregularity, unless
the Church be organized like tbe First Congregational Cbnrch of Cleveland,
Ohio, of which no one can become a member if he uses, or furnishes to others,
intoxicating beverages. You are christening a new saint in Boston, who has no
nch roles. A New England St. Botolph comes to you with a whiskey-bottle in
-ono hand, and a New Testament in ihe other. There was lately published in a
newspaper in this city, t a painstaking notice that the new St. Boto1ph Clnb
would furnish "wines, liquors, and cigars," to its membera. That announcement
was authorized by the signatures of men whom we all revere for their general
.ability and character. I do not understand how a minister can sign snch a stat.e~
ment as that. I have heard of a young man coming with that document, which
I now hold in my hand, into a boarding-house and reading it aloud to the company, and saying: "These ministers do not believe in total abstinence. They have
given me permL"llion to nse wines, liquors, and cigars, for here they annonnco
-over their own names that •wines, liquors, and cigars, and whatever it is cnstomary to eat and drink in social clubs, without resorting to the dining-room,
will be supplied.' " This announcement contains the names of many ministers.

* New York Tribune, March 12th, 1879,
.January 'th, 1880.
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.John Cotton has a memorial tablet in the Chapel of St. Botolph's in the English
Boston on the British shore; but, if this official notice, signed by New England
ministers, were nailed to that tnblet, the Pnritan, in view of modern light, might
be expect.eel to tum in his gmve. I ask these representatives of the sacred profesaiou whether they are quite sure that they are not increasing the respectability
of fashionable drinking in this city. They think it an impertinence that I refer
to this topic at all I think it an impertinence tha~ they flaunt their public
annonncement in the face of Boston and New England. I think it an impertinence
that they flaunt this announcement in the face of their own chnrches and of
ninety-nine out of a hundred of the minist.erial profession, I am not assailing
here tho ministry, 1:or any individuals in it, for I have a reverence for all
these men. I thinl.i: they are misled. I fear that they are in that worst of
all bondages, the soft apologetic submission of the pulpit to wealth, fashion,
and luxury. If there is anything needed in a great city in modern
times, it is a keen-edged conscience in the representatives of God's house
when they face trade, fashion, and corrupt politics ; when, anywhere, by night Ol'
day, they are called upon to exercise their functions before a haughty, luxnrious
public, or in private to keep their skirts clean from whatever can add to th&
temptations of young men. It is easy to be the apostle of wine-drinking, and
slight dabbling in stronger liquors ; but it is not easy for the Church, with an
opinion of its own, to be quiet under such impertinence ; and I resent, with the
whole icdignation of the temperance history of Massachusetts, the attempt of any
Boston club, high or low, to set before us a justification of habits no young man
can fnll into without making parents' hearts bleed, that no one can drop into and
remain a member of good standing in any church, and that no young man can
fail to be tempted into if those who call themselves the higher circles in society
set a glittering and guilty example to lead him on.
Impe1tinent I What would the President's wife say after excluding even wine
from the tables of the foreign ministers, to find herself, at some ladies' reception,
. a guest anywhere in an establishment providing wines and liquors, and publish,
iog in .the Sunday newspapers its purpose to do so, before the eyes of the most
eh-ilized portion of the United States ? Fashion has gone against all that in
Washington. I sat, not many honrs ago, with a gentleman who came from a long
evening with the President and Mrs. Hayes ; and I heard the story-'the brave,
heroic story-of the triumph of this majestic woman in her temperance principles in the White Honse, They were told-the President and his wife-thnt
foreign ambassadors would tum a c:>ld shoulder upon their receptions if wine was
not furnished. They were told that the action of the President's wife would be
constmed as au insult to the foreign ambassadors. They were told that Washing,
ton society, gathered from all parts of the Union, would never submit to the carry,
ing out of this fanatfoal Ohio idea. The strong, devout woman, sitting at the
side of the Chief Magistrate of the United States, kept on her course. She said
to the Secretary of State : "So far as yon have power, you can do as you please;
so far as I hue power, there shall no temptation be pnt before any guest of mine
even by the nae of wine." An impertinence that would be thought, I suppose,
by the aTemge barbaric element in the club-life of cities. I regard the action of
the President's wife as a key-note of fashion in the higher circles of the country.
I regard the action of one hnndred Amherat graduates, who, at an hotel in thie
city, sat down to dinner and tnrned all their wine-glasses upside down, as a koy~
note. I regard that legislature, which only a few years ago sat on yonder hill,
and had in it only six members who furnished wine at public entertainments, a&
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:a key-note of fashion. I regard, moreover, that great· soldier, who bas made the
ronnd promenade of the world, and under all kinds of temptation now turns his
wine-glsss npside down, BB a key-note of fBBhion far more than any gilded
whiskey saint, with a Iiquor-finsk in one pocket and the New Testament in nn·
-other, baptized thongb he be by one in a hundred of an amazed and indignant
Boston ministry,
8. It is objected that the law causes the landlord a loss of reutii, and lessens
the valne of real estate.
The reply is that what is lost in rents in city corner-lots leased to the rnm-sellen,
is in practice found to be more than made up by the improved condition of poor
tenants, and their less frequent failure to pay any rent at all. The idea thnt
prohibiting dram-Bf:lling would prove detrimental to the real estate interest, as a
whole, is absnrd. No donbt some will lose temporarily ; but everybody knows
that three-quarters of the losses come from the failure of the tenants to pny their
rent, and that failure results from the drinking habits of the tenants.
4. It is objected that the I;aw is not executed, and should, therefl re, be
repealed.
The reply is that in multitudes of cases the law has been executed, and baa
behind it a larger popular support than any temperance law, equally offensive to
the whiskey-ring, ever had. The ten commandments are not executed; but it
does not follow that, therefore, they should be repealed. The oppcsition to the
law comes chiefly from tho whiskey-ring and its allies.
Personally, I am a friend of a judicious prohibitory law; but if I cannot get
that, I will stand by a licence law with civil damage teeth in it. The effort now
should be, I think, to bring the middle class of temperance men into harmony
· with the upper class. There are voters enough in society, who are in favoilr of a
moderately thorough temperance law, to keep such an enactment on the statntebooks, if only you will unite the middle-class of temperance men with those who
want au extremely severe temperance Jaw.
5. It is objected that the Civil Damage Law lessens the responsibility of rum·
11elling, and drives the trade into the hands of low and lawless people.
The reply is that this is one of the intended effects of the Jaw, and is a useful
result. As one of the brave ministers of this city said, in the green-room under
yonder gilded dome, not long ago : "When evil spirits are driven out of men
into swine, they are then all the more easily driven into the sea."

TnE LECTURE.

Ammie.AN investigA.tions of Spiritualism begn.u with the Salem
-witchcraft tragedy, twelve years less than two hundred yea.rs a.go.
Giles Corey, you remember, was pressed to death in Salem while
protesting his innocence of witchcraft; and as his life, which had seen
more than eighty yea.rs, was ebbing, he cried out '~More weight 1
more weight I " and his protruding tongue was thrust back into hia
mouth by the cane of a bystander. George Burroughs stood on his
g!lllows-sta.ir, on the hill at Salem, protesting his innocence and addressing the people on religious themes, and closed his life with the

.
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Lord's Prayer, repeated without an error, an esploit which, according
to the theory of the time, no one guilty of witchcraft could perform.
As soon as Burroughs had been executed, Cotton Mather, mouuted
on a horse on Gallows Hill, addressed the people, saying that th&
devil was often transformed into an angel of light. When Burroughs
was cut down, he was dragged by a halter to a grave or bole between
the rocks, about two feet deep. His shirt was pulled off'. An old
pair of trowaera of one who bad been executed were put on him. He
was ·so piled in with two other oorpsea that his chin and one of bis
hands were left uncovered.• The finger of that hand history will
aee protruding from Gallows Hill, and pointing out the shame of the
witchcraft tragedy, to the end of time. Salem hung twenty persons.
for witchcraft in 1692. America is horrified to this day as it looks
back at the pointing finger of George Burroughs, and into the eyes.
of Giles Corey, and of the reputable men and women and the innocent
children who suffered in that terrific persecution. Remember, however, that Geneva burned five hundred people in four months, in 1516,
for the same crime of witchcraft. The district of Como burned a.
thousand in 1524. In 1589 the "Malleua Maleficaram," the" Witch
Hammer," a treatise on witchcraft, was placed in the hands of th&
Pope; and it was swung for a century with terriftc slaughter in France~
Italy, and Germany. James VI. and Judge Matthew Hale used this
hammer. During the Long Parliament three thousand persons we1·e
put to death for sorcery.
No community bas ever repented of its proceedings against witch,
craft more thoroughly than has Massachusetts. Doubtless, if spirits
who have passed from earth are present in this historic temple to-day,
one of theiµ, the soul of a Massachusetts judge, bas not forgotten,
even in bis blessed estate, the pain he expressed in his life by making
a public confession, in a church on this spot, of his criminality in lhe
witchcraft persecutions. Sewall kept, all his life, a day of fasting and
prayer, as a sign of bis penitence for what he did in the Salem tragedy.
Looking back, therefore, across the short distance of two hundred
yelU'S, I beg you to see not only the crime of one county in Massachusetts, but the penitence of Massachusetts, of New England, and of
America as a whole, for that crime. f!ide by aide with George
Burroughs and Giles Corey, and their companions, in the morning of
New England:
" Stately and Blow, with thoughtful .Ur,
Walka the judge of the great assize,
Samuel Sewall, the good and wise.
• Upham," Balem Witchcraft," Vol. U. p. 801.
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Touching and sad a tale is told,
Like a penitent hymn of the Plllllmiat old,
Of the fast which the good man lif11-long kept,
With a haunting sorrow that never slept,
As the circling years brought round the time
or an error that left the sting of crime ;
When he sat on the bench of the witchcraft courts,
With the lawa of Moses and Hale's reports,
And spake in the name of both the word
That pve the witch'• neck to the cord,
And piled the oaken planks that pressed
Tho feeble life from the warlock's breast.
' Who doth such wrong,' he was wont to say,
In bis own quaint picture-loving way,
'Flings up to Heaven a hand-grenade,
Which God shall cast down upon his head.'
Praise and thanks for an honest man,
Glory to God for the Puritan I "
-Wu1rrum, "The Prophecy of Samuel Sewall."
The burning of the hand-grenade of Salem witchcraft has made the
American brain impervious to all modern evidence of the supernatural. The same spot has been cauterized by exposures of
Spiritualism, again and again, on our own soil, and go baa become
doubly impervious.
1. The moat important exposure of Spiritualism in this countty •
ia to be found in the confesaions of the accusers of witches in 1692.
Ann Putnam, one of the three wild girls who began the mischief, made an elaborate confession, after her shame and remorae had.
been contending with each other for thirteen years. The record of
her recantation can still be seen in a Danvers church. Hietory has
- fastened attention not only on the confessions, but on the subsequent
Ii ves of the accusers of witches. As a rule, the informers either confessed their falsehood, or else turned out to be persons of completely
worthless character. Calef says some of them were " as vile varlets
as not only were known before, but have been further apparent since
by their manifest lives." Governor Hutchinson• aays that " some
of them proved profligate persona, abandoned tQ all vice ; and others
passed their days in obscurity and contempt." In 1710 the General
Court of Massachusetts annulled the convictions and attainders and
made grants to the heirs of the sufferers in the Salem Witchcraft
Tragedy, in acknowledgment of their pecuniary 108888.t
2. Falling upon nearly the same spot of the New England brain
• "History," 11.62.
t See Palfre7'1 "History of New Engl&Dd," VoL.
IV. p. 117, and Upham'•" &tom Witchcrift,'' Vol. U: pp. 509-513.
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'Which remorse for the Salem Witchcraft Tragedy had cauterized,
there dropped uext a hand-grenade, in the summer months of 1857,
from the heights of the Agassiz Investigation Committee. The text
of the document containing this emphatic decision shows that the
results reached were purely negative.
" The committee award that Dr. Gardner, having failed to produce
befo,·e them an agent or medium who 'communicated a word imparted to the spirits in an adjoining room,' 'who read a word in
English written inside a book or a folded sheet of paper,' who answe1·ed any question 'which the superior intelligences must be able
to answer,' ' who tilted a piano without touching it or caused a
chair to move a foot'; and, having failed to exhibit to the committee any phenomenon which, under the wildest latitude of interpretation, could be regarded as equivalent to either of these
proposed tests, or any phenomenon which required for its production
or in any manner indicated a force which could technically be
denominated spiritual, or which was hitherto unknown to science, or
a phenomenon of which the cause was not palpable to the committee,
is, therefore, not entitled to claim from the Boston Courier the pro·
posed premium of five hundred dollars.
. " It is the opinion of the committee, derived from observation,
that any connection with spiritualistic circles, so-called, corrupts the
morals and degrades the intellect. They, therefore, deem it their
solemn duty to warn the community against this contaminating
influence, whioh surely tends to lessen the truth of man and the
purity of woman.
"The committee will publish a report of their proceedings,
together with the results of additional investigations and other
evidence independent of the special case submitted to them, but
bearing upon the subject of this stupendous delusion.
"BENJAMIN PIERCE, Chairman,
Ls. AGASSIZ,
B. A. GOULD, JR.,
E. N. HORSFORD.
"Cambridge, June 29th, 1857."
Luther V. Bell, superintendent of the McLean Asylum, and compeer of either of the revered professors named here, in bis knowledge
of nervous diseases, affirmed, in 1857, that the committee did not
explain the lowest and simplest phenomena-namely, the raps. Of
course, I remember what has been said about these being produced
by the toes or the bones of the knees. There are many other
attempted explanations; but, now that twenty-three years have
passed, I doubt whether I could ftnd in this audience a hundred
people who think that the central phenomena. of Spiritualism really
received a scientific explanation in the Agassiz investigation. That
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committee has power to-day, by its reputation, rather than by
what it promised to give the public, and never did-a detailed
oexplnnntion of the phenomena alleged to occur.
3. Soon after attention had been called, in 184:7, to rappings in
the presence of Miss Fox, she lost the confidence of the American
public, although she has since gained that of a portion of British
upinion. Miss Culver, a relative of :Miss Fox, asserts that the latter
taught her how to produce these phenomena. 'rhere is what is
nlmost equivalent to a legal affidavit-a formal document, signed by
Mrs. Culver and attested by a physician and a minister, to the effect
that Miss Fox, at the beginning of her career, was certainly a
trickster. Several professors of eminence explained her raps before
.audiences by a peculiar use of the toes and the bones of the knees.•
4. Dr. Grimes, of Chicago, who for many years has lectured with
"Cffect in opposition to Spiritualism, gives a suggestive account of the
'Origin of the pecµliar experiences of A. J. Davis, of Poughkeepsie.
Professor Grimes gave a long course of lectures at Poughkeepsie, on
the Hudson. The Professor magnetized a young man, and then
caused him to believe that he was Henry Clay and Webster. The
.young man was a college graduate, and declaimed beautifully in
language which resembled Webster's. This experimenter came to
.Professor Grimes's office, and there the Professor put him into what
ia called the •: magnetic state," and opened before him a volume
describing the brain. The Professor explained the details of
anatomical structure. The young man, in his peculiar condition,
memorized these details, and was then told by the Professor that he
was to forget where be had learned them, and to imagine that
Spurzheim, the phrenologist, had appeared to him and taught him
those things. Dr. Carpenter admits, and so does Dr. George M.
Beard, of New York City, that the mesmerized subject very often
when in the healthy state cannot remember his experiences in the
mesmerized state. When the young man came before Professor
Grimes's audience, in the evening, be described all the details of the
anatomical structure of the brain. A classmate, a friend of the
.young man, was in the gathering, and assured the people that the
subject had never studied anatomy. The quecy was at once raised
where he had gained his anatomical knowl~dge. The lecturer told
the audience to ask the mesmerized young man himself. He replied
that Spurzheim appeared to him and explained the structure of the
brain. The young man adhered to that conviction in his trance
• See the deposition of Mn. Norman Culver, cited in Grimes's "Myateries of
die Head and Heart," Chicago, 1875, p. 821.
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llblte, and could not be oonrinoed of the opposite; and the community was, of course, startled. On the next evening, Professor
Grimes came before the audience and explained the case fully, and
showed that, under the laws of traace, after he had communicated
these facts to him, he would believe them. Professor Grimes claims
thRt, after this aet of lectures, after this public experience in Poughkeepsie, and after these laws of trance had been &Xf'' i~ued 1'1ere, a.
certain clique developed Andrew Jackson Davis in the same way,.
and that he has not been evolved out of his trance, or, at least, nut
out of bis confidence in bis visions to this hour.
5. Robert Dale Owen confessed himself tbe dupe of the Holmes
family, and of a female trickster, called Katie King, in Philadelphia.
6. Dr. Beard's exposure of the Eddy Brothers, which I regard as
perfectly convincing, and also of the 888erted mind-reading of Brown,
are important events in the history of American investigations of'
Spiritualism. Dr. Carpenter, however, admits that mind-reading is.
a fact.
So much for the exposures which have constituted the larger
part of trustworthy American investigations of Spiritualism.
Speaking under the shadow of the experiments which I bav&
already described by Prof. Crookes and Zollner, I am now to gather
up what little evidence of a similar chara1:ter I can find on this side
of the Atlantic. I have, I believe, passed throngh my fingers th&
ent.ire mass of alleged evidence in favour of Spiritualism in this.
country. I cannot say I have read it all in detail, but I hav&
examined the entire literature of the subject, so far as I know where
it is to be found, and I have been helped by experts; but there ar&
only four pieces of evidence that I dare call fairly respectable. I am
not saying that all who have given testimony to spiritualistic manifestations are liars, or knaves, or fools; but the mass of the observa~
tions have been so carelessly made, or so loosely reoorded, that they
have little or no availability as evidence. I shut out, by this teat of'
availability, niriety-nine parts in a hundred of all spiritualistic literature the United States has produced, as being utterly unworthy to
be cited before a serious audience. What is there left in the little
grain under the mountain of ohaff 1
I hold in my hand a document made up from painstaking journals:
written by a revered doctor of divinity, residing at Stl'atford, Connecticut. He was in his prime, when certain marvellous manifestations.
occurred there in his mansion, in 1850. ·This venerable man i~
or wns lately, I believe, yet living ; and certain it is, that·
a son of his now commands the reverence of all New England
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aud of the nation for his career as a proftwl8()r in one or
our oldest theological seminaries.
I am. taking pains not to
mention names; but there are books well known to this audience
which give all the particulars for which you can ask. I employ no
details concerning this case, except those which have been given to
the public repeatedly on the authority of the professor and his father.
Here is a recent volume by the Rev. Charles Beecher, entitled
"Spiritual Manifestations"; and in it, besides many other suggestive discussions, there is a consideration of the series of facts which
are alleged to have occurred at Stratford. The authority not only
of the doctor of divinity is given for these facts, but of this professor,
who himself assisted, with his own brother, a physician, in investigating them. The year 1850 is a date quite well gone by; but, after
the passage of thirty years since these facts occurred, nobody has
explained them. The doctor of divinity told me, and other students,
personally, in 1867, that the evidence of the facts was sufficient to
hang a regiment. The idea of subterfuge is given up by the professor and his father. *'
Classifying the Stratford phenomena, I shall not follow theh·
chronological order ; but I hope you will examine the c.riginal account
in detail, and I beg you to notice that the occurrences are such as
we should expect if facts like those attested by Crookes and Zollner
are realities.
Notice first the movement of bodies without contact.
"An umbrella standing at the end of the hall leaped, without
visible assistance, at least twenty-five feet." This is not a newspaper
story, but an account made up from diaries and detailed journals
kept on the spot by a man who holds to this hour the reverence of
the ministry of Connecticut and of New England at large. " The
doctor saw the movement, and knows that there was no perceptible
agency by which the motion was produced. A bucket standing at
the head of the stairs was thrown into the entry below. Smaller
articles-such as nails, forks, knives, spoons, bits of tin, iron, and
.keys-were thrown from different directions about the house." "The
pticles thrown were picked up and placed on a mantel, and between
the hours of one and four o'clock the number amounted to forty-si:r..
As the doctor was sitting perhaps ten feet from the piano-forte, he
saw a small toy mouse which was on the piano rise as if toued, and,
describing a parabola as it came, fall at his side, so near that he took
it from the floor without leaving his chair. This he speaks of seeing
as distinctly as he ever saw anythi~g, the whole being perfectly in
• See the whole n:uTative in B. W. Capton's "Modern Spkitaaliam : ita Facts.
and its Fanaticisms," and alao in Professor Hare'• " Spiritualiam Scientifically
DemonstrAted," pp. 888-360.
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his view. He also saw in the same way, among other things, a nail,
eotton-spool, and key arise from behind the sofa, which stood
diagonally across the comer of the room. He arose, went to the sofa.,
looking behind and under it ; but could discover nothing which
might give impulse to the articles.
"He saw a tumbler," says. this witness, "which was standing on
a bureau, rise from its place, fly to a window, and dash out the only
pane remaining whole in the window, when no person was within
twenty feet of it, and the only persons in the room were himself and
son, the latter standing by the doctor's side in the doorway of the
room, a position in which it was utterly impossible for him to have
done it without detection."
Take next the formation of human figures from the clothing of the
household.
"Saturday, tM 16tk.-Soon after breakfast two or three images
appeared in the middle chamber; soon again another, followed by
<>thers still, numbering in a.11 eleven or twelve. They were formed
of articles of clothing found about the house, stuffed to resemble the
human figure. A lady's dress would be stuffed in some cases with a
muff, again with a. pillow, and sometimes with other dresses. A bonnet and shoes were aptly placed to complete the figure. These, on
this occasion, all but one, represented females in the attitude of devotion, some having Bibles or Prayer-books placed before them. One,
formed of Mrs. P.'s dress, so much resembled the real, that her little
boy, scarce three years old, coming into the room with his sister,
older, whispered : ' Be still ! Ma.mma is saying her prayers.' "
Examine the following careful account of the phenomena of raps,
and nsk what the professor who attests these facts must think of the
attempt to explain all such sounds by the movements of the toes or
of the bones of the knees.
"About the first of May, Dr. P., of 'Boston, brother of the rev.
:loctor, and Professor P., of Andover, a son of the rev. doctor, went to
Stratford, to 'expose the humbug,' and with a full belief that it was a
trick of evil-minded persons, and that they should be able to detect
and expose it, without trouble; and they were disappointed, as hundreds had been, under like circumstances. On Tuesday evening a
loud rap was heard on the back door, seeming to be made by the
knocker, loud enough to be heard twenty rods distant. The servanbwent to the door, but no person was there. After the lapse of five or
eight minutes, the 1-ap was repeated. It was then supposed that some
one had done it mischievously ; but, on looking about, no person was
discovered. The knocking ca.me the third time, when Dr. P. (the
visitor) placed himself in the hall, perhaps four feet from the door,
and the professor, of Andover, took a position on the steps without,
each having full view of the door. The same loud raps were repeated
<>n the door between them. The knocker did not move, nor could
the eye detect any co.use for what met the ear. The noisa was heard
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throughout the house, and both the gentlemen were positive that no
visible agent was employed to produce it. About bed-time a loud
pounding was heard on the chamber-door. The gentlemen, each with
a candle in hand, stood on either side of the door, as the pounding,
as though doue with a heavy boot, was continued. The noise
appeared to ea.ch to be on the side of the door opposite to him."
Notice also the familiar phenomenon of abnormal writing, or
psychogmphy.
Many a time handwriting was found on small pieces of paper stuck
to the wall It was evident that there were two or more contending
agencies engaged in the manifestations. Sometimes, when a communication was being made by alphabet, a paper would be dropped
down, and on it written: "It is a lie. Don't believe what he says."
Sometimes language the most profane, and occasionally, but rarely,
obscene, would be written out in this way, experiences which have not
been unknown with planchette. Inquiry was ma.de as to how these
contradictory communications were to be accounted for, and the
answer wns, that an opposing spirit was attempting to defeat the
object of the first. To the question why did they destroy property,
they replied : " For fun." It was asked of the opposing spirit what
could be done to afford him relief. He answered that "the best
thing they could do, would be to give him a piece of pie."
Writing would appear on the wall at times as if made with
a pencil. On one occMion the doctor was writing at his desk, and,
turning his back for a few moments, without leaving his chair,
turned again to his paper, whet·e he found written in large letters:
"Very nice paper and very nice ink for the devil." The ink was not
yet dry, the desk was not two feet from him as he sat, and he was
entirely alone in the room.
Sixteen stones were thrown into the carriage window on a single
drive, and four against the houses where calls were made.
When I open a pamphlet written by the renowned professor, the
son of this doctor of divinity, I am not surprised to find him maintaining that spiritualism is "probably of Satanic origin." For one,
I do not grant as much as that. The proposition in que&tion does
not appear to me to be supported by scientific proof, such as to
justify the uso of the word "probably." But this man, with the
weight of his great reputation upon him, and knowing what he ventures, comes before the public with the result of his thirty years of
acquaintance with the facts he investigated at first hand, and offers
for their explanation the Biblical doctrine of demonology.
·
" Spiritualism is apparently right in claiming that a residuum of
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fact remains, which goes straight to the point of proving the presence
and activity of extra h?tman intelligence. For one, I must concede
this, at least as a plauaWl.e hypothui&.
"Admit that the query is a pertinent one: 'If evil angels come,
why not good angels 1' We answer: They do. 'Are they not all
ministering spirits i' But not after the table-tipping, lying, swearing fashion. The evidence of evil in the phenomena is superabundant ; the evidence of good ii no more than a device of tt111.ptation
must have."

" When the late President Day, of Yale College, first bad his attention called to Spiritualism, a quarter of a century ago, said he :
'Either nothing is in it, or the devil is in it.' No candid man, who
knows its history during these twenty.five years, will now affirm the
first wing of the President's altemative. The second is as philosophical as it is scriptural.•
"On one occasion my father was sitting in a small ante-room,
about five feet square, at a little desk, where he kept his accounts.
He was alone. An incessant rapping being kept up, he at length
said, ' What do you want 1 ' and, on using the alphabet, the answer
was spelled out : 'Put your hand under the table.' He did so, and
his hand was gi;asped by a human hand, warm and soft, like mine."
" The general character ·of the responses was rather low.
l\Iany of them were simply ridiculous. A good deal of what
came reminded one of Swedenborg's ideas. The idea of the
Atonement appeared to be specially distasteful, even repulsive.
Christ, they seemed to think, was much the same as other men.
There were, however, some that professed to be good spirits, who said
they were there to keep the bad ones in order ; but, on the whole,
the development of thought was characterized by a consummate
pettiness."
"In the retrospect, my father subsequently sa.id, his religious convictions were not at all affected. He still held to the faith of his
childhood, with the exception that his views of scriptural demonology
were more distinct ; and his belief strengthened that spirits good
and bad do have access to us, and that they are in conflict.''
"For my own part," concluded the Professor," I could not account
for what I saw and heard from reliable witnesses on any other theory
but that of spirits, though I have never gone quite so far as to admit
that nny of those concerned were good spirits. Thnt deceitful
spirits can o.ssume to be good is phi.in. 'fhe most probable hypothesis
until science can prove something else, is that such was the fact
here."t
Pardon me if I ask you now to notice how startling is foo
parallelism between certain facts recorded by Cotton Mather nnd
those recorded by this doctor of divinity. Contrast 1850 in Con• "Spiritualism : the
Society, Boston, 1871.
pp 18-2'. Bo.•ton, 1879.

Ar~ment

t

in Brief." Oongre~ationali.t Publishin!i
Rev. Charles Beecher, "Spiritual :Manife&tatioos;
.
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necticut with 1679 at the house of William Morse, of Newbury.
What does Cotton Mather say I
"Bricks and sticks and stones were often by some invisible band
thrown into the house, and so were many pieces of wood. A long
'!to.ff danced up and down in the chimney, and afterwards the same
long staff was hung by a line and swung to and fro; and when two
persons laid it on a fire to burn, it was 88 much as they could do by
their joint strength to hold it there. A chest and a chair were
~arried from one place to another. Doors were barricaded. Keys
taken some of them from the bunch where they were tied, and the
1·est sent flying about, with a loud noise of their knocking a,,,cra.inst
'<>ne another. A box and a board were likewise moved without visible
agency. A bag of hops was taken out of the chest, and persons
were beaten therewith until some were scattered on the floor. While
a man was writing, the ink-horn was snatched from him and disappeared; but at last he saw it drop down by the fire."
How closely that resembles the fact attested by Zollner of the
-occasional dropping of matter into invisibility.
"Many who were witnesses of the phenomenon united in prayer
that God would shorten the chain of the devil; but before the chain
was shortened the invisible hand began to put on an astonishing
-visibility." This document is two hund1·ed and one years old.
"The observers even thought they felt the hand that touched them ;
but when they thought they laid hold of it, it gave them the slip.
<>nee the fist beating the man was discernible ; but they could not
-catch hold of it. At length an apparition of a blackamoor child
:showed itself plainly to them. Another time a drumming on the
boards was beard, which was followed by a voice, which sang:
"Revenge ! revenge ! Sweet is revenge ! ' At this point the people,
being terrified, prayed, and a voice was heard several times uttering
these expressions : 'Ahs l alas ! We knock no more ! We lnoclc no
more!'"*
Far are Palfrey and Upham from fathoming the significance of the
alleged phenomena observed and attested by our fathers in the days
'Of the Salem Witchcraft Tragedy. These able but unsatisfactory
historians explain that period by theories of trickery, legerdemain,
and the various errors of diseased nerves and a. frightened imagination.
Cotton Mather says, t "The afflicted would complain of blows with
great cudgels laid upon them; and we that stood by, though we
~uld see no cudgels, yet could see the marks of the blows in red
streaks upon their flesh." "An unseen rope, with a cruel noose, was
placed about the neck of one of the afflicted, whereby she was choked
• Mather's "Magnalia," Book VI. 1 chap. vii.
vii.

~h.

f "Magnalia," Book VI.,
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until she was black in the face ; and, though it was got off before it,
had killed her, yet there were the red marks of it, and of a finger·
and thumb near it, remaining to be seen for some time afterwards."
Recent physiology has much to say in explanation of these and.
other phenomena of stigmatization. It is not inclined to doubt
Cotton Mather's testimony as to the objective facts he describes,
although it is far from adopting his theory of their origin. I can
parallel out of Mather's account of the " Wonders of the Invisible
World," the whole series of the modem phenomena illustratiug the
operation of unknown forces, and including raps, movement of bodies
without contact, levitation, i·ed marks in the flesh, the passage of
matter through matter, the disappearance of matter, the formation of
spectres and of tangible hands. The Edinburgh Review, justly eulogistic as it is of Mr. Upham's highly reputed work, admits that he
" is evidently very far, indeed, from understanding or suspecting how
much light is thrown on the darkest part of his subject by physiological researches, carried on to the hour when he laid down hie pen,
In another generation the science of the human frame may have
advanced far enough to elucidate some of the Salem mysteries, together with some obscure facts in all countries, which cannot be
. denied, while as yet they cannot be understood."
The German word Poltergeist summarizes all these experiences.
The "racket sprite " is an ancient phrase, indicating what similarity
has existed from century to century in these strange phenomena.
One of John Wesley's houses witnessed events like those described by
Mather and the modern professors. Greek writers describe t'1em at
Athene two thousand yen.rS ago. I venture to say that, if we had
minute records of the experiences of the Poltergeist running back
through history to the commencement of the world, I could show
you the same similarity from century to century that I have now
shown you between the records of two able observers, written two
hundred years apart. When the telescope of history is placed upon
the accounts of psychic phenomena in distant ages, you will find that
there is nothing new under the sun. If beneath the microscope of
analysts you discern in these records only illustrations of the activity
of what Professor Crookes and Zollner call the psychic force, you will
thank me for discussing that topic, in order to prevent deluded men
and women from taking the Poltergeist as a dazzling rival to the Holr
Ghost illld the Christ himse1£
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THE PRELUD&...;_" THE POLITICAL POWER OF ROKANISM IN .AMERIO.llf
CITIES."

WuN the Pope excomtnunicated Bishop McNamara of New York, the latr.er,
Wry justly thinking that an Irish prelate should have as much power as an Italian;
retaliated by exr.ommunicating the Pope. The papal bull against McNamara had
been published; and the New York preacher endeavoured to make public his
authoritative rejoinder. No newspaper was willing to receive it; and he finally
engaged a man who could neither speak nor read English to hold up the American
bull of excommunication, in large print, on a poster elevated at the end of a long
wand, in the presence of multitodes, in the open square near City Hall. Thus, at
the end of a pole, there was advertised a notice, which, as the Herald of the next
day thought, perhaps twenty thoU1Bnd people read. The man who carried the
announcement returned to his employer at night, and said, in broken English;
that he did not know what the bishop's bnsineu was, but that he was sure to have
plenty of customers, The Tribune tower looks down upon the busiest and state·
lielt street known to the history of republics. With the far-viewing eyes of itsclock-faces it gazes across the sea towards Italy, and over .America towards the
sunset ; but I believe that on the day when that event occurred those eyes did not
aee a much more significant sign of the times than was taking place just beneath
the tower. An Independent Catholic movement, nnder the lead of Bishop
McNamara, baa opened with great promise in New York City, where it is more
needed than anywhere else on our continent. It has begun, not without high,
encouragement, in the city of Boston. Again and again of late our chief andi·
torinm has been filled to the roof with an audience nine-tenths of Irish, or ol
foreign descent, and raiiiing down applanae of the most eameat character upon
Bishop McNamara's defence of himaelf agaimt Vaticanism, It is true that
with the applauae has been mingled a certain amount of hiBBing, but this has only
given zest to the occasion; and if the American people could have listened to the
entire proceedings, the biasing would have been lest in acclaims of gladnesa that
the Roman priesthood and laity are at last exhibiting independence of Rome.
Why is it important to encourage the Independent Catholics of the United
States to aggressiveneu in their present movement of aecession from Romanism?
1. In 1870 the Pope of Rome, in the Vatican Decrees, pat forth, with plenary
authgrity, the claim that eve17 convert and member of his church should place
his loyalt7 and civil dut7 at the mercy of another, namely, himlelf.
Thia Yety aerioua historical proposition ia abundantly confirmed by the results
of Mr. Gladstone'• diacullion of ihe Vatican Decrees, and by the multitudinous
repliee made to him in 1875-8. Do not forget that 120,000 copies of his pamphlet
VOL. V.
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called " Vatican Deeieea" Wll'8 eold in England in a few weeks, and that the :replies by bishope and archbishop& were answered with crushing force by himself in
a new pamphlet called "Vaticanism." In the teeth of all attack, he carried triumphantly through to a niche in the grave and alarming, but undeniable and permanent, results of modern di8C1188ion, the propoaitiona that the attitude of the
Romish Church has changed since the Decrees of 1870, concerning papal infallibility, were iB&ued, and that to-day the civil allegiance of Romanists throughout
the world is claimed by the Pope.•
Cardinal Manning himself says : " The Catholic Church is either the master·
piece of Satan, or the lringdom·of the Son oi God.''t Baxter lllid: "If the Pope
be not Antichrist he bas bad luck t.o be so like him.'' John llenry Newman
co~ntl on these worda, and admit.a their force, 111Lying : "A 1aurdolal ord8r la
hiitorically the essence of the Chnroh of Rome ; if not divinely appointed, it ia
doctrinally the eB&ence of Antichrist.''i
·
. Ten years have n<>tr ~ sbtee the Vatican Council, in which Card~ Man·
1liug was so prominent a member, and it bas been proved by the events of tbia
period that Mr. Gladst.one's interpretation of the Vatican Decrees was right, and
that they do assert, in the name of the Pope, that the civil allegiance of all
Romanists throughout the world ill at hie mercy.
2. In this state of affairs, it is a matter of high interest that Cardinal Manning,
Archbishop of Westminster, while sneering at Republican institutions, deliber·
ately advisee Romanists throughout the world to enter politics as Romanists, and
to do this especially in England and the United States.§
Romanists, as such, cannot enter politics without breaking the civil peace
between Catholics and Protestants, a result likely to cause incalculable mischief
under universal suffrage.
8. Roman Catholics already, as such, in the persona of their priests, have entered
:Politics in the government.I of the largest American cities.
In New York City, for example, the researches of an expert, Dexter A. Hawkine, who went to Albany and .spent a whole winter on this theme.I have shown
that the Roman Catholic Chnrch in New York City has drawn from the public
treasury in the past eleven years 6,007,118 dols. In .1878 alone it drew 710,850
dols. It has obtained from the city donations of real estate t.o the lllllount of
35,00,000 dols. On an average, this one favoured denomination in New York
City bas received from the public treaeury an anunal gift of more than 600,000

dou.

·

I keep in my room a map of the condition of landed estates in Europe in the
middle ages, and it is dotted over from side to side and t.op to bottom with the
patches of valuable soil owned ·by priestly organi.Zations. Down to the time of:
the French Uevolntion, Enrope was thickly sprinkled over by properties thne
exempted from taxation. Yon would be astonished if you wer11 to go into the
tax-ptherer's office in New York aud look at the map of the property exempted
from taxation in oar metropolis. A &:grant case occurred in Brooklyn, where a
farmer bought in 1806 a large estate which .now covers four or five blocks. l!e
lived to. bi) ·ninety years old. He had no children. The astute priesthood, finding
~im very devout Catholic, obtained from him a will giving his property to a .

a

• See the "Life of Gladstone.'' By George B. Smith. London: 1879.
ap. xxv.
t Lecture on "The Four.fold Sovereignty of God," p.171.
~:ye.
Lonclon: 18n Vol. II. . US.
, § Seo North .America
. view, January, 1880. · U See New .fork C/iri8'i11.a 44vocat• for Jan. 1 and
J'an~-29, 1880.
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newly-organized benevolent eoeiety which bad no Romish name, bat only Bo~lh
trustees. The man did not die at a conveniently early date, and so it was
neecllll&l'y to call him insane. He was put under the guardianship of a ROmiah
'COmmittee, who did not allow his relatives to come near him to undeceive him,
6lld so the immense property came into the hands of the Romish society. A law
WM passed at Albany exempting this property permanentl1 from taxation ; and
~ay, although the eitate is worth millions, and ought to pay one hundred
thousand dollars mes, it goes 1c0t free. The Jesuitieal iDlltraetions are well
known to direct Roman officials to keep an eye fastened upon rich celderlJ' men
who have no children, an.I to secure from them by Jesuitical means, if neee1111ary1
-and how much that signifies, let history indicate,--& will giving their whole
property to the Romish church.•
._ There are now in the United States 5,989 priest1, H Catholic 11eminariea.
'668 colleges and academies, l,186 ecclesiastical students, 2,H6 parochial eehool&.
'COntaining '05,23' pupils. The diocese of Baltimore has 8• parochial achoo..;;
with 15,000 pupils ; that of Cincinnati, 1,0, with 25,000 pupils ; that of St. .Louis,
106, with 17,000 pupils; that of New York, 88, with 88,000 pupils. The
"Cstimated Catholic population of the United States is 6,U8,222.t 5. The Romish priests promilie the Romish vote t.o politicians who favour
priestly views as to parochial schools, and grants of money and land to the
(}hurch irom the public treasury, and local politicians almoet never dare to run
the risk of losing the Catholic vote in great cities. in Brooklyn, in the atrocioue
'CUC which I have just noticed, local politicians do not dare t.o appeal t.o the
legislature at Albany for the repeal of the law exempting Romish property from
taxation, because they would lose the Romish vote in_ Brooklyn. The Tweed
Ring, in 1869, ptlid nearly 1800,000 to tho Romish Church in New York.
A law was passed by the Albany legislature imposing a perpetual tux of more
than 1225,000 anunally ou New York City for the support of Roman Catholic
parochial schools. In 1870 petitions from one hundred thousand eitisens, and a
wave of popular indignation, barely succeeded in effecting the repeal of this
-enactment.
In practice, therefore, it is found that city politiciane cannot be trusted to ro~ist
the aggressions of the Romish Church upon the public treasury ; so that what
has happened in New York may happen easily in other large American cities.
6. The nsual order of procedure in the attack of the Romish hierarch1 on the
«>mmon-eehool system and &he pol.lie treasury, is being followed in every
American municipality with a large Catholic population. This is the line of
events, in seven cases out of ten, when Roml.ah ecelesiasties endeavOUl' t.o capture
the common-school system or the treasury in our citiee :
(1) Parochial schools are opened.
(2) The confessional is used to frighten parents into sending the~ children to
the parochial schools.
.
. .
(8) Public discussion of the school queation is avoided if possible.
(') If it cannot be avoided, a ay of liberalism is raised, and the demand made
that Romish brothers and sisters should teach Romish children.
(5) A cry of economy in city governments is raised.
(6) ROmish officials get in~ office.
.
(7) Under the Romish officials in the school boards 1111d the municipal gover_n~ _
- 11 See a map of the estat& liere in question, ·New York Cliristian :ddlloca~•.
JJm, 29, 1880. . t See Sadller's Catholic DirectQ17 for 1880,, p, 22. . :, ,
_
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ment, parochial schooll are preaented for adoption by the city 1 and if that adop.
t.io!l doe1 not take place, u it has not nsually in thil country thus far, bargains
are made which are aa nearly 11 po11ible equinlent to 1uch adoption, and the
trcaaury is plundered.
· In Cincinnati that wu the order of evenlll; in New York that has been the
order ; in St. Louis and Chicago the attempt of the Bomish Propagandists haa
followed exactly that order. It is somewhat amusing and humiliating to notice
that acute portions of the press, while opposing vehemently all connection between
Church aud State, have seconded the demand of the Bomish priesthood for
liberalism, when the latter word means the giving of the parochial schools into the
care of the brothers and aistera of the Romish societies, and then, little by little.
the granting of peculiar privileges to these school~, and finally, their adoption by
the State. A real nnion of Church and State occnra whenever you give a part
of yonr school fnnda to denominational schools. In New York the last propoeal
of the Roman Catholie11, is to give the uae of their parochial school buildings.
and teachera to the school boa.rd, adopt their curriculum of the present public.
schools, and reserve the privilege of teaching the children in the sectarian iucul·
cation• of Rome two houra each day after school-work is done.
1. Archbishop Williams of Boston, and Bishop McClosky of Louisville, and
Cardi'l&I Manning, Archbishop of Westminster, all echoing the Pap:al syllabus.
assure us defiantly that parochial schools are to be established wherever practicable, and that Bomish parents are forbidden, under heavy spiritual penalties.
to send their children to American public schools, where parochial IChools are
within reach.
In the parochial schools, the children 111Dong the six million of the American
population, will receive only such an education as will leaTe them fit to become
political and ecclesiastical tools of the Romish priesthood.
8. In two ways, therefore, the Romish aggressive movement interferes with
American politics : by direct bargaining with city politicians for the Catholic
vote, and by such a crippling and degradation of the Romish population through
parochial schools, that their political action can be dictated br the priesthood
and the Vatican. For one, I call this substantially an infraction of the Monroe
doctrine. It Is bringing into this country a body of ecclesiastica all governed by
a single man on the Tiber, and insisting that our public school system shall bow
to the demand& of this hierarchy, and that 1ix millions in our population shall
1nbmit the education of their children to a system dictated entirely from nbroad.
9. In view of the fact that one-fifth of the population of the United Statea
lives in cities, the attitude of the Romish Church on parochial schools and in city
politics acquires political ~igniticance of national dimensiou.

.America cannot allow. Vaticani1m tlirougli parocliial 1c/iooh to cripple ancl
de9ra-l1J 6,000,000 of lier population without 111.ffering aeverelg in other members of
the body politic.
I am no alarmist, and I do not think Rome Is destined to conquer the United
States ; but she may conquer one limb of our body politic, and thus giTe trouble

to our wholt organization. It is one thing to say you are afraid Am"ica will be
Romanised, and another to say you are afmid that six millions of our population,
a great majority of them lh·ing in our citiee, may be so managed by Rome, a&
to injure great17 the caue 0£ reform in the municipal gonrnmenta of the United
States.
·
10. A revolt of Independent Catholica from Vaticaniam is, therefore, in the
United States, of great political, u well u of educational and religioua importance.

.
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In ·order to succeed, the revolt ·mUst be chiefly stimulated and direct.ed by a
rerormed priCl!thood and by Catholic laymen themselves. Here and now I am not
de(ending what is called the Ohl Catholic movement, but rather the Independent
Catholic movement, distinctly symbolized by the efforts of Father McNamara in
New York and Boston, and also by the operations of the Governments in France
and Belgium at this hour.
11. The examples of Belgium and France show that the Independent Catholic
movement may succeed ·in even nominally Catholic cQuntries. Marshal MacMahon's ministry had in it five l'rotestants and only fonr Catholics. Under
President Grevy, the same proportion of Catholics was continued, and several of
the literary and leading minds in France have lately expre88ed themselves moet
favourably to Protestantism. The Comm11ni1ts, in 1871, destroyed no Protestant church property. One of the noble French citizenll of yonr cultured city,
Professor Cyr, has recently said : "A century ago the sons of the Huguenots
were galley Bines : now they not only sit in Councils of State, but even preside
over them."
In Belgium, the Government lately took the p11blic.scbools out of the band1 of
the priests, allowing the latter to give religions instruction to the pnpil1, although
this was to be free and voluntary on the part of the children, or their parents, to
receil"e or refuse it. The resistance of the entirl) Roman Catholic clergy almost
brooght on civil war. The result has been, however, as the Prime Minister of
Belgium states, that out of 2,575 b~gomasters, only 25 preferred to obey the
priests rather than the Government. Ont of 1,135 1tudeiits. in the Roman
Catholic normal schools, 578, or more than one-half, have abandoned the Church
echools and their allegiance to the hierarchy, and entered themselves as Btndenti
at the normal schools of the State.
·
If the Independent Catholic movement can thus succeed in Catholic Belgium,
where all Protestantism three hundred years ago was cut up by the rofts by the
sword of the Duke of Alva, the hope is not unreasonable that this .same Catholic
movement, if priestly monopolies and aggressions go far enough, may have ae
much s11CC881, where it is needed quite as much, on this Pilgrim soil in Prot.estant America.
· Your enthusiasm is well jnstifted under this historic roof. I btlg our friends of
the Independent Catholic movement to be as111red that the sympathy not only of
evangelical, but of nnevangelical sects, is with them. Pardon me, however, if I
ask Independent Catholics to beware of dropping into rationalism, and of losing
any of the devoutness Romaniam bas taught tbem ; and to see tO it that in
becoming Independent Catholics they cease· only to be Romanists, and do not
cease to be Christiane. The transition from the state of the Roman Catholic
believer to that of the Independent Catholic is a time full of temptations, intel~
Jectnal, social and moral. If a man be young, if a man be effeminate in his temperament, if a man be peculiarly open in his trade, and in his relations with
friends and society at large, to attacks by sneers, or social· coldness ud indiffer:
ence expressed without sneers, there may be a dropping into doctrinal indifference,
even if rationalism be not reached. I rejoice In the devout temperament of th<>1e
who are leading the Independent Catholic movement in Dublin, in New York,
and Boston. If only God'• Spirit can breathe upon 011r American Catholic popn•
,ations and awaken a wind of devoutness to join itself with the tempest of inde:.
pendence which, u I believe, is rising, or will yet rise, on the Charles and the
Mystic, on the Merrimac, the Hudson and the Mississippi, as well as on the lakes
of Killarney, the Rhine and the Seine, then the words which Longfellow, in des-
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•ib111g an historic Kene occarring b.."lleath thia roof in 17'6, when a Bomiab fleet
threatened New England, haa pat into tlJ.e month of Thomaa Prince, may become
the right expreaaion of the trinmph of the Independent Catholic movement:
And even u I prayed
The amwering tempeat came1
It came with a mighty power,
Shaking the window• and wall1,
And tolling the bell in the tower
. Al it tolll at funerak.
The lee& it cmrtook,
And the broad-sails in the Tan
Like tbe tenbl of Cuban lhook,
Or the cartain1 of Midian.

0 oner were there wrecb
So terrible as thCl8 f
Down on the reeling decb
Crulled the o'enrlaelming seuf

Tas LEOTuaa.
AVAILABILITY in published evidence is made up of three elements:
.the moml character of the witness, the intellectual carefulness of the
record, and the test conditions under which observation occurs. I(
those who think our American history contains much evidence of the
action Jl superhuman agents are disappointed that I find nothing
worth citing in the voluminous but vacant mnsa of our native Spirit·
ualistic literature, they must remember that I apply at every point
these three tests. With these severe standards of judgment, I have
found, besides the .Salem witchcraft and the Stratford facts, only two
other series of American phenomena attested in such a way by com·
petent observers that I can vent1ll'8 to bring them before this serioua
8886mbly.
It is my fortune to hold in my hand an elaborate affidavit by
Thomas Wentworth Higginson, concerning facts obser'!ed by himselt:
In view of the great respectability of this document, which ia already
public property, but has never had the attentioa it deserves, I shall
read 'the whole of it. I am unwilling to take up time by making
extracts; but when an argument depends upon testimony like this,_
details must be used with considerable fulne&B in order to.be effective.
This affidaVit was given at Worcester, April 15th, 1867, and was sub.
scribed and awom to before Henry Chapin, J ustioe of the Peace, by
the brilliant man of letters, the noble soldier, and the Massachusetts
statesman, Col. Higginson. The date, aa you will notice, iB just
before the famous .Agaaaia Investigation. The gentlemao to who~
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Mr• Higginson refers aa a J:l'YcbiC I bave-znet in this city, and be baa
told me that this document belongs to an1body who chooeea to uile it,
and that there can be no NUOn for not oitiog it in public.
.A l'IA'l'DllllT OP P4CTIL

.

1.'o vmOM it ma:u concern :

)

The public attention bas recently been attracted by the alleged
powers, as a "medium," of Mr. F. L. H. Willis, or Cambridge, and by
the singular proceedings connected with his " suspension " from the.
Divinity School of Harvard University. Jn justice to Mr. Willis, and.
to an extraordinary cll\88 of yet unexplained scientific facts, I wish tO:
state some phenomena observed by me during two evenings spent
with him at a private residence in this city. There were from nine.
to twelve per&ons present, all, except Mr. Willis, being respectable.
citizens of this place, including one of our most experienced
physicians. We sat around a long dining-table. The room was not'
brilliantly, but sufticiently lighted, so that every movement of every,
person could be distinctly watched-and I, at least, watched them~
very closely.
I shall omit the details of the phenomena, and give only the_
general heads :
1. The musical instruments which had been previously placed by
the comps.ny beneath the table-a guitar, a small drum, an acoordion,.
and two bells-were moved about from place to plRco, lifted and·
knocked against the under side of the table, and repeatedly and.
loudly played upon. Two were several times played m unison, at
opposite ends of the table, and entirely beyond the reach of. the
medium. During this proceeding the whole table was several timeS>
raised, and one slab of it (being an extensio11 tabla) waa . lifted-:
altogether from ita support, and vibrated in the air, without contact:
of hands.
·
2. The Mccrdion was raised into Mr. Willie's lap, and being held
by him, toith one kand, between bis knees, waa played very skilfully,
and executed a variety of tunes, selected by ua-and even in answer
to the alleged mental requests of some of the company, though not
mine. Excellent imitations of the oboe, violincello, and double baas.
were also given. It is well known that the accordion requires
in playing the use or two hands.
3. Upon our extinguishing the lamps, for the sake of experiment.
faint lights appel\red upon the table near Mr. Willis, two or three
at a time, moving about like glowworms, which they resembled.
Other lights flickered in the air with a more rapid motion, like fireflies.
Upon my obtaining and opening a_ phial of phosphorus,.
the lights increased in intensity, gradually diminishing, when I recorked it, to their original amount. Everybody in the ruom per· ,
ceived them distinctly.
·
4. The room being still dark, the aooordion was held on the table
by Mr. Willis, and ai it played in tbe manner before described,
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faint lights flickered around the keys of· the instrument. · Dilriilg
the darknese all the phenomena were more intense, but it seemed
very di~ble to the ne"ea of Mr. Willis, and he begged to have
the lamps restored.
6. The room being again lighted, I 'prooeeded to try some closer
Taking the accordion in my hand, between my knees,
1 experiments.
and guarding with my feet against the poBBibility of contact, I found,
to my surprise, that the other end was seized by an invisible force
and the dift'erent keys audibly handled, producing at last m118ical
sounds, but quite imperfectly•. Before long, however, it was pulled
awa.y from me with very great force, and dropped on the floor.
Othere afterwards took the instrument, but it was played in no other
band&.. I may add that I simply held it by the end, with one hand,
and that I have no knowledge of the instrument ; also, that the
hands of all the company were upon the table, and that I was beyond.
the reach of Mr. Willie's person.
6. Looking under the table while the guitar was playing, I mto,
toith ?"feet diltinctnua, the instrument lyi,'RQ on ita back, untouched by
any hand, but toith faint ftickerings of light playing Otle7' the atringa. I
~ould also see the feet of the persons nearest it, and that they were
not iri contact with it, while Mr. Willis was entirely out of its reach.
No other person looked under the table, I believe, nor did I mention
tliese observations till the phenomena had ceased, for I did not wish,
at the time, to share my investigations with any one.
· 7. The guitar was moved slowly along, by some force to me inscrutable, and lifted between my knees, the neck resting on my left
thigh. At the suggestion of some of the company, I began to sing,
first placing myself in such a position as to guard the instrument
f'rom pos8ibility of contact. Everu aong I aung waa accompanied
accurately and graCIJully on the guitar, with a constantly increasing
facility of adaptation. The best accompaniment of all was finally
played to a peculiar and rather difficult Portuguese song, probably
nc:>t known to a dozen persons in America besides myself. I cannot
myself play the guitar, but I have heard it .played a good deal, and
l knoto that the accompaniment was an extra.ordinary thing, apart
fi'om the mystery of its origin. I J:noio that I was beyond the reach
of any part of Mr. Willie's pel'l!on, and that it was physically impossible for· any one to touch the instrument without my detecting it.
8. During all these vario118 phenomena, I felt repeatedly a delicate
grasp upon my feet, precisely resembling that of a hand, with distinct fingers. Upon my slipping off my shoe, it was still more
- disiinct, and was in all cases accompanied by a. very peculiar electrical sensation, as when two persons complete the circuit of an
electro-magnetic battery. Keeping my own counsel, I heard precisely
the same _phenomena simultaneo118ly described by persons at the
other end of the table. Afterward, placing my hand beneath the
table, I felt the same contact still more distinctly upon that. All.
the rest of the company held their hands upon the table, and I was
beyond the teach of Mr. Willia~ ·
·
·
· ·
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I might ·make these statements still more wonderful by going
more into d,etail, but have probably gone so far already beyond the
eredulity of my readers, that I had better stop. If any refuse to
believe these facts on .my testimony, I can only say that I should
have found it hard to believe them on theirs. Like them, I prefer
to verify novel facts by my own observation. I can only say for
myself' further that I have been all my life a student of the natural
'Sciences, and have earned by this time some confidence in the
·carefulness of my own observations, and the accuracy ot my own
'Senses.
, The question of the ".spiritual " origin is not nilw raised i it is a
tlimple question of fraud or genuineneBS. If I have not satisfactory
evidence of the genuineness. of these phenomena which I have just
described, then there is no such thing as evidence, and all the fabric
of natural science may be a mass of imposture. And when I find,
on e)l'.amination, that facts similar to these have been observed by
hundreds of intelligent persons in various places, for several years
back, I am disposed humbly to remember the maxim attributed to
Arago : " He is a rash man who, outside of pure mathematics, pronounces the word impossible."
Taos. WENTWORTH HIGGU\BO:N.
Worcuter, sa., .April 15th, 1857.
Subscribed and sworn to before me,
· HENRY CHAPIN, Justice of the Peace.
In a court of law that testimony would be worth citing, and there.
fore I bring it before this assembly. Even without the oa~ it would
be worth quoting here, for we know the author of the document,
and more than a score of years has passed since these facts were
observed~ and they are not yet explained. It is true that the psychic
here mentioned WllS once, when a stripling, brought before the faculty
of a renowned university and suspended, not with absolute dishonour,
but with the provision that he could not come back until he proved
that he was not a trickster in the production of these strange phenomena. He had been accused of producing them with his feet ; and
because a long and dangerous illness overtook him, and he could not
prove to the satisfaction of thoroughly prejudiced men that he did
not thus produce them, he was never zweived again to the Divinity
School of Harvard University, from which he had been dropped. I
have myself had a room in tho building where he passed nights of
agony, assailed by these phenomena against his will. When be
began to undergo the experiences oharacteristic of the life of a
psychic, he waa full of contempt for Spiritualism. He bad no tendency to dip into the occult soiences. Arter being annoyed for weeks,
be went to one of the .moat reverend ministers of a liberal denomina$ion, and waa distinctly advised to study the phenomena and asoertaia
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whether BOience bad anything to ol'er io explanation of them. ~In
doing this he wu brought into connection with some profeeaon or
physical science, and through thdr ch~ or trickery be was throat
out of his courae of study. He is now in the medical profession or
this city, and has an honoured name there. For years he has not
possessed the powers which belonged to him as a young man ; but "
when I meet him to-day, and llear the story of bis persecution, when '.
I read this careful aftidavit of this man ofletten and of politio1, and
of a socio.I and intellectual standing which no one thinks or impeaching fOl' a moment, I believe it to be my duty to you, and to the
author or this aftidavit, and to a very vexed and massive theme, to
put before you the evidence for whatever it is worth.
D. Luther V. Bell w my only remaining witnesL Al auperiotendent of the McLean Asylum, he was of neoeaaity an ~xpert in the·
study of nervous derangement. He prepared two • Diuertations
upon what is termed the Spiritual Phenomena," and they were read
at the meetings of the Assooiation of Medical Superintendents of
American Insane Hospitals at Washington and Boaton, in 1854and 1855. These essays were never printed in full, but were placed
for citation in the bands of Preaideut Mahan, -who admits the fscts,
but whose work on" Modem Mysteries Explained and Exposed," is
everywhere opposed to the theory that the phenomena occurred by
the agency or spirits. The teatimony of Dr. Bell, as well as that of
Colonel Higginson, becomes both more credible and more instructive
now that it can be cited in connection with the similar evidence
attested by Professors Crookes, Zollner, Web8r, Scheibner and
Fechner. · The moat remarkable facts observed by Dr. Bell anticipate
by seventeen years the famous experiment of the London Dialectical.
Society under the presidency of Sir John Lubbock, in moving a table
without contact. President Mahan himself explicitly admits that
they fully sustain the claims that heavy bodies may be moved without being touched, and that the movement, too, may be in accordance with intelligence.
"The following," says Dr. Bell, "is the minute ol oae of tha
phyaioal manifestations : I went to the house of Jonathan Brown.
Jr., Esq., cashier of the Market Bank, with Mr. Homer Goodhue, just
returned from the South. !Ir. Goodhue for twenty years was the
supervisor or our male department, and well known in character, at
least, to many members of this aaaooii.tion. He is a gentleman of
orthodox faith, and not free fl\lm the prejudices of that denomination
against this new thing aa a religious element. He never before bad
been preaeot, or seen any manift!stationa. In fact, he had never eeeo
a ' medium' or atWD.ded _a 'cD:oie.' lrlra. ~ IUld a young woma11a:
ilO.
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Mr; Brown's niece, made up the list of the five persona present..
This ' medium ' is exceedingly small, not weighing more than eighty
to ninety pounds, and yet her gifts appear to be very great in effecting infractions of gravitation, but not certain or strong in the other·
classes of powers. We sat in the double parlours, joined with folding·
doors, or rather, doors sliding on trucks along an iron rod projecting·
one-half to three-qut\l'ters of an inch above the level of the carpet.
We began the operations by opening the family dining-table, and
inserting two or three leaves, elongating it from about six to perhaps
nine or more feet. I state this, aa it allowed an eye to be kept as to.
wires, etc. It had six legs, and waa of such a weight that when the.
castors were all in a right line for motion, I could with both my
hands, and as strong a pull as my strength of fingers would allow,.
just put it in motion.
"Mter an evening's performance of all the naual responses, motions
of the table with hands upon it, with the fingers' ends just touched.
etc., which were satisfactory, it was proposed, especially as the.
motions were unusually facile · and free with contact, to make the:
trial witliout touch. I was master of ceremoniei!, and directed things.
to suit my own views. We stood on the sides of the table, three and
two, and back from it from twelve to eighteen inches. Our bands were
raised above it about the same distance. As the table was rather
low, and my height is unnsual, I was able to see between the bodies.
of all present and the table. We spoke as if we were addressing
persons in reality, and once in a while we received remarks from the' spirit,' as is assumed, the medium being ' impressed ' and writing:
on paper before her.
" The table commenced its journey down the room, keeping midway, reached the iron crossing at the sliding doors, surmounted it,
and pasaed on. One of us ran and pushed away a centre-table in.
the middle of the other parlour, intending to allow as long a journey
as p011Sible; It moved on, sometimes slowly, then with a rapid slide,
a foot or two at once. At length it reached the end of the second
parlour, as near as the mirror made it safe to go. I expressed my·
thanks to the ' spirits' for the completeness of the manifestation,.
and begged that they would gratify us by returning the table back
to the point of beginning. It reversed its course. At a momentary·
halt, I suggested to the company that we should all gradually remove.
from it our bodies and hands, to see how far the ' influence ' would;.
extend. It was found that when we withdrew more than about
eighteen or twenty inches, the motion ceased. And indeed, on returning, the capacity for ~otion seemed to be lost for three or four
minutes afterwards, as if a certain accumulation of power were in.
progress. When the fore-legs of the table reached the iron bar, it.
came to a dead stand. We waited, and the table heaved and.
trembled and creaked, but could not rise above the obstacle. Pre-.
sently the medium was impressed, and wrote that if we would lift.
those two legs over the iron, they~that is, the 'spirits '-thought
they could bring the &ther four along. We did not hesitate to afford.
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the suggest.ed aid ; whereup0n the spirits suCceeded in moving the
whole on, without interruption, until the table was as high up in the
room from which it started as it was at commencing, but about four
feet over from the central line to one side. I expressed my gratification at their success, but said : ' There is one thing more I wish you
to do-move the table at right angles, so that these chairs will be
right to sit in, as they were at first.' The tal.ile immediately
moved at right angles, as desired, into the precise position designated. This evening's performance now closed, no person of us
having the remotest doubt as to the fact of this considerable motion
having taken place with no human power. The entire space passed
-over was about fifty feet."
It will be noticed that the American facts I have emphasized,
although of much earlier date, are paralleled by the recent investigations of the Leipzig and Gottingen and British Professors.
. Mv presentation of American evidence, however, is not 11uite closed.
I hold in my baud a book entitled "Visions," by Dr. Edward H.
Clarke, lately deceased, of this city, and revered by all as a man of
the first eminence in scieuca. The volume has an introduction by
that physician, ·professor of ·medicine, and poet, whose seventieth
birthday has recently been celebrated, and whom the world knows
as the" Autocrat of the Breakfast Table.'.' You will not acicuse either
of these men of fanaticism on the topic of the occult sciences. The
object of this volume is to explain, by natural causes, false visions,
clairvoyimce, second sight, and allied phenomena. The book, in my
judgment, is thoroughly successful in ahowing that a great number
of visions are the results of nervous disease. The query, however,
is concerning a ce1'tain residuum of human experience, which thus
far has not been explained by theories of physical malady. As to
this residuum, what does this, I had almo&t said rationalistic, book
say t I beg leave to throw a concession from this keen volume into
the mass of the evidence I am presenting, for it comes from a sonroe
justly prejudiced against the theory that spirits move matter, or that
visions of the dying represent realities. Dr. Clarke says (p. 276):
"From the observation of death-beds for more than a quarter of a
century, during which period I have often witnessed the dissolution
of persons of all ages and conditions, I can recall only a single
instance of which the phenomena admitted the possibility of any
·other interpretation than the physiological one. n
.
Of course it may be that there are many such instances in the
world, ·although this physician never fell upon more than one of
them. I have heard of a temperance orator who was interrupted by
1L young man in his audience with a correction. The latter said cer-
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tllin facts were within his knowledge with re(erenee to the sale of
liquor. The temperance orator, a man of dignity, said in answer,
that he knew nothing of such infractions of the law. The young
man rose and replied: "I beg leave to observe that my knowledge,
however limited, is not to be .off-set by the gentleman's ignor&J!Ce•
however extensive." It is easy to place too much stress upon merely
negative evidence, or upon the fact that one man has not seen every
thing.
I have a purpose in reading this extract, for I believe it will call
up in the secret thoughts of. this assembly mo.re than one example
of parallel experiences, too sacred to be mentioned in public, or
spoken of except in whispers in the households of faith.
"It was night. The departing one was a lady of middle age. Her
death, though momentarily expected from cardiac disease, was not
announced or preceded by the usual anresthesia of the dying. During
the night, when awake, her mental action was perfect. She conversed
a few minutes before dying, as pleasantly and intelligently as ever.
Thea·e was no stupor, no delirium, no strangeneaa, no moribund
aymptom indicating cerebral disturbance. Her cardiac 11ymptoms
alone foreshadowed the great change. After saying a few words,
she turned her head upon her pillow as if to sleep, then unexpectedly
turning it back, a glow, brilliant and beautiful excee:lingly, came
into her features; her eyes, opening, sparkled with singullll' vivacity;
at the same moment, with a tone of emphatic surprise and delight,
she pronounced the no.me of the earthly being nearest and dearest
to her; and then, dropping her head upon her pillow, as unexpectedly
as she had looked up, her spirit departed to God who gave it." It
is the physician who is speaking; it is the man of scientific eminence
who is uttering here his opinion. "The conviction," says Dr.
Clarke, "forced upon my mind that something departed from her
body, at that instant rupturing the bonds of flesh, was stronger
·
than language can express."
In the introduction to Dr. Clarke's volume, Oliver Wendell Holmes
writes as follows :
I may venture to add that I myself knew personally the subjects
of the cases recorded on pages 39, 262, and 277 of this book, and
have heard a minute and circumstantial account of each of these
cnses from the lips of Dr. Clarke himself. With reference to the last
case, Dr. Clarke mentioned a circumstance to me not alluded to in
the essay. At the very instant of dissolution, it seemed to him, as
he sat at the dying lady's bed-side, that there arose something-an
undefined yet perfectly apprehended somewhat to which he could
give no name, but which was like a departing presence. I should
ban listened to this story less receptively, it may be, but for the
fact that I had heard the very same experience, almost in the very
same words, from the lips of one whose evidence is eminently to be
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relied upon. With the Iaat breath Of the parent she was watching,
she had the consciousness that "something" arose as if the "spirit n
had made itself oognizable at the moment of quitting its mortal tenement. The coincidence in every respect of these two experiences
has seemed to me to jU11tify their mention in this place.
Let Dr. Clarke and Dr. Holmes, with these words on their lips,
take their place-not among the witnell8eS to the realities of paychi<ial phenomena, but to the reality of certain experiences of the dying,
too holy to be discussed except in hushed whispers and in the secret
thoughts.
. In the year be died; the great .Agauiz proclaimed his faith in the
poBBession by man of a double set of mental powers. The public
attention has never been drawn to the final utterances of Agassiz on
psychology, but it is likely to be rivetted on his ultimate theory on
this point, if only Brown-Sequard's experiments, which led Agassiz
into his last opinionB, are ever published. In the spring of 1873,
Agassiz delivered, at his Zoological Museum in Cambridge, a course
of lectures on the "Methods of Creation." On the first of May,
according to a nrbatim report which I find in the New York Daily
T1ibune, of l\:lay 17th, 1873, he made an allusion to certain experiments performed by Dr. Brown·S6quard in Boston, and used thia
remarkable language :
Are all mental faculties one I Is there only one kind of mental
power throughout the whole animal kingdom, differing only in intensity and range of manifestation 1 In a series of admirable lectures
given recently in Boston, by Dr. Brown·Sequard, he laid before his
audience a new pliilosoph11 of mental powers. Through physiological
experiments, combined with a careful study and comparison of pathological cases, he has come to the conclusion that there are two 11ets, or
o. double set of mental powers, in the human organism, or acting through.
tlie human organism, essentially different from each other. The
one ·may be designated as our ordinary conscious intelligence ; the
other a ·superior power, which controls our better· nature; solves,
sometimes suddenly and unexpectedly, nay, even in sleep, our prob·
lems and perplexities ; suggests the right thing at the right time,
acting through us witliout cotucious acting of our own, though susceptible of training and elevation : 01· perhaps I should rather say, our
organism ma11 be trairied to be a more plastic instrument tk1·ougk which
this power acts iii us.
. I do not see why this view should not be accepted. It is in
~~!'mony with facts as far as we know them. The experiments
throug,h:l which my friend, Dr. Brown-Sequnrd, b,as satisfied himself
that the subtle mechanism of the human fro.me-about which we
kno1V little in ··its connection with· µiental pro~esses-is soinetimu
~cteri upon b11 a power outlj<je ,o/. % as. fam#iar with that <Yr.gan.ism aa_
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w an ignorant of it, are no lesa acute than ·they are curious and
interesting.
Did Agassiz, in this very significant passa,,ae, mMn simply the
l'eft.ex action of the automatic portion of the nervous system 1 Not
:at all. Agassiz could not have referred to anything to his mind so
ii!Ommonplace as automatic nervous action, for he employs BrownS&}uard's experiments as the justification of a "new" philosophy, and
ilf novel propositions as to 11. power above us, and acting through us,
.and co1,1cerning the possession by man of a double set of mental
powers. The whole connection of the passage shows that Agassiz
meant exactly what he said, and that one of his subsidiary purposes
was to initiate discussion concerning Brown-S6quard's experiment.a.
These are not names to be treated lightly-Ag&'8iz, Clarke, Holmes,
.and Brown-S6qua.rd.
But here I take up the freshest number of the Zeitsckrift fiir Pkiloa<pkie, and I find Zollner's last volume reviewed by P1ofessor Hoffmann in terms of extravagant eulogy, as the basis of what is now
-ca.lled in Germany Tran&cmdental Pliy&ics. In the New York Nation,
with its crudely Spencerian metaphysics, and very nnrro-w outlook
upon philosophical discussions, there has lately appeared a letter from
Germany, telling you that Zollner is highly unpopular on account of
what he has said concerning psychical phenomena. That fact I am
:perfectly willing to admit. Professor Wundt has attacked Zollner;
but the Nat.ion does not print the intelligence that Fechner, Weber,
and Scheibner united with Zollner in his experiments, and now
justify him in his conclusions. The Nat.ion says nothing about the
circumstance that Professors Hoffmann, Fichte, and Ulrici have
devoted not a little of the acutest metaphysical discussion to these
.asserted phenomena. A long review of Zollner's last volume by the
foremost philosophical magazine of the world closes with the conclu~ion that he is to be criticized on only one point, namely, his theory
that there is a fourth dimension of space needed to explain the
phenomena he bas observed. The Zeitachrijt fur PkilosrYphie thinks
that he is to be accused of extravagauce in maintaining that there is
a fourth dimension of space. Lotze says that the idea of such o.
fourth-dimenision.is utterly inconceivable, and that.. when Helmbolbi
-and other mathematicians emphasize the theory that this dimension
-exists, they are simply causing science to make a grimace to frighten
the uninitiated. All Zollner's other conclusions are justified here,
and so the experiments of Brown-S6quard, and the final philosophy of
AgA.BSiz concerning a double set of mental powers, may well be a portico for us to this temple of German investigation. Without com·
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mitting himself either to any spiritualistic or to any anti-spiritualiatio
theory, Ulrici replies to Wundt, and maintains emphatically, in the
face or Germany, the very cautious but highly significant proposition
that "the so-called epiritism i'I a scientific question, which science, in
its own interest, must seek to solve."•
Talleyrand said to Lepaux : " The roundor or the Christian eyetem
auft'ered himself to be crucified, and He rose again. You should try to
do ae much." We may repeat these words to any man who pretends
to have received a n~w revelation from heaven. I am by no, means.
fearful that in the field of psychical phenomena a new religion will
be found. IC modern investigation, however, in diecussing Zollner'e
tacts and the new transcendental physics, hae eometbi~ to eay to ua.
which may prove that the-,communicatione with familiar spirits in
the times of Bo.al, if not a reality, were at least based upon such
occult fo1·ces that the pretence of inspiration might easily be defended
before the ignorant ; if modem science can lift for ue the curtain
behind whioh we may see, in clear light, the explanation of witchcraft, sorcery, soothsaying, magic, and pagau oracles; if, under the
microscope and the sca1pe1, we are to have uncovered the forces
which account for the power many fahe religions have had, for on&
I eay, God speed the lifting of the veil and our progress into this
undiscovered scientific country. The. advanced pioneers of thought
are undoubtedly moving into a strange territory, but we must not.
fear exploration.
Lord of peoples, Lord of lands.
Look across these shining sands
Through the furnace of the noon,
Throngh the white light of the moon,
Thou, our morrow's pathway knowing,
Tl!rough the strange world round ue growing,
Speak and tell ue where we are going I
We ILl'O weak, but Thou art strong ;
Short our lives, but Thine is long;
We are blind, but Thou hast eyes ;
We are fools, but Thou art wise.
Wmrru:a: "Song of Slaves in the Desert."
• Zeit1cll1 ift, 1880, Firat 11.umber, p. 148.
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PRELUDE.-" METHODS OF PREVENTING ELECTION FRAUDS."

FoUB reforms appear to be necessary to prevent Washington, and the other
fathen of our republic, from blDBhing over the success of their experiment in
republican government. Popular suffrage, to be safe, must be intelligent, independent, full, and fairly counted. Let either of these qualities be wanting, and
universal suffrage will, in many places, bring rascality very frequently to the
summit in municipal affail'll, often in State legislatures, and sometimes in national
concerns, especially in cloaely-contested electioDS, with great spoils at stake.
When Macaulay was in India, in 1884:, a paper on legislation was sent to him by
a citizen of Madras, who remarked that the difficulty with India was that men
swore falsely in that country. "Now," continued Macaulay's correspondent,
"I can suggest to your honour a means of making men swear truly in India, If
you will cut off the great toe on the right foot of every man who swears falsely,
there will be reform in this country to your honour's glory." Macaulay regard.eel
the suggestion aa ludicroca:y futile, and yet he said that in India he had adopted
certain rules as to legal evidence which would make the hair of the judges, and
even of their wiga, in England, stand on end.
In describing Mr. Bacon's famous Anti-Fraud Ballot-box, I hope yon will not
suppose that I think men can be made honest by machinery. Rascality at tho
polls cannot be abolished by any mechanical invention, but it may be embarrassed,
and even practically a&nulled.
Thia bnllot·box which I hold in my hand is the inTention of Mr. Steuben T.
Bacon, of 125, West Concord-street, Boston, and is now under consideration by
a committee at the State Bouse for adoption in tho elect.ions of this Commonwealth. It is, as you see, a square structure, with two glass sides and a movable top and bottom. It.a ueential parts are a long ftat hook ioside, on which
ballots
strnng like trout on a willow twig, and an enumerating apparatus
which strikes a bell like that of a conductor'• punch, and turns up a new number
every time a ballot is put upon the wire. The hook is shaped like the letter
"U,'' and the top of one branch of the "U" projects as an arrow-head through.
tile two slides on which I place my ballot. Each ballot has a hole in it, and is
strung on the projecting top of the hook, and pressed dowu by a washer. I
place on this ballot a washer, and touching a portion of the machinery, the slides
open, and the ballot by the -.reight of the washer drops into the bo1t, while the
bell is mug. That is nearly the whole of tho operation of thi1 beautiful iuvell'o
tion, and yet you will notice that in spite of the llimplicity of the mechanism, a
dozen forms of fraud in ballot-boxes are prevented entirely, or certainly embarrassed by the 1111 of this hook, the waahen, the bell, and the enumerator.
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The box ii Haled when brought to the polls. The namee of the officers whoee
bDline11 it II to seal it are writt.en over the seal Only the duly authenUcated
ollcen at the polls have a right to break the aeal and take out the screw which
permits the opening of the ballot·alidee. The registering apparatus, which ia
aJao under aeal, and to be openod only by city or town officiala after the election,
ii tet IO that the fint vote which drops in will bring the number "one" to the
front.
Each vote ii strung on the hook, with a wuher above it. If, therefore, I take
up aeveral vote. and try to put them in at once, I 1hall easily be detected in that
proceaa of atulllng. Here I have three balloia. S11ppo1e that l try to vote them
at once. I place them face downward on the machine, bat only one wuher goes
oTer the three, and when I drop them the bell rings but once for the three, and the
enumerator advancea bat a aingle unit for the three. These washers are not
numbered. They might be, IO u to correspond with the check lilt of the clerk,
but that would in some meaaare deetroy the lleCl'eCJ of the voting. Secrecy is a
great aid to independence in the ballot ; and ao the inventor, although he had
a method of numbering the ballot. aa they wmi dropped in, has left out that
portion of his mechaniam in this eeeond and improved form of his instrument.
Notice that the enumerator, the washer, and the position of the ballot on the
hook inaide, prevent the counting of thOlll three pieces of paper u three votea·
You have the enumerator, the poaition of the b&ll°' on the hook, and the wuher,
to prove, by their joint teatimony, the fact that atuftlng bu been practised.
The polla now cloae, and we proceed to canvaas the votes. I turn the box on
illl side, but I cannot open it until I break a seal amxed to the keyhole by an
authorized official. The paper O'fel' the aeaI bean hie name. After the box is
opened, yon find the ballota all hanging here on the hook, u trout on your
willow withe, when you tab in the moantairuJ, with only primitive arrangements
for preaerving yonr game. Every boy knows that he cannot put one tront beyond another on the same atring ; and ao yon know that yon cannot pat one
ballot beyond another on this hook. The wuhera here prevent entirely the con•
fusion of ballot with ballot. Your returning officers now sit before the open
ballot-box, and representatives of the rival political parties are preaeut while the
canva8s, count, reqird, and return of an election are being made. The enumerator shows how many men have voted. I now, u a returning officer, lift up a
ballot without drawing it oft' the hook, and anno11nce it to the recording clerk as
a straight ticket for this or that party, or aa au independent ticket, or a'5 a
ecratched ticket, as the case may be, and leave it hanging in the box. I bring
next to the front of the hook this stuffed gro11p of ballots; bat I find that there
more ballots here than washers. The fraud i'I at once revealed. This
'Washer proves, and ao does the enumerator, that only one man voted ; but here
are three ballots on the book. I leave the ballots hanging, and with my scissors
eut through diagonally, and destroy the lower half of two of them, and count
only one; but I do not tear oft' the stumps of these two fraudulent votes.
Suppose that I am a rascal, and have a ring on my finger with something like a McKinnon pen in the nob of it. Cannot I erase a few names here, if they are
distasteful to me? Yes; but yon are likely to see me if I undertake to commit
such a fraud. The ink, too, will not flow on a horizontal line. Bnt fraud cnu
be committed by sleight of hand, yon think, when men's backs nre tamed, or
when they are gone to dinner, or when they are half drunk. The ballots are
not taken oft' the hook; and it is almost impossible to mark them, ns they hang
freely, without any backing behind them. lf I were to use my hand for a back-
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ing, I should probably be disco•erec1. Even if I were to saeeeed, I should be
very likely t.o mark the ballots ia aach a way that the uniformity in shape of
my scratches would 1bow that they were made by one man while the ballots are
on the book. The similarity of the marking will be the means of detecting my
rascolity.
Ia New York City, when the number of ballots found in a ballot-box is great.er
than the 11am\er checked as having been voted, the officers pat hick the ballots
into the box, shaftle them,, and then pat their hands behind them and draw ont
&a many as the exceaa reqoires. Bot there are men with Tery light fingen, who
can feel the difference between a long ballot and a abort one, a thick one and a
thin one, and thus be enabled to draw their rival's ballot. Some of the shrewdest
kintla of fraud have been practised in this sifting of the Tolea. Nothing of the
80rt can be effected when the Anti-Fraud Ballot-box is uaec1.
After the canvaaa, the box is sealed again, and the votea and washers kept on
the hook for a satllclent time t.o allow the rectification of miatakea. When the
~ection has wholly paaaed by, the proper oftlcer empties the box, sets back the
sumerator to a cipher, seals the box, and it is then ready to be uaed in a new
11lection.
Who are petitioning Massacbasetta for the legalization of this Anti-Fraud
Ballot-box ?
Boston, March 19th, 1879.
Having examined the device preaented by Steuben T. Bacon for securing
honest Toting and counting of ballots at elections, we give it our cordial approbation, and desire its adoption by the Legislature of this State, for use at all
-elections held therein,

I. IRGUBOLL Bown1ro11,
Ezu F nsswoRTH,
Enw.um

AUSTIN,

LBVBUTT
RUFUS

SALTONSTALL,

s. Faosr,

Wx. LLoTD GARRISOlf,
A.A.MINBB,
WBRDBLL PBILLil'I.

George William Curtis, Henry Ward Beecher, Alexander H. Rice, and last bat
11ot least, William Lloyd Garrison, have strongly commended this invention in
.autograph letters, which I now bold in my hand. These names ought to secure
.attention on the part of politicians and practical men in public affairs to this
instrument.
Who knows but that the next presidential election may turn upon one or two
States, perhaps one or two cities ? Who knows bat that on11 hundred and ten
thousand appointive offices being at stake, practised politicians inside the machine
may not be willing to adopt such an instrument as this for the embnrrnssing of
rascalities at the polls. I hear that publicists who are statesmen are in favour of
this instrument, and that publicists who are mere party men are opposed to it.,
.althongh they admit its efficacy-and on that very ground are shy of it. fot us
be shy of politicians who are shy of Anii·Fraud Ballotrboxes. Somewhere aad
:somehow there can be brought into existence by American ingenuity methods of
largely purifying our ballot, and certainly the best instrument that I have seen for
that pnrpose ia the one now before yoa. Secrecy in voting is promoted by making
-nil ballobl alike in form and complexion, as they are intended to be when need
with this instrument. After the ballots have been dropped into the box, and
when they hang there on the long ho:ik, you cannot tell one vote from another
unless you are near enough to read the print, and that is out of sight, as the
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ballot ia Tot.eel face do\Tllwards. Secrecy is maintained in thia way Tery effec..
tually. I do not know what more I need 111y concerning this machine, except
that it coltB only fifteen dollars. I have no iotereet in the financial res ult& of ihe

patent.
It is worth while to give time to the counting of vote&, and yon therefore ought
not to object that the votes in this ballot-box cannot be counted until after the
cloeing of the polls. A slight change in the construction of the instrument would
rcmon this objection. A box of this size will hold as many votee as are usually
cast in a precinct in New York City. It cannot be denied that great mistakes are
made sometimes in counting volel b7 honest but careless and hurried official.I.
Yon had better wait an hour or two longer and have your return authentic. I&
would be no objection to this ma.chine if it were to take, 81 it does not, more time
than the old way, for it sans time at the other end of the process, when inTesti·
g11ting committees are needed to ascertain whether fraud has occurred or not.
State Legislatures and Congress ought to examine carefully and promptly, and
adopt this brilliant invention for embarrassing and annulling fraud in elections.
A ballot fairly count.eel will be efficient, but not sufficient to save univeraal suffrage from wreck. We must have an intelligent ballot, and for the pnrpoae of
securing proper knowledge on the part of the voter, I for one am in favour of a
reading test. I would not take the vote away from any man who has it now, but:
I would adopt the advice of om· late Chief Executive ; I would open the doors of
the common school and make the approach to them an inclined plane strewn with
roses ; and then I would proclaim by public law, not that the ballot ahall be taken
from any one who has it to-day, but that all who are bom after a certain date, say
1900 or 1925, and do not learn to read and write, shall not have a vote until they
do learn. Even with the ballot fairly counted, and with the ballot intelligent, I
should uot have hope for the republic unless it were possible to secure a ballot
independent of the machine in party politics. But even with the ballot fairly
count.eel and intelligent and independent, I should not have hope for universal
sn1frage were the ballot not made full.
What do I mean by a full ballot? The State of Missouri lately had a proposal
brought before its legislature to the effect that every man who neglects to vote
for two or three ,years should lose the right of suffrage. Theodore Woolsey tells
ns that in our colonial days there were portions of New England in which votes
were sent to householders, and if they did not use them they were fined. Over
and over I have called attention to the red ct>rd used at Athens to drive men to
the polls. A rope chalked red was carried by two men along the market-place
and through the most crowded streets, and thus the voters were driven np to the
voting assemblies before the bema of Demosthenes and Pericles ; and if any man
received en his toga a mark of this red cord, he was fined. We have compulsory
jury service, compulsory education, compnlsory military enlistment, and we must
have compulsory voting. If in 110meway we can secure a full vote in the United
State&, we shall be amazed at the dilference between a torpid and an aroused
America-between a fragment of our suffrage and the whole of it. I am not a
female suffragist ; but in order to have a full vote, I am willing to try the experi·
mcnt of giving women the ballot on questions of local option under the temperance
laws. The Massachnsett.11 State Bouse dome looked lately on a most suggestive
scene. It wu my fortune last year, in thia lectureship, to venture much before
Conservatin opinion by defending woman's right to vote in caaea of local option
in temperance. I was asked to defend t'he ume cause before a committee in the
Green Room at the State House, ud I remember what a thin and torrt compan7
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Came together on that occasion. The topic was eomewhat new ; ·we were all in
danger of being called erratica. Last week the chief legislative hall under your
dome was not large enough to admit those who assembled at noon to listen to *11e
urging of the appeal for woman's temperance vote. The e&11116 has gone forward,
and it has gone now, I think, into snch a position that even Comervative aneers
1fill not greatly iujnre it. My hope is that in Massaehneettl, before fiTe yeara
aball end, the experiment will be tried of making a vote full by giving woman a
right to utter her voice at the polls for home protection against the WhiskeyRing.
A full ballot, an intelligent ballot, a ballot independent of political partizansbip,
t. ballot fairly counted-these reforms and nothing less will prevent Republican
Governments under universal suffrage from perishing oft the face of the earth I
Machinery to embarrase rascality may be efficient, but let us remember that onl7
the uprooting of rascality itaelf will be sufficient to save our Republic. It is
fitting that on this birthday of Washington we should teach ourselves to depend
upon nothing for the salvation of the nation except on character like his, diJfnsed
through the masses of the population, and holding all tricketers in awe. I stood,
in a moment of leisure, in Independence Hall in Philadelphia one morning when
the sunlight flooded the place, and I came snddenly upon a cast of Washington'•
face taken j nst after his death. The likeness was different from any I had ever
rleen, and probably much more authentic. What breadth of forehead, what
balance of organization, what massivenue, and yet what sensitiveness I Whd
equilibrium of 86nl, what force, what calmness, what integrity, what unflinching
and unfathomable gennineneaa were in every line of that countenance I The
repose of the whole expression was to me more moving than I had supposed i&
possible for any traits of even a living face to be to me. The transfigured, heroic,
almost claseical, perfectly honest countenance, was an inspiration and a benediction, because it was a biography. Let the character of Washington be the ch..
racter of the nation, and the Republic may justly contemplate the future with
eonlidence; otherwise not. Let Lincoln and Washington lock their mighty
palms, as a deadly and unapologetic garrote, around the neck of the current and
crescent scoundrelism which undermines the purity of our ballot-boxes; and
government of the people, for the people and by the people, will not perish from
the earthl

TBI!:

LEOTURL

IP modem mysteries can be scientifically explained and exposed,
why may not ancient be, and even the Christian miracles 7 Let
clear thought prevail, you say, even if Christianity and the heavens
fall; and so say I. Whatever explanation we adopt concerning
modem mysteries, will ultimately be carried through ancient ; and
whatever we adopt concerning ancient, will ult1mately be enrried
through modern. The world is all of one piece. There is a Greek
fable which represents two strutting fowls, sons of the same mother,
as fighting. One cook called in a fox to aid him, and crowed while
bis competitor was ~ing devoured. He afterward suffered the same
fate. Christianity and what is called spiritism are more or less in
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oonliot ; and oertaiD defenders of Ohriatianit, l1UIUllOD to their aid
the fox, called atheistic materialism. He devo111'8 spiritism. What
will he do next t Let him do what he can, I eay ; and in order to
convince you that I am sincere, I purpose to venture thia morning
into a more intricate diacuuion than I have yet had the honour to
present to thia aasembly ; and I beg you not to judge the building
while the BCaft'olding ia up. Wait till you see the whole line or
thought before yeu judge any portion of it.
The average mood of the public mind as to Spiritualism is repre-lellted by these propositions : 1. If spirits do communicate with men, their action is outside of
natural law, and must imply the use of supernatural power.
2. But the Bible was authenticated by actions outside natural law,.
and by the use of supernatural power.
3. It is admitted that such power may authenticate a revelation ;
and it is thence vaguely inferred that the communications from
spirit.a may be placed upon an equality of authority with the Bible,
· rival or supersede Christianity, and introduce a new religious era.
Thia is the claim of advanced Spiritualist.a themselves.
4:. In view of the atrocious character of many of the teachings of
Spiritualism, those who revere the morality of the Bible are shocked
at the bare suggestion of revelations from spirit.a, and rebel against
the admission of the fact with the vehemence of outraged religioua
feeling.
o. It is hence, in many cases, difficult to obtain an unprejudiced
hearing for the evidence as to the alleged supernatural facts of Spiritualism. The misconceptions contained in these propositiona have
produced an immense eft'ect upon the popular mind, and even upon
Christian educated sentiment.•
Now, in earnest and unapologetic opposition to this popular view
of Spiritualism, I hold :1. That there are no supernatural, but only superhuman, eventa
in modern spiritualistic phenomena, even granting the extreme claima
made as to their reality.
2. That the Bible is authenticated by strictly supernatural, and
not merely by superhuman, events.
·
3. That a just distinction between the atridl.g. aupmiatural and
the merely "fH'°human ought to destroy in Christians the fear, ancl
• See " The Philosophy of Spirite aa taught b,r the harmoniou and concurrent.
teatimon7 of Scripture and Nature," by Jamee BroWD, New York. 1862, perha~
the mOlt Taluable work OD Spiritualiein that bu been publiabei:. in the Uait.icl
tkatel.
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in Spiritualists the hope, thM the alleged Spiritualistic communioa.
tions are to be the basil of a new revelation, Tindicating ita own
trustworthiness as a source of religions knowledge.
Pardon me if I paW18 here to bring before you an object-lesson.
Here is a desk in Andover Theological Seminary. One student lits in
front of it, resting his head upon his right hand, another sitl behind,
resting his head upon hia left hand. A prayer-meeting iB iu progrea
I knew both of the students. One of them iB now an author of excellent repute, although he is yet a young man ; the other ii a reTered minister of this State, and from him I have a letter : -

In answer to your request, permit me to say that I had strange
experience one evening at · Andover. While attending my class
prayer-meeting, separated from me by a desk, sat a claaamate, now
somewhat noted in the line of authorship. Bia right arm leaned on
the desk. lily left arm was plaoed on the same deak. Our heads
almoat touched. The topic of the evening was ou.e upon which I bad
thought but little; but while the leader was speaking thoughts
arranged in an orderly manner, and embodied in choice language,
rushed into my mind. I was greatly surprised at a few peculiar
expressions, and at one or two ftne illustrations which occurred to me,
because I did not remember having ever 1'81ld or heard them before.
Gratified aa well aa amased at the sudden illumination of my mind.
and fearful that the departure of thought, exprellllion, and illustration
might be 88 hasty 88 their coming, I rose to my feet 88 soon as the
leader bad thrown the meeting open. Noticing that my gifted neigh·
hour bad also risen, I yielded to him. Judge of my astonishment,
when, eves to the use of the peculiar expressions and illustrations, be
gave the speech which I was about to make.
I found afterwards that he bad been studying the subject announoecl
and discusaed by the leader, and had promi&ed to support him a~
the meeting. Undoubtedly, by some means which I will not attempt
to explain, I had read or obtained my classmate's thoughts. Fortunately, or unfortunately, I was prevented from exposing my stolen
goods. Certainly, I absorbed a speech which had not been written or
spoken. I was guilty of a new kind of plagiarism. The experience
related is not a fact of the imagination, but suoh as was real to me.
I beg you to fasten attention on this elementary but vastly suggestive object-lesson. Notice two great faota : First, that here was a
transmission, not only of ideas, but of the order of ideas, and not only
of ideas and their order, but of language and illnatrations, without.
any effort to transmit them on the part of the person who originated
them. Second, that here was a reception of ideas in a particular
order, and with particular illustrations and language, without any
effort on the part of the recipient. It is an interesting question
whether the transmiaaion would have occurred if the students bad
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been twenty feet apart ; but the fact is, that here, thoughts having
only a mental expression, were transmitted from one spirit to another,
I undertake to say that if that occurred it was not supernatural ; i'
was natural. I am not assuming that these facts occurred, but here
is such evidence as I have. The point upon which I wish to place
emphasis, is, that if such facts occurred they are natural, and not
superhuman ; they are even human in this case. But suppose that
instead of a fellow-student at -the side of this leaning worshipper,
there had been in the air some disembodied spirit, good or evil, and
the transmission of thought had taken place between the spirit and
the mind of the listener. Perhaps the thought would have come into
his mind as it came in this ease, without his knowing whence it
(\&.me. This transmission of thought would not have been supernatural. It would have been natural, I maintain. It would be superhuman ; but it would be an action performed according to laws of the
human spirit as it now exists here in the flesh.
Now, admitting that the details of this object-lesson are realities,
why may I not inquire whether something of the method of inspiration
is not suggested to us by facts like these 1 You wish to know whether
the Bible is anywher~ verbally inspired. If one human spirit can
thus communicate with another, cannot the Infinite Spirit give
language as well as thought to a man inspired to teach in His name t
I know on what sacred ground I am treading. I notice the silence of
this house. We have never been more truly in the holy of holies
than we are at this moment, and we stand on ground where no mistake can be so small as not to be colossal. I am no Spiritualist. I
am willing, however, to study all the laws of the human mind.
If at the bottom of all the seething, chaotic sea of the modern
discussion of the relation of the natural to the supernatural, we
are to find the firm adamant of the Biblical view of the world,
, why, I say, let me sink for once through this surging, foaming,
yeasty sea, till I feel that there is at the bottom, not a whirlpool
of endless depth, but the very same granite on which we walk, as we
pace the safe shore of the ocean-the granite of the Biblical view of
the uaiverse I
In support of the three propositions on which I have now placed
.emphasis by an object-lesson, I beg leave to insist on the following
definitions, <listinctions, and inferences:
1. Nature does not mean all that is, but only all that is natw,
born, produced, or created. The etymology of the world shows the
eorrectness of this definition. Nature includes all but God.
2. The universe does include all that is. It is a great error of
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Huxley's to make no distinction between nature and the universe.•
If nature means as Huxley defines it, all that is, then it results, from
the definition itself, that there can be no supernatural act performed.
There can be nothing above or outside of all that ia, and so there can
be nothing supernatural. This definition was intended to support an
anti-supernaturalistic philosophy, or else was the result of philosophical incompetence. It violates established usage, etymology, and all
reputable philosophical authority, according to which, for two thousand years, a great distinction has been made between God and nature,
and, therefore, between nature and the universe. In the former God
is not., and in the latter He is included.
S. The laws of nature are to be ~tinguished from the laws of the
universe.
4. A supernatural act is a violation of the former and not of the
latter.
5. All created beings, human and superhuman, are a part of nature,
strictly so called; that is, of what is n.atua, born, produced or created.
If Satan exists-and I do not mean to cast any doubt on the literal
accuracy of the passage in the Lord's Prayer, which directs us to pray
to be delivered, not from evil, but from the evil one-that, as Tholuck says, is the true translation-he is a created being. He cannot
personally attend to all the affairs of his kingdom, if he has one.
John Milton's conception of Satan is strictly Biblical, and the average
popular idea is not. Satan may be possessed of great power, but he
i1 not possessed of omnipotence, nor of omnipresence; he must
employ subordinates if he is to make, at one and the so.me time, in
all parts of the earth, an infernal campaign : and the Bible says he
does employ them. "Beelzebub the prince of the devils," is his
Soriptural name. · It is the overawing affirmation of Scripture that
we wrestle not against flesh and blood, but against principalities and
powers, against the prince of the power of the air, against the ruler
of the darkness of this world, against wicked spirits in heavenly
places. If spiritualistic communications are realities, science is commencing to fathom the depth of these terrific words. You will
recognize in this distinction between nature and the universe a purpose on my part to show that, however great may be the powers of
the evil spirits, even of their princes, they are finite.
6. Aa a part of nature, all created beinga, hu11ian. and auperhuma11,
'fire atifliect to natural law; and from tke vet'1/ fact that t'key are natural
beinga, it ruulta that tlt.ey ca1inot do aupernatural a.eta.
7. A supernatural act' involves a power above nature, that is,
• See Huxley's "Hume."
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above what is natm, bom, or created ; in other words, a supematural
act i11volves creative power.
8. Only God, who ia the only being above nature, can perform a.
1upematural act, that ia, an act above natural law. Spirits, if they
exist, are created beings, and, as a part of nature, are subject t0o
natural law, and can do no strictly supernatural act involving creative
power. If any such act appears to be performed by a spirit, the
power is given Crom the source of all creative power. If the apostles
performed supernatural acts, they did so by Divine po'Wer. Nothing
ia more notable in the Biblical account of miracles, than that those
who worked them claimed that they did not do so by their own
might nor in their own name.
9. Natural acts may be of the human or of the superhuman order.
10. Spiritual communication.1, if they occur, are natural act& o/tM
•1tperhuman ordt:r, and not aupt:rnatural act1.
11. A1 trUCk they cannot eom]JtU with the truly 11Jpernatural act8
recorded in the Bible, a& attutationi of a revelation.
12. The Bible is attested by acts of creative power, such as, from
the necessity of things, must be above nature and can belong only t()
God Himself.
Instances of such creative power are found iu the raising of the
dead, and various others or the Christian miracles, and in all true
prophecy as distinguished from mere prescience or prevision.
13. The argument of the Christian evidences rests on the strictly
supematural: that of the evidenoes of Spiritualism on the merely
superhuman, even granting, as I do not, the claims of the latter.
14. The Christian evidences are supremely confirmed by the fact
that Christianity works well; its divine ohsracter is proved by its fruits.
15. The evidences of Spiritualism are supremely discredited by
the fact that it works ill; its evil character is seen by its fruits.
I know what I venture in my next propoaition ; but it is not the
custom, I hope, of any one who reveres the scientific method to avoid
unpopular issues.
16. If Swedenborgianism, for example, be taken as a system of
belief attested by the most remarkable communications known to
modern history, between men nnd spirits, it must yet be said that,
granting all these claims for the sake of argument, Swedenborgianism
is attested as a divine revelation only by merely superhuman, and
not by strictly supernatural, acts. Where is the raising of the dead, where are the miracles involving
creative power, whe.re are the prophecies that give '9 Sw~en
borgianism anything like the authority belonging to Christianity '
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Swedenborgianism is discredited also by the indisputable fact thatportions of Swedenborg's inculcations as to social life, marriage, and
the family, are contrary to natural morality, and would work incalculable mischief if put into practice (aa, I beg you to notice, they-rarely or never are even by Swedenborgians themselves). Here anci.
now I am attacking no living Swedenborgian, but simply Swedenborg
himself. I have been corresponding with the foremost Swedenborgian Society of London of late, and have received from it a.
voluminous mass of laboured but utterly inconclusive manuscript iu
support of the proposition that there is nothing contrary to natural
morality in Swedenborg's famous writings on marriage. I have
replied in writing, and if the correspondence is ever published, I
shall be willing to stand on it as a justification of this criticism orone portion of Swedenborg's social code.
17. Attested by strictly supernatural events, and especially by its
fruits, Christianity needs no further support; and yet its teachings.
concerning good and evil spirits, provided the claims of Spiritualism
as to modern communications with spirits are ever sustained, would
·be illustrated and confirmed by modern evidence.
18. Two points are in debate concerning Spiritualism-the reality·
of communications between spirits and men, and the trustworthine:s
of these communications as a source of religious knowledge.
19. Between atheistic materialism and Spiritualism, the question.
is concerning the reality of the communications.
20. But between Christianity and Spiritualism the question is.
chiefly concerning their trustworthiness.
21. The Biblical view of the world admits the reality of good and evil
spirits, and that they may and do influence men. If this view should be·
confirmed by modern facts, the Christiim believer would have nothing.
to change in his creed as to the reality of spiritual communications.
22. The trustworthineBB of those communications, however, he
would be authorized to test by the Biblical rules of evidence, and by
the scientific conditions of credence, as to all asserted revelations.
23. The great error of our time in den.ling with Spiritualism,
is that we do not sufficiently emphasize the fact that the question
between the Biblical view and the Spiritualistic view of the world,
is not as to the reality of communications of spirits with men, but as
to their trustworthiness.
It is known from Biblical evidence that for thousands of years.
communications occurred between men and spirits, and that false
religions were Gften founded upon the teachings of those who are.
said to have had familiar spirits.
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Joseph Smith, the founder of Mormonism, bad in his experiences
'Certain peculiar psychical events, which be thought supernatural.
He affirms that he saw a man, with whom he prayed, lifted into the
-air. Visions and whisperings came -to the young Smith, and he
gave himself entirely to their guidance.* He regarded them 118
divine, although they were evidently of the same character with the
lying communications said to be common in our day in Spiritualistic
-circles. I do not assert on modern evidence that evil spirits have
<:ommunicated with the founders of evil religions. The Bibi~ gives
me authority to say that they did in ancient times; they may,
therefore, have done so in modern. If you regard the facts which
Smith mistook for miracles, as only superhuman actions of familiar
spirits, you will have at once a philosophically and an historically
adequate explanation of the origin of the very basis of Mormonism.
You will not be surprised to find that similar experiences were
behind Mahomet's career. I do not know that there is on the globe
to-day a single false religion that does not appeal as a proof of the
divinity of its communications to phenomena similar to those
observed in our Spiritualistic circles. There was not in antiquity a.
single false religion that. did not appeal for authority to what the
Bible calls familiar spirits, as the source of its confidence that a.
-revelation had been given to it.
"Regard not them that have familiar spirits."t The perils against
which those words were a warning are not unknown to modem times.
"A man or woman that hath a familiar spirit shall be put to death. n
l>o I mean to say we should adopt the Mosaic code on these points I
There is a great difference between being assailed by evil spirits and
not yielding to them; and, on the other hand, giving up to them, taking their will for your will, and their teachings as divine authority. It
is this latter voluntary mental attitude of which the Bible speaks in
thunderbolts. If I were at liberty to uncover the festering carcass of
seventh-rate Spiritualism, I doubt whether you would think the Bibli'<lal severity of treatment of necromancy entirely uncalled-for in
modern days. Possession by spirits is treated with all pity in the
Bible. It is distinguished from insanity. The language of the New
Testament proves that lunatics and those possessed by evil spirits
were regarded as two separate classes
The possessed are spoken
·of with all compassion in the Bible; but necromancy, or the giving
up of the will to evil spirits, and taking their will as our will,-ihat
is rerhaps the most mischievous thing on earth I

+

• See Stenhouse, "Rocky Jrfouutain Sainta.''
t Lev. xix. 81.
.Delitzach'a full diacuaion of this point iu hia "Biblical Psychology.''

t

See
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Alone among all religions known to ancient ages, Christianity and
the Old Testament, in terms lurid with the Divine wrath, denounce
communications with familiar spirits, not on the ground of theirunreality, but on that of their untrustworthiness, impurity, and
tendencies to immeasurable practical mischie£
Natural law in one age of the world is natural law for all agea.
The power of communicating with familiar spirits is known, on
Biblical evidence, to have been a reality among men acting unde1•
natural law. If Spiritualiam turna out to be only a re-di&covery of tke
ancient art of consulting familiar 1pfrit1, there ia no nece11ity of denying
the reality of suck communication, but tke1·e ia great neceuitg of proclaiming 'With Biblical empluuia, tea vntruat'Ulorthine11, miackievoume11.
and wwkedneas.
24. It is historically known that Biblical revelations, although
given through many different channels and in many different places,
nations, and ages, were perfectly harmonious with each other, and
were attested by such strictly supernatural events as to authenticate
them to the world; and also that they have received supreme
authentication from the Biblical rule of evidence,-" By their ti-uita
ye shall know them."
25. It is to be inferred, therefore, that if good spirits communicate
revelations in modern times, they will be in harmony not only with
elleh other, but with former revelations, and will be attested by
strictly supernatural events, and will bear the test of being judged
by their fruits in the course of experience through ages.
If modern Spiritualistic communications are real, they must be
judged by the attested Biblical view of the world; and when such
tests as Christianity and soienoe both require to be applied to the
case are used, the evidence shows that there is nothing supernatural
in Spiritualism, but that there is in it something supe1·human, and
yet that as such it acquires no trustworthiness, but is merely a re..
discovery of the ancient art of consulting familiar spirits.
26. In relation to atheistic materialism, Spiritualistic facts are or
great importance, however, for they bring into view a new world in
philosophy and a new world in religion.
27. The philosophical and religious world, so new to atheism and
materialism as irretrievably to explode them both, turns out to be a
Biblical world.
We may, therefore, say with Lord Brougham, "In the most cloud,
less azure of scepticism, I see a. rain-cloud no bigger than a man'a
band. It is the modern evidence of the superhuman."
229
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TBB P.BBLUDB.- RBCUT DERRTIONS PROK DARWINISll'.,

IT appears to be wholly impoeaible to tum God out of the universe in the name
-of exact science. Supernaturalism is pUBhed to the front even by the merely
physical innstigations of this latest and oldest of the centuries. Materiali•m is
1nffering many desertions, and of course this means that the extrem<>st form of
the doctrine of eTolution is being abandoned by sober naturalists. It was fashion-able a few years ago, in certain crude Spencerian circles, to boast of the triumph
of Darwinism ;• but there are essential parts of Darwinism which are being
'silently modified or abandoned. Virchow of Berlin, Allman of the British ASl!o~iation, Dana of New Haven, Wallace of England, and Gray of Harvard Univer'sity, have all criticized Darwinism in such a way that the right band of that
aystem of thought, or the doctrine that natural selection is an adequate cause of
the origin of speciea, is now a very limp and lame, I bad almost said, a wholly
-severed, member. What is Darwinism ? It is the hypothesis that the origin of
species was effected chiefly by natural selection, or the survival of the fittest in
the struggle of living things with each other. Professor Dana has lately been induced, by the superb enterprise of the New York Indeptndent, the foremost religions
newspaper of the United States, to speak very definitely on evolution. It is difficult to determine what any man thinks on evolution, unless be defln~s that word•
.Just as Americanism might mean twenty things in politics, so evolution may
mean twenty things in physicaT science. There is an extreme doctrine of evolution which is materialistic ; a medium doctrine which is agnostic; n couservntive
doctrine, which is somewhat theistic, although vaguely so; and then there is what
I call an orthodox and evangelical doctrine of eTolution,-a doctrine not the doctrine,-and which ia pronouncedly theistic. That latter doctrine is Professor
Dana's. As I have heretofore emphasized the criticisms made by Virchow and
.Allman on extreme doctrines in regard to evolution, so I think it my dnt.y to
emphasize also those of Dana. Omitting much, let me l'ead, in his langnnge, but
not in his order of st.atement, some of the essential positions of this foremost of
American men of science :
l, I am not a very vigorous supporter of ernlntion.
II. I believe that a creaave act wa1 necessary to the existence of man's body, or
physical nature. Man's physical nature, as well as his spiritual, was not a proanct or ednct of evolutionary processes. It demanded for its creation a divine
net. For proof I refer, as done by Wallace, to the fact that the brain of the
• See Mr. John Fiske's article on "The Triumph of Darwinism," Nortlt
..A111erican Reuie1111 1877,
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!oweat nee of men bu twice the cubic cont.enta of the highest man·ape ; t.o the
fact, further, that the skeleton of man is adapt.eel throughout for a nrtical pciei•

tion, and that of the a_pa for a horizontal or inclined, and that geology bu discovered no human remams in the rocb that indicate a lower grade of man than now
-uillll, or one that make11 the Ii.rat shade of approximation t.o the inclined smacture of the ape, and allo t.o the existence of a moral 881188. Some otUr- po_. ,._
Nature'• waa reqlliredfor man'• ui1te11C11.
8. The special means of change and progreBB by which it is supposed speciea
ma;r have been made from species, and the systems of life evolved, are not ex.
plained by an;y facts thus far ascertained, or bJ any theory of evolution. No
'lly1t.em of e&UEI bu yet been proved t.o be adequate for the results.
The insufficiency of all environments and environment conditions, without
:aome profounder means, is manife1t.
The theory of natural selection is a theory of ulectioru, and 11ot of tM origi• of

breedi~g

·ar,r:·selective
exemplified in man. which it appeal• t.o u a fundamental principle, can rarely take place under natnral conditions, since Nature's
methods are distributive, through the promiacuoae breeding which, without man
to direct, is almost sure to take place, and not selective.
The principle "survival of the fittest," explains in part, sttnivau, and thereby
the geographical distribution of 1peciea, as seen in the faunaa and floras of clif.
ferent countries, but nothing as to how the fl tteat came to be, or 1pecies to exiat
·or become inyolved.
The tbeoriea of evolution which make progreu mere trauformiam, 88 it bu
'been deaignat.ed, or a direct result of the pulling, abaping, or transforming action
-of enTironments, I regard aa baaed Oii a ~jicial vt'111 of Natva.
These are moat excellent and cheerful doctrinee, but they are a very marked
-desertion of portions of Darwinism. They are, indeed, radical anti-Darwinian
teaching ; but there seems to be on the part of the Popular &i1111ee Montlllf,
and the representatives of the Coemic Philosophy, a conspiracy of silenoe COil•
·ceming Dana's poaitiona. Having for years contended for these doctrines my·self, my purpose thie morning is to put his trumpet to the lipe of this Lectureship.
and let it be known that one of the foremost names in science is not dazzled by
the philosophical mat.erialism of Hackel, nor by the monil!ID and agnoeticism
<taught yet by Huxley and various belat.ed Spencerian schools in regard to evolu·
"tion.
'· TAe i11trod11ct1on of life on tAe gl.obe d<1111anded divine intervtntion. There
·may have been diTine intervention, for all that science baa to say on the subject,
in other Ca88I in the grand system of progress.
5. I, nevertheleH, admit, in view of known facta 88 to the general geographical
relations and distribution of species, whether of animals or plants, the trausitional
forms which have been found, especially between modem species and those of the
geological age next tireceding-many existing species of plants, for example,
,90 graduating into ktnds but little different, and others much different, in the
Tertiary era, that botanists have found no way out of the apparent confusion
thus introduced, except by means of the principle of the derivation of speciea
from species-and in view also of other considerations arising out of the
'8tmctural unity of forms, effects under the law of heredity, and the character
and ext.ent of &etnal or known variations in animals and plants, that, however
iuadeqnat.e the known agencies of change may seem to be, it is altogether probable
that there hne been natural cau881 at work which were sufficient for the
-development of the ayst.ems of life so far that there were few occasions for
divine intervention.
·
Just here let me pause and prepare you for a surprise. If man's physical
body originated through a divine act, did God creat.e man out of dead matter, or
from some other species of animal ? It may be that the divine act wns absolutely
,neceEsary, even if God created man from some lower animal by changing the
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development of tha& inferior creature. I ondentand Profesor Dana to uy that
it ii alt.ogether probable that the divine act was perfonned in the second of these
method.I, and yet to deny entirely that mm waa produced as we may prodnca.
varieties of pigeons or of doga, by coutrolliog the current of generation and of
benditary deaceot.
6. Creation of species by divine fiata does not neceuarily imply creation oat
of dead matt.er. Creation of 'PUi• frv;m wpecia would be aa 1trictly creah'on bf
11 divine act. Of the two method& tfie latter would be, most probably, the true
one, in view of the economy of action under God's laws. Thie holds for man as
well as for all other species. The derivation of man from an inferior species
need give the student of the Bible no trouble of mind, provided, in connection
with it, a divine act is admitted to have been parent, both physically and
spiritually, to the new creation.
Any comparison with regard to God's directin~ the current of generation a&.
we can direct it in the case of dogs and pigeoM, 18 a wholly false representation
of the view I bold, and absurd also.
1. It ie my belief that all results and conditions are reached through or in concurrence with molecular law ; that the ditrerences in germs, leading to theirdittennt modes of evolution and dift'11rent adult forms, are some way expressed
in their molecular constitution. The great lines of progress in the system of life,
indicated by the divisions of cl88881l and orders, I believe to have had theirfouniatfon ji:i:ed in molecular law, under the divine will, and not to be a product or
con1eq11ence of ein1ironment conditiona, I hold that in evolution there was truly
an evolving ; that beneath are molecular and physiological laws, whose action,
external conditions. or the environments, were able to modify bot not to control,
8. But with me -this is wholly independent of the question whether evolution
was carried forward by successive divine acts or bv natural causes, after an.
initial fiat.
•
9, The modification which has taken place in my Ti.ewe as to evolution, has.
not been attended by any weakening of my faith in the Christian religion, orchange of opinion as to its doctrines.
Nature and the Bible are one in their enunciations of the history of creation.
They both contain conceptions infinitely be;rond the reach of the human intellect,
and bear alike evidence of their divine origm.
10. Molecular law 111 law by divine act; and in confom1ity to that law, and
through it, creation, whether by fiat or by natural growth, must have taken
place.
AU law is law by diviM appointment, for a diviM p11rpo1e. All force i1 tlis
tver-active divine will.•
Professor Gray, whose volume of "Darwiniana" pledges him to treat
Darwinism as t.enderly as poBBible, does not hesitate in hie two recent lectures
before the Yale Divinity school to criticize &et'erely the doctrine of natural
selOt'tion:
1. I am unable to perceive that the idea of the evolution of one species from.
another, and of all from an initial· form of life, adds any new perplexity to
theism.
2. Darwinism has real causes at its foundation, viz., the fact of variation and
the inevitable operation of natural selection, determining the survival only of th&
fittest forms for the time and place. It ie therefore a good hypothesis, so far.
Bot is it a sufficient and a complete hypothesis ? Does it furnish scientific
explanation of (i.e, assign natural causes for) the rise of liviqg forms from Joy
to high, from simple to complex, from protoplasm to simple plant and animal.
from fish to flesh, from lower animal to higher animal, from brute to man ?Does it scientifically account for the formation of any organ, show that under

• These pauages, except the paragraph at the end of the sixth section, which

11 from a letter of ProfeBBor Dana's to the Preabyt.erian Banner, an re-a.rrangect
from au. article b7 him in the ln~11tdent of January 8, 1880.
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glnn conditions eensitiTe eye11pot, initial hand or brain, or eTen a ~erent hue
or textore, mast theu and there be developed 88 the consequence of 88Biguable
cou1litioos P Doell it explain how and why so much, or any, sensitinneu, faculty
of respouae by moTemeut, perception, conscbUBneu, intellect, is correlated with
BDch and such an organism? I answer, Not at all I The hypothesis does noae
of these things. For my own part I can hardly conceiTe that any one should
think that natural selection scientifically accounts for these phenomena.
3. Darwin may conaiatently speak of his favourite principle 88 a ca11811 of
eTolution, it being that in the absence of which the evolution could no& take
etrect. A ctJ11M1 of variati1111 it certainly is not, but it is a nece888l'Y ocetui1111 of
it, or of its progresL
•· What Darwinism maintains ill that variation, which is the origination of
llDBll differenc:et, aud species-production, which represents somewhat larger
clif"er.?Dces, and gen-production, which represents still greater differences, are
parts of a series, and differ only in degree, and therefore have common natural
causes, whatever these may be; and that natural selection gives a clear conceptiOD of a way in which continually or occasionally arising small differences may
be added up into large sums in the coarse of time. This is a legitimate and on
tbe'whole a good working hypothesis. The que&tionable point is whether the
sum of the differem:ea can be obtained from the individually small variations by
Bimple addition. I nry much doubt it. I doubt especially if simple addition is
capable of congrnoasly adding up such different denominations. That is, while
I see how Tariations of a given organ or structure can be led on to great modifi·
cation, I cannot conceiYe ho-.v non-existent organs come thus to be, how wholly
new parts are initiated, how any thing can be led on which is not there to be taken
hold of. Nor am I at all helped in this respect by being shown that the new
organs are developed little by little•
. JUBtly distinguishing between life and soul, Professor Gray now emphasizes.
views which Lionel Beale, so often defended here, promulgated ton years ago :
~. With all life goes duality. There is the matter, and there is the life, and
we cs.nnot get one out of the other, unless yon define matter as something which
works to ends. As all agree that reflected thought cannot be translated into.
t.erms of extension (matter and motion), nor the converse, so as truly it cannot
be tmnslated into terms of sensation and perception, of desire and affection, of
even the feeblest vital response to external impressions, of simplest life. Thednality runs through the whole. You cannot reasonably give over any part of
the field to the monist, and retain the rest.
It wae my fortune to be considered, i£ not erratic, at leaat credulous, when
three years ago that very dochine W88 insisted upon here, in the name not only
of English and German thought, but of self-eTident troth it.eel£.
· Extreme views as to the power of .natural selection to account fer the origin of
Classes, and sub-kingdoms, among animals, have lately been rebuked by Wallace.
himself in an article in the Ninetumth Caatury•.
All objections, in so far as they refer to the origin of the different apeciu ot
one genus from a common ancestral •pecies, or even of all the speciu and genera
of onejami/y from some still more remote ancestor, may, I think, be shown to.
be invalid ; because we have direct evidence, almost amounting to demonstration, that changt'S to this extent are producible, by the known laws of variation
and the admitted action of natural selection. Bot when we go farther back, and
propose to account for the origin of distinct families, orders, and clasau of·
animals by the same procel!S, the eTidence becomes far less clear and decisive,
We find groop~ with organs of which no rudiment exists in other groups; we
find classes differing radically in structure from other classes ; and we have no.
direct evidence that chaages of this nature are now in progre.;11, 88 we have that
the le8ser changes resulting in new species and new genera are in progress.
No thoughtful person can contemplate without amazement the phenomena.
presented by the development· of animals. We see the most diverse forms-a.
mollusk, a frog, and a mauunal~ing from apparently identical primitive ceU..
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and progrteli!if for a time b7 nry similar initial changes, bnt thereafter Melt
punUing its highly complex and often circuitous eoune of developmr.nt, with
UDerring certainty, by means of laws and forces of which we are totally ignorant.
It ii 1arely a not improbable supposition, that the nnltaown rwer which deter·
mines and regulates this marvellone proce11, may alao determme the initiation of
tboee moro important chan,ee of ltructure, and thoee developments of new parts
and organs, which characterize the mcceaive 1tage1 of the evolution of animal
forma. In so far u Mr. Darwin denies the n-it7 of an7 such power, and
maintains that the origin ol all the diverse forms and types, and all the IOIDplex
•tracture1 of the organic world, are doe to identicall,r tho sane laws and processes
as are adequate to produce the different species of Rub11• or of Cani•, from some
anoeatral bramble or dog respectively, his opponenta have undoubtedly a ease well
worthy of being argued out in the courts of science.
The canaee which have produced the separate species of one gn11a, of one f-ily.
or perhaps of olie order from a common ancestor, are not necoM&rily the same aa
those which have produced the separate order•, clauu, and ob-kingdoms from
more remote common ancestors. While individual variation with natural &election ia proved to be adequate for the production of the former, we have no proof
and bardl7 any evidence that it i1 adequate to initiate thoeo important divergencies of type which characteriu the latter.
Translated into theological language, these eantione conceuions of natnraliata
mean theism. They moan snpernatnralism acting at the origin of life on our
planet, and at tho initiation of the vari•tions which lcatl. to the origin of species.
They mean the Divine Omnipresence in all natural law. We ma7 sum up the
•onndeat conclusions of modem natural science, except only the voioes of a few
erratics, by neing Emerson's latest declaration, itself an abandonment of any pantheistic tendencies which characterized hie earlier career : "Nature is too thin &
.screen; the glory of the Omnipreaent One breaks through et'er1where," •

TllB

LECTURll.

PROFJ!8SOR ZoLLNBB anticipates the second birth of German science
:and its thorough Christianization. His reasons for this hope, are
that he thinks materialism is utterly exploded, and that the system
-of what he calls transcendental physics is sufficiently established to
be already a basis of prophecy as to the future course of enlightened
-thought. You will remember under what disadvantages I often
speak here, as your outlook committee over tho realm of culture in
the world. I am to gaze into the far horizon, and sometimes o. cloud
may easily be mistaken there for a mountain summit. I do not
make myself responsible for Professor Zollner's transcendental
physics. It is my business here, h:>wever, to give the f1-eshest
-outlook possible upon the very latest research, and you must judge
for yourselves whether the low-lying vapour, irradiated by the sun,
has been mistaken by this keen German telescope for the summit of
mountains, or whether we have indeed come upon the confines of o.
new territory in philosophy, and a land on which the sun is never to

• Essa7 on "The Preacher," Unitarian &vie.,,,, January, 1880.
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11et. I beg you, however, to remember that from this point on I
·assume that whoever explains modem mysteries will explain ancient,
and that whatever theory we adopt conceming ancient mysteries
must also be adopted conceming modem. Let no man minify the
iBSue. The whole question of tho relation of the natural to the
11upernatural is at stake in the doctrine of transcendental physics.
There are four theories for the explanatio:J. of the modem o.nd
nucient psychical phenomena.
1. Fraud.
2. Nervous derangement.
3. Tho psychic force as cxclusiYely controlled by men.
4. The psychic force as controlled by both men and spirit&.
At the last analysis every one of the explanations offered in modem
1>r ancient times may be reduced to one or the other of these heads,
<>r to a co.:nbination of two or more of them.
In reply to the theory of fraud, what is to be said t
I. Tho theory of trickery explains much, perhaps nine.tenths of
the phenomena, but is appUcable only by excessive strn.ining to the
winuow1id residuum of evidence attested by Crookes, Wallace, Zollner,
und other scientific experts.
Here I hold in my hand the last number of the most creditable
magazine in the country south of New York, The Penn JlontlJy. It
contains a long article by Professor Robert Ellis Thompson on
« S11iritualism in Germ:iny." The tone of his discussion will be
indicated if I cite to you but a single sentence : " When natumlists
like Wallace and Max Perty,"-the latter is a professor at Berne in
Switzerland,-" when chemists like Crookes and Hare, a physiologist
like Weber, and physicists like Varley, Zollner, and Fechner, mathematicians like De Morgan and Scheibner, to say nothing of metaphy11icinns like J. H. Fichte and Ulrici, unite in declaring that there
is something in Spiritualism, tho case for investigation becomes
urgent. If the evidence of these ten men of science does not create
n. prt!sumptive case in its favour, it does much more than justify a
'Claim for a full hearing before the scientific world, and nothing
lmt an unscientific and unfair prepossession can now prevent that
l1earing." o
There is no leaning toward Spiritualism; so called, in this article,
but the recent German expe1·iments a.re spoken of with respect and
candour.
2. Experts in legerdemain, such as Bellacbini, Uobert Houdin,
Signor Blitz, and M. Hamilton and M. Rhys, have all given solemn
• Pe1111 Montlil9, Feb., 1880, p. 100.
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testimony-·Bellachini gave an affidavit-that nothing in their art
will account for the so-called psychical phenomena witnessed by
themselves. The books on legerdemain offer no explanation of experiments like those of•Crookes and Zollner.
I have examined a pile of books on. legerdemain as high BB this
chair, and I think no one familiar with that kind of literature will
look into it to-day for any clear explanation of such phenomena as
are described in the plates which I have had the honour to exhibit
to you from the works of Zollner.
·
In reply to the theory of nervous derangement, on what facts must
we place emphasis 1
1. Experts in nervous disease fail to offer any adequate explanation of the most significant of the phenomena.
It is one of my anxieties to observe all comity towards those who.
maintain an attitude of arrogance toward the investigations of Crookes,
Wallace, Zollner and Weber, on the psychic force. I will mention
no names ; but I may say that I have personally offered the foremost exposer of Spiritualism on this continent, and one of the acutest
r.tudents of nervous diseases America hl\S produced, one hundred
dollars an hour to repent the experiments of Zollner, Fechner, and
Weber before this audience, and explain them by causes known to.
science, and he confessed his inability to do so, or to obtain for me,
at any price, any one who could.
A very acute pamphlet., a highly valuable monograph on " The
S-cieutific Basis of Delusions," Wl\B written by the gentleman of whom
I am speaking. He was my room-mate at Yale College. We are
excellent friends, I hope; and I think we shall always be such. I
rejoice in his distinguished career. I do not know that he accuses
me of extravagance at all in my claims as to psychical phenomena,
for all I say is "if." I do not care what theory goes up or what goes
down. I wish to know what is true, and care only for facts. If I
could have obtained the services of this eminent expert, I would, if
possible, have placed him and Slade on this platform, and have
matched them against each other. . What does this exposer of
Spiritualism think of Slade 1 This is what the former has published:
No delusion of history, not even astrology, has been more completely elucidated by science than has spiritism; of no one of its
facts or phenomena can it now be admitted that it is even myste·
rious.•
In England, Dr. Carpenter, who has laboured s:> hard, and in
some respects so successfully, in this department of science, is yet so
• North American &view1 July, 1879, "The Psychology of Spiritiam," p. 75.
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far out of the way as to concede the possibility of thought-reading ;
and admits that he could no.t see through the very cheap, and
"Coarse, and transparent trickery of Slade, which any man can do
who has two hands, a limited audience of scientific non-experts, and
n conscience sufficiently seare~."
Offered an opportunity to make these proud words good with a
reading audience of half a million people, this expert confesses his
inability to justify his own assertions. I placed Zollner's books on a
table in my room in the Fifth Avenue Hotel, in New York, received
a call from this eminent specialist in nervous disease, showed him
Zollner's descriptive plates, which he had not seen before, explained
to him what is alleged to have been done at Leipzic under the eyes
'Of these experts, and implored him if anything in the range of his
knowledge could explode the theories which Zollner and Weber and
Fichte were building on these facts, to come to Boston and explode
them. I offered him almost any price to appear here. .I did so in
writing ; and the most" this foremost of American experts could say
wu.s, that the tricks of legerdemain arc very wonderful ; that the
German professors at Leipzic were perhaps deceived; that no
one knows by their testimony what occurred at their sittings;
and that the true theory of trance explains many delusions.
Who knows but that these professors, by mere expectancy,
were thrown into an abnormal state, and did not know what
happened I As ProfeBSor Hammond said of Lord Lindsay, so we
may Bl\Y of Zollner : "His cravat may have been too tight." Serious
men are not easily converted to the cravat philosophy, especially
when the latter refuses to attest itself by experiment.
The great modern speciruists in nervo11s diseases I speak of with
the utmost respect. Tlie author I am discuBSing, explains psychical
phenomena by a new theory of trance. He is to be held to an exact
account of himself in his definitions. He opens bis brilliant monograph on trance, by saying that, "among more or leu incorrect and
meaningleBS terms which either superstition or science has applied"
to the phenomena he intends to discuBB, he" may specify, as espe-cially prominent,.somnambulism, artificial and spontaneous, mesmerism, animal magnetism, hypnotism, Braidism, catalepsy, ecstasy,
and biology.' 1 Notice that he calls some of those terms incorrect
and others meaniugleBB. What is his definition of trance i It is
" the real phenomena represented or suggested by the above mentioned terms " (p. 2). Is not that a precise definition 9 A really
distinct definition of trance is nowhere to be found in this pamphlet.
• "A New Theory of Trance," p. U.
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The definition seems to be left purposely broad and vague. Its
chief quality is its amorphous comprehensiveneas. That trait possesses o. certain strategic serviceability. The undefined definition or
trance can be thrown out o.s a cuttle-fish throws out a dark cloud
into the ocean, to blind the fish it attacks.
But this specialist's definition of what may excite trance is.
another cuttle-fish cloud.
It matters not what is done to induce this state, nor who does it,.
nor in what way, provided the brain be in a condition to enter it,physiologically or pathologically prepared for it ; there is not a fact,
or shape, or influence, or phenomenon, real or professed on earth, in
the air or sky, that may not act as an exciting cause.
The very possibility, or profession, or fear, or desire, or suspicion,.
of supernatural, of marvellous, of mysterious, of unusual, or even
out-of-the-way mundane phenomena, may excite instantly, or within.
but a few moments, in one psychologically or pathologically predisposed, the state of trance, with its distinctive group of physical and
psychical symptoms. Suspense is the strongest of human emotions,
and in an ordinary seance the emotions are kept in constant suspense.
In trance, man becomes an automaton ; the co-ordinated action of
the faculties that are called the will is displaced by a series of mental
and muscular movements a& purely automatic as the beating of the
heart or the opening of a flower. In this state objective and subjective become confounded : there is, indeed, no true objective life;
the brain absolutely creating objects, persons, experiences, or mutilating and transforming all impressions made upon it, according to.
what is repeated, or desired, or apprehended-the eye seeing what it
looks for, the ear hearing what it wishes or fears.
Modern Spiritism is a tripod : its three supports being trance, th&
involuntary life, and human testimony.•
Join the first definition to the second, and the theory is ready foruse. Its portentousness results from its vagueness.
In other fields, and even in that of exposures of psychical frauds,
this author has done some of the best work of our generation. But
when I find a definition so utterly vague prefacing a monograph of
such scientific dignity as this, I feel that I have a right to ask for a
little closer application of the method of scien~e. A few extracts.
will indicate the scope of the theory of this acute author :
The theory of the nature of a trance which I have to offer, is that
it is a functional disease of the nervous system, in wMeh the cerebrat
activity is concentrated in some limited region of the brain, witli suspenaion of the activitv of the rest of the brain, and consequent loBB of volition.
With this hypothesis of the pathology of trance before my mind,.
• North American Revuro, July, 1879, pp. 66, 68,
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I have been accustomed to illustrate the difference between ordinary
sleep trance and death, by pointing to a chandelier of gas-burners.
When all the burners of the chandelier are fully lighted, that is the
normal waking state; when all of the burners a1·e turned down low,
but not turned out entirely, as usually is the case in public halls,
before the opening of entertainments, that is ordinary sleep; if I
tum out entirely all the burners except one, and that one, as often
happens, flames all the more ~rightly from increased pressure, that
is trance; if all the burners are turned out entirely and permanently,
that is death. The only hold on life which the deeply entranced
person has, is through the activity of a limited region of the brain,
through which feeble movements of the heart are sustained, the body
being, in other respects, motionless.
The exaltation of the physical and psychical faculties in trance
cannot be questioned, but is readily demonstrated ; and by this
hypothesis receives an expreSBion that is both lucid and complete.
Representing, for the sake of comparison, the quantity of cerebral
force in all parts of the brain by one hundred: if the activity of
three-fourths of the brain is suspended, then the remaining one·
fourth may be four-fold more active than when in the normal state.
These exaltations of the normal senses are the bases of many of
the popular and professional delusions relating to " second sights,"
"clairvoyance," "thought-reading," and the like.
Convulsive moYements in trance, as in hysteria and epilepsy,
belong to the lighter phases, or to the coming in and going out of
the attack; in the deeper stages the muscles are motionless.
This hypothesis accounts for the illusions and hallucinations of
trance.
What Mr. Croom and his associate& did, or tried to do, with the
m«lium Home, toill, in. this 11JOrld, never be known.
No wonder this expert concludes by himself admitting that if
lawyers arc to embrace his suggestions in full, "they must throw
overboard the principles of evidence as taught, not only in books
and schools of law, but in all our courses in logic and metaphysics,
and in our colleges and schools everywhere."* The theory thus
finds its undoing in overdoing.
Keep the eyes open, even if the eyeballs be seared. Do not
abandon in the field of the psychical phenomena the rules of logic by
which you proceed before juries in cases of· life and death, and by
which all science in other departments has been built up.
2. The acutest and best trained reformed Spiritualists fail to
explain the German experiments.
3. Time fails to explain them, for fifty years have passed since
similar facts of mesmerism and animal magnetism began to attract
• " Theory of Trance," p. 40.
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lcientific attention, and thousands of years have gone by since thej
first became known to history, but no adequate and natural exp~a
tion of the winnowed residuum of evidence concerning them has yet
been given.
The real stress of the confilct, therefore, is between the third and
the fourth theory. It is asserted, on the one hand, that a psychic
power wholly controlled by man may produce the ao-called spiritualistic phenomena ; and on the other hand, the pretence is set up that
the psychic power must be controlled by spirits outside of the flesh,
otherwise a certain portion of the observed facts cannot be
adequately explained.
Let us now slowly approach these two
theoriea, and endeavour to distinguish between them.
1. The causes of change in the condition and attributes of matter
may be subdivided into four distinct species : ( l) Mechanism or physical causation in its narrowest sense controlling all change in organic matter.
(2) Stimulation, as seen in the growth of plants and all vegetative
functions.
(3) Motivation, controlling from a distance by external inducements the actions of animals and men.
( 4) Volition, or the movement of matter in the individual organism
by the control of the will operating directly upon it.
It is very important to insist on these distinctions, for mechanism
and stimulation differ. The latter eannot be put into the same class
with merely physical causes, without violating the law of proportionality between cause and effect. Stimulate one speck of germinal
matter and it rises into an oak; another, and it rises into a pine ;
another, and it becomes a lion ; another, and it becomes a man.
Mechanism and motivation differ, since the latter operates from
any distance, and only through the intervention of knowledge.•
2. The doctrine that living organizations are mere automata, and
that all the movements and changes taking place in them are capable
of explanation on exclusively mechanical principles, is therefore
wholly unfounded.
3. As in the human body the movements of matter cannot be
completely explained without the use of these four causes, so in the
universe at large, the movements of matter cannot be explained
except by the use of the four causee,-mechanism, stimulation,
motivation, and volition.
Professor Zollner has nowhere formulated these principles. I have
been obliged to gather them up from many sources, but they are the
• See Bowen'• "Modern Phlloeophy," pp. 291, 292.
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fundamental propositions of what he calls Transcendental Physics.
In my body volition moves matter. Who knows, but tha.t in certain
circumstances, matter outside of the body may be moved as matter
inside of the body is i The great faot is, that somewhere and somehow
the body does move under the influence of ·volition. That is the
due to many mysteries, the one point of light which will guide us
through this tangle of research.
When the mechanical theory of matter is once wholly discredited
-and exploded, it becomes at least philosophically credible that move.
mcnts of matter may occur outside. the body, as well as within it, by
volition.
The will does govern forces which cause muscular movement.
Who can deny that,. if will, either in man or spirits, can be brought
into as close contact with matter out of the body as it is with matter
in the body, the former as well a.s the latter may be moved o.t will i
4. Gravity and magnetism operate from a distance, although with
an intensity proportioned to nearness. They move matter without
contact with it.
5. The English, German, and Ame1·ican investigations of the
psychic force have resulted in the claim, that mind can move matter
without contact by controlling, consciously or unconsciously, a
natural power whose action accords with mental states.
Certain actions of my a.rm follow my will and accord with mental
state& I do not know what the essence of the power is by which I
lift my arm, but I believe that the arm, so far as it is matter, no
more moves itself than it thinks. When what is called will leave~
my body, this motion ceases for ever. There is reason to say with
Huxley, that the will counts for something as a cause. If there is
any way to bring the will into contact with other masses-of matter
than those contained in the body, it ought not to be altogether incredible to us that the will may produce motion in the former
objects, as well as in the latter. If apparent evidence exists of the
fact, it is not to be refused examination as philosophically. incredible.
6. There is much prima. jacie evidence to sustain the claim that
matter can be moved without physical contact.
Notice the distinction here made between prima j~e and scientific
-evidence.
7. There is muchprima/acie evidence that mind may act on mind
.at a distance.
Here is the best book in the world on u Animal Magnetism," a
famous volume by the late Dr. Gregory; Professor of Chemistry in
the Universit1 of Edinburgh. On the basis of euiih experiment& aa
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are mentioned in this book, Sir William Hamilton I suppose would
have granted to me the proposition that the silent thought and will
of one person can control the thoughts of another. It is asserted that
by looking at a: bright object near the eyes, a person may throw himself into a magnetic sleep, and it is now thought there is no iniluence
rayed off from the mesmeric operator upon the JJJ.esmeric subject, for
the sleep may be produced by merely looking at a bright object. The
passes are useful only·in producing expectancy. In the higher
scientific quarten, the theory is given up that any peculiar iniluence
is rayed off from the operator to the subject." Nevertheless when
the subject bas come under the power of the operator, it is admitted
that the thoughts of the former are largely under the control of the
latter, and may be controlled at a distance. In the object-leBSon I
had the honour of putting before you last Monday, we had an instance
of the unconscious control of the thought of one student by that of
another.
Professor Thompson, with a:ll his caution, deliberately makes this.
concession : There certainly arc persons who by direct exercise of will can wove
material objects which they are not touching, and who, without the
intervention of words and signs, can master any piece of knowledge
which is in the mind ofany person in their company. t
Movement of matter without contact ! The control of thought at
a distance ! I beg you to notice that these are the Malakoff and
Rcdan of the whole subject of the relations of the natural to the
supernatural
·
· 8. Grant me that unexpressed thought may control thought
across space, and that matter may be moved by will without physical
contact, and you have granted me enough to make explicable, I had
nlmost said every wonder of ancient or modern times in the field of
psychical phenomena.
(1) Audible raps are produced at will by some psychics, as, for
example, by Mdme. Blavatsky in the presence of Dr. Wyld of Edinburgh, and their statement is that the sounds are produced by something analogous to electric explosions, proceeding from the fingers or
other parts of the body, in obedience to the will.
(2) It is but a step further to suppose that this peculiar polar
force which explodes from the finger-tips, and is under the control of
the will in producing sounds in objects near at hand, may, at a. larger
distance from the body, be under the control of the \vill.
• See Carpenter," Homan Physiology,'.' in passages on Dr. Braid's experiment&
as to Hypnotism.
t Penn Montlil9, February, 1880, p. 116,
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(3) It is but a step further to move tables and articles of furnitur&through the operation of this psychic power.
What is there you cannot explain by such psychic force ' I do
not compare its influence to that of electricity, for we do not know of
any re6ned form of magnetism or electricity that is like it. Its great
peculiarity is that it acts in accordance with mental states. There is
such o. force inside the body. The force that lifts my arm accords.
with a mental state. I know that. But now if, in some way, I can.
get possession of a psychic force outside of my organization, and make
the force accord with mental states, what can I not produce i
(4) It is but one step further to produce abnormal writing in closed
spaces.
(5) It is only another step in the control of mind over matter,.
without contact, to produce from the particles of matter floating in
the atmosphere materialized hands, not as a vision, but as a tangible
reality.
The German professors assure the scientific world that they put a.
vase filled with flour under a table ; that they requested the hand
which had appeared under the table to dip itself into the flour; and
that they afterwards saw and measured the impression of the hand
in the flour, and found flour on their knees, but no flour on the hands.
of the psychic, which had been conatantly in sight.· That is a fact
astounding enough to make the hair to stand on end ; but, after all,
if there is a psychic force according with mental states, who knows.
but that the psychic produced the hand and dictated all that it did t:
(6) If hands can be produced, it is but another step to producethe semblance of the entire human body, and to cause this to personate some depa1-ted human being. Of course the semblance of'
clothing can be p1·oduced if that of a hand can be.
(7) If matter can be moved without contact, the mere will of th6c
psychic may set the keys or strings ofa musical instrument in motion,
and thus Crookes's experiment of the accordion playing in a cage b&explained.
9. If you put enough into the theory of the psychic force, you can
get out of it enough to explain everything in the p8ychical phenomena, but that theory which asserts that this force, as controlied
exclusively by men, produces all the phenomena, is greatly strained
by the alleged facts of the penetration of matter by matter, and of
the disappearance of matter.
10. The theory that all spiritual communications are only a mental
mirror of the human minds seeking the communications, breaks..
down in many cases.
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11. Hence the necessity of raising the question wbethAr intelli;gences not in the flesh may not control the psychic force.
12. It is the theory of Serjeant Cox and President Mahan that tho
·psyohio force as controlled, consciously or unconsciously, by men,.
-accounts for all the phenomena.
It is the theory of Crookes and Zollner that the phenomena are
·explicable only on the· supposition that this force is controlled by
iboth men and spirits.
·If spirits do move tables and produce music and writing, I believe
·they do it by controlling this psychic force, which is perhaps more
fu11y under their control than it can be under ours.
Mutter passes through matter. A conch-shell passes through a
·table and drops on the floor. How can that be explained 1 How
-did our Lord enter a room when the doors were shut 1 What if
-matter is only visible force 1 Here is a cake of ioe. I apply to it
what you call heat, but beat is only a form of motion. What does
the application of hea.t effoct 1 It changes the relation of the mole--0ular atoms to each other. The impenetrable ice becomes penetrable
water. I continue to apply heat. The water becomes vapour, and
I might walk through the invisible steam. Have I done anything
·supernatural in that 1 I have simply applied natural law in such .a.
way that matter is made to penetrate matter. Put the particles
-composing the mahogany lid of this table into the same electrical
--0ondition and they will repel each other. 'l'he lid might thus become penetrable. If you separate the particles of matter from each
·-0ther you increase its permeability. The passing of matter through
matter is not utterly incredible if yon adopt the theory that the
psychic force is under the control of spi1·its and man, and that by its
<UBe the relations of the particles of matter to each other may be
changed. The German professors saw a table appearing and disappearing in the air. Is that any more strange than that the ice be·comes water, and the water invisible steam 1 The conch-shell that
passed through the table in the Leipzic experiments was made sud~
-denly very hot. You say that I am attempting to lead you into a
·strange new land. That is my business.
13. Only persistent and mercilessly exact research can decide between these two theories.
14. Meanwh~e, it is safe to assert with Ulrici, that enough i~
•already established to annihilate materialism and deiltroy utterly the
mechanical theory or matter.
If Zollner and his as1ociates at Leipzic University in their inves-tigations of psychicn.l phenomena did see a palm, and fingers, as they
~~~
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say they did, and scientifically proved its existence J>y the teat&
which they describe, there has come forth on the wall of Belshazzar'a.
feast a hand whose writing it immensely behoves materialism to.
read. Materialism has been king, indeed, but not a king without·
opponents.
Materialism the king made a great feast to a thousand of his lorda.
and drank wine before the thousand. Materialism, while he tasted
t-he wine, commanded to bring the gold and silver vessels which his
futher Atheism had taken out of the temple which was at Jerusalem;.
that the king and his princes, his wives and bis concubines, might
driµk therein. Then they brought the golden vessels that weretn.ken out of the temple of the House of God which was at Jerusalem; and the king and hie princes, his wives and concubinestdrank in them. They drank wine and praised the gods of gold and
of silver, of brass, of iron, of wood, and of liltone.
In the same hour came forth fingers of a. man'~ hand and wrote.over a.,crainst the candlestick upon the plaister of the wn.11 of the-king's po.lace; and the king saw the part of the hand that wrote.
Then the king's countenance was changed, and his thoughts tro11bled
him so that the joints of his loins were loosed, and his knees emoteone against the other. This is the interpretation of the writing,
·cc Mone, mene, tekel, uphanin." God hath numbered thy kingdom.
aud finished it. Thou art weighed in the balances and found want~
,ing. Thy kingdom is divided aud given to iw.other.
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..MIRAOLES, PROPHECY, AND INSPIRATION; OR, OLD
1'RU1'IIS IN NEW LIG/JTS:
THE PRBLUDE.-THE DrnINISHlNG INFLUENCE OF CIIANNINO's
NEGATIONS.

CHANNING'S benuti!ul epirit, the product of generations of Puritan culture,
stands in the ptlllt like a star, but the pale negations whieh he taught bring forth
118 yet no sonl like his own.
lie was produced from something better than he
<planted. On the seventh day of April, 1880, a hundred years will have passed
from the birth of Channing; and a calm judgment, I think, must say that
while his philanthropic and literary influence waxes, his distincti;ely theological
wanes. You will not understand me to regret at nil Channing's influence so far
118 his chief affirmations in natural and revealed theology are concerned, for in
his nftirmations he is harmonious with the great body of Christian belief through-out all nations and ages. The statue of Channing as a public teacher is composed in part of braes and iron, and in part of clny. llis negations are the clay,
.and as the storms of time beat upon the image, the soft materinl is washed away;
but the affirmations, both in theology and in philanthropy, are the sterner metal,
.and they make a figure which I am anxious should be venerated.
Aspiration for moral grentnees was Channing's predominant trait, and he
learned it from no set of negations like his own. He was the pupil of New
England Christianity, the consummate flower of the old Puritanism, in his youth.
Few remember how intimate his relations were with Hopkins, a disciple of
.Jonathan Edwards. It ought never to be forgotten that when, in 1802, Channing
was ordained to the ministry, many of his best friends expected him to defend
extreme orthodoxy. Channing was profoundly moved by admiration of the stern
purity which the Stoics taught. In stndyiog Hutcheson's essays on "Beauty
and Virtue," he attained sublime views of self-devotion to the absolute good.
Ferguson, on" Civil Eociety," concentrated his energies on the thought of social
progress. Bat be derived from these writers no more important moulding
influences than he bad received from Hopkins and Edwards. George Bancroft
snys that whoever would understand New England in the days of her transition
from the Old World type of civilization to that of the New, mnst give his days
.and nights to the study of Jonathan Edwards. Cnlvin himself, although not
;!!lavishly echoed by the modern New England theology, is so far a power yet,
that I may eay that even Channing, having been moulded largely by Edwards,
'llhowed throughout life some touches from the fingers of the Prophet of Genevn.
Let us have mental hospitality enough to admit the action and interaction of
-orthodoxy anil heterodoxy upon each other. Let us be true to our knowledge of
the lines of ca.nee and effect in history, and confess that the glorious aspiration
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for moral greatness, which made Channing a reformer in thing.i both 118Cular and
religions, wu but the fiowering out of some of the stem doctrines of Puritanism.
Edwards himseU had a poetic nature, of greater depth, perhaps, than any other
that New England has produced, although he ha.I no sense of rhythm, and could
11ot ling what hi11 soul's holy of holies contained. Channing, with his wonderful
grace of expression, and his marvellously sensitive organization, did not posaess
.an intellect of the first order of eminence. I do not know that even hia most
enthusiastic admirers claim that he wu at all the equal of Edward• in intellectual
~wer. But it is safe to assert that Edwards was more than the equal of Channing in spiritual endowment and religious insight, and thas much of the deeper
inspiration which Unitarian circles value so highly in Channing, the spiritual
illumination, the profound religions senaitiveness which characterized his writinga,
be learned ont of the old New England Christianity, and from no negations like
his own. Coleridge said: "Unitarians may be Christians, bot Unitarianism is
not Christianity."• The same Coleridge also said of Channing : " He has the
Jove of wisdom and the wisdom of love." Until Channing's negations came to
the front there were no important negations in the progress of New Englsnd
Christianity,
lli!tory will never fail to eulogize Channing u a reformer in regard to peace
~nd war, temperance, education, and most specially concerning slanry. What
was the effect which Channiog's whole cueer produced on the mind of the young
man Lowell at Cambridge P When, in 18i2, Channing was placccl in his grave,
Lowell laid upon the marble these words, which may well be ours :
Farcwel1, good man, good angel now I This hand
'Soon, like thine own, shall lose its canning too ;
Soon shall this soul, like thine, bewildered stand,
Then leap to thread the free unfathomed blue.
Whm that day comes, 0 may this hand grow cold,
Busy like thine, for Freedom and the Right;
0, may this soul, like thin~, be ever bold
To face tlarlt Slavery's encroaching blight.
It was as a reformer, and not capecially as a theologian, that Channing im·
]>rinted himself on this sool of a poet as sensitive as a daguerrotype-plate. It
is as a reformer, I think, and not as a theologian, that Channing will be remem'bered a hundred years hence with the most reverence.
Channing's pare, clear, and graceful English style bas carried his thoughts far
into thOl'e circles of which Emerson says that their central doctrine is, "By taste
.are ye saved.'' It fixed the fashion of much Boston am! New England writing,
Compared with John Milton's, Jeremy Taylor'11, John Ruskin's, or Thomas
<::arlyle's mastery of English expression, Channing's style, like EveretL's, pnin·fully lacb variety, warmth, viyidness, and force. It is a sweet but monotonoas
-clear tone on one string of the harp of the soul, and not a full, bold, varied and
'Utterly natural sweeping of all the chords.
It will be understood, I hope, that I distinguish between Cha:ming's philllD1hropic and literary infiuencc, on the ona hand, and his distincth·e!y theological
-on the other, and that I make a still further distinction between the effect of his
.affirmations in theology, and that of his negations. It is the latter on which I
place empbasis when I express my individmil opinion that the inftnence of
-channing in hia negations is declining.

• Table Talli.
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Why arc the characteriltlc negations of Channing's theology not 1ltted to exerl

a permanent and enlarging inftuence P
The negations deny the Deity of oar Lord, the Ticariousneu of the Atonement~
aud the depravity of human nature.
I offer eight reasons in 1Upport of my opinion that thele negations are not
fitted to exert a permanent and enlarging influence.
1. Two of Channing's characteristic negatioDll proceed from complete mis'
coaeeptions of the orthodox doctrines which they deny.
The doctrine of human depraTity, rightly understood, does not assert th&
anarnngeability of man's faculties in harmony with moral law, but simply theirdisarrnngedne&S.
Channing never conectly repreeents the doctrine, and so his negatiOu of it ii -.
blow into the air. By the total depravity he understands, as orthodoxy does not,.
the total corruption of hnmau nature.
By total depravity, orthodoxy means the utter dieal'1'BDgednCB1 of man'&
faculties previous to regeneration, but not their nnarrangcnbility.
The doctrine of the vicarionsne11S of the Atonement does not imply the trana,
ference of personal blameworthiness from one individuality to a"lother, nor the
puniahment of an innocent being. Channing alway. taught, as do moat of his
followers, that both theae positions are involved in the doctrine, and so hi&
negation on this point was a blow into the air.
The barbarities of the doctrine of vicarious Atonement are dinned in onr ear&
by those who ought to understand the doctrine; and when we ask for a pf!>Of of
tho barbarities, we are point.ed to the alleged self-contradiction in the idea that.
personlll blnmeworthiness can be transferred from one individual to another.
Orthodoxy never o.!serts that. It is impo88ible, in the nllture of things, thlll
blamewo1thinei!8 should be transferred. We are also told that the doctrine of a
vicarious Atonement requires na to believe that an innocent being was made to.
.wter puniKhment. Orthodoxy does not mean that punishment, in the sense ot
pain inflicted for personal blameworthiness, was borne by onr Lord. Orthodoxy
diatioguishcs, as all clear thought mnst, between pain inflicted for peraonal blamewoi'tbiness, and pain inflicted for the moral benefit of those who witneu its iuflic~
tioo, or for the moral beneit of the sufferer. Punishment and cbastisoment do.
differ grently in the nature of things. The Atonement consists in the snbstitn,
tion of Christ's voluntllry sacrificial . chastisement for man's punishment. Guilt
may mean either olie of two nry different things. It siguiftea sometimes personal
blameworthiness; at others liability to snffer to maintain the honour of a violate4
law. It is in this latter eenae of the word that we are tnnght that guilt wns.
taken off from sinners and placed upon onr Lord. Tho barbarities of th&
doctrine of the Atonement! That phraseology is n9Cd only by those whOS&
mental or moral experience bas never shown to thJm the depths and the heights.
of this supreme mountain-range of reveal11d truth, its summit commencing with
the eternal o.znre, and its roots taking hold of the very core of the natnro of
things I
2. Io regard to the negation of the Deity of onr Lord, Channing, so far ns.
ha was an Arian, has to-day very few followers, even among unevangelical
sectL
In the central and most effective portion of his ministry, Channing was an.
Arian ; that is, he denied both the Deity and the mere humanity of onr Lord,
and 111erted·biuaperbnman-obaracter, or that He was the-highest.of all created
beings. His own biographer admits. that in · this period, " he held otiinions in.
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regard to the DiTine Government, 1piritual inl11t1Dces, a mediator, and the king·

dom of heaven, which, liy most liberal Christians, wonld be considered rather
mystical than rational," •
Channing held that Christ wu not human, and not diTine, but wu a created
being. Bot, as a created being, Christ must have been finite ; and yet Channing
eaid, in 1817: "Angels are subjected to Him. Nature ii nbject to Him,"-that
is, to thi•finite being. "Tbeee views give a new complexion to the mind which
truly imbibes them. Christ ever lives and is ever active for mankind." t The
idea that the present influences of the Holy Spirit are the continued life of onr
Lord was dear to Channing, and was really the inspiration of that solemn tone
which vibrates through his earlier ministry, and hushes to-day whoever Ii.tens t.o
il. I do not hear that tone in average nnevangelical preaching, for I do not find
there the belief that the influences of the Holy Spirit are the influences of onr
ascended Lord. That is a belief dear to orthodoxy. That is a doctrine central
in the New Testament literature. That was indeed the inspiration of the goodly
company of the apostles and martyrs in the ages of persecution under the Roman
Empire. Tbnt is to-day the 11acred, serene, unfathomable joy of all who have
absorbed the spirit of the Gospels.; But Channing had no right to that doctrine, for he held that Christ was a finite being, and how can a finite being be
omnipresent?
Even as late as 18~1, Channing wrote : "The fnlness of the Godhead wu
substantially in Christ. His will corresponded precisely to the Divine. Jesus
was the Shekinah in an unspeakably higher sense than the splendour in the
cloud."§
You say he died a humanitarian, ft888rting that onr Lord was merely a man,
That is what he wrote when death was only one circuit of the seasons distant
from him.
Channing's high Arianism is held now by nry few Unitarians. Even the
revered preacher at HarY&rd University can hardly be called, in the full sense of
the words, a Channing Unitarian. I understand that the recent President of that
University, Thomas Hill, in many respects the profoundest metaphysical mind in
New England, is an Arian. There are a few of the very strongest men in the
unevangelical body who rise to Channing's height, and to the Biblical point of
view; or, I will say, almost to that point, for Arianism, in my opinion, does not
exhaust the meaning of the Scriptures, and yet it so much more nearly exhausts.
it than any humanitarianism, that when I listen to that venerate~ ex-President
of Harvard University, who was once my instructor, I do not find, except in a
very few passages, anything to di8116nt from. I think .Arianism is as unnecessary
i.n theology as a middle blade in a pair of shears, and is as sure to be ground to.
powder as a third stone between the upper and lower millstones. There is no.
room for it. It is one of the most self-contradictory theories a man can maintain
theologically; but spiritually, it is a vast advance upon humanitarianism.
3. Church historyshows that Arianism is much m:>re difficult to be maintained
than either orthodoxy or humanitarianism. It involves the contradiction of
as1igning substantially infinite powers to a finite being.
f. On the other hand, Church history proves that humanitarianism cannot bemade harmonious with the Scriptures ; the exegetical argument in theology has
•Channing's "Memoirs," Vol. IL, p. 94.

t "Memoirs," Vol. II., p. 60-

: See Boston Monday Lectures, " Transcendentalism,'' pp. 267-276 ; and "Ortho-

doxy," pp. 88-96.
VOL,V.

§ "Memoirs," Vol. II., p. ~.
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again and again been triumphantly ebown to be against thOltl who usert the
mere humanity of Christ. .All Ariane will admit this ; and, therefore, if it be
claimed that Channing'• final position wu humanitarian, tho inference from
history ii that fifteen out of twenty of the acnteet and most learned interpreters
~f the Scriptures will decide that the Bible, right17 1111dentood, Is agaiast him.

I hold that in the exegetical debate between the evangelical and unevangelical
acts the actual result indicate. the real merits of the case, Fifteen out of
·twenty, and I think a macb larger number of echolars, usert that the New Testament does teach the lit.eral Deity of oar Lord. Rationalilte in Germany throw
the New Testament away because they say it teaches this. They have no desire
to find the doctrine in the Bible; but it is there. In the great debate in New
England between evangelical and unevaugelical parties, I maintain tbet the e~
gelical argument advanced by Andover against Cambridge has never been
answered. - Cambridge bas moved to another line of defence, and occupies
philosophical ground, and that ii the position which must ultimately be taken up
by uuevaugelical believers. The &llllertion that the New Testament does not
teach the Deity of our Lord puts such a strain on the doctrine of inspiration that
it ii no wonder that the exegetical argument ii finally left in the back-ground
and philosophy pushed to the front as a sort of higher revelation.
5. In the latter period of hie life, Channing's opinions, as is claimed by thOlle
who knew him best, and as perhaps a promised new biography may show, became
· much more, nearly or quite humanitarian, and thus a self-contradiction, or at least
· a vacillation in his views impairs their fitness to exert a permanent iu11uenee.
It is certain that the solemn and inspired tone of Chanuing's preaching wheB
·he was an Arian was not often heard from him iu the years when he is supposed
to have been a humanitarian. The latter portion of his career as a preacher and
theologian defeats the iu11uence of the earlier portion, when he taught high Arian
·views.
6. It is noteworthy, that while Arian-Unitarianism baa little power among
Channing's snccesson, humanitarian Unitarianism, as compared with the iuftu·ences which counteract it, has far less power now than thirty or forty yean ago
in Boston and Eastern Massachusetts, where it has had the best of opportunities
·to be fairly heard.
Evangelical Christianity is manifestly predominant now in Eastern Massacha·setts, and even in Boston, where, in 1815, there were bnt two Orthodox Congregational churches.
There has lately been isened a superb volume describing the present state of onr
American colleges. An article in it by a professor of the Law School of Harvard, takes great pains to prove that Harvard has not pa@sed into the hands of
·the Unitarians, nor indeed, into those of any other religions denominations, bnt
-certainly not into those of the U uitarians. As an illustration of the increase of
the evangelical patronage of Harvard University, it Is interesting to notice that
the nnmberofTrinitariau and Unitarian students in the senior cla@ses in Harvard
has been as follows !or five years :-In 1870, 68 to 55; in 1871, 74-to 57; in
1872, 52 to 40; 1873, 62 to 43; 1874, 72 to 71; in 1875, 77 to 44.• Jt may be
roundly stated that since 1865 Harvard has been predomiuau~ly evangelical, in
the tendency of its undergraduate department.
7. The progrese of exegetical research in matten pertaining to Cbannmg·a
-characteristic negations has strengthened in Germany, and so thronghoat the
• See the article by Professor Ames, on "Harvard," in" The College Boot."
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learned world, the enngelical poeitiOD1 repreeented by such a work u Dorner'•
••Person of Christ."
8. The progrees of ethical science since Channing's day hu caused all systems
of religious thought that do not contain a doctrine of a viearions .At.onement, to
11eem inacleqnate to meet the "ants of human nature.
Channing's system does not bridge the wide streams of philoeophy. Held over
1111ch a rh-er of thooght as flows through Julina Muller's" Doctrine of Sin," and
recent allied works on conscience and the moral Jaw, Channing's teaehinge are
u inadequate to span the current as a 6shing-rod ii to bridge the Milsi1111ippi.
The inadequateness of Channing's system of thought in this respect is its supreme
failure.
Chauuiug himself Mid, In 18U, in a letter to James Martineau : "Old Unitarianism must undergo important modifications or developments. This I have
felt for years. It does not work deeply. It does not strike living springs in the
110uJ. It cannot quicken and regenerate the world.'' • But its inadequacies
in t!.oese supreme points result from its negationL
Thomas Jefferson, in 1822, when he heard of Cha•ning's earlier preaching,
wrote : "I trust there ii not a young man now living in the United Stat.es who
will not die a Unitarian. Unitarianism will, ere Jong, be the religion of the
majority, from North to South." t This was a common prophecy in 1820 and
1880. Besides Thomas Je:ffenon, there was not a more vehement opponent of
orthodoxy in the United States, within the ranges of respectable circles, than
.John Adams. He quite agreed with Jefferson. Fifty-seven solemn years hue
passed, and James McCosh, equipped in all modem learning, President of Princeton College, writes, in 1879: "Unitarianism has died, and ii laid out for decent
bGrial" i [Applause.]
I h&Te no desire to hear your applause at ~ point [lifting a hand to hush the
applause]. You think I am an ecclesiastical partisan. My voice will be heard
bere not often perhaps in the next year or two years.
America is dear to me : the green springing com of the prairies ; the thunders
of Niagara ; the solitudes of the Adirondacks ; L<i.ke George. tile first object I
-can remember; the swaying wat.erfalls of the Yosemite. I love them all, but I
am to leave them all. Immeasurably more to me than my country is my creed,
for that I am not to leave. My home is not here, except for a season. My home
is in the company of those truths of the faith, in relianco upon which I am to
go out of the world. Six hundred feet above the water of Lake George, at the
$ummit of Roger's Rock, there is a little spot I call mine, and I rest my forehead upon the granite in my weary days, and am at peace.
There the unclouded yellow moon
Hangs o'er the eastem·ridges,
.Aud the long shaft of trembling gold
The trembling crystal bridges.
-G. S. liILLlilD, "Lake George."
Yonr bist-0rian, Parkman, whose vivid pages are the aureole of Lake George,
wrot.e to me, not long since, that it is the most. enchanting spot in America. I
expect t.o go back there to revise the ten books you have made me publish in four
years. I sball not stay there. I have no home except yonder [pointing upward],
neither have you. As thoroughly as that I exist, I believe that no man r.an
•"Memoirs," Vol. II., p. 399.
t Parton'& "Life of Je:ffenon," pp. 711-718.
:t Catholic Pruoyterian, !September, 1879.
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obtain harmonization with himself and God BM an irrenraible past nnleaa the
New Birth and the Atonement stand between him and God, I live in that 1yatem
of thonght, and am no partisan. It ii not plrasant for me to criticize anybody ;
but if a man be a champion of an amiy attacking that castle in which 1 am to
find protection beyond death; if a man be a champion of au army attacking,
not my earthly home, but this palace in which I am to live for ever, and theso
beliefs which are philosophically nec81!sary to my harmonization with my God,
myseU, and my past, I defend my hearthstone ; I defend the altar of the palace
in which I am to live permanently. I have no peace except in that house. It
has home attack long-it has home attack eighteen hundred years; I believe
that it is a honse that hath foundations ; and I invite you into it, through tho
New Birth ani the Atonement.

Tm

LBOTUBE.

THE great Leipzio experiment of tying knots in an endless cord has
been successfully repeated by Dr. Nichols, a learned physician in
London. The experiment is important as defeating the theory of
legerdemain. It is important also because it puts a severe strniu
upon the theory that the psychic force, as controlled exclusively by
man, explains the knots. It is necessary to the operation of this
force, that it should aooord with oonsoious or unconscious mental
states, but_ there is no oonsoious or unoonsoious mental state in man
explaining bow knots oan be tied in an endless oord. Without
Zollner's theory of the fourth dimension of space, and the further
t\Ssumption that matter can pass through matter, this phenomenon,
it is claimed, cannot be explained. We are, therefore, forced to
examine the competing theory, namely, that the psychic force is
under the control of both men and spirits.
Dr. Nichols' own description of his famous repetition of Prof,
Zollner's experiment has been re-published by Zollner.*
I out four yards of common brown twiue-suoh as I use for large
book-packets-from a fresh ball of twine, examined it carefully; tied
the two ends together in a single knot which included both, then
passed the united ends through a hole in my visiting card; tied a
square knot and firmly sealed this knot to the card, and asked a
gentleman to seal it with his seal ring. On this oard I also put my
signature and the date. The loop of the string, whose two ends were
thus sealed to the card, I again examined and found it free from knots.
Six persons, including Mr. Eglinton and Mr. Colman, sat round a
small table. The sealed oard was placed on the centre of the table,
and the fingers of eaoh person present placed upon it, while the loop
hung down upon the ftoor.
• Vol. II., p. 907.
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This position was maintained for about a minute, when raps were
heard, and I examined the string. The ends were firmly fastened
and sealed as before, and five single knots were tied upon it, about a
foot apart-on the single endless string, observe, whose perfect fastening had never left my sight-where they now remain.
It is certain that no mortal man could have tied these knots~qually certain that all the philosophers and all the " magicians" of
Europe cannot now untie them under the same conditions.
Here is a fact which can be proven in any court of justice, and for
which any conceivable number of dimensions of space cannot account.
T. L. N1caoLS, M.D.
32, Fopstone-road, London, Apr. 19, 1878.
Prof. Zollner is so convinced that knots in an endless cord cannot
be explained by any theory of legerdemain that he illustrates his
experiment by a large plate, showing the condition of the cord, and
claims to have discovered a new force in nature. Consider for your.selves what happens when knots are tied in an endless cord. You
have the loop without knots hanging before you, and knots are tied
in one side of the loop, while the ends of the cords are sealed and
1beid under your thumbll, and the hands of the so-called psychic are
-constantly in sight. It is physically impossible to tie a knot in an
-endless cord without the passage of matter through matter. Leger<lemain does not pretend to effect that. It is a new fact in the history
-0f imposture, if it is imposture. Notice that I do not say it is not
imposture, but I will say that thus far we have no explanation of it
from the point of view of legerdemain. Ilere are trained physioal
-experimenters asserting that knot.s are thus tied before their eyes.
Of course there are many phenomena more wonderful than this
described in the records of psychical facts; but I am not aware of the
-existence of any one record that is so well authenticated by experts
as this, so free from suspicion as to legerdemain or nervous derangement, and therefore so available and crucial as scientific evidence.
Zollner thinks that if there is a fourth dimension of space, he can
show how knots can be tied in an endless cord by an intelligence
-0utside of man's brain and familiar with the fourth dimension. But
.Zollner's theory on that point is a little ridiculed by mathematicians
themselves. It is no part of my purpose to push to the front bis
theory of the fourth dimension of space. You may rea.d his speculations on that point, but they amount only to saying, that if there are
beings conscious of only two dimensions of space, for instance length
.and breadth, and we were to take a position above or below them, we
should be invisible to them. Just so, if there is a fourth dimension
-of space, and if there exist in it intelligent beings, they may keep
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their position in that fourth dimension and so be invisible to us.
We are conscious of three dimensions only. A., for example, w&
should be invisible to snails that could only crawl on the length or the
breadth of a surface and not see above or below them, so poBBibly
spirits may be unseen by man because they inhabit a fourth dimension
of space. If we were to come down upon the plane of simple length
and breadth, and out of the regions of height, we should be visible
to those crawling creatures which have only cognizance of two dimensions; but until we thus descend we cannot reveal ourselves to them.
And so spirits are invisible to us when they are in the fourth dimension of space, but become visible when in either of our three dimensions. This sounds like a very recondite theory, but at the last
analysis it appears to be only a make-shift to account for peculiarphenomena. There is nothing in the theory that really explains the
tying of knots in an endleu cord. An intelligence that can bring the.
knots into existence must be admitted to exist somewhere, and ·when
such intelligence is aBSumed as existing outside of the body, why mayit not be supposed to be invisible to us, and yet to exist in our three,
dimensions of space 1
When one student sat near another at Andover, in the objectlesson I gave you some days ago, thought was transferred from one
brain to another without effort on the part of either student. I sup-.
pose that the student whose thought was transferred, was utterly
unconscious that his thought was being translated into another mind.
Now, according to the theory of the psychic force, it is not f!,bsolutely
nece&Bary that I should will the movement of a table in order to produce the movement. Facts that have once been known to me, but
of which I am not now conscious, may be described by raps, and all
becalise the psychic force accords with both conscious and unconscious
mental states. This is a very bold theo1·y, but President Mahan
and Serjeant Cox build up learned volumes on it. Dr. Bell says.
that an untouched table moved forty feet. President Mahan admits
the fact, but affirms that the company unconsciously wished it to.
move, and that that wish took possession of this strange psychic force.
and moved the object.*
No man ever tied knots in an endless cord. It is utterly inconceivable to the human faculties that those knots are pouible i.t all.
How can you account, even by an unconscious mental state, for th&
production of those knots in the string 1 If President Mahan, who.
is a rigorous and vigorous defender of his theory through thick and

* Seo "The Phenomena of Spiritualism," by ReT. Asa Mahan, D.D., :r1ntPre1idont of Oberlin College, Ohio, edition of 1876, pp. 272-1176,
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thin, were here, I presume that he would admit that the knots were
tied as Zollner and his associates assert they were. Repetition of
experiment is the supreme test of truth in science, and Dr. Nichols
. and Zollner have both repeated this experiment. President Mahan's
explanation of it would be that the company unconsciously willed that
the knots should be tied, and that they were tied by the psychic
force controlled by this mental state. It may be they were; but
if President Mahan knows they were, be knows more than he proves.
There is prima facie evidence to show that unconscious states of mind
may control the psychic force, and produce motions in physical
objects ; but can it cause matter to pass through matter i President
Mahan's theory is put to its wits' ends by this Leipzic and Lon·
don experiment, for there are no human mental states, conscious or
unconscious, to explain how knots of the kind here in discussion can
be tied without the intervention of an intelligence not human.
If I ask you to look at the theory which asserts that the psychic
force is under the control of spirits as well as of men, I do so without
abandoning for an instant the use of the rival theory, so far as it will ·
go, for I think a vast number of the psychical phenomena are explained as President Mahan says they are, by the influence of the
psychic force, as exclusively controlled by the will, and even by the
unconscious cerebration of human beings. It is only when I meet
with facts like the Leipzic and London experiments which I am dis-.
cussing, and attested by reputable scientific experts, that I am inclined
to look at Zollner's theory, that possibly the psychic force may be
under the control of both men and spirits.
In order to show you what importsnoe there is in making a distinction between Mahan's and Zollner's theory, let me read you a few
sentences from Dr. Wyld of Edinburgh, in which be outlines bis own
opinion in contradiction to that of Sarjeant Cox, a celebrated lawyer,
who led the researches of the London Dialectical Society, when that
organization, under the presidency of Sir John Lubbock, investigated
psychical phenomena.
The views I hold on the subject differ from those held by Mr. Cox.
While he holds that all the so-called spiritual phenomena are
produced by the psychic force of human beings in the body, I, on the
contrary, hold that all phenomena. within the capability of departed
human spirits can be produced by the &pirits of human beings not
departed, but that, as presented to us, some of the phenomena. a.re
from the one source and some from the other; that this psychic .
force can be exercised by some living beings, but that much more ·
easily and frequently the souls of departed humau beings can exercise
the same force.
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You will not understand that the acute lawyer whose views are
hel'e combated by a physician undertook to prove a negative,
Serjeant Cox's own words, as quoted by ProfeBBor Crookes, are :
"But I, and all-who adopt this theory of psychic force as being the
agent through which the phenomena are produced, do not thereby
intend to assert that this psychic force may not be sometimes seized
<Jnd directed by some otlier intelligence than tke mind of the psychic."
Here you have, in sharp contrast, the two theories, between which,
as I suppose, the stress of the conflict lies in regard to this multiplex
and massive theme. Without adopting Zollner's theory, I beg you
to stand for a moment in the position of those who do adopt it, and
to notice what your mental horizons from that outlook are.
What view of the world does Zollner's theory of Transcendental
Physics necessitate t
L Man is a :luality possessed of body and spirit.
It may be that under the latter term two things are contained,
namely a psychic body and the soul We have first the physioal
body ; and then the psychic body of which Ulrici speaks, and of
which, as Julius Miiller interprets the Sdriptures, the Bible itself
speaks; and then we have the soul which is the moving power of
both the bodies which enswathe it. Body, soul and spirit is the
Biblical triplicate division of man. In the first proposition of
Transcendental Physics you find nothing absolutely contrary to the
Bible ; indeed, you find that the trichotomy of the Biblioal psychology
is substantially justified by this new philosophical division. Here is
perhaps the best book in the English language on "The Biblical
Doctrine of Man." It is by John Laidlaw, M.A., and constitutes the
seventh series of the Cunningham Lectures, and was published (by
T. & T. Clark, at Edinburgh) in 1879. fo this volume all these
doctrines about the threefold division of man are established on the
evidence of proof texts.
Shall I confess that I did a strange thing the other day when
alone in my study t There happened to lie near me a couple of
Hackel's most audacious volumes. Aa I studied the psychical force
and saw how the Biblical view of the world is being justified by
acience itself; as I saw that at any rate all materialism has gone to
the wall; as I saw- that, admitting only the few facts which have
been proved as to the influence of mind on matter without contact,
and the influence of thought on thought without expression, every
materialistic hypothesis is overtumed to the last foundation stone ;
and as I saw that the Biblical philosophy of mind and matter is
coming to the front, I seized the Bible that lay near me on a shelf
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'Bet apart for devotional works, and put it in the highest place of
honour on a shelf devoted to philosophy I At the same instant,
by an irresistible impulse which expressed my horror of atheistic
materialism in conflict with Transcendental Physics, I hurled Hackel
into the obscurest nook on the floor of the room.
2. In life, the spirit possesses will power, and can, in certain cnses,
read the thoughts of other spirits without their expression.
Notice, I do not myself assert this as a truth, but am describing
what this theory requires us to assert. There are many among you
who will grant that proposition; for instance, Professor Thompson,
whom I quoted last Monday, grants it. Dr. Carpenter grants it.
Dr. Beard strenuously denies it. There are many kinds of inadequately sifted prima facie evidence supporting the theory that some
human minds can read the thoughts of others without direct expression, and also control matter without contact.
3. Man has in this life a natural susceptibility to exclusively
spiritual impressions.
The case of our two students illustrates this. One mind took unexpressed thought from another's mind without any effort of its own.
4. After death occurs, the spirit continues to possess the same
will power by which matter in the body was moved, and it also
possesses the same J>Ower to rend the thoughts of other Epirits.
Death effects no change in the natural capacities of the spirit.
The spirit after death as before is under natural law.
5. The operation of the psychic force in the hands of spirits out of
the flesh, if it is assumed to be a fact, will explain many psychical
phenomena of modern, and also many of ancient, days.
6. It places Transcendental Physics on the same basis with the
Biblical doctrine of man.
7. It supplies modem evidence of the absolute correctness of the
Scripture ideas of pneumatology.
8. It· makes miracles, prophecy, and inspiration philosophically
credible.
Observe that the position here taken is not that no other point of
"View makes thern credible. I believe the ordinary doctrines con-cerning miracles, prophecy, and inspirati?n, may be justified triumph-e.ntly without any aid from the study of modern psychical phenomena.
They live to-day, and rule the ages without any assistance from
Transcendental Physics. Do not think I am leaning at all upon this
:support, which may turn out to be a broken reed to pierce tho man
who rests upon it. I am asking only that you should, as an experiment, take the point of view of those who study Transcendental
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Physics, and notice whether the new world in philosophy is, or ia.
not, conterminous and pamllel with the Biblical doctrine of mind
and matter, and of good and evil spirits.
According to Transcendental Physics, the body is nothing. The
soul is the man. Without the soul the body is as dead as the
matter in this mahogany table-leaf. It is my will power which
moves my body in certain of its motions, although it is inert matter.
After death, according to this theory, I can in certain cases bring
myself into connection with other forms of matter and move them
by will power. As in life, I can read thought even before it is expressed, so after death I can read thought ; and, if there is any way
of establishing communication, I can answer your questions, if yo11
have power to understand my answers. I know no more after death
perhaps than I did before. I may be able to ascertain more, for I
can look better into your thoughts.
What I insist on, is that, if there is in man a natural susceptibilityto spiritual impression from a human embodied mind, it is philosophically credible that man may be susceptible to spiritual impressions from a human disembodied, or a superhuman mind, and so susceptible of inspiration. It is not philosophically incredible that he
may receive power by a spirit not bis own to prophesy the details of
distant events.
9. It is philosophically credible that there may be a communion
of the human spirit with God, and that man may have God dwelling:
in him. If a finite spirit may dwell with a finite spirit, may not th&
Infinite Spirit dwell in some sense with a finitet
10. The psychology of the new birth rises upon us here by
glimpses, but by most suggestive glimpses.
11. Transcendental Physics show the dift'erence between signs and
lying wonders, on the one hand, and miracles on the other.
The Scriptures tell us to try the spirits, and the new point of
view of Transcendental Physics shows us what fathomlessly important reaso>ns there may be for that advice. If spirits, after they
leave the flesh, retain the ch!U'&cteristios they had here in their last
moments, we are perfectly justified in saying that some of them do
not wish well to humanity. We may be certain that there are
wicked spirits, for there are wicked souls that leave thi.i· life. We
find that even in the flesh there are human beings who acquire dia.similarity of feeli-ng with God, and who have come to love utterly the
things God bates, and to bate utterly the things He loves. Death,
according to the philosophy I am describing, is not likely to change
at once either the natural capacities or the moral character of an1
258
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spirit. If, under the self-propagating power of sin, the soul goes on.
here in the flesh acquiring a character averse to God, it may evidently, under the same natural law, go on after death in the same
process. This is the strength of my appeal to all men, to beware or
a final permanence of character on the bad aide. The aoul ajtcrdeath may be bound to the evil ·wlr,ick it did not /oraake hen, and yet
nmain aa free yonder aa it waa here.
12. A part of the company you invite into your houses in peychic!ll phenomena may therefore consist of evil spirits.
13. When a proper distinction is made between the merely superhuman and the strictly supernatural, this theory does not destroythe evidential value of miracles.
It is vastly important that you should have a distinct idea of what
you mean by nature. You say you mean by that term only the.
realm of natural law in this world. Well, what is that realm which
is above man and below God 1 Whatever is natua I call nature,
whether it be human or superhuman. If you adopt that definition,
you will not confuse the merely superhuman with the strictly supernatural.
If you will make a just distinction between the laws of nature and
the laws of the universe, you will easily see that a supernatural act
must always involve creative power, and oan be performed only by
the one Being who is above nature.
14. In many of the Scripture miracles, and in none of the lying·
wonders of false religions, do we have proof of creative power.
I hold that in the resurrection, creative power was exercised. I
hold that in prophecy it was exercised. There was a distinct prediction concerning the coming of our Lord, which was given to theages centuries before the fulfilment of the prophecy. Such foreknowledge of events only within the power of omniscience and omnipresence, can be possessed only by the Supreme Mind itself. All
true prophecy involves strictly supernatural powers.
I hold, moreover, that in the character of our IArd, the only perfect adaptation· man's nature has ever shown to the laws of the
universe, there was something supernatural It is not natural for·
the finite to be perfect ; but our Lord's character was perfect, an<t •
His doctrine and His only fits the universe. The sinlessness of Christ
is one proof of His origin. He does not show the imperfection of th&
finite in moral things. He is absolutely perfect, and, as such, supernatural.
After we have proved the existence of strictly supernatural traits.
in prophecy and the resurrection, and in the character of our Lord,.
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'We may infer its existence in the winnowing of the Bible. There ia
ao morally erroneous doctrine in the sixty-six books there gathered
together.
We mn.y prove also that there hn.s been e. supernatural guide.nee
·of history in accordance with prophecy. In that guidance we may
find creative power never to be exercised by any finite spirit.
15. We are to receive as supernatural whe.t is attested as such by
him who was authenticated by creative power.
16. By the distinction between the merely superhuman and the
strictly supernatural, we are to guard ourselves from admitting signs
and lying wonders to be supernatural acts.
You ask how I set up a barrier against the belief that the Catholic
miracles are genuine 1 I do it by this distinction. I believe in the
poBBibility cf miracles in modern times, but as to their actuality, I
must decide by scientific rules.
17. If e. merely superhuman a.ct is performed, it is no attestation
'Of a revelation.
When I have really one supernatural act, as I have in the resurrection, in prophecy, in the coming into existence of Christ's own
-character, I begin with that act, and take what accords with it
through the ranges of revelation, and find I am safe.
·
As to middle-age wonders, Catholic wonders, and spiritualistic
wonders, although they may be lying wonders fit to deceive even the
·elect, as the Bible says, they are not to be treated as supernatural,
for they very evidently contain no proof of the operation of creative
power.
18. The new world in philosophy, therefore, insists on Biblical
ntles for the trying of spirits.
John Wesley, in his maturest years, did not hesitate to say: "If
but one account of the intercourse of men with separate spirits be
:admitted, the whole castle iii the air--deism, a.theism, materialismfalls to the ground. I know no reason, therefore, why we should
:suffer even this weapon to be wrested out of our hands.'' •
If science goes on repeating psychical experiments, if it proves
·over and over that things nre done that no human will ever, by the
.:aid of psychic force, can do, it will force all candid men to adopt
'Transcendental Physics as their philosophy. In adopting this new
view, however, you would only adopt the Biblical view of the world,
·and you would find yourselves invincible in defending mire.oles,
prophecy, and inspiration, against materialism. I believe you are
·invincible now, without the aid of Transcendental Physics, but you

* Tyerman, ''Life and Times of Wesley," Vol. III., p. 11.
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would be re-enforced to a certain degree by the decisive support·
which the new philosophy brings to the most contested points of the-Biblical history and psychology.
After t)le lecture, Mr. Cook addreBBed the audience as follows.
concerning
EMERSON'S

THEISM.

It has been widely proclaimed that your lecturer has asserted in
the West, that Mr. Emersou has joined an Orthodox Church~
Various amplifications of this absurd rumour have so annoyed a son
of the great philosopher and poet, that the former has written a
denial of what needed no contradiction. I beg leave to say that I
have never made the assertions which he denies, nor any remot9ly
resembling them. All that I have said concerning Mr. Emerson,
East or West, North or South, in public or in private, has been, that.
I regard him now as a theist, although not exactly a Christian
theist, and that I think his earlier writings were pantheistic. :i\Ir.
Alcott has said much more, or at least has authorized the public
assertion that Mr. Emerson is not only a theist, but a Christian
theist, in the full sense of the words. It is very possible that the
enlargement of Mr. Alcott's statements, and the mixing of them with
mine, have caused the utterly false report that I passed through the
West in a flamboynut manner, RSsertiog what I dared not affirm in
the East. Several anonymous and irresponsible, and apparently unscrupulous writers for the preSB, have taken pains to trumpet the
aSBertion, that your lecturer has overstepped all bounds of decency
in claiming that Mr. Emerson is his convert. If you knew how
loathsome to me is any public statement that I am a teacher- of
teachers, you would acquit me of all suspicion that I ever made any
claini of converting Mr. Emerson or anybody else. As one of the
humblest of American students of religious truths, I have come to
this platform for five years as your outlook committee. It is true
that ministers and scholars have been present here in extraordinary
number; but I have always said, that if they came into this assembly
they must take their chances as to losing their time. I do not pretend to teach them. If laymen can pick up, in the discussions here,
Eome truth or illustration that may be of service to them in their
hurried life, I shall be sufficiently rewarded.
As to Mr. Emerson's views, I make myself responsible for these
two propositions : 1. In 1868, the revered pastor of the Old South Church in Boston,
the Rev. Dr. J, M. Manning, delivered a course of lectures in Andover Theological Seminary, on "Modern Infidelity," and in that
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11eries of discussions, now summarized in the keen and timely volume
entitled," Half Truths and the Truth," he proved, a<J I think satisfactorily, that Mr. Emerson's earlier writings were pantheistic in
tone and substance.
No thorough-going pantheist believes in the personality of God, or
ln the conscious immortality of the soul
2. I usert that no such course of lectures could now be delivered
in Andover Theological Seminary, and command the general assent
of scholars, as the first course did. The reasons why it would not
now command that assent are, that Mr. Emerson's last two essays
are pronouncedly theistic, and that Mr. Alcott has repeatedly of late
called Mr. Emerson a Christian theiat, and claimed that he bas Mr.
Emerson's authority for doing so.
The two essays to which I refer are " The Sovereignty of Ethics,"
published in the Nortli American Review, in 1878; and the
"PrE'acher," in the Unitarian Revi.ew for January, 1880. Whoever
examines these essays, will find almost nothing of the haughty pantheistic tone which runs through Mr. Emerson's earlier writiugs.
Notice that I do not say that ?tlr. Emerson has changed his views.
My two positions are, that Dr; Manning at Andover, twelve years
ago, called Mr. Emerson pantheistic, and had the assent of scholars;
and that Mr. Alcott at Andover, in 1879, called Mr. Emerson theistic,
and had the assent of scholars. Mr. Alcott's testimony has great
public interest, for he was the founder of the Concord School of Transcendentalism, a portion of which was pantheistic.
Was Mr. Alcott himself ever a pantheist t Channing wrote, in
1841 : "I am happy to say that in my conversation with Transcendental ministers I have seen no Pantheism. Indeed, Mr. Alcott is
the only mau from whom I heard it."• Mr. Alcott is now undoubtedly not only a theist, but a Christian theist. He has founded
at Concord a Summer School of Philosophy which is thoroughly
theistic. The new note in the tone of Concord has come largely from
Mr. Alcott, and whereas he once was a pantheist, he now delights to
be called a Christian theist. He is to-day a most serious opponent
of the Individualism, or Egotheism into which Transcendentalism
sometimes degenerated, with grotesque and poisonous results. The
change is significant, and I should be unfaithful to my charge as an
observer of the signs of the times along the horizons of culture if I
were not to tell the public what everybody in Boston knows, that we
no longer hear pantheism from Concord.
The revered founder of the Concord School of Philosophy has held
• Channing's 11 Memoirs," Vol. II., p. ·H9.
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many of his celebrated conversations before gatherings in my roomL
In the very last aympolium which he led, and when he knew that
reporters were present, I asked him privately if he would tell the
-company what be had previously told the public elsewhere, and what
bas been already reported again and a,,,"llin, as to Mr. Emerson's
theism. He said that be should be happy to perform that excellent
.service to religious truth. I said : " Correspondents of the preBB are
here, and if you cannot revise what they write, you may be sub_jected to the annoyance of an incorrect report." "I will trust the
facts," was bis reply, "to take care of themselves." Mr. Alcott
spoke to the company for half an hour with extraordinary impressiveness on " Immortality." He then read to us, in a tone like the
.sighing of the wind through the pine trees, that sweet and noble
poem with which he has lately enriched our literature, and entitled
"Love's Morrow." A great bereavement through which the Concord Plato has paBBed lately, and to which I have no right to refer
more definitely, found partial utterance in that poem. I was reminded of Emerson's "Threnody," a production of his earlier period,
.and in which there is not a glimpse of a hope of immortality. When
the reading was finished, Yr. Alcott was asked, " How do you justify your RBBertion that Emersvn is a Christian theist 1" Mr. Alcott
replied, "ProfeBBor Gulliver published in the New York lndependmt
.an account of my recent address at Andover. In that article the
.Andover Professor correctly asserted that I called Mr. Emerson a
theist and a Christian theist. Before I went West, on my recent
lecturing tour, I took that article to Mr. Emerson and read it to
him, nnd asked him if I had misrepresented him. The reply was :
'I do not care to classify myself with any painstaking accuracy with
this sect or with that, but if I am to have any appellation at all of a
-religious kind, I prefer to be called a Christian theist. You have not
misrepresented me.' " " On returning from the West," continued
Mr. Alcott, " I found that I had been assailed by some rationalistic,
-anonymous correspondents of an irresponsible press. I went agaill
-to my friend and put again to him the same question, and be replied
.substantially as follows : 'My ancestry is made up of ministers. In
.my family the Bible is seen oftener than any other book in the hands
of my wife and daughter. I think those facts tell my story. If you
"Wish to call me a Christian theist, you have my authority to do so ;
and you must not leave out the word Christian, for to leave out that
is to leave out everything."
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Tua

PBBLUD&-GBNBRAL GRANT AND A THIRD TBRH.

Nil'OLB01' L sneered at the military operations of our Revolutionary era uLiliputian. Lafayette replied to the proud Emperor that by the skirmishes of
&entinels and outpoets in America, the greatest canllCl known to modem history
had been carried through to triumph against the most powerful nation of recent
times. However small Washington's armies may look, the military operations.
of our Civil War are not easily dazzled when confronted with anything in,
Napoleon's career, or in Frederick's, or in Caisar's, or in Alexander's. There.
are six reasons for pronou.ncing General Grant's military career the most brilliant.
in history.
1. He successfully commanded a million of soldiers for more than a year. No.
other general known to history, not exceptin8 even Xerxes and Napoleon, ever-successfully commanded a million of armed men for an equal period. Xerxes.
failed in his expedition against Greece ; and Napoleon, who marched out of Paris
against Rll88ia with 628,000 troops, returned from Moscow with but a wretched
remnant of his forces.
2. General Grant opposed his eqnala in intelligence and military skill ; while.
Alexander, Caisar, and Napoleon, for the most part, opposed their inferion1 in
these particulars. . Once the sword of Caisar was drawn directly against Pompey,
and when Roman met Roman, at Pharsalia, and in the final battles of the Trium-.
virate, Caisar's skill was put to a severe teat ; and even when Caisar met the.
poorly-armed Germans, they drOve him back from the Rhine, on one occasion, in.
spite of their inferior equipment.
8. General Grant commanded an army extended over wider spaces than were.
ever covered before his day, by any active armed force known to history. At one
and the same time he conducted military operations reaching from Galveston to.
Richmond, He had, indeed, the modern railway• and telegraphs to aid him, but
so had his enemy.
4. He act.eel on his own judgment, without advice from any superior, and in
many important eases, against the judgment of his eubordinates of the highest
rank.
6. His soldiel'll were, more than three-fourths of them, taken into the army as.
raw recruits.
6, He never failed, Wellington was driven out of Spam by Napoleon, and
Napoleon waa driven from Waterloo by Wellington. The army of Frederick the
Great was often cnt to pieces. General Grant, at Cold Harbour, did not carry
the poia' he attacked ; bnt, ai the end of the fight, he was left where he was at;
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the llegiaaing, .U hla enem7, ad not he, utdlum11 ntreated.• TM ama1ien,
the wealth, the int.elligenee of the Northern 8&atelt were the 111pport of General
Grant in a riichteou eaue ; bat, after making all cledDetiOlll, hiatorJ, taking into
view the eombiua&iOD of these 1ix extraordinarJ coa.llitiou, la likel7 t.o find hla
military career abeolat.ely unsarpa.ecl.
Exc~pt in a great political or military emergeDCJ, wh7 ii a third tenn unacl·
't'iaable for General Grant, or an1 other pouible preeidential candid11te P
1. PloUing for 1poil1 b7 party managera and placemen, would be hnmemel1
etimu!ated by the opportunity a third term would offer, for the continuance in
offiue of the 100,000 or 200,000 appoint.eel 1abordinates of the renominat.ed
Preeident.
2. A. third term would tbaa inteneify party epirit, the ohief danger of republice.
8. By enlarging the me of partilan epoile, it would enlarae the t.emptatiOD t.o
partiean fraud and violence.
4. In fanning tbe flame of party ipirit, and tempting to partil&D greed and
fraud, a third term would be an impediment in the wa1 of Civil Se"ice reform.
When. in 1832, the spoile 11J9tem began t.o come into largo practice, OD account
of a law Congre111puaedin1820, Daniel Webeter Uled thie language, in a speech
at Worcester: ·•Mr. President, IO far u I know, then ii no civilised community
on earth iu which, on a change of rulers, there ii 1ach an inqnilhion for spoile &1
we have witne&IOd in this free Republic. When, Bir, did any British minister,
Whig or Tory, ever make each an inquest? When did he 8't'er take away the
daily bread of weighers and gaagen and meaarers P Sir, a British minieter who
should do this, and should afterward show his head in the Britieh HoU18 of Com·
m11111, would be recei't'ed by a univereal bile." We are told that some of the
cantona in Switzerland continue their chief officers in place indefinitely, and that,
therefore, it iB not dangerou to repreeentatin institatione to give a president a
third t.erm. On that lake of Switzerland, when the cantone of Uri and Schwyz
come down from the stapendom mountaiDB to the holy water, I have aailed to and
fro. .Meditating OD Swiss independence, I have lingered in Tell's Chapel, on Lake
Lucerne, and walked through the .Axen Strasse, with the pages of Schiller'•
"William Tell " open before me. Bat the public ofBcere in one of the Swiee can·
tons do not equal in number thoee in the counties which contain the City of NOll'
York or that of Boston. n iB utterly futile to compare oar immense t.erritory
with the little republics of Greece or Swiberland. South America at thia
moment is full of republics more than half wrecked by a scramble for spoile every
time partisan greed and fraud change their hold on the central govemmenta. Wh4
W ebscer llllid in 1832 would, no doubt, be emphasized by him ~day, were he face
to face with oar 110,000 appointive officers.
If you had already carried 011t Ciril Service Reform, and reduced your
appointive officers to a thousand or five hundred, I am not sure bat that then yo11
might elect a Prellident for a third term. Some of you thin.It that the election of
a Presi1fent causes a new ec:ramble for place, and that, therefore, a third term ie
of value in keeping the peace between parties. Yee; but we mast remember that
the peace is kept only when the spoile go to the Tieton, and that the oats will aee
all measures known to law, and some which are not thae known, t.o become the
ina when two hundred thousand offices are the spoils. If you can carry through
the Civil Service Reform, which hu been inaugurated in the lut twenty-five
• See Biahop Gilbert Haven'• very suggestive addreae at Woodltock, CollD..
.July '~b, 1879, in The I~t, for July 10th. .
_
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~. and not. take the daily .breaa away from caullten and gaugen and mnall
eftlcen, in order to giYe that food to partisan spoihmen u a reward for purely
cpartilan aenice, then, poesibly, yoa may talk with some emphasis about a third
term, aud not frighten thoae who see, in a scramble for spoill, the chief difficulty
in our crowded aud hazardous future. Civil Senice Beform bu not gone far
enough yet to make a third term advisable.
For one, I hold the opinion that, even U we were to change only a thousand
or fiye hundred men in the Ciru Serrice with the incoming of every new President, it would yet be dangerous to introduce into the history of the Republic the
precedent of a third t.erm. Not that we are govemed by men, rather than by '
lawe; not that our Conatitution, after all, does not represent oar general custom
in politics ; bnt my objection would be that, little by little, there would be
gathered about the efi'ort to induct a mau into a third term all the political corruption of the Republic. A. third presidential term would be a twig cast into a
ilalt sea; and, as in Utah, when a bough hangs oyer and dips into the great alkaline lake there, it soon gathers out of the apparently crystalline water a massive
wrapping of heavy salt, so, if you dip a third term into the sweet and holy Illa
of our American politics, you will very soon find it laden by alkali BO bitter, that
yon cannot dissolve it and drink it, without death in every drop.
&. A. third term, even after the candidate has been out of office one term, is
open to grave objections, if the intenening term has been occupied by a presidency of the same political party with that of the candidate ; for his placemen
will be moat of them continued in office by the intervening Administration, and
have selfish reasons for 1Dpporting his third candidacy. In my native ·state of
New York, for example, moat of the placemen in office to-day were appointed by
General Grant, and a great part of the clamour for a third term for him, ii from
placemen who obtained office through his nomination.
6. The judgment of the fathen of the Republic wu againet a third term,
except in great emergencies.
7. The uniform practice of the Republic for a century hu been opposed to a
third term, and thus our unwritten law is against it.
Go back to the moming of the Republic, and what bugle-aouud do we hear
lifted up against a third term, and making all the air of those great heights of
our national revolutionary era resound with the Yibrations of patriotism ? Here
ill language uttered by a mau greatly revered by one of the political parties of the
United States, and not lacking respect from the other party : "That I should lay
down my charge at a proper period is as much a duty as to have borne it faithfully. If some termination to the services of the Chief Magistrate be not fixed
by the Constitution or supplied by practice, his office, nominally, for years, will,
in fact, become for life; and history shows how ea.Rily that degenerates into an
inheritance. Believing that a representative Government, responsible at short
periods of election, is that which produces the greatest anm of happiness to mankind, I feel it a duty to do no act which shall enentially impair that principle ;
and I should unwillingly be the penon who, disregarding the sound precedent set
by an illustrious predece110r, should famish the first example of prolongation
beyond the second term of office." So sounds the bugle at the lips of Thomas
Jefi'eraon. I know that partisans now affirm that Jefi'enon did not write tbil
until he found that he could not be elected to a third term. Ou the contrary, I
have more than a little faith that Jefferson was not speaking here as a politician ;
bat as a man who, in the eerene and illumined years of the clo1e of hit great IHe
bad risen out of the region of partilau clamour iato th-* of 1tatesmanahip, and
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-exprtaed not only hi.I own aeri.Qua views. u to policr, but hil 11Ddentaading ot
the opinion of tile fathers of the Republic and of the framers of the Comtitution.
8. Great unanimity of opinion among the moat important stat.es of the Union
bu appeared in the resolutions of recent stat.a political conventions against a
third t.enn. Hear this Jeffersonian bugle I Pennsylvania, in a Republican
convention on the 26th of May, 1875, "lluolwd, That we declare a firm, unoqualilied adherence to the unwritt.en law of the Republic which, wiaely and under
the sanction of the most venerable of examples, limits the presidential aervice of
any citizen to two t.erms; and we, the Republicans of Pennsylvania, in recognition of this law, are unalt.erably opposed to the elect.ion to the presidency of any
il8r&on for a third term." When that resolution was read, a dull audience broke
into applause over it, and called ont, " Read that again "; and it was read, and
endorsed enthuaiastically, face to face with a col!Spiracy of great strength to give
.a third nomination to the iocnmbr.nt then in the presidential chair.
On the second day of Jane, 1875, the Ohio Convention, which nominated Mr.
Bayes for governor, pnt this same bugle of the fathers to its lips, aud here are
the notes which rolled oat above the lancbicape of our present history : "The
-observance of Washington's example, in retiring at the cloaeof a second presidential term, will be in the future, as it has been in the put, regarded aa a fundamental rule in the unwritt.en law of the Republic/'
New York, stately in her political strength, puts the same bugle to her lips, ond
.on the 9th of Sept.ember, 1875, says :-"Recognising u conclusive the Presi~
~lent'& public declaration, that he is not a candidate for renomination, and with
the sincerest gratitude for his patriotic 11ervices, we declare our unalterable
-opposition to the election of any President for a third term."
Iowa, in the Mi&11inippi Valley, takes up the same strain, Wisconsin echoes the
notes over the Great Lake, and Ma&ll&Chusetts answers the Weat. Hear what
they affirm, Iowa said :-"The Republican party of Iowa opposes a third term
11.nd believes that President Grant's letter to General White fairly removes that
iSBne from our politics." Wisconsin reaolved "That we accept with approbation
the letter of President Grant, discouraging the continuance in office of any
magistrate of the nation fo·la longer period than two terms." Masaachll88tta
.said :-'' That sound reason, as well as the wile and unbroken nu.ge of the Republic, illustrated by the example of Washington, requires that the term of tho
Chief Magistrate of the United States should not exceed a second term."
· You think I have no right to touch this theme ; but I tum to recent words
from one of the bravest friends of the people this city contains, a man who has
been the salvation of portions of Massachusetts politics again and again. I find
James Freeman Clarke, whom may God ble&a for it, uttering him11ell in this language :-"The moment that any man shall be elected, in spite of cnstom, for a
third term, what will be the result? All office-holders holding nuder him, will
be tempted to unite to have him re-elected as long at he live1. The whole of the
four years Qf each term will be largely occupied by them, in arranging for his
election for another. The machine is already so strong that it often sets aside
and disregards the will of the people. Let the present attempt of the&e wirepullers, succeed, and their power can hardly be taken from them without a revolution." Similar opinions have recently been exprcased in Massachusetts by
Thomas Wentworth Higginson, Preaident Seelye, President Chadbourne, and
President Capen, and by scores of the leaders of mercantile IWd indaatrial life of
&bis not thoughtleu, nor nnpatriouc commonwealth.
9. General Grant hillllelf baa taken die .Je1fenoniall bugle ud blown • bJaat.
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OD it which 11honld echo from P11111011th Boele ·to the Golden Gate. ..,. t6l;b,
1875, he wrote to the Penmylmda Bep11blican ConTentioa : "I Would not ICCept
a nomination [to a third t.erm], if it were tendered, nnle11 it were to come nnder
nch eirenmataDces u to make it an imperative duty-eireumltlmees not likely te
arile." And oar preeent Chief Magistrate wu elected aft.er he had written a
Jett.er pledging himself agaiult a third term, and even against a 118CODd.
10. Great nnanimity of opinion against a third term exieta throughout the
nation, 11 represented by the highly-significant eongrel!Bional vote of 288 to 18 in
favour of the celebrated Springer resolution of December 15th, 1875. Here is
the J eflenonfan bugle at the lips of the whole land : " Raol"IHlll, That, iD the
opinion of this House, the precedent established by Washington and other President.a, in retiring from the preaideutial oftlee after their second t.erm, hu become,
by nniTenal eoneurrenee, a part of our Republican syltem of Gonrmnent, and
that any departure from this time-honoured custom would be UDwise, unpatriotic,
and fraught with peril to our free i.Datitutio1111."

WHBN Galvani, by his experiments in causing the legs of dead
frogs to twitch, on the application of galvanism; had discovered the
great natural force which now hears his name, his statements as to
the results he bad reached were utterly discredited, and he was commonly called the frogs' dancing-master. Replying to his critics, be
laid that he bad two claBBes of men to contend with : the conaerva~
tive leaders of science_, who could learn nothing new ; and unscientifio
literary people, who knew everything alread,r. Sixteen years less
than two hundred years ago, Samuel Sewall, one of the moat revered
judges of the early days of Massachusetts, stood up iu his pew in a
church on this very spot in Boston, while his confession of contrition
was read for hie share in the witchcraft delusion of 1692. Heaven
forbid that I, this morning, should make myself a servitor of super·
atition, and thus create for myself need of making an apology like
that of Judge Sewall I Heaven forbid, also, that I should take such
a position as to place myself in either of the claBBes ridiculed by the
frogs' dancing-master I Absolute freedom of thought, atraightfor~
wardneBB like that of a sunbeam, calmness like that of the radiance
which beats into this house in the noon-hour, I ask from myself and
from you, as, in croBBing the vexed and treacherous sea of modern
discussion concerning occult natural forces, I attempt to avoid both
Galvani's Scylla and Judge Sewall's Charybdis.
Allow me to describe iu detail three experiments which have fixed
upon themselves scientific attention in Great Britain and Germany,
and, after nearly nine years of debate among experts, have not yet
been expWned in accordance with. any known natural law.
. .
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Suppoee that I have here a table, and that I place beneath it a
bottomless basket, so high that it will just slip under, but too cloee
to the table to allow of the hand being introduced into the interior,
or to admit of a foot being pushed beneath it. Suppose that I have
constructed the basket myself, and wound it with coila of wire connected with a gal...anio battery. Thie cage under my ·table hae no
loop-holes in ite sides, through which a hand can pass. Mr. Home,
of London, a man known for marvellous power as a medium, I now
visit in hie own residence. I see him change hia dreas, and know
that he has concealed about hie pereon no machinery, apparatus, or
contrivance of any sort. I bring him to my residence, and he meets,
there my chemical UBiatant, and Mr. Serjeant Cox, a well-known
lawyer, and Profeaeor Huggina, an eminent physicist, high in the
ranks of the Royal Society. Mr. Home 1ita down in a low e&BJ·
chair at the aide of the table. The cage ia in front of him under the.
table, and hie feet en either aide of the cage. One observer aita
close to him on hie left, and another close to him on hie right. I
now take an accordion, which I bought myself at Wheatatone'1,
in Conduit Street, in London, and, having opened the baaa
key and pulling the cage from under the table, I place the
instrument, bottom upward and keys downward, in the cage. Mr.
Home takes hold of the bottom with the thumb and middle finger
of one hand, and the cage ia shoved back as closely as his wrist will
permit, but without hiding hie hand from those next to him. Mr.
Home's other hand ia on the table. The acco.rdion in the cage in
this position begins to play. Mr. Home's feet are held by those
nearest him. Observers watch all that happens under the table.
The accordion in the cage plays a simple air; Ita keys move in
harmonious succe88ion, and yet are not touched.
Thia ia what Profeasor Crookes asserts that he did in 1871. Thia
is the famous experiment which he brought before the English public, and which to this hour baa not been explained. I am &.r from
affirming that it proves the action of disembodied spirit& You will
draw that inference for yourselves, if you draw it at all. There is,
however, the fact ; and the question is whether it can be explained
without supposing that there is a force connected with the humaD
'Organization, such as to move ma.tter without physical contact.
No one has more loathing for the rubbish published by Spiritualiata
than I have; but the English book by Professor Crookea, detailing hie·
-e:rperimenta, is a thoroughly calm and cool production. Prot'eaaor
Crookes ia a Fellow of the Royal Societ7. He ia the editor of the
Qwarkrl1 J:1Kf'Jf4l o/ &:Wace. He WU '1a8 cliaoonrer of the DOW
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uietal called thalium.. It is nowhere pretended that Profeaaor Huggins, who was present when the experiment with the accordion in the ·
cage was tried, and publishes a. letter here endorsing Professor
Crookes' statement, is other than a trustworthy man in scientificoircles. He expresses no opinion as to the cause of the motions, but.
says that Professor Crookes correctly states the facts. So says also
Serjeant Cox, in a published letter.
Another form of the experiment consisted in Mr. Home removing
his hand altogether from the accordion, which was left in the cage.
Mr. Home's hand was placed in the hand of the person next· to him.
"The instrument," says Professor Crookes, "then continued to play,
DO person touching it, and no hand being near it.". The Professor
now passed electricity through the wires wound around the cage ; but
the results were the same as the previous ones. Mr. Home took
hold of the accordion as before, and it commenced to play, at fir11t
chords and runs, and then a well-known sweet and plaintive melody1
which it exeeuted perfeetly, and in a very beautiful manner.
So much for the famous cruciai experiment of the untouched
accordion playing in a cage; Similar feats, it is said, have been often
performed on this side of the Atlantic; but l do not know where,
except 'in "Professor Crookes's Journal," I can find a scientific statement from
obse"er of acknowledged professional eminence in
respect to such an occurrence.
Again and again, and with other mediums, if you will allow me to
employ that term under protest, Professor Crookes caused the
accordion to produce music without being touched.
The second· experiment I am to describe was performed first in.
America, by ProfellSOr Hare, of Philadelphia; but, as it was never
described here in detail in a scientific journal, although it was once
partially discussed before the American Association for the Advancement of Science, I am obliged to depend upon British scientifiQ
evidence as to this remarkable illustration of some unknown force in.
the human organism.
Let us suppose that here is a. ~ble [illustrating on the black~
board], which you. see in a side view. Here is a. mahogany board,
thirty-six inches long, nine and a half inches wide, and one inch
thick. At each end a. strip of mahogany one and a half inches wide
has been screwed on, forming feet. One of these feet rests on the
edge of this table, and the other is supported by a spring balancQ
hanging from a substantial tripod stand. The balance has a selfregistering indeL The mahogany board weighs three pounds, and

any

• "I'haomena of Spiritualiam," London, _1874:, p. 8.
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the apparatus is IO adjusted that the board i11 horizontal• The dead
point of the mahogany lever is under tl&u line (pointing]. I arrange
the apparatus in my own room, and call on Mr. Home to visit me.
He comes in, and puts his hands upon the very tip of the board
furthest from the balance [pointing]. He is watched, so that be
cannot push his fingers beyond the dead-point. When I pnt m7
fingers in the same position, I cannot make the balance sink. I
stand on the table and step on this lever, not carrying the heel
beyond the dead-point, and my whole weight does not produce the
alighteat motion in the index-point. Professor Crookes says, that
when Mr. Home came into his office, he did not know what this
machinery meant. He put his fingens on the dead-point of the
lever, waited awhile, and when what he called power came upon
him, the lever sank, and the index indicated that; a weight of eeveral
pounds had been applied at the bottom of the balance.
Over and over that resua was obtained ; and this i11 one of the
famous experiments in discUSllion between Profeuor Crookes and Dr.
W. B. Carpent.er.
I am obliged to ask you to enter into a little detail here, because
detail is necessary in order to carry general conviction. A vague,
indefinite description is worthleaa in accounts of acientific experi·
ments ; and, therefore, I must ask you to notice the different forms
in which this experiment was carried through by Professor Crookes
and his auistants. Suppose that I place on the dead-point over th&
centre, afl exactly as possible, a vessel which I fill with water. By
an iron support, which does not touch the lever or the vessel, I SUS•
pend a shallower and smaller veaael inside the larger. The smaller
has holes in its bottp01, and admits the water [illustmting on blackboard]. The medium puts his hands into that inner vessel, thus
having no direct contact with the lever, and unable to exert pres_sure upon the dead-point. In this oondition of the apparatus, that
_hook on the bottom of the balance is drawn down with a weight of
six or nine pounds. When this machinery is made more complicated,
and a clock set to work, so that, on a glass peculiarly prepared, a
self-registering apparatus marks the amount of weight added to the
further end of the lever, the imposition of the hands in the water
above the dead-point, causes a sinking of the lever just as before.
·Every precaution was Ulled by Professor Crookes to prevent unconscious muscular action of the medium by whom these motions were
produced.
Through that apparatus, Professor Crookes claims to have diftoovered a new power in Nature, which he calls the J>sychic Force. ._
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It ebould be JiotiCed here, that Dr. W. B. Carpenter heard an
imperfect account of Crookee's experiment, and supposed that the
-Professor asserted that putting the ha.nds into water, and displacing
a portion of it, e:rerted no pressure npon the vessel containing the
1 water.
I think you can satisfy younelves easily that Dr. Carpenter,
·when he ma.de that objection to this e:rperiment, did not understand
the final forms under which the experiment was carried out. The
very interesting correspondence between himself and Professor
Crookes, amounts only t.o saying that, when you dieplaoe water by
·dipping your hands in it, you really do prod11ce preeaure on the bottom
of the vessel ·containing it. Professor Crooke& knew that as well as
'Dr. Carpenter, and he removed his vessel of water entirely from the
apparatus, and the same resulte were obtained. The medium's hands
-were placed on the table, near the end of the mahogany lever, but
not touching it; and again and again the inde:r showed that force
'WU e:rerted on the lever.
Professor Crookes and his assistants, on
their honour as men of acienoe, say that, whe.n the hands were si.%
inches from the lever, the force was e:rerted juet as .it was before.
Then tbe hands were plaoed on the iron bar [illuetrating], which
had held up the vessel of water previouely, without touching the lever
at all ; and the index showed again the a.ddition of weight. The
aelf-regulating apparatus yonder, wu made t-0 hold a pencil to mark
the movement of the further end of the lever. Profesaor Crookes
publiahea delineations of the lines which that pencil drew. They
.are all given here in his famous articles, with accuracy in scientific
detail. Huxley says that, when any disputed physical fact is brought
.before him, he want& diagrams and minute measurements to confirm
Jt. You can have theee, if you chooae to etudy the figures illus,trating this experiment, and the detaila about the machinery, and
the foot pounds of pressure exerted on the balance.
Of course, Dr. C~ter's objections do not apply at all to the
·second and third form of this experiment. The explan11tion attempted
by Professor William A. Hammo~fl, of the University of the City of
New York, is not satiefaotory'&e to the first form, o.nd does uot
touch the second and third form at all As to the e:rperiment with
the accordion, his euggeated explanation is so surprisingly inadequate,
that a serious rea.der must be tempted to consider it ensive. Pro·
f888or Hammond apeab with the utmoet respect of Profeeaor Crookee,
.and Profeuor Huggins, u -observers of fa.eta.•
. • See the 11uggutive volume entitled, " Spiritualism and Allied Ca118e8 and
·eonc1Uiom of !renou Deraugement," b.r ProfllllOr Hammond. New York,
P-..., 1876. Pp. 101-111.
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I hold that, after nine years of diaouuion, nobody has explained
Professor Crookes's experiment with the balance ; and that he is
justified in claiming that such facts as he has obaened and recorded,
deserve the attention of the BCientific world.
Thia last experiment was submitted to the British Association for
the Advancement of Science, in a report from Professor Crookes,
which was introduced into one of the sections of a meeting of that
Association. It appears to have been rather favourably considered
in the section-room; but was bitterly attacked by individuals there,
and so was not fairly brought before the Association. The Quarlerlg
Rwiew bas fired several heavy broadsiders at Professor Crookes's
experiments, and there have been any number of newspaper squibs
on the subject. Dr. Carpenter has not only attacked this experiment,
but refused to correct his statements concerning it, even after Professor Crookes had courteously shown him their inaccuracy ; and that
is one point which has embittered the diaoUBSion in England. Professor Crookes and Mr. Wallace, on the one side, and Dr. Carpenter,
on the o~her, have been engaged in an almost hand-to-hand intellectual conflict for three years.• One of the chief chvgea against
Dr. Carpenter is that be was Qisingenuous. I have, here before
me a letter from Dr. Carpenter, iD. which he says that be received his information concerning Crookes's experiments by hearsay. Dr. Carpenter has never admitted that he has seen any
acoount of those two forms of the experiment when the hands
had no contact at all with the lever. It is this shutting of eyes
to evidence which has drawn down upon the Yenerable Professor the charge of diaingenµousness from men like Crookes and
Wallace. The experiment has been repeated over and over by
Wallace. I am told it has been performed again and again in this
country. Professor Crookes himself gives great credit to our American ProfeSBOr Hare for having first introduced to the attention of
men of science this experiment of the leYer and balance.
There are only three experiments on which I dare rest my weight
in the whole series of British observations of the phenomena of
Spiritualism. Two of them I have described, and the third was
performed· by the London Dialectical Society, in 1871. Here ia a
large British dining-table, probably weighing more than a hundred
pounds. Ladies and gentlemen-elnen in number-of the first
sub-committee of the London Dialectical Society, sit around it. They
• See "Ke11meriam, Spiritaall11D, etc., Bilt.orlcally and Scientifically Con·
tidered," by Dr. Clll'pel!ter. Btpllblished in Bew YOrt1 Applet.on & Co., 1877.
See allo the repliel by W allaoe ud Crookel, ill Qiiar1.,.11 .Tw.rMI of Sci_,. and
Frtulr'• Jlaoui•, 1877.
, . ·
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wait forty minutes. Motiens and sounds occur.· They have no
professed medium in their number. They think that it is not certain
that the touch of their clothing, feet, or hands may not have moved
this heavy table ; and so, by a stroke of genius, they invent a very
searching experiment. The ladies and gentlemen rise and reverse
their chairs, placing their backs to the table. Eleven chairs stand ,·
thus around the table. The observers then kneel in these chairs, and
hold their hands above the table, four inches from it. In this way ·
the feet of the company are thrown away from the table ; the back of a
chair is between each person and the table; and so~ when care is
ta.ken not to touch the table at all, holding the bat.ids inches above
it, the probability, one would say, is very great that Faraday's
explanation, of unconscious muscular action, will net account for the
motion of the table. Untouched, in less than a minute, that table
moves four inches to one side and twelve to the other, and then
moves four to six inches in other directions. That is the first form
of the experiment. Then tho ladies n'.ld gentlemen, kneeling on th&
chairs as previously, put their hands on the back rounds of the chairs,
further off than before and a foot from it. The table then moves fivetimes over spaces of from four to six inches. The whole room is.
lighted brilliantly by gas during the experiment. Every opportunity
was given to those walking around the group of observers to noticethat there was no one under the table and no one touching it in any
way.
A third form of this experiment was to place the chairs twelve
inches from the table, and then kneel in the chairs as before and
lock the hands behind the back. One would suppose that in these
circumstances the movement of the table by what Dr. Carpenter
calls unconscioWI musc1otlar action would be impossible. Here is
another crucial experiment, and, though it is not performed by those
who have had scientific training in every particular, I claim that th&
facts recorded by the Dialectical Society are worthy of attention, as
the outcome of moat careful obeervation. When these eleven persons
were thus kneeling, with their hands behind them, and eighteen
inches from the table, the heavy object moved four times in various
directions, and several times took the course requested by individual
members of the group of observers. In the course of half an hour
the table moved thirteen times without contact, and often according
to request.•
You now say that, if these facts are as I have stated them, they
• See • Beport on Bpiritualilm" ·of the Committ.ee of the London Dialectical
·· · ·

Society, London, 1871, pp. 7-18.
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ought to have fixed the attention of the whole world ; and yet a few of
you, it may be, hear of them for the first time to-day. They have
caused a controversy in England, and have fixed the attention of
scientific men in Germany. Although these experiments are very
far from proving the action of disembodied spirits, they are regarded
by many cool men of science, who do not express their opinions
except privately, as proTing that there is a new force to be investigated.
If, as Professor Crookes affirms, and as our American President
Mahan long ago taught, there is a Psychic Force, or, as it used to be
called, an odylic force, which explains, at least, a part of the manifestations called spiritual, you will not blame me for emphasizing:
these strategic outlines of a current scientific controversy.
Perhaps most of you will admit that physical bodies may be moved
without contact in certain states of the physical system, when what.
is called the Psychic Force is exerted.
A part of the din of the British controversy as to Spiritualism
relates to the alleged exposure of our American Dr. Slade, in England,
as a rogue and vagabond. Professor Ulrici and Professor Zollnerthink it important to reply to the accusations brought against
Slade, for he was the man employed in the experiments lately made
at Leipzic.
Professor Lankester, a determined materialist, and Dr. Donkin, on th&
basis of their experience with him in one of his experiments, charged
Slade with being a rogue and vagabond, and he was convicted in
London and sentenced in England to several weeks' hard labour forhis alleged trickery. He was excused from imprisonment, but not
exactly exonerated, for he got free because certain technical terms.
were not in the indictment against him. " By palmistry or otherwise " was a phrase left out of a legal description ef his supposed
crime, and on account of that informality the indictment was
quashed. Professor Wallace and others defend Slade : but England
does not believe in Slade to-day, although he won the confidence of several of the professors of Leipzic University. There is.
a strong social and scientific party in England, however, which
looks with respect on the experiments of the London Dialectical
Society, and on ProfeSBor Crookes's famous proof that physjeal
movement of bodies may occur without the contact of man's touch
with the object themselves.
StraightforwardneBB ; no evasion and no credulity ; no materialistic
unbelief, on the one hand ; no superstition on the other ! Let
this be the motto of our investigations. Do not let the magic of the.
thought of the Unseen settle as yet upon this audience. I wish you
271S
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would keep yourselTea as cool aa if ycu were investigating the sands
in the middle of the Desert of Sahara, and not ask here and now
whether the gates have been opened into the eternal world. Up to
the middle of my argument, I wish to keep you in the dry light of
science. The sorcery which misleads hundreds and thousands is the
desire to have the gates opened into the Unseen. Take only what
exact investigation offers you; and jf you thus prove any conclusion,
it will be worth all the more when it is established ; and if you disprove anything, your deliverance from superstition will be all the
. more perfect. And that deliverance ought to be sought with prayer
and bloody sweat by multitudes in our perple:r.ed and headlong
modem day who are captured by trickery, deceived by coarse impersonations of departed spirits, and in danger of being wrecked
morally by the evil inculcations characteristic of radical and leprous
followers of Spiritualism.
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TBB PRBLuD&-SBOBBTABT SoauBZ AND

ma

INDIAN QuBSTIOlf.

IT is one of the delicious secrets of Boston society that when, on the banb of
the Charles, the poet Longfellow first met the Indian maiden Bright Eyes, he
lassoed one of her bands In both of bis, looked down into her face, and after an
appreciable interval, said : "Thia ia Minnehaha." At Washington, when Preli·
dent Hayes met Bright Eyes, he drew her from a talkative company into a comer
of a great reception-room, and after.an hour's conversation, came back and presented her to her friends with the remark that the President of the United States
and Miss Bright Eyes are agreed on the Indian question.
It is at last safe to ear that the churches are aroused to the fact that the worst set
of savages on onr frontier is the pickpocket tribe, and that they are all whites, It
would not be skfe to affirm that politics are aroused to the full significance of this
fact, and yet the whole aspect of the Indian question, thank God I bas changed in
politics within a year.
On the banb of the Missouri, last May, it was my fortune to meet the brue
Omaha editor who bad just brought the case of Standing Bear before Judge
Dundy. Mr. Tibbles insisted on introducing me to an Indian girl, of whom be
said nothing more than that she wu the daughter of Iron Eye, a chief of the
Omaha tribe. I wu rushing, at the moment, to catch the Overland train, and felt
that interruption wu in some aense an impertinence ; but I had not seen Bright
Eyes more than fifteen minutes before I had advised her guardian to bring her to
the Atlantic Coast, introduce her to Mr. Phillips and to Boston, and to appeal
from the courts to the people, from the tomahawk to the platform, press, and
parlour, and thus endeavour to arouse, by agitation, a public sentiment which
might effect something at Washington. Mr. Tibbles followed that course, and
probably nothing of late bas more thoroughly united this city than sympathy for
the Indian cause.
It is the glory of Boston that from the hour of her birth she bas thought more
of ideas and great principles than of anything material in our civilization. She
bas never been dazzled by the candlestick ; but bas always reserved her reyerence
for the candle. It is the glory of Boston, for instance, when the great principle
of total abstinence is assailed in quarters otherwise respectable, that she is moved
fiir more than New York would be, or perhaps any other city in the United States ;
and she is not to be called a village on that account, but rather a queenly city of
the soul, aa she is, loyal to principle, and feeling a stain like a wound. Just so
ou the point of justice to the Indian; this city wu more open to appeal than any
other in the United States. Certain it is that the parlour and the .pulpit, the
press, and the platform, were united here, and one can hardly say which of the four
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great instrumentalities did the moat to pueh to the front the discnasion of the
Indian question from the point of view of the Jndian himeelf.
The Secretary of the Int.erior, at Wasbiogton, had the audacity to write to this
city and request that a committee sbonld be appointed to come to the Potomac,
and to pnt a teleecope to its eyes, and a microscope at the end of the telescope, and
endeavour to ascertain if there is in existence now, nnder a reformed administration, anything like an Indian ring. A committee, with an ex-governor ot
Massachusetts at its head, and with one of the brave philanthropic merchants of
Botton u its secretary and treasurer, the latter not by any ·means the office of a
sinecure, wee appointed, and the secretary went to Washington. Shortly after,
the chief of the pickpocket tribe was found in the Indian Bureau ae commissioner.
He bas been deposed. An Indian ring was discovered, as the reeult of the agitation
upon thie eabject ; but it was welded 80 closely about the neck of the Secretary of
the Interior that it was invisible nuder bis beard. With German honesty, Carl
Schurz tore off the ring. Perhaps it was the great German heart in him, attaching him to bis own appointee, that blinded him somewhat to the misdeeds of the
Indian CommiBBiooer whom he deposed, and did not allow to resign. Although
the Secretary of the Interior tore an Indian ring from his neck, and now brea~es
and thinks more freely, I moat tell him that a ring found underneath the beard of
any public official, and unseen by the official himself, ia not a Gyges ring; it does
not make the wearer invisible.
·
What do I want more than Secretary Schurz is willing to grant now on the
Indian question ? Two things. First, a decision by the Supreme· Court of the
case of Standing Bear, and of the meaning of the Fourteenth Amcadment in its
application to Indians. Second, a pro,·ision of law, that after Indians have been
assigned lands in severality, they shall have power to protect themselves in the
possession of it, and in all the rights which the Fourteenth Amendment., in
letter and in spirit, guarantees.
Legal cases, instituted to secure justice to Indian tribes, have been tnmed out
of the United States Courts. To this fact Secretary Sch'lrz points, and 80 dis·
courages the effort of Boston and Omaha to carry a new cnse up to the Supreme
Court. Nevertheless, something has happened eince General Scott drove the
Cherokees out of Georgia. The Fourteenth Amendment has · been paned.
J ndge Dundy has given a decision that an Indian is a person, and that the Aa6uu
corptu act can be applied to protect his life, liberty, and property. In California
the Fourteenth Amendment hae been used to shield the Chinese from sand-lot
ruffians. Although neither Indians nor Mongolians are citizens, it has been
decided that they are peraona, and as such, entitled to the protection of the Fourteenth Amendment, which requires that no person, whether citizen or not, ehall
be deprived of life, liberty, or property, without due proce&B of law. These events
change the case of the Indians before the Supreme Court. It is no proof at all
that a suit will not now succeed, to point ns, as Secretary Schurz does, to the fact
that the Supreme Court, befo:re the Fourteenth Amcudmont was passed, rejected
the claim of the Cherokees.
The Secretary of the Interior has written certain letters to a noble lady, Mrs.
Jackson, whose eloquent articles in defence of the Indian cause have already
become a part of standard literature ou the subject, and he aftirme that he does
not Bee how a snit in defence of the rights of Standing Bear and thoee whom he
represents, can be brought before the 8upreme Court. I have lettere here from
one of the very highest judicial authorities in the land, whom I am not petmitted
to name, and he eays then are a dozen ways in which tuch a suit can be brough&o
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before the higheat tribunal of the land, If I conld give you my authority (or
the legal assertions I am about to make, you would respect it much more highl7
than that of the Secretary of the Interior himself. The letter I hold in my hand
is from a specialist who has given to this cue years of attention.
It may be true that the Indians, as a tribe, canuot sue in the Federal Court to
recover a reservation, because there may be nobody on it or in pouession of any
part of it to be sued. Of course, the Government cannot be sued, because the law
does not permit this. The Government may exclude all persons from the land in
question. But simply because the Government cannot be sued, as stated, it does not
by any means follow that a snit may not be instituted to teat the validity of the
'!!'hole matter involved in the controversy. Suppose the Poncas should go upon their
old reservation oetensibly for the purpose of remaining there, The Government
-0fficial would then arreat and l't'mov.e them as trespassers on an Indian reserva·
tion. The law authorizes the use of militar7 (orcea (or this purpose, and
trespassers are freqnent17 removed. It is the duty of the arresting officer to
<COn\'ey the alleged offender to the neare1t United States Court for trial. The
offender must be turned over to the civil authorities for that purpose. When
that is done, a habeas corpvs could i11ne against the arresting officer, or the whole
.question could be raised on proceedings to be instituted by the District Attorney,
representing the Government, when acting against the trei-paaser.
The right of an Indian to appear in court is settled until Judge Dandy's
decision is reversed. At Washington mnch comment was made on what was
ulled the new departure of Judge Dandy, in regard t.o the laws concerning
Indians; but after mature and careful deliberation, many and very many have
settled down to the conclusion that the decision was right. It i1 understood that
the Honourable Secretary of the Interior is of this opinion, and that the Attorne7
General agrees with him.
It is clailJIF<l by some friends of the Indian that the l'ourteenth Amendment
makes him a citizen. The language of the amendment i1 that all persona bom
within the United States, or subject to the jurisdiction thereof, are citizens. Now,
it is true that the territories have been decided to be portions of the United States,
-and that most of the Indians are born in the territories. It is not true, however,
that the Indians are "born subject," in the fall sense, °'to the jurisdiction of the
United States." They are not completely subject to that jurisdiction while they
maintain their independent, or semi-independent tribal relations. It is granted
that we make law1 for the Indians in several particulars, but the government
recognizes their tribal relations, and so their semi-independence. It is tbia
pecnliar state of the Indian as a ward that has puzzled our statesmen. While
the tribal relations are kept np and the government recognizes it, we cannot claim
that the Indian is a citizen under the Fourteenth Amendment, for he is not bona
directly subject to the laws of the United States. The Fourteenth Amendment,
.howenr, makes such a broad distinction between citiza and per•on that a man
may safely take Judge Dundy's position, and assert that although no man can
prove that the Indian is now a citizen, it ia the easiest thing in the world to prove
that he is a person, and u such, under both the Fourteenth Amendment and the
Revised Statutes that have been passed in accordance with it, is entitled to the
protection of life, liberty, and property by the forms of law administered in the
Supreme Court. I affirm, first, that the Indian has a right to come into the
Federal courts when he is wronged, under the laws of the United States; and,
secondly, that in all other cases he may come into the State Courts (or thal

.parpoae.
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8ecmary Sebms doee no& adrue the carrying of St11Dcling Bea'l"1 cue up to
the Supreme Court. The public doe1. Judge Dundy dot1. Lawyers who haTO
giTm the mOlt attention to the cue, do. The phila&tbropi.sta who have raised
fnndl for the protection of the Inclilna in their rights are all eager to have thia
matt.er decided before the Supreme Court. My first dem1nd i1 that you ahonld
1gree with the Boston idea, and not with the Secretary of the Interior, and continue to push your claim for justice for Stancling Bear and all whom he repre.
Hilb, before the highest tribunal of the land.
When the appeal W88 made to the courts in behalf of Standing Bear, the Indian
Bureau aaid that no cue could be brought ; but a cue ,waa brought and won. It
ia the same Bureau which now uys the cue cannot be carried up to the Supreme
Court.
The next thing I want, which Secretary Schurz doea not appear willing to
grant, ia the 1ubetance of the following amendment to the bill now before Oongrea.
The general detaill of the bill presented to the House Indian Committee have
been approved by your Boston Committee, and also by the Secretary of the In·
terior. Bright Eyes and Standing Bear, who sat on this pldtform a few weeka
ago, have been crou-examiued by Congreu.
The Ponca delegation and Mr.
Tibbles are agreed with Carl Schurz in support of the bill before Congress, except
that Bright Eyes and Standing Bear, and White Eagle and Iron Eye, and Mr.
Tibbles, still demand one further guarant.ee.
The object of the rejected amendment is t.o gin the Indian opportunity t.o p~
tee& his title to land.
Any Indian settled upon an allotment according to the proviaions of thia act,
shall have the same right, in every State and Territory, to make and enforce·con•
tracts, t.o sue, be a party, give evidence, and t.o the full and equal benefit of all
Jaws and proceedings for the security of persons and property, as enjoyed by whit&
citizens ; and no Indian IO settled upon an allotment, shall be-deJlrived of life,
liberty, or property, without doe proceu of law, and no State or Territory
lhall p888 or enforce any law denying any snch Indian within its jurisdiction the
equal protection of the law.
Yon uy that the bill now before Congreas secnna enough without this amend•
ment. Listen to Bright Erea on that question :
Washington, D.C., Metropolitan Hotel, February 28, 1880.
Rav. JosEPH Coo1t:
·
Dx.l:a Sx:a :-There are two bills before Congress, one t.o move the Poncaa
back to their land end pay them fifty thoasand dollars, and the other to give each
Indian of every tribe an &llotment of land and give him a patent t.o it. Neither
of them have, however, been reported from the Committee.. There is no telling
when they will be puaed. Our object ill to make Conpsa give to every Inclilu
a title to his land, and give him the protection of the law, so that bia land cannot
be taken from him by an executive order, or any of his property without proceaa
of Jaw.
This maiden has a strange facility in coining epigrammatic atntences. She
opens an article in a recent New York paper with this moat incisive remark:
" The solution of the Indian question is citizenship." But she does not deal in
generalities, and here is another sentence which goes to the heart of the caae:
.A title to land is of no use t.o a man unless he can protect it in the courts.
The Committee of Investi.ipUion has only brought int.o stronger light the wrongs
and outrages committed on tlie helpleSB, defenceless Poncaa. The cro11·examiu11.tion of the government official who was responsible for the deed wu muterly, and
he was made to show, from his own tesiimony, the pitiless cruelty u:ercised in
&heir removal. S11ch Cllle8 aa this have happened, and will happen again and
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again, 88 long 88 the Indian bu not the protection of the law, bnt is aubject to
the will of one man.
Let me contrast the civilization which Longfellow represents with the bllrbarism
of the border. As ho laasoed Bright Eyes' hand, border rutliana on horseback
BOmetimea lasso Indian girls by their necks with ropea, draw their prey t.o the
saddle bow, and ride oft' int.o the forest.
" When an executive order," continues Bright Eyes," can rob a man of all he

has, and outrage every right of manhood," and womanhood, she might have said,
"and there is no redress, and no Indian can make an appeal for help except to the
executive who gives the order, I wonder that any one can hesitate to give him
tile protection of the law, and extend the juri.adiction of the courts over him."
One of Bright Eyes' epigrams is that law is liberty,
"The objection made is that an Indian is incapable of taking care of himself,
and therefore ought not to be a citizen. If true, it is a curious fact that might be
looked into by ethnologists and scientists, that the Indian is the only human
being on the face of the earth who is incapable of being a citizen because he cannot take care of himself, Perhaps he is an isolated species of mankind. The
tables of the Government reports, however, show that the moral condition of the
Indians compares favourably with that of the neighbouring illiterate whites. Fifteen tribes compare favourably, twelve are as good, thirteen superior, three inferior. The balance of the account is in fa,·our of the Indians.
"The fatal mistake of the Government," so Bright Eyes concludes, "has been
in taking care of the Indian and feeding him like a child, inatead of making him
take care of himself, like a man. The more yon help a man, the more you degrade
him ; the more you make a man help himself, the more you elevate him. Expe·
rieuce is the heat of teachers, and I might say, the beat of civilizers. The Indian
has been denied the lesson of experience. When the ·Government acce,1>ts the
teaching of history that self-help is the onl9 agency that ekvatu men, and gives to
the Indian rights accorded to every other race, the Indian problem will be
solved.
"Ba1GHT ErEs."
It is no part of the purpose o! the friends of the Indiana to fence oft' a little
freah water in the middle of the Atlantic. We would break up the reae"ation
and tribal system ; we would give the Indians fnll title to land ; we would
absorb them gradnall.r into the body of aelf-anpporting and self-protecting citizen!!.
The final demands of yonr Boston Committ.ee are those of the best statesmanship :
1. That the solemn treaties a11d pledges of the Government to the Indians he
in all cases honestly and promptly fulfilled.
2. That the Indian he recognized not only as a person, but o.s a fello1D-citi~en,
entitled t.o the protection of the law, and as BO·made amenable to it, and that he
enjoy all the privileges accorded to all other persona and citizens.
·
3. That the present rese"ations now granted to the Indiana, whether by treaty,
executive order, or otherwise, be ceded to them by abBOlute tide, inalienable for
twenty-five years, except upon & vote of three-fonrths of the male adults of the
tribe, subject to the consent of the Government.
f, That individual Indiana should have the same privileges in selecting allotments that other perBOna enjoy, and that titles should be granted to them upon
the same conditions, with this exception only, that these lands shall be in
alienable for twenty-five years.
It is our confident belief that these measures alo:M will solve the so-called
Indian problem ; and that it will be easily 80lved if we deal with it in a spirit of
justice, humanity and truth.
THOX.U T.A.LBOT,

F.

o.

PRJ1'0K,
RUFUS El.Liii,

Jou W. C.tNDLsa,
\'{ILLLUI

H.

LINOOU,

Colllmitt-.
TOL. V;
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Standing Bear, who came to this platform only a few hours after he had heard
<Jf the death of hi11 brother, had then, as yon remember, a face of inexpressible
sorrow. Only of late has Congreea been t.old how the brother of Standing Bear
died. Twice he had been arrested for no adequate cause. A merely technical
offence put him in danger of being sent once more to prison. Soldiers were
employed, and they tried to seize Big Snake, but he threw them all oft. He
opened his robes and showed his 11811ailants that he had no weapon. He said he
did not wish to go to jail, and would rather die previously. The officer called
for handcuffs aud more soldiers, but the Indian threw them all oft. More
soldiers came in ; and one of them stmck him in the face with the butt of his
rifie. Overpowered by numbers, the Indian w1111 thrust against a wall, and a
soldier put the muzzle of his rifle to the unarmed man's head and shot him
throµgh the brain. Ilia back was against the wall, and as the bullet went through
him it went through the wall, and passed close to another Ponca outside. ''.After
he was dead," so says an eye-witneea under oath before Congress, " I examined
his clothing and found no weapon about him." The man who was bereaved in
that way of a brother, as dear to him as any brother of yours is to any one of
yon, writes to me in most touching, simple, dignified syllables :
Most of my peeple are in the Indian Territory, and if they stay anothu year
there, but few of them will be left. It is nearly three years since I have been
allowed to do anything for myself. It is almost time to plow and plant again.
I am very tired of travelling from place to place. I llave told the peuple of man1
cities, and the men in Washington who make the lawR, of the wrong done us,
and now they all know it. I can do no more. I wish to return to my famil1
and to go to work for myself. We are a very weak people, and your people are
very strong. I have done all I can do. I have told you of onr wrongs and asked
justice of your people. I am very tired of waiting. We shall never forget what
Sr.A.NDillG BB.A.B.
yon have done for us.
Let us CAil to this house John Elliot, once more; let us demand, in the name
of the historic spirits which ma.lte this temple the Santa Croce of New England,
a William Penn as a permaaent fixture in the Indian Bureau. Let us adopt as
.onr unflinching resolve, entire loyalty to the exhortation of our own Longfellow : Ye whose hearts are fresh and simple,
Who believe that in all ages
Every human heart is human;
· And that feeble hands and helplCSB,
Groping blindly in the darkness,
.
Touch IJod's right hand in that darkncea,
And are lifted up and strengthened;Listen to this simple story,
To this song of .Minnehaha I

IT is a felicity that I am able to presen,t to this audience to-day
an account of certain experiments in psychograpby observed by
myself, and conducted under conditions more severe than were complied with in the analogous investigations on the same subject by
the German Profeesors at Leipzic. All my life I have had, I hope,
not only a healthful shyness, out a horror of quacks. Of all quacks,
however, the Theological, or the Spiritualistic quack, who stands
between heaven and earth, to trade in men's fear of hell, and hopes
of heaven, bas had the most of my loathing. I have, therefore,
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uever visited any so-called medium, and perhaps I never shall, unless
forced to do so by some exigency of scientific research. On the
'OCCa&ion I am about to describe, I did not go to any medium's
rooms ; for, if I had done so, I should feel like making an apology to
this assembly. I went to the house of one of your oldest citizens, a
.gentleman who, as editor and author, has earned, and commands,
the respect of the nation. On invitation, I consented to meet, in the
library of Mr. Epes Sargent, a psychic of whom I had heard various
reports, some of them not altogether reassuring I took with me my
family physician, and my wife, and a friend of hers, a lady who herself had performed psychical experiments for Mrs. Stowe. I had also
"the assistauce of this lady's husband, au acute editor, who hos earned
an excellent reputation as an exposer of psychical frauds. In the
company of nine persons who witnessed the phenomena, there were
four believers and five unbelievers in Spiritualism. The experiments,
"Which filled an evening, had satisfactory and unsatisfactory traits,
:and consisted in the production of so-called spirit-writing by a
pencil wholly untouched.
The following were the satisfactory points:
1. Five sti·ong gas jets, four in a chandelier over the table, and
-one in a central position on the table, were burning all the while in
.the library where the experiments took place.
2. At no time were the sll\tes, on which the abnormal writing was
produced, taken from the sight of any one of tho nine persons who
watched them. The writing was not done, as was Slade's, in London
.and at Leipzic, on slates held under a table.
3. The utmost care was taken by all the observers to see that the
:slates were perfectly clean just before they were closed.
4. During the first experiment nine persons clasped each one hand
-or two, over and under the two slates. The psychic's hands were
among the others, and he certainly did not remove his hands from
this position while the sound of the writing was heard.
5. Each observer had written on a scrap of paper, given him by the
psychic, the name of a deceased friend, and a question addressed to the
person named. All the scraps were folded into tight small pellets and
placed in a group on the table, and then mixed, until I could not tell
my pellets from others in the collection. Half-a-dozen of the names were
<lorrectly given by the psychic, while the pellets remained unopened.
No opinion is ventured here as to the method by which he obtained
this knowledge. One of the two pellets which I had thrown into
the group contained the following words: "Warner Cook. In what
year was my father bom 1" I put in one question which could be
.answered by any one who could read my thoughts. I put in another
which could not be thus answered, for I did not know the answer to it.
The psychic, who certainly had not seen me fold or write the pellet,
for he WM uot in the room at the time, told me correctly the name it
<iontained, which was that of my grandfather. He told, also, correctly
the name in the second pellet. I thought this, perhaps, merely a case 6f
mind-reading. The psychic wrote on a slate : · "l wish you tO know.
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that I can come. I do so long to reach yeu. W. C." I judged that.
this, perhaps, was fraud, nlthough I was told it came from a spirit.
The psychic, however, began to suffer, or assume singular contortions, and said they were the re11ults of the efforts of a spirit to communicate through him. I very much doubted whether he was not
acting a part, and watched him, as o.ll the rest of the company did,
very closely, in every one of his motions. He placed two slates on
a t:i.ble before him, and a hand, palm downward, on each slate.
He seemed to be making a strong effort of will, and said be could
not tell whether the experiment would succeed. Biting a small fragment, not much larger than four or five times the size of the head
of a pin, from the top of a slate pencil, he placed the bit on one of
the slates, and called on us nll to see that both surfaces were clean.
This we did in the full light of five gas burners, to our perfect satisfaction. The psychic then shut the slates with the fragment between
them, and required us to grasp the edges of the slates. He drew
my hands into a position near his, and made several strokes over
one of them. Meanwhile, his face showea strong efforts of will;
his whole countenance energized ; he seemed to be in an agony of
volition ; his features changed their expression to one of great vigour
and determination ; and yet, while this look was kept up he was
shedding tears. It was in this mood of the psychic that the audible
writing began nnd continued.
6. While a dozen hands, in full light, were tightly clasped about the
slates, we all distinctly heard the peculiar grating sound of a slate
pencil moving between them. I said, " Hist ! " once or twice : and, in
a nearly perfect silence, we every one of us heard writing going on
between the surfaces. Afterward we saw the fragment of pencil which
was used, and noticed that it was worn by the friction of writing.
7. The writing found on one of the slates when they were opened
was in response to my question, and was as follows: " I think in
1812, but am not sure. Warner Cook."
This date was correct. 'fhe doubt expreSBed in the reply did not
exist, in my own thoughts, for I knew what the date was. During
the writing I was not thinking of the date, however, but very
c11utiously watching the psychic to detect fraud.
8. In a second experiment, the psychic closed the slates in our
sight, after they had been washed with a wet sponge which I had
myself procured from one of Mr. Sargent's chambers, and had also
been heavily rubbed by my handkerchief in presence of us all, as they
lay on the table. We were determined that no invisible writing
should remain on the slates if any had been put there by sleight of
hand, or previously to the gathering of the company. After they
had been shut upon the pencil, the psychic, at my re<Jneat, placed on
them two strong brass clamps, one at each end. L.Mr. Cook here
exhibited to the audience the clamps, holding together the slates in .
question. J Thus arranged, . the slates were placed by him in my
right hand, which I extended at arm's length over the back of my
ila into the open ~ of the room, while I left my other ~d o~

.
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the table. The psychic, twice or three times turned the clamped
slates over in my baud, and then returned his hands to the tnble,
where, with the rest of the hands of the company, they were kept
constantly in sight. In this position I held the slates a few seconds,
and watched both them and the psychic. He appeared to be making
no particular effort of will When the slates were opened, these
words were found written on one of their surfaces in a feminine
hand, "God bless you all. I am here. Your loving friend, Fanny
Conant." I had never heard of this person, but the name was
recognized by several in the company as that of a psychic now
deceased, and lately well known in Boston.
9. One of the observers who assisted in the experiments at my
request was my family physician, Dr. F. E. Bundy, of Boston, a
graduate of the Harvard Medicnl School-a man of great coolness
and penetration of judgment, and by no means inclined to adopt any
spiritualistic theory. Another of the observers was Mr. Epes Sargent,
who is known to the whole English speaking world for the volumes
which contain the results of the many years be bas devoted to the
study of psychical phenomena. Of the nine observers, a majority
were not only not Spiritualists, but thoroughly prejudiced against the
claims made in behalf of the psychic who led the experiments.
Written notes of the facts, as they occurred, were tnken, without an
instant's delay, by Dr. Bundy and myself.
10. Among the names correctly read in the closed pellets was that
of an officer in the regular army, shot dead in one of the preliminary
skirmishes of the battle of the Wilderness. The editor present knew
the officer well, and the circumstances of his death. The instant the
psychic pronounced the office1·'s name, he fell backward with a. quick,
sudden motion, like that of one shot through the heart. After a few
seconds, he wrote the word " Shot," in large letters, on the slate.
11. The hands of the company were so placed ou the slates in the
first experiment that the theory of fraud hy the use of a magnetic
pencil is inapplicable to the facts. One of the observers held an open
hand tightly against the bottom, and another on the top of the
slates, which were perhaps six or ten inches above the surface of the
table as it was clasped by the hands. Any magnet concealed in the
sleeves of the psychic could not h~ve been so used as to move the pencil.
12. At the close of the experiment~, the company unanimously
indorsed a paper drawn up on the spot, and were agreed that the
theory of fraud would not explain the facts. While they differed in
opinion as to whether the slate pencil was moved by the will of the
psychic or by that of a spirit or spirits acting through him, the
observers could not explain the writing except by the movement of
matter without contact.
REPORT

OF THB

OBSERVERS

OF

THE

SARGENT ExPEnIMENTS

IN

PsYcHOGRAPHY IN BosToN, MARCH 13th, 1880.
At the house of Epes Sargent, on the evening of Saturday, March
13th, the uudersigned saw two clean slates placed face to face with ·fl
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bit of slate pencil between them. We all held our hands clasped
around the edges of the two slates. The hands of Mr. Watkins, the
psychic, also clasped the slates. In this position we all distinctly
beard the pencil moving, and on opening the slates, found an intelli·
gent message in a strong masculine hand, in answer to a question
·
asked by one of the company.
Afterwards, two slates were clamped together with strong brass.
fixtures, and held at arm's length by Mr. Cook, while the rest of th&
company and the psychic had their hands in full view on the table.
After a moment of waiting, the slates were opened, and a message in
a feminine band was found on one of the inner surfaces. Ther&
were five lighted· gas burners in the room at the time.
We cannot apply to these facts any theory of fraud, and we do
not see how the writing can be explained, wiless matter, in the slate
pencil, was moved without contact.
F. E. BUl'IDY, M.D.
EPES SARGENT.
C. KINNEY.
HENRY G. WHIT&

JOHN

Boston, Ma1·ch 13th, 1880.
JosEPH CooK.
Notice now the unsatisfactory points in these experiments.
I. My attention was several times diverted from watching the
psychic, by his requiring me to put my pencil on the pellets and
pass it slowly from one to another of them.
It ought to be stated that he required Mr. Sargent to do the same.
and if it. bad been his object to divert the attention of those most
opposed to admitting his claims, he would have done better to have
selected Dr. Bundy instead of Mr. Sargent, as another gun to spike.
Dr. Bundy's attention was not diverted for an instant, nor was mine
at any instant that seemed to me important.
2. Two or throe times the rsyohic and a. friend whom he had brought.
to the room, left the company and went into the hall together, and I
did not know what they conferred a.bout. It is supposed that they
left in order that the friend might not be regarded as a confederate.
3. The psychic was easily offended by any test conditions suggested by the company, although he finally adopted the brass clamps.
which he at first refused to use.
I took to the library two lock slates which had only inner writing
surfaces and placed ou them the clamps, and, as soon as proceedings
begun, said that I wished to place the bit of pencil myself between
the slates without allowing the psychic to touch it. "But," said the
psychic, "yon have no objection to my biting a. bit off the pencil you
have in your band. You have no objection to my putting the bit of
pencil which I bite off into the cavity between the two slates1" "Yes,,.
I replied, "I have great objections. You will do neither of those two
things." The psychic, with a mood as haughty as if he had been
under the control of some pirate spirit, announced at once that
nothing could be done in .Mr. Cook's presence. It was a quarter of
an hour before we were able to quell the storm which had been
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raised by my insisting upon managing my own pencil. How did I
know but possibly there might be inside hie lips a magnetic pencil
concealed under his tongue, and that be would aubstitute it for th&
bit of slate pencil bitten off by himself1 The psychic's mood
changed, when I told him that I intended to describe to the public
the results of the evening, and that I had opportunity to advertise
him very extensively to bis advantage or disadvantage, as an honest
statement of facts might require. After I bad made myself hardly
more than a spectator, the psychic was induced by hie friend, Mr.
White, and by Mr. Sargent, to go on with the experiments. His
mood toward me changed, and I must affirm that he treated us
all with courtesy from the moment when we ceased insisting upon
certain tests iu a tone of savage earnestness.
4. The psychic's friend brought to the room the elates which wer&
used, and my elates were not employed at all in the experiments.
The alleged objection to the use of my slates, was that they had
wood on their backs, and were poor conductors of electrical influences. Although clamps on the elates are no greater guard than.
one's hands may be, still they amount to something in stating the
case to the p1.1.blic. If I had suddenly fallen into a trance, or been
mesmerized, while holding the elates, the clamps would have held
their place, and some one in the company might not have been in a
trance, and would have known what happened.
On the whole, the unsatisfactory points did not appear to outweigh.
the satisfactory ones. In spite of the former, the observers agree in
professing inability to explain the writing unless there was here
motion without contact.
In these experiments, as I beg you to notice, there is nothing t~
decide whether the force which moved the pencil was exercised by the
will of the psychic, or by a spirit, or by both.
We do not presume to say how the motion was caused, but only
that we do not see how the writing can be explained unless matterin the elate pencil was moved without contact.
Of course the latter fact, if eett:.blished, and even in the absence of·
knowledge as to whether the force p1·oceeds from the psychic or from
spirits, overturns utterly the mechanical theory of matter, explodes
all materialistic hypotheses, and lays the basi11 for transcendental
physics, or a new world in philosophy.
Here is the very freshest pamphlet from Germany on psychical
phenomena. It is written by Leeser, a medical candidate at Leipzic
University, and defends unflinchingly the theory that the psychic,
force explains all these phenomena, and is under the control of man
exclusively. I came out of Mr. Sargent's library fully convinced that
the stress of debate is between that theory and the theory adopted
by Zollne1· and Crookes, that the force is under the control of both
. men and spirits. Whatever the ultimate result of experiments by
experts in the study of psychical phenomena may be, it is pretty
neal'ly certain to-day that research should concentrate itself upon thedouble lines of investigation indicated by these two rival theories.
.
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We are parting, and pardon me now, if, as a :final question, I ask~
What are the general conclusions of the discussion of Spiritualism as
"1lll

i/1

I. The evils of Spiritualism arise not from the admission of the
Teality of spiritualistic communication•, but from assuming their
trustworthiness.
2. The most mischievous popular misconception as to Spiritualism,
is that the alleged phenomena, if real~ are superna.tural, and so may
authenticate a revelation, and place spiritualistic communications on
the same basis with Christianity.
3. The most imp.n·tant duty of the pulpit in regard to Spiritualism
is to inRist on the philosophical and theological distinction between
the merely superhuman and the strictly supernatural, and to show
that a supernatural act can be performed by God only, that spiritualistic communications, even if real, are merely superhuman and not
strictly supematural, and so cannot come into rivalry with those Christian miracles which imply creative power, and can therefore be performed only by the Supreme Will.
4. More than a quarter of a century of study of the modern
psychical manifestations has shown that in religion and theology
Spiritualism has nothing new to say, however new many of its philosophical implications may be to materialism.
5. It has a divided voice, and teaches iu different nations every
forro of doctrine held among men.
In India it is a mirror for the Hindoo opinions in theology. In
Paris it is a mit·ror for the infidel's and the sensualist's creed. In
certain circles of Christian Spiritualists it is said to be a mirror of
the Christian hope. You have reflected back to you from the socalled spirits with whom you associate, your own views or the
opinions of those spirits with whom you aBBociate, your Gwn views or
the.opinions of those spirits who may have been in your circles in the
world, and who seem not to have greatly changed their convictions
since they were here. Nothing like a revelation, except to mole-eyed
materialism, has come from Spiritualism into modern history.
6. It has been especially effective in stimulitting, in half-ed11cated
minds and coarse natures, infidelity in faith; and libertinism in morals.
G~ve me a coarse set of men and women, and I had rather they
.should be seized with the Asiatic cholera and the Memphis plague
"than by a belief in the trustworthiness of '!pi ritualistic communications.
'l'he great fact of experience is that average Spiritualism, when
accepted as a source of religious knowledge, lends its votaries into
practical mischief, and often into moral ruin.
7. While a very few psychics are persons of trustworthy character.
seven out of ten of them are untrustworthy, if not immoral, and
need guardians for their own good, and for that of society.
It is generally conceded by the better claBB of Spiritualists, that a
large proportion of mediums are impostors, and that not infrequently
psychics who have real power to produce strange phenomena have
been detected in fraud.
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Let me not bring a railing accusation against those whose sensitiveness 0f organization subjects them, against their will, to
peculiar experiences; but the general reputation of travelling
mercenary psychics, everybody knows is not good. If I could
uncover half of the facts which ha'fe come to me in unsolicited
correspondence, including stacks and deluges of letters on this sub·
ject, I could make the cheeks in this house turn pale at revelations
of vice stimu1ated by the belief in the trustworthiness of spiritualistic communications.
Not a rifle-shot from this platform, in the office of one of the
foremost spiritualistic newspapers, communications are printed which
seem to come up from purgatory at least, if not from a place far
further sunk than that in the realms of spiritual life. " Let my
sister communicate with me, and I will knock all belief in heaven
and God out of her head." That is the style and tone of a good
deal of spiritualistic communication East and West.
Of course, I know that the1·e are circles in which Christian doctrines are favoured more or less by the so-called spirits ; but if a
man puts himself into their power, and admits not only the reality
but the trustworthineEs of their communications, the result, in
nine cases out of ten, is that, little by little, he loses balance, not
only of intellect but of character. Mr. Kiddle of New York has
been, perhaps, persecuted too much; but even his literary sense •
has been blunted until poetical raving, unfit for the obscurest corner
of a provincial journal, he considers worthy of the power of an
Edgar A. Poe, or a Milton beyond death. I quite agree with
Scribner's Monthly when, in view of merely literary considerations,
it pronounces Mr. Kiddle to be so far warped by his spiritualistic
creed as to be unfit for a guide for. young minds iu literature.
Even the Religio Philosophical Journal of Chicago, a spiritualistic
organ, says Mr. Kiddle has mistaken the automatic ravings of a
medium in his own family for revelations, and that the consequence
has been that he has run into the most glaring errors. I spent
perhaps four or five hours rolling along the shores of Lake Erie
in reading his book, and it seemed to me that if I had .been obliged
to devote a week to such literature I should have come out of it
half idiotic. C@olest editors of the spiritualistic journals utterly
reject the claim of such books to be regarded as a source of
religious knowledge. There is, however, in wide circulation, on
both aides of the Atlantic, a vast mass of similar literature, wilder
than the wildest thiags in Swedenborg, and that is saying more
than much.
Why has Planchette gone out of fashion t Because it was found
to have a foul tongue. If you believe spirits were behind that
despair of science, a.re you willing to invite into the bosom of your
family such moods as must be supposed to exist in the desires of
beings who can talk as Planchette talked, time and again, the most
abominable ribaldry and worse f
8, I_t, folloWIJ inexorabl7 from. the fact that the trustworthineu of
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"the communications cannot be proved, that even if their reality be ad·
mitted, all that is established is the existence and agency of evil spirits.
9. Such being the moral dangers of Spiritualism, its investigation
may well be left in general to experts in psychical and mental science.
It is greatly to be desired that its investigation should be undertaken by a higher class of expe1·imenters who are above suspicion of
·fraud, or mercenary motives, or scientific incompetency, or the
prejudices of narrow specialists in merely physical research.
10. Materialism is overthrown, utterly, by the modern facts
proving the existence of a psychic force.
11. So far as anti-supernaturalism is dependent on materialiem, it
is in itself overthrown by the same facts.
12. The Biblical view of the worl~ as to both good and evil spirits
is to be pushed to the front by the pulpit, if the wants of the times
are to be met.
13. The existence in man of the spiritual faculties and suscepti·
bilities assumed by Christianity is proved.
14. The background of Christianity, which rationalistic criticism
has caused to be overlooked, is made vivid by modern psychical
phenomena.
When I stood in the Sistine Chapel looking on the faded fresco of
the Last Judgment, by Michael Angelo, I longed for the power to
make vivid all the pristine colours; and just as that picture would
glow like the sun, if it could arppea1· in the f1·eshness it had when
the master's hand left it, so the Bible would glow as the light of the
noon, if Biblical doctrines as to good and evil spirits were once
preached thoroughly on combined Biblical 11.11d modern evidence.
Let us remember that there are now millions of people in the
civilized nations who believe good and evil spirits ai·e all about us.
The Bible evidence on this point I accept. If, in an age in which
the denial of the supernatural has assumed the name of science, you
can bring the modern evidence to support the Biblical pneumatology,
you add strength to a cl\Stle already impregnable.
If both evil and good spirits are around us in modern times, we can
understand why men were directed of old to believe not every spirit, but
to try the spirits, and to regard not those who have familiar spirits.
If there is modern experience of seeing and even of photographing
spirits, we can understand how it was that the eyes of a young man
were once opened so that he saw a mountain full of horses of fire,
and chariots of fire, round about Elisha.
If evil spirits may now move the tongues of speaking psychics, we
cnn understand how it was that the serpent said unto the woman,
"Thou shalt not surely die ! "
If the hand of the psychic Home, under the eyes of experts in
England, was thrust into the centre of a grate of buruing coals and
not burned at all, we can understand how three men once came out
of a furnace, nor was a hair of their heads injured, nor the smell o[
fire on their garments.
If htnds appear among modern psychical phenomena, we oaD
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understand how it was that the fingers of a man's hand wrote on
the walls of Belshazzar's palace, "Mena, mene, tekel, upbarein."
If Lord Lindsay saw a man lifted by invisible causes from tho
.ground, and carried from window to window, and if levitation has
occurred frequently in recent times, as we are told it has, we cas
understand how Philip was found not, for he was at Azotus ; and
how One of old walked on the sea.
If matter can pass through matter, we can understand how One
Who was raised &e,<>'8.in, passed through the doors that were shut, and
was present with His disciples when they were in an inner room.
If there have been faces which have shone in modern times so as
to produce a shadow &e,<>'8.inst the light, as we are told there have, we
can understand what was meant when it was written, that when thy
-eye is single, thy whole body is full of light; and when it was
written also, that Moses's face shone ; and thn.t angels have appeared
with faces like lightning, and that One, Who was transfigured, was
Uke the sun when be shineth in his strength.
If the followers of Edward Irving, and others in modern times, have
11poken with foreign tongues, then we can understand ~ow, at Pentecost,
-every man beard from the Apostles the tongue in which be was born.
If prayers are in modern times besought by spirits in purgatorial state in the next life, as we are told they are, we can under11tand what was meant by preaching to spirits in prison.
If bad spirits are near us in modern times, we can understand how
it is that we wrestle not with fl.ash and blood, but against principalities and powers, against the rulers of the darkness of this world,
and against wicked spirits in heavenly plnces.
If modern evidence proves that the soul of man may communicate
with the souls of the departed, we can understand that we are compassed about by a great cloud of witnesses, and are come to the city
of the living God, and to an innumerable company of angels, and to
the general assembly and Church of the firstborn, and to the spirits
<>f just men made perfect, and to God the Judge of all.
15. When the proper distinction is made between the merely
superhuman and the strictly supernatural, the use of modern psy-chical phenomena to illustrate the laws of the communion of spirit
with spirit does not destroy the evidential value of miracles, for tho
latter contain, as the former do not, evidences of creative power which
-can be exercised by only that One Being who is above nature.
16. The highest form of spiritual infiuence is what the Scriptures
call communion with the Holy Spirit. This is open to all men on tho
-condition of total, affectionate, and irreversible self-surrender to God.
Under a torrent of Niagara, so vast that only a portion of it can be
11tudied close at hand at a single view, one is reminded of the torrent
<>f natural causes flowing through the universe, and studied by roan
in a few only of its thunderous jet.a. Five years we have faced tho
deluge of the Niagara of natural causes. We have not seen the
lVhole cataract, but in several different nooks of the frightened rock
we have stood between it and the falling waters, with adventurous
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awe. As in the Caves of the Winds at Niagara, in the narrow spaces
between the astounding torrent and the rock behind it, one forgets.
himself, so in these other caves of the winds we have forgotten ourselves, and have been overawed by the deluge of natural forces rush,
ing past us. In studying Biology, Transcendentalism, Orthodoxy,
Conscience, Heredity, Marriage, Labour, Socialism, Culture and
Miracles, I seem to have been standing behind the sheet of the.
Niagara of second causes in so many different caves of the winds, in.
which one can but forget himself in limitless awe. My hope is, how,
ever, that even when behind the cataract of sonls and worlds, we have
not worshipped it. I part from you with the prayer that God may
deliver us from the chief curse of our age..,....the idolatry of second
causes ! All the torrents of the Niagara of God's works I would study,
but I would remember that they are all poured from His palm.
Lying, one summer day, behind the sheets of the cataract which
hushes the breath of men's souls at Niagara, and thinking of the cata.,,
ract of natural causes which pours through the galaxies of worlds an<!
souls, and through eternity, &.nd will always fl.ow from God's right
hand, and have no power which He does not give, it was my fortune.
to adc;Iress both cataracts :When Rome fell, where wert thou, colossal fall 1
In slow recession thou hast wandered back ;
These leagues of seething chasm were thy track.
When lost Atlantia sank, where didst thou call
To thy vexed precipices 1 And what if all
Thy dates were written, from the fiery sack
Of Troy up to the deluge green and black 1
How eloquent were then thy storied wall!
What wert thou in thy youth when man was not t
When thou and he first met hast thou fo1·got 1
When first in thee was dipped the swallow's wing,
When didst thou hear the first brown wood-thrush singt
Speak, dateless roar, for thou art old and wise;
'l'hy memories are unsounded majesties.
I hear the thunderous thud, the muffied roar,
I see the blinding, wheeling, smiting mists,
The greens, the greys, purples and amethysts;
From Heaven's wide palm thy frightened cataracts pour,
And I look up beneath them and adore.
Aboye me hang chain lightnings on the wrists
Of summer tempests. In the awesome lists
Of contests are the thunders and thy shore.
Beneath thy quivering, riven cliffs, I lie
Aud gaze into the lightning and the sky,
But I hear only thee and touch and see
A Hand which uudergirda immensity.
.
Thou apeakeat much, but most thou speakeat of Him>.
God, God, God 11'&lka on thy watery rim~
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